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THURSDAY, JULY 20, 1961

U.S. SENATE,
CommirE ON FINANCE,

Wazkington, D.0.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m. in room 2221,

Senate Office Building, Senator Harry Flood Byrd chairmann) pre-
siding.

Present: Senators Byrd, Kerr, McCarthy, Gore, Talmadge, Wil-
liams, Carlson, Curtis and Hartke.

Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk.
TheCIIAIR.A.N. The committee will come to order.
The matter before the committee is S. 1625.
(The bill, S. 1625, follows:)

[S. 1625, 87th Cong., 1st sese.]

A BILL ro amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 so as to terminate the special tax
,treatment now accorded certain employee stock options

Be it enacted by the Senate and Hou8e of Representatives of the United
State of America in Gaongree8 assembled, That section 421(d) (1) of the In.
ternal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to definition of restricted stock option)
is amended by inserting after "granted after February 26, 1945," the following:
"and before April 14, 1961,".

The CHAIRMAx. The first witness is Mr. Michael Waris, Jr., Asso-
ciate Tax Legislative Counsel of the Treasury Department.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL WARIS, T&L, ASSOCIATE TAX LEGISLA-
TIVE COUNSEL OF THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT; ACCOMPANIED
BY STANFORD G. ROSS

Mr. WARIS. I am happy to be here today to present the views of
the Treasury Department regarding 5. 1625.

To my right is Mr. Stanford (. Ross, a member of the Office of
the Tax Leislative Counsel.

This bill, S. 1625, would terminate the tax treatment now accorded
to certain employee options by making section 421 inapplicable to
options granted after April 13 of this year.

Senator GORE. Before you go any further, you say certain em-
ployee options. It relates to restricted stock options, does it not?

Mr. WARIS. That is right, Senator.
Senator GORE. And restricted stock options go to the management

employees. I would not want the Treasury Department to give added
currency to the term by which this device is justified by some.

Is it correct that what we are speaking of here is the restricted stock
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options which are given to a few employees, not the general employees
ofthe corporation?

Mr. WARiS. It is called the restricted stock option, that is true.
However, in the law itself there is no requirement that it be given
to any specific group either large or small, the discretion is left up to
the management.

The statutory treatment of restricted employee options was intro-
duced into the Internal Revenue Code in 1950. The congressional
purpose appears to have been primarily to assist corporations in se-
curing better management. This was to be accomplished by facilitat-
ing the acquisition by key employees of a proprietary interest in the
business.

Senator GoRE. Why do you say that the purpose was to assist the
corporations to secure better management?

The purpose is plainly set out in the committee report. The pur-
pose was to give tax-free income to those employees to whom restricted
stock options were granted.

Is that not the purpose, and is that not the effect?
Mr. WARIs. Senator, we quote here in our statement that portion of

the Senate committee report which we thought summarized the con-
gressional purpose most succinctly.

Senator GORE. Let me read you a sentence from the report:
Under your committee's bill. no tax will be imposed at the time of exercise

of a restrictive stock option, or at the time the option is granted, and the gain
realized by the sale of the stock acquired through the exercise of the option will
be taxed as a long-term capital gain.

And that long-term capital gain would only occur when the stock
is sold.

I will let you proceed.
Mr. 'VARis. Yes, Senator, that describes the result, the application

of the statute.
Senator GOR. You would think a committee would have a purpose

of attaining a specific result. Would that not be the purpose of the
plan, of the legislation?

Mr. WAris. That is correct.
That is the result of the operation of the statute.
Now, the purpose as stated in the Senate committee report is, and

I quote:
Such options are frequently used as incentive devices by corlorations who

wish to attract new management. to convert their officers into "partners" by
giving them a stake in the buines . to retain the services of executives who
might otherwise leave, or to give their employees generally a more direct in-
terest in the success of the corporation.

It is clear that extensive use has been made of section 421 to comi-
pensate key corporate employees. In June 1959, Business Week re-
ported that a recent National Industrial Conference Board survey of
673 companies listed on stock exchanges indicated that 69 percent of
such companies had such plans at that time. And it is our impres-
sion that the number has increased since then.

Section 421 provides a particularly complex scheme for according
special treatment. If the option price "is at least 95 percent of the
fair market value of the stock at the time the option is granted, then
no income is realized on the exercise of the option regardless of the
fair market value of the stock upon exercise of the option. Thus, a
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substantially economic benefit may be obtained, and retained indefi-
nitely, without the payment of any tax. If the stock is sold, then
there may be tax, but income realized on the sale of the stock, includ-
ing that attributable to appreciation prior to the exercise of the op-
tion, is taxed as a capital gain. If the stock is held until death, there
is no income tax at any time.

Senator GORE. Now, the first category which you discussed there
would permit, would it not, a corporate official to receive virtually
unlimited income on which he may never pay any tax at all; was that
not what you said?

Mr. WArns. Yes, that is right, Senator.
Senator GoRE. Now, I know of instances in which corporate officials

have received several million dollars of tax-free income.
Is the Treasury able, are you able, to give some examples of the

larger amounts which have been realized as a result of restricted
stock options?

Mr. WArns. I do not have -hat information available. I could
supply it if you would like.

Senator GORE. Mr. Chairman, I would like it for the record.
The CHArMUAN. It will be furnished for the record.
(The following material was later submitted for the record:)

Example 1.-The ABC corporation granted restricted options to its officers
to purchase shares of its stock at $1 a share. (Information as to the date the
option was exercised and the value of the stock at such time is not available.)
During 1957, one of the officers sold 3,400 shares acquired pursuant to option for
a gain of $135,000. During 1958, he sold 20,300 shares for a gain of $900,000.
During 1959, he sold 28,300 shares for a gain of $1,700,00.

Example 2.-The DEF corporation granted restricted stock options to its
executive employees. During the early years of the plan, the value of the stock
of the corporation fell below the option price and the corporation made a corre-
sponding downward adjustment in the option price. During the years 1954-
58, one officer of the corporation acquired stock at a cost of about $91,000. (In-
formation as to the value of the stock at such times is not available.) The
officer sold the stock in 1960 for approximately $900,000, the resulting gain
being $809,000.

Example 3.-The XYZ corporation granted its president a restricted stock
option to purchase 50,000 shares. The option was exercised at a cost of $1,703,000
at a time when the stock had a value of approximately $4,500,000, the resulting
gain being $2,797,000. (Information as to whether such stock has been sold
is not available.)

Senator GORE. Incidentally, many people still say that it is im-
possible to become a millionaire under present tax laws. This seems
to be a well beaten path to multimillions without taxes at all.

Would you agree with that?
Mr. WARS. As to how well beaten it is-it does have its advan-

tages taxwise, and that is of course the subject of our discussion here
today.,

Senator GORE. You said a few moments ago that it had widespread
use.

Mr. WARTS. There are a number of these plans in effect, it is true.
Senator GORE. If a path is well used, would you say it is well

beaten?
Mr. WArs. I am afraid I have to agree with that statement, yes.
Senator GORE. All right. I just cannot quite understand the cau-

tion with which the Treasury is approaching this subject. But you
go ahead.
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Mr. WARTs. At this point my caution is that this is a highly tech-
nical subject, and I like to be sure I am accurate in what I state.

Where the option price is between 85 and 95 percent of the fair
market value of the stock at the time the option is granted, a more
involved rule becomes applicable.

Senator GoRE. I would like to substitute "tenderness" instead of
"caution".

Mr. WAPjS. No income is realized on the exercise of the option,
but the spread between the option price and the fair market value
of the stock at the time of grant is taxable as ordinary income on
any disposition of the stock, including transfer upon death. In the
case of a person who owns more than 10 percent of the stock of his
employer, the option price must be at least 110 percent of the fair
market value of the stock on the date when the option is granted.

Also, in such a case, the option can be exercised only within a
period of 5 years. In cases of employees with lesser stock interests,
the option can be exercised over a period of 10 years. In all cases,
the benefits cannot be obtained unless the stock is held until at least
2 years after the date the option was granted, and for at least 6 months
after the option was exercised.

Secti :n 421 has been the subject of varied criticism, primarily along
the following lines.

It "I F 'een contended that, in practice, the law discriminates against
the c csfly-held company whose stock is not listed on an established
exchaivge and.in favor of the company whose stock is so listed.

The reason is that, in order to qualify under section 421, the option
price liust be at least 85 or 95 percent of the fair market value of
the stock *at the time the option is granted. When the stock of a
corp any is not listed on an established exchange, the company ordi-narily has great difficulty in establishing with reasonable certainty

the fair market value of its stock, and, consequently, unlisted com-
panies are reluctant to use section 421.

On the other hand, companies which are publicly held have no
such difficulty. Moreover, it has been asserted that in some instances
smaller companies have had difficulty in retaining promising execu-
tives because larger companies have induced these executives to join
them by offering restricted employee stock options.

A more fundamental criticism of section 421 that has been voiced
is that often it has not in fact operated to encourage employees to
acquire a proprietary interest in the business--a primary purpose for
which the section was enacted.

It has been suggested that in many instances the employee, who
has exercised the restricted option, sells the stock so acquired shortly
after the minimum holding period. In such situations, section 421
merely provides a way in which compensation can be paid to selected
employees without the payment of ordinary income tax thereon and
with no possible incentive effect through continued holding of stock.

In this connection, it has been pointed out that in providing other
incentive tax benefits in the compensation area, such as pension, profit
sharing, and stock bonus plans, Congress has required that the exten-
sion of the benefits must be nondiscriminatory-that is, they must be
proportionately available to a substantial number of the employees
of an enterprise. The benefits of stock options can be bestowed at
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will on selected employees, discretion in this regard being unrestricted
by section 421.

The basic question raised by S. 1625 is whether this particular form
of executive compensation should be accorded special tax treatment.
Entirely apart from the above criticisms of the manner in which
section 421 has operated, since the preference acorded by section
421 to selected persons is so substantial, both the basic policy objec-
tives of such section and the extent to which they have been realized
in actual practice should be reviewed.

If S. 1625 were to be enacted and section 421 repealed, considera-
tion might well have to be given to the bunching of income which
might occur if all the compensation involved in an employee option
were to be taxed in the year of exercise. This would involve examina-
tion of various methods of spreading or averaging such taxable
income over an appropriate period of time.

As you know, there are sections already in the law which permit
spreading, and the problem may be similar to those dealt with in
sections 1301 through 1306 of the Internal 'Revenue Code.

We plan to consider all the alternatives in the stock option area
and had intended to complete our study before next year so that, if
changes seem desirable, they could be proposed as part of the pro-
gram of general tax revision.

In this connection, it should be recognized that, apart from the
basic policy questions raised by section 421, there are serious problems
of a more technical nature in the stock option area. There is at pres-
ent considerable controversy as to what rules should govern the taxa-
tion of employee options which do not qualify under section 421.
Nonqualifying options are on occasion received by employees, al-
thou gh such occurrence normally is not intentional but, rather, is
attributable to inability to meet the requirements of section 421.

If section 421 were to be repealed, there might be an even larger
group, of employee options to be governed by nonstatutory rules.
While at one time there was controversy as to whether such options
were to be taxed at all, it is now clear, and has at least been clear since
the decision of the Supreme Court in 1956 in Cammi8&oner v. LoBue
351 U.S. 243, that options granted in connection with the rendition of
services are compensatory in nature and subject to tax.

The problem at present is one of determining the time at which op-
tions should be taxed-for example, whether on grant, or on exercise,
or on sale of the stock acquired pursuant to exercise-and, as a corol-
lary to the timing of the income derived from the option, the amount
and type of gain-whether ordinary or capital.

The Treasury Department at one time by regulations sought to pro-
vide that options not qualifying under section 421 were not taxable
upon grant but were taxable when transferred or exercised, the recipi-
ent of the option realizing ordinary income at such time. In several
decisions, the courts have refused to uphold such a rule.

In January of this year, the regulations were amended to provide as
to employees that an option in certain cases may be taxable upon grant.

There is a substantial administrative problem involved if options are
to be taxed upon grant. The value of an option is often very uncertain
and difficult to determine. It may be necessary if section 421 were re-
pealed, in order to handle satisfactorily the more technical aspects of

5
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taxing stock options, to enact legislation specifying rules as to the
timing and amount of income realized from such options.

To conclude, in addition to the problems of basic policy involved in
according employee stock options special treatment, there are prob-
lems of a more technical nature which the Treasury is also studying in
connection with its review of this area as part of its program of gen-
eral tax revision.

However, if your committee wishes to develop new legislation this
year, we will be pleased to work with you to that end.

The C u . Any questions I
Senator KzRR. You say you issued some new regulations in January

.of this year ?
Mr. W=. Yes, Senator.
Senator Kim. What was the basis, and what was the substance of

the regulations?
Why did you issue them ?
Mr. WAis. Primarily-and I am speaking now without being too

familiar with these regulations, not having worked on them-but as I
understand it, it was in an effort to clarify some of the rules in the
area not covered by 421.

Senator KxsR. Not covered by the statute?
Mr. WARTs. Not covered by the statute.
Senator KEiR. I see.
Mr. WAsm. Particularly in connection with the valuation of the

option-
Senator Km. If it were an option that did not comply with the

statute?
Mr. WAms. That is correct.
Senator KR. I got here after you had started.
Does the Treasury take a position at this time with reference to

S. 1625?
Mr. WA us. No, we have no fixed position with respect to this. We

realize that there are a number of problems, and that this is an area
which merits study.,

The CHAmzN. Senator Williams.
Senator Wxu~iAms. No questions.,
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Gore.
Senator GoRm. Do I correctly understand that the Treasury wishes

to defer a recommendation on this subject until next year
Mr. WAnRs. We would prefer to have enough time to give this seri-

ous matter adequate study. That would be our preference.
Senator GoR,. Six months is not long enough?. '

Mr. WARTS. Yes. that would be.
Senator Gopx. Well, the Secretary of the Treasury has been in office

approaching that time, has he not?
Mr.WAS. Yes.
Senator GoRz, I understand the position of the Treasury.
You want to have this as a part, as I understand it, of a tax reform

,bill next year covering other subjects; I
Mr. WARS. That is correct.
Senator GorE. And because of that you wish to defer the recom.-

mendation until next year ?
Mr.-WAMu& That is correct.%-..

t /
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Senator GORE. Well, I am unable to predict whether the Senate
will pass a tax bill of limited reform this year, But I am willing to
venture the suggestion *that any tax reform bill which passes theF
Senat would include this provision. So I request the Tresury to
be preparing from now until the tax reform bill reaches the Senate
to give a recommendation on this.

Mr. WARIS. Yes.
I would prefer to have more time, but in view of your statement

we will accelerate our study.
Senator GORE. Thank yo .Z "rman.
The CHAIRMAN. S r _rlson.,
Senator CARL . No'questions.
The CITA R Senator Tabfadge.
Senator LMADGE. No quest*
The CRRMAN. Th a ou 1o -mue,
The n t witness i P D. Gilbert New York.

M GILB2er. All that d w n t Sen t6 enac the optlpnis-,e depnv egesin 1950 has €c ''l
priv egos in 1950 ha c _eeidn of monoi iftg abuse
eont ues to i ase ;as gress call -aalt t6
the ecial ta t r r t stock opt ns.

en passe , Con n- e c the objective was increase
p jetary erghip. The w m most corporal ions have

reu d to put de ti on r oldi nriods a r exerciseIth of pbp ietairy .kownor-
prov most con u ly th t ry
shi hich we od all a. -is ot We attained

1ena r Albert Gore ad t e ge o stp for ard and say,
"It. isti to call a t.o Both a a, older i an corpora-
tions and o represen ' without. mpensation as a blic uty many
of, his -fellow ,hareholders at annual meetings air g these issues and
also as a taxpa I have come today to plead i you that Senator
Gore's initiative be ized and enacted e o toprevent
the continued erosion o tin the on of ution
and a needless tax burden being plac o the rest of us-includ-
ing the Senators and Congressmen, none of whom get the special treat-
ment allotted top management in the form of stock options.
I Let me say at the start that stock options in no way guarantee sta-

cess. We stockholders put our money down and takethle risks, the
people who get stock options only exeric ise; them when they are sure

.1,Sinator GoPm. You are referring to, restricted stock options?
Mr. GuLBmET. I am referring to, restricted stock options, sir. _

Mr. J. A. Livingston, the great financial editor of the:Philadelphia
Bulletin, whose colunm is syndicated in the Washington Post, has
asked so rightly :

Whom do tfey fundamntally help-the .stockholders wilo wll t enricbea
y the encouragement they alford officers or the omcers who *ll be enriched by

'he rlsk-free capital gain profits that stock options offer?

Ihave said that Cn30e'i b6g misled if it believes htliit st
o'tiohs are creatingth e proprtia interest it Int6ded t create
when the tax advantages were grantea.
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1et me illustrate some examples:
Take first the Alleghany proxy statement for May 2, 1960's annual

meeting, and I have it here if you wish it for the record. Here is
what I read, and I quote, and I cite these names purely as examples:

On March 13, 1959, Mr. Thomas J. Deegan, Jr., a former vice president of
the corporation, exercised In full an option to purebase 12,500 shares of the
,corporation's common stock at $4.375 per share, grated to Mr. Deegan in 1958.
The closing market price on the day of exercise was $11.625. As of April 1,
1960, Mr. IDegan was the beneficial owner of 11 shares of the corporation's
common stock.

Is this creating proprietary ownership?
Testifying on-behalf of stock options before the SEC's Division of

Corporate Regulation in 1960, Gwylim A. Price, chairman of West-
inlghouse, stated: "I own 6,000 shares of Westinghouse Electric stock,"
and added he had 9,500 share of stock under option.

When the 1960 proxy statement came out, it disclosed that Mr.
Price held 1,000 shares of stock. The 1961 proxy statement shows
that he has now exercised his options as follows: 6,000 shares at $22
per share; 10,000 shares at $26 per share, and 3,000 shares at $32 on
June 2 , 1960, on which date such closing price was $59.50.

The proxy statement lists his holdings at 11,050, so that it would
appear that he has already sol some of his option stock. And most
of that, I am sure, was sold before the episode which brought it down
to the forties.

Let us look at another corporation-American Motors-in which I
do not happen to be a stockholder.

George Romney sold 10,000 shares in January 1960--why did hesellI it I

I sold the stock primarily to enable me to pay off personal obligations, in-
cluding indebtedness incurred In purchasing the stock and to finance tie pur-
chase as soont as possible legally of enough additional shares * * *.

Again Mr. Livingston commented on this transaction to say, "He
had borrowed $200,000 to take uip stock options."

Do we wish to encourage this kind of speculation?
As long, as the principle Senator Gore is fighting for is not en-

acted we will see much of this kind of thing.
Only recently a vice president of the same company sold 7,000

shares of stock-around the same period that he was making a speech
before the Detroit Security Analysts on the future of American
Motors, as I recall it.

, The stock argwnent which is always used against our pleading for
strengthening the requirement that stock options should be held, when
we introduce the proposal in the proxy statements, is always, "We
have to give options because everyone else is doing it." Again Senator
Gore is right-pass his bill ending the special tax advantages and
they will no longer have this excuse.

It has also been said that options make an executive stay with a
corporation. I maintain this is not so. Let me cite an example.

ome Years ago, Avery C. Adams, then head of Pittsburgh Steel,
had substantial options there. Did this keep him from exercising
them, and then promptly departing from the company ? Over he
went to Jones &-Laughlin and agaqn he had new options from this
company. I
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Bristol-Meyers has options, yet its treasurer went with another
corporation where he had family connections, and so on.

Another abuse is now starting to creep into proxy statements.
Formerly options were only granted to full-time executives, but the

proxy statements of Fairchild Engine, now Fairchild Stratos, shows
us that two directors who are part-time "employees," to use the word
in the most generous sense, since one is a lawyer for Mr. Sherman
Fairchild and the other a management consultant, are in on the op-
tions.

At American Seal Kap, the secretary of the corporation a promi-
nent lawyer and top-flight partner in the law firm Gallop, Climenko &
Gould, is down for his share of the options.

Unless we take some drastic steps to discourage option granting,
there will be more and more of this and I know of no better remedy
than the passage of the Gore bill befo us.

Another example of the option failing to hold executives is shown
by the departure of the general counsel of Standard Oil of Indiana.
He has now gone off to United Fruit and again he insisted on a big
option there, too.

Nor do options guarantee in any way great achievement. The man-
agement of the now bankrupt New York, New Haven & Hartford had
options.

William Bloeth, the New York World Telegram financial writer,
recently noted in regard to the abuses of stock options:

The cases are many where the option holder, In order to ante up the necessary
cash to exercise the option on the bargain share sold other shares from long hold.
lugs and even cases where part of the optioned shares were dumped Immediately,
all of which puts weight on the Issue to the detriment. of the ordinary holders
who are far, for away from any status where they van get into the game.
I have said that unless corrective action is taken by Congress, this

option business will go from bad to worse.
A recent report submitted to Prof. Pearson Ihunt's course in finan-

cial management at Harvard showed that, whereas in 1954 the num-
ber of shares reserved for options in corporations was a median of 4
percent, by 19541) it had already increased to 7 percent, which
strengthens our views about public shareholders having the right to,
be concerned with the ever-increasing, needless dilution of equitAr.

The White Sewing Machine 1961 proxy statement also had an inter-
esting paragraph which indicates the po-sibility that, far from hell)-
ing a corporation and its shareholders, it might actually harm them.
Said the statement:

There Is a possibility, which is believed to be a remote one, that the existence
of the options might for the life of the options make it more difficult for the
corporatlon to obtain additional working capital by the sale of shares of its
common stock in the open market on terns more favorable to the corporation
tun those provided by the option or on as favorable terms its the corporation
might, In the absence of the options, be able to obtain.

Leslie Gould, the financial editor of the New York Journal Anieri-
Van, noted in his column of April 17:

The stock option, an Increasing subject of debate at annual stockholders meet-
tugs as well as in Washington, is again under attack * 0 0. Opthais bave
become a major fringe benefit for management * 0 *. Too many of the options
tire granted with the idea of helping an executive get increased Income via the
stock market, and thus the practice has become too often a racket * * *
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Referring to the Capitl Aitlies (lislksel which ended up ill tragedy
for tho shrelloldel's, le wrote:

The 1lhut11h11 difficltlhos of I in,}or airlne plrtlly steoi from optiobts which
iuiade eertilta o(verS, ild it lest on1e hitwyt'r-dhi'eto', stovk nitoiket 111i(h,1d to

stieit an exttl t th t e eollpaly 1litiiii&'od wit1 debt iishtlld of vqit IIhs. 'Tht'y
wanteild to give leverage to the stock. The restilt wAis liziminchl vitianrrassineiit
and the COmpldll h111l to ho takeit over.

Ii an iut erestillI lett er to the Mav-, nile issue of Ilarvll-id inesdnss
Review, we havo t hit osetrv'alionsI oti E",1in1eit W1\1Iat'e, lilt aEs)iate of
the firm of ,nmes ). Rieo As'sociates Il c. li, said lo had 1nihle it
,I'ilI's study of t he incent ivo oilevt of restrPieteC( St ock options and hadi

folntl, li ft el lokillg lit .38 eases of option ai n(oopt ion c(rim1)1itls,
Iliht there was 11o st inlistilili, sigulifi(tnt di tlreiiee ill shli'e price alp-
lpreeitt io letween dth, pairt i litIt/ts. Fe wrote"

While Ul option comlalies showed performance signlihanitly sulterlor to their
atePS, 1 did no let ter flir Ill liertorniei sigulithatly Vorse.
1['. l1ice as) lloted that t i1e great ila jorilv I' slin 'es opt ijond l

fins on the New York Stotk opxtinnge'had heeii (t jined to sen i'w
executives, and lie declai t :

The mobility of these older extvcuitves is low. Options tire not necessary to
hold theil.

I want to thank you for the opportunity to Prosent the views of
those shareholders who 1pe that Congress,'hy addicting" the Gore bill,
will put a1 stop to the (hangerous loophole of the speeialtax treatment,
for options which we do not consider to be in the interests either of
shareholder's or taxpayers.

I shall be glad, sir, to answer any questions.
]lit, with your permiission, I would also like to enter into your record

the views of Mhs Wilma Soss, the president of the American Associa-
tion of Women Shareholders, who concurs with the general views
I have stressed.

The CHAIRIMAN. Without objection, it may be entered.
(The information referred to follows:)

STATEMENT ON STOCK OPTIONS BY WILMA Soss, PRESIDENT, FEDERATION OF
WOMEN SHAREHOLDERS IN AMFERICAN BUSINESS, INC.

Gentlemen, I hardly need remind you that there are more women stockholders
than men. As most of you know, the Federation of Women Shareholders is it
nonprofit voluntary association of women. Ever since 1949 when our charter
wias signed in New York State by Ferdinand Pecora, father of the SEC, we have
been concerned with stockholders' rights and improving business ethics nnd the
climate in Wall Street as well as taking means to help women and their families
to preserve capital and income.

FOWSAB is the national organization of the women's corporate suffrage move-
ment. We are unique. There is no other similar organization. FOWSAB has
been frequently called the voice of the women.

No bill presently pending before Congress is more important than the six line
bill Introduced by Senator Gore to amend the Internal Revenue Code to terminate
special tax treatment now accorded so-called restricted stock options. Here's
why: I
1. Option# contribute to inflation ad the wage aviraJ

ILabor will continue to increase Its demands, and rightly so, as long as special
tax treatment is granted to corporation executives. Any woman knows that the
faslons worn on 57th Street are soon copied on 14th Street but this is something
our $100,000- to $600,000-a-year executIvds profess not to know when It comes to
finance and wage negotiations. Stock options are contrary to corporate
democracy.
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2. Options create a tax elite corps
Proposals to withhold dividends and interest. to plug up tax loopholes may be

peanuts compared to the tax loophole provided by stock options which foster a
tax elite.
3. Options oausc a deterioration 'i executive norale

Stock options have caused executive morals to deteriorate with senior execu-
tives setting a bad example for junior executives. Many dump their old stock
or optioned stock which they have bought with borrowed money in order to pay
back loans or take up new options. Stock options tempt executives to over-
extend themselves. They tend to make executives more stock market-minded
and less business-nilited. Like price fixing, optioneerIng has become a way of
corporate life. Senior executives who err themselves cannot discipline or keep
in cleck Junior executives.

For example: Shortly after testifying before the Senate on the need for stock
0401ions to give an executive It "lproprielary Interest" In companies, Benjamin
Vaiirlhss. wileie irnin of 11niited States Steel sold it large block of United
Stote Steel t4liik (140 percent I think), lie got very red in the face when I
isked hilii alI. a I lited States Sltel annual n(ltig about this, maintaining ie
wits over (10 and neediled tie mon(y. As I recall he Indicated lie was "in debt."
lie vils flrious wheli I Suggested that lie wats setting it bad example for the
yoiger generation.

D. o si stork optiios gie iiwecitirc?
Y(X, to gullible. M1ost top executives (iinnot or will not work harder than they

are airealy working. Few of theni choose to retire early.

5. SolilC cx'ctutires wish theyl didn't have to gratit stock options
Outside directors are soiliietlnis like typhold Mary, they carry bad as well as

g iod h:lits frim loi ir(1 to board. Stock optionitis has swept the corporate world
but not all exectvilives vaiint. thvii ( hi(lh've in theni. Liue.Is Clay, chalirnin of
Clontilental Can, once told me lie wished "we didn't have to give them." They
cause prolens for executives. The chosen few get stock options and some would
rather iot lliVe tliehii as they do not feel they cal afford theni. Others grumble
because they 41o not got thn andt lie eiliiloytes that do not have some sort of,
stock purchasO plian feel (iscrlininated against.

6. Wh'hcI "ilnsid8cr," sc(l tiiclr stock, it affects the price of the stock
Selling stock to pick up more options or to cash in on the market price affects

the price of the stock. American Motors has never recovered In price from the
time thlt its prexy, George liomuney (now spoken of as possible candidate for
Governor of Michigan) sold 10,000 shares. Stock options actually hurt stock.
holders, n1ot help them when options lead to selling large blocks of stocks by
executives, thereby underdig confidence in the company.

7. Two wrongs do not make l right
If there are inequities in the tax laws, there is no reason to try to compensate

for them by creating another inequity.
Any probe of the stock market should include a probe of optioneerlng. I once

sat at a broker's desk. lie was talking to an executive, Ile urged him to sell
short. Ills "client" was hesitating because he was selling optioned stock.

Stock options theoretically may look like a good idea but in practice drop by
drop they poison the capitalistic system because of abuses. Management hasin-
dicated that it is not Interested in stock options for proprietary reasons since it
inevitably opposes resolutions which Lewis Gilbert, the Federation of Women
Shareholders, and other public shareowners have brought in a large number of
corporations including Standard Oil of New Jersey and United states Steel to
prolong the holding period even by 1 more year or to eliminate other abuses.

The Federation of Women Shareholders in American Business urges the pas-
sage of the Gore bill to terminate special tax treatment for stock options, the cor-
porate virus with which stockholders are currently afflicted.

The CHAIR MN. Senator' Carlson.
Senator CARLSON. I regret that it is goiniW to be necessary' for me t'

leave to attend the meeting of the Senate lPoroign lR~ations Commit-
tee. 'We are inmrking up th foreign aid billtoday r .
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I do want to state that this is an important hearing, it is a subject
that I think needs much thought. Having served on the Ways and
Means Committee for a good many years, and having served on this.
committee, I know it is not a matter which we should hurry through.

I have studied the matter somewhat. Henry Ford, of the Ford Mo-
tor Co., does not participate in stock options and I am not certain as
to the policy of the company. I do not think it would be out of or-
der to hear Mr. Ford on this important matter.

One of the consultants I have visited with was Mr. Joel Dean, New
York, who made a study of stock options. I just suggest that we
should not act too hastily.

Mr. GILBERT. May I correct the Senator; I am afraid Ford Motors.
do-es have these options.

Senator CARLSON. I was advised they do not.
Mr. GILBERT. They do.
In the current issue of the Harvard Review, Mr. Ford writes an

article defending this viewpoint.
Senator GORE. In fact, they made a few millionaires in 1 day.
Mr. GILBERT. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions?
Senator KERR. You'say:
I want to thank you for the opportunity to present the views of those share-

holders.

To whom did you refer?
Mr. GILBERT. Thousands of individual shareholders each year cor-

respond with me and of their own volition send me proxies for the
various meetings where I happen to be a shareholder myself. And we
issue this annual report, which is a, nonprofit venture, once a year.
And so I am speaking on behalf of all the letters and comments--and
when we have our resolutions in the proxy statements--of those who
think along these general lines.

Senator KERR. You have no identification other than your refer-
ence to them as "those thousands f rom whom you hear each year"?

Mr. GHInEwr. That is correct.
These are public documents-, and therefore on file with the Securi-

ties and Exchange Commission, which neither approves or disap-
proves it.

Senator KERR. You say: "Both as a shareholder in many corpora-
tions."

Mr. GILBERT. That is right, sir.
Senator KERR. Do you have the identification of those corporations?
Mr. GILBERT. Yes; indeed.
In our proxy material are examples typical of the holdings. I will,
Sglad to make that part of the record if you so desire. We own

stock in many companies, and they are not one share either, as some
op le occasionally get the impression.
Senator KERR. I am referring to your own identity as a share-

holder.
Mr. GILBERT. Yes; this is my own identity. And we do not buy

for the short term we buy for the long term.
Senator K=R.' *hen you say "we," to whom do you refer?
Mr. Gu'Fr.T. My brother, Mrs. Soss, the president of the Women

Shareholders; Mr. Charles King, of -New Y6rk; and Mr. Bill Blum,.
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of Cleveland, Ohio, and so on, who think independently and are now
representing the shareholders' views as we build a corporate demo-
cracy in tho United States just as we have a political democracy.

Senator KERR. What do you refer to as a corporate democracy?
Mr. GILBERT. A corporate democracy is built on the use of the

forum which was created by law, the annual meeting of the share-
holders, to air their viewpoints. No one has to agree or disagree with
them, but we have a right to air them, and we now record substantial
votes each year, as is recorded in the chapter on stock options, of the
people who think as we do, and the votes run into many hundreds
of thousands. These are sent directly to the company, in support of
our views, that, with regard to options, for example, there should be
these kinds of holding periods, and so on. Of course, we would like
to dispose ()f options completely as Senator Gore would like to do.

In other words, what we have been doing, and trying to do-you
gave us a law. we have to abide by it-is to strengthen the viewpoints
of the shareholders vis-a-vis the managers, because, Senator, the inter-
ests of the management and the shareholders are not always one and
the same.

Senator KERR. You say the hundreds of thousands, you refer to
shares?

Mr. GILBERT. I mean shares, sir.
Senator KERR. Not hundreds of thousands of stockholders?
Mr. GILBERT. No-well, in my annual report I will give in many

cases the number of actual shareholders who have voted for these
things, because many of the companies are quite cooperative in giving
us that kind of information.

For example, here we have Sperry Rand, since you have asked it,
taking that as an example, 14,000 shareholders representing 2,358,400
shares voted for our resolution that we should have these kinds of
restrictions on options, such as holding periods, and so on.

Standard of New Jersey, 48,626 shareholders voted with us.
Senator KERR. Out of how many .
Mr. GILBERT. And the proxies against were 406,000, including the

unmarked proxies and the proxies of fiduciaries, which are known not
to vote independently, but always do whatever management wants.
And that is covered very well in "Pension Funds and Economic
Freedom," a publication of the Fund for the Republic, which de-
scribes the voting habits of fiduciaries, which is the reason, Senator
Gore, that you could not possibly win in International Business
Machines, in which I am not a shareholder.

Senator GoRE. I did not expect to win.
Mr. GImBRT. Neither do L But at least we have a right to try to

end these things.
Senator GoiE. I hope to end this issue in the Senate.
Mr. GILIBER. I certainly hope you do, on behalf of the, small

shareholders.
Senator Knmm. I notice you say:
I have come today to plead the view that Senator Gore's initiative be enacted

by th9 Congress.
Would you, explain to the committee how that would be done?
Mr, Gdni.zm, 'By passing his bill, sir,

7-1257-61-.-- 2
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Senator Kmt. In other words, then, when you wanted us to enact
his initiative, you mean that you wanted us to enact his bill?

Mr. Girw T. I stand corrected by the distinguished Senator from
Oklahoma°.

Senator KERR. I was not attempting to correct; I was just attempt-
ing to inform myself.

Then vou did mean that you would like us to enact his bill and not
his initiative?

Mr. GTTBERr. Certainly.
Senator KimI. Well, I apl)reciate that, because I think so much

of his initiative I would not want to do anything that would at. all
impair it.

That. is all.
The Cn~ulI tx. Any f further questions?
Senator CURTIS. Mr. Gilbert, from the stockholder's point of view,

would it )o more desirable to have a corporation compensate its ex-
ecutive with the equivalent of take-lonie pay in the form of a salary?

Mr. GILBERT. Yes, I think so, I certainly do.
But the answer we are always receiving from these managements-

and I am now talking s urely objectively--is that with the present tax
situation this is the only way we can get these incentives, and so on.

Senator CURTIS. 'Now, taxwise, how would the stockholder benefit
by increasing the compensation of executives in lieu of the stock
oi)tion?

Mr. GTrmRT. You have raised a very important point, Senator.
The stockholders get no tax deductions as a corporation-we are

talking about the corporation. Every proxy statement will sh o there
is no deduction when we grant these stock options; that is clearly
spelled out in proxy material.

Senator CUnTis. No; but what about whatever they pay out in
compensation

Mr. GILBERiT. That is tax deductible.
Senator CURTS. And it lessens the amount of money available to

distribute to shareholders; does it not?
Mr. GILBERT. No. In spite of some abuses, the overall executive

compensation as such would not run into such material amounts on
a per share basis.

Senator CuRis. I am not talking about the amount. But any
money that is paid in compensation, whether it is for executive or
employees, that much less money is available to distribute to the
owneri: is it not?

Mr. OILBERT. The dilution of equity makes that much less to be
distributed to the owners afterwards, because you have got that much
more stock you have got to pay dividends on.

Senator Curns, Now, how have stockholders generally fared in
terms of market value of their stocks during the period when stock
options have been operative in a large number of companies since
1950?

Mr. Gnxu.RT. May I again repeat the authoritative viwpoint, be-
cause it is the best one I have seen yet.

Emmett Wallace, an associate of the firm of James 0. Rice Asso-
ciates, wrote in the Harvard Business Review-he had made year's
study of the incentive effect of restricted stock options, 'and had
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found after looking at 38 cases of option and nonoption corporations
that there "was no statistically significant difference in share price
appreciation between the paired firms. He wrote:

While 14 option companies showed performance significantly superior to their
mates, 5 did no better, and 10 performed significantly worse.

Senator CURTIS'. Do you have the companies listed there that he
refers to ?

Mr. GiLBERT. Emmett Wallace, associate of the firm of James 0.
Rice.

Senator CURTIS. No; what companies did he review?
Mr. GILBERT. This I do not know. I have not corresponded with

him.
Senator CURTIS. Have you made any such study?
Mr. GILBERT. I have not made any particular study, except, as you

have heard ic say, the New York, New Haven & Hartford did not
do any better with options, in fact they have gone bankrupt.

Senator Ctu'Ris. I am not suggesting that in stock options, as any
other field, there are not things which demand the attention of
Congress, they always do. But do you think stock options are a
material factor in determining the survival of a railroadin the light
of the many complications in the field of transportation and cost of
right-of-way and local taxes on right-of-way running into cities, and.
the many problems a railroad faces'?

It is not a significant matter; is it?
x fr. GILBERT. I cannot agree with it.
At least, this is the argument that is printed in proxy material of

railroads and everyone else, and these managements say: "This is
what we need, we have to have these stock options to compete with
other people, and get the best talent." They make these claims.

Senator CURTIS. But do you make the claim that a railroad or a
number of railroads got into serious trouble, and the fact that they
had a stock option program was a significant contributing factor?

Mr. GILBERT. I have quoted Mr. Leslie Gould as saying very de-
finitely-and his wife was with Capital Airlines, and he knows what
he is talking about-Capital Airlines got into trouble, he stated, ex-
actly for this reason, because a lawyer who was on the board, and
the dominant shareholder there were far more interested in nonequity
financing rather than-for the reasons I mentioned before. And he
states very distinctly that this is one of the reasons that Capital Air-
lines got into trouble, and might not have otherwise.

Senator CuRTIs. My question had nothing to do with airlines.
Mr. GILBERT. You said transportation-
Senator CURTIS. No; I referred to the problems in transportation,

and I asked about railroads.
Mr. GILBERT. Yes. Mr. McGinnis is another exponent of all this,

up at the Boston & Maine.
Senator CURTIS. Well, is it your contention that the existence of a

stock option progr, ni in a railroad company is a significant factor in
whatever financial problems any railroad or all the railroads might
be facing at this time?

Mr. GILBERT. In my opinion, it certainly is, because it encourages
speculation.

15'
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Senator CURTIS. And as compared with all the other problems in
the field, you would say this is still significant?

Mr. GILBERT. I certainly do.
Senator CURTIS. What evidence (1 you have that stockholders

would have fared better during the last decade if corporation officials
had not had the incentive rovided by stock options?

Mr. GILBERT. There woul have been that much less stock outstand-
ing in many corporations.

Ve cited the American Motors situation as an example.
Now, obviously when Romney had to sell that stock-and I am

not a stockholder in that company, so we are talking completely ob-
jectively-when he had to sell at $90, the stock dropped gradually
to $60 as soon as the news came out that he was selling the stock he
had obtained from options.
He gave the reasons, which I cited in my testimony. This did not

prevent, obviously, the decline, the strong decline.
Amnd then there is another great danger to the shareholders. You

know there is this reduction question. In many of these option plans
you can reduce the option price. So if the stock goes down, actually
they could-I do not say that any reputable company wants to do it,
but there is that temptation that. does exist-they could say, "My
stock has been 60, if I don't do so well I will change the option price,
and if the stock goes down to 30, I can buy my stock that much
cheaper."1

These are all possibilities.
Senator CURTIS. Your position is that the whole thing should be

repealed rather than any changes which .might deal with some abuses
or cases of mismanagement, cases that might be well established by
competent evidence.

Mr. GILBERT. I much prefer to see Senator Gore's bill ending the
thing, because then managements cannot all come and say we have to
have options.

Mrs. Soss in her document said that General Clay said:
I wish we did not have to do It, but we have to do It because everybody else

is doing it.
In the Atlantic Economic Review. where I have just written an

article, ! have said let's at least have holding periods. Now that was
before the Senator brought this whole matter into the open and showed
that there was some sentiment at least in Congress for the ending
of this special tax benefit.

So between the two, of course I would, prefer not to have any op-
tions. But if we have to have them, then at least let's have some of'
these restrictions which we do not now have.

Senator CuwrIs. But you are advocating doing away with it?
Mr. GmBr Tr. I certainly would much prefer it.
Senator Cumrs. Now, is not a stock option somewhat similar to

an option to buy stock which anyone can obtain from a put and call
broker?

If so why should it be taxed differently I
Mr. 4MhLBERT. Put and calls are a form? of speculation which I know

nothing about. I own my stock outright, I do not buy puts and
calls, lam not interested in "puts ard calls; I am interested in the
shareholders who want to stay with'a company, not those who want
to get out of a company.

16
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Senator Cuirris. I think you pointed out something very significant
here, that often times management and ownership are two distinct
entities.

Do you think that is a good thing?
Mr: GILBERT. No, I think this is why it is so important that, we have

the forum of the annual meeting, and that we do encourage pro-
prietary ownership. But then that really means proprietary owner-

The Cheeseborough Pond case is an example of where you have a
distinct employee stock purchase plan, where they have to guarantee
that they are going to keep the stock for 5 years, and-

Senator Cumris. But you are not advocating such a change in the
law; you are advocating doing away with this?

Mr. GILBERT. I advocate doing away with options. They are an en-
tirely different thing from a bona fde stock purchase plan where
you have got to put the money down and sign a real commitment.
That at least has some sense. But this option theory to me is be-
coming increasingly abused. These abuses were the things that every-body feared at the beginning, and unfortunately they are increasingly
coming to pass. And they are going to become more and more trouble-
some unless we do something about the whole option situation.

Senator CuRrs. I cannot reconcile the inconsistencies in your posi-
tion, that management and ownership are often different entities, and
that this is bad. Instead of wanting to correct abuses in a plan set out
to encourage ownership on the part of management, you suggest that
it be done away with.

Mr. GMBERT. Because options are not doing what you had hoped
they were going to do, Senator; that is exactly the trouble.

In other words, when Mr. Deagan sells every share of stock which
he has got except 11 shares, as soon as he can do it, are we encouraging
stock ownership?

Of course we are not.
Senator CURTIs. Of course, you can take any provision of the In-

ternal Revenue Code and cite some poor examples which point up to
the problem that there ought to be some corrections. It is not easy
to write a tax law to gather revenue and at the same time promote
economic growth in a country where we have 180 million people, a
complicated society, a complex industrial setup, and 50 sovereign
States who write laws as to property rights-all of which I am not
complaining about, I think it is a blessing-but it is not easy to write
the simplest part of the Internal Revenue Code without coming up
afterward with a few examples and some things nobody intended.

But as I understand your positon, it is that you favor ownership
on the part of management.

Mr. GILBERT. I do.
Senator CuRmrs. But you are for repeal of a provisioon that gives

an incentive to do that, has brought it about in many instances, be-
cause there are some abuses.

Mr. GIBERT. At very high cost in any of the cases where it has been
achieved.

In other words, those receiving options have had to sell so much
of the stock. The Fairchild Camera case, which is a different one from
the Fairchild Evgine, which is also describ',i in this magazine which

17
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I would b delihgted to leave with tlis voiliiuittee, shows lhow ()X.
pensive this thing can become.

Senator CURTIS. Expensive to whom?
Mr. (Th'nianT. To the shareholders.
Mr. Carter went out and exercised his option at $9 a share. The

stock is selling at $150 a share. Ile had to give up 4,000 of Iils shares.
He still has 9,2050 shares. And on the floor of this meeting I said--

Well, 11s you know-

while I had nothing to do with the e.ase, )ecaise I did not get. inlto
that kind of litigation, I don't go into it-
you know I have very little syulpliv for options, whihis iiiy right Just as
yours, and( the others. So I aiiliilot. weep} for yolu oil the optliln qt lsonll,

M. C.AKTFrn. You will also unlerstand why I will niake io coiiioent ol tirot.
[Laughter.]

Mr. GIu,. RT. I certainly do. And pmrsonally, I hol that Sonator Gore's hill
will go through, it will stop this. so veryltody will not have ,A.tlils.

Mr. CARTER. Believe ItII. I wish you every misfortuie In that endleavor.

Senator CURTIS. You do not, speak for all shareholders?
Mr. OmIrMRT. I have doscrihld the sharelholders for whom I si)eak,1

in reply to the Senator from Oklahoma.
Senator Cuiuns. How many shareholders are there in the country?
Mr. GIrAIMr, There re now Su1ppOsed to be 12 or It-) million. But

this takes in a great many mutual funds and things like that.
There is a question is to wiat the real ligutres are; I (di lot think

we have come to a real analysis of it.
Senator CURTIS. But there are some 12 million?
1%r. GILBERT. Yes, I think we can probably get along and say tht

there are. And as I say today, I do not think there is any question
that there are hundreds and hundreds of thousands of shareholders
who are now seriously concerned with this whole option question.

And if I might, 1 should like to quote what the distinguished jinuor-
Senator from Virginia said on this very subject a few years ago at a
hearing of a subcommittee of the Committee on Banking and C(ur-
rency, on February 12,1957:

I have been astounded sometimes at wlhat the officers of a corporation can get
as a bonus in the way of a stock option. They get stock, and unless it goes up
they do not buy it. If they do buy it and do not want to hold it, they can sell it
after 6 months and take a capital gain, and it is a tremendous income for theni.

Senator Curris. Now, one more question: Short of repeal of this,
what would you suggest as legislation which would remedy the evils
you see I

Mr. GuE.T. Yes, sir. I am very glad to make some con)nelits
on that.

First of all, I believe that we should have the repeal, and then estab-
lish, in a new bill, options with some proper safeguards for the share
holders, such as, stock must be held for a certain time after exercise-
remember, before exercise means absolutely nothing, because, as Dean
Griswold has stated, that, is a leadss I win and tails you lose" hprolposi-
tion. But., after exercise, stock should be held at least 2, 3, 4, 5 years'..

Now I have influenced a number of corporations, because they recog-
nize that many think as we do on this subject. such as Fairbanks Whit-
ney, George W. Helm, P. Lorillard, 20th Century-Fox to iut in hold-
ing periods of 2 or 3 years after th6 options are exercised.

18
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Now this is a step in the right direction, once we rewrite a new bill,
after we end this general abuse, as I see it.

Second, I agree with the viewpoint of the former Chairman of the
Securities and Exchange Commission, who has retired, Mr. Gadsby, in
the case of Middle South Utilities, where he put restrictions in the
plan. As you know, in public utilities holding companies the SEC
has more tiatn the right to require full disclosure. It has to decide
whether things are fair and equitable. In this case, the SEC insisted
on 100 percent of the market,, which I have agreed on, at least-it is
bad enough to have the option without giving him added inducement-
and it would certainly be at the fair market value on the day it was
exercised also.

Senator CUtTis. What kind of an option would that be?
Mr. GILBERT. More and more of them are now doing it that way, sir.

That is getting quite general. But there are still some of them which
insist on the 85 and 95 percent clause-in other words, if the stock is
selling at 10 that is the price they would have to pay.

Also, the Securities and Exchange Commission insisted, and rightly,
that options should have some relationship to a man's earning power.
So you do not have this wild speculation, and you do not have to go
and dump all this stock on the market. In other words, what they said
was,.the option could not be for more than 150 percent of the recipient's
earning power.

The CIJAIRMAN. What do you mean by earning power?
Mr. GILnaEr. Salary for that year, the aggregate.
Also, it very definite percentage had to'be reserved for the junior

executives. And let's go right down the line further than just the
top brackets if we are going to really have. increased proprietary
ownership in this country.

Then I am all for a noncumulative feature. In other words, by non-
cumulative--this is the only time I am not for cumulative voting, it
has got ncthing to do with that-I mean that if the option lasts for
10 years the optionee can only exercise a certain amount each year.
Most plans do have this much, but in addition, which most of them
do not have, if he has not exercised the option in a given year, he must
then lost that part of it, because otherwise what happens is that 10
years may pass, and all of a sudden something which has no con-
nection with his business ability whatever-he has never exercised a
share, but something unexpected has happened, and has created a sud-
den demand. For example, years ago when salt was dying, suddenly
chemicals came in and everybody needed salt, and International Salt
went 'way up. A situation like that might happen, and then the stock
suddenly soars, not because of what he has done, but because of some-
think that happens elsewhere. And then lie takes the entire block.
That should also be stopped.

Senator Cuwrps. Why do you say that repeal must come first?
Mr. GrLB RT. Because otherwise the abuses are going to outweigh

the advantages. This is the way I look at it.
Senator CURTIs. I do not understand you.
If Congress has a right to repeal something without upsetting con-

tractual arrangements existing, why would it not have the same right
to reach just as many contracts by changes in existing law?
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Mr. GILBERT. In the fi'stplace, if I might say it, you are getting
into the session late, sir and all this takes a great deal of time. So
it would appear to me that it would be far more advantageous to end
the stock option at the present time as far as capital gains profits are
concerned.

And then you heard the Treasury expert here today say it would
take a certain number of months, and Senator Gore pointed out that
he would like it as soon as possible.

Senator CURTIS. I reatd the statement of the Treasury.
Mr. GILBERT. Well, it was an interpolated statement.
Senator CURTIs. Did the Treasury counsel recommend repeal at

this timeI
Mr. GiLBPRmr. I would prefer to have the Senator give the answer,

because the Senator's questions--my recollection is that he said he
wanted to have more time for it.

Senator CuRTIs. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Gore.
Senator GORE. You believe that the abuses in the practice of wide-

spread distribution of restricted stock options dilutes the value of the
stock in our corporate structure?

Mr. GILBFRT. It certainly does, because the more stock that is out-
standing, the harder it is to earn those dividends.

Senator GoPn. Now, if the stock of a corporation has a market value
of $20, and 1 million shares are sold, that would represent equity
capital to the corporation of $20 million; is that correct?

Mr. GmB=RT. Believe it is.
Senator GoRE. Now if, instead, those 1 million shares are sold under

a restricted stock option plan to a selected few insiders at $10 a share,
does not that corporation suffer a loss of $10 million.

Mr. (raBvTr. I think you are right..
Senator GonP. And to distinguish between that loss, which, in

answer to Senator Curtis, you described as nondeductible, and com-
pensation, the latter is deductible as a business expense and the former
is not ?

'Mr. G.IwRT. That is right. That is exactly the point I was trying
to make.

Senator GoPx,. As I understand Senator Curtis, he was trying to
group the two together. But they are two different animals.

Mr. GiLwarr. Entirely different.
We get the proxy statements that tell us distinctly that we as a

corporation get no benefit from stock options. So you do not get the
benefit that you do from compensation. .

Senator GoRE.. You say you receive letters and proxies from
thousands of stockholders. I have received no proxies, but, as a result
of my initiative in this fight, I have received many. letters and tele-
grams, including copies of statements and stock option plans of
corporations.

As a result of one such exchange I corresponded with a Mr. John
B. Fowler Jr., chairman of the bokrd of Seaman Bros. This letter
from Mr. Fowler shows that in many. instances the shares reserved
for restricted stock options amount to as much as 10percent-and more
of the shares outstanding.

A%^
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Mr. GILBERT. It will grow worse, Senator, unless we do something
about it. That is why I pointed out that the median had risen already
from 4 to 7 percent. And they come for round after round.

Senator GoRw. Well, is this not, then, a moral question?
Mr. GILBERT. I have certainly thought that it certainly is a moral

question, and I have so stated many times when I have spoken, not
only on the floor of meetings, but lecturing, and so on.

Senator GoRE. When the insiders of a corporation deliberately
water and dilute the stock of the stockholders, I believe a moral ques-
tion is involved. And if public opinion grows to the effect that the
executives of the corporations of the country are unfarily dealing
with the stockholders, and by terms of the law avoiding taxation on
income, then this brings contempt on the part of millions of taxpayers
for the tax policy and law of our Government.

Mr. GILBERT. I must agree with you.
Senator GoRE. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to have

printed at this point in the record this exchange of correspondence
with Mr. Fowler.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it 'will be so printed.
(The information referred to follows:)

MAY 26, 1961.
Mr. JOHN B. FowLER, Jr.,
Chairman of the Board, Seeman Broe., 1"o.,
New York, N.Y.

DEAR MR. FOWLER: Upon examining the proxy statement sent to stockholders
of your company in preparation for the June 14 annual meeting of stockholders,
I note that it is proposed to increase the number of shares of common stock sub-
Ject to your restricted stock options plan to 125,000. I also nQtb that there are,
695,015 shares of common stock outstanding.

It seems unusual that 18 percent of the outstanding shares of common stock
of a corporation should be reserved for restricted stock options. It may be
that I have misinterpreted the information in the proxy statement which appears
to so indicate. I would appreciate it If you would clarify the matter for me and
would be glad to have your comments.

Sincerely yours,
ALBERT GoRE.

SEAMAN BRoS., INC.,
New York, N.Y., June 20, 1961.

Re employees' restricted stock option plan.
Hon. ALBERT GOR,
U.S. Senate, committee on Foreign Rela~fotws, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOa GORE: Th4nk you very much for your letter of May 26, 19061,
indicating your view that the reservation for employee stock options of shares
of common stock of Seeman Bros., Inc., aggregating 18 percent of the outstand-
ing shares of such class of stock seemed unusual.

In arriving at the 18-percent figure, I note you use the figure of 125,000 shares
of common stock which is a total amount reserved for all stock options already
granted or which may be granted in the future. I respectfully submit that a
more relevant figure would be obtained by taking the number of shares for
which options actually have been granted at the present time which, as described
on page 6 of the proxy statement for the June 14, 1961, annual meeting of stock.
holders, is only 88,944 shares. The 88,944 figure Would seem to be more relevant
than the 125,000 figure because the stock option committee of Seeman at the
present time does not Intend to grant additional options. The shares in excess
of present requirements for options granted are reserved in order to provide
for the acquisition of additional executive personnel which may result from
future expansion,,by the corporation.' Any such future expansion by Seeman
could reasonably be expected to involve ,the issuance of additional shares for
assets in Which case the grant of additional options might not increase the ratio
of shares subject to options tO total Outstanding shares.
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In arriving at the 18-percent figure you apparently considered only the 695,015
shares of common stock whieh were outstanding oil April 17, 100l, This figiro
is also perhaps not relevant because of the nunber of reserved shares of ont-
mon stock. You will note from page 1 of the proxy statement that the eorlra-
tion had outstanding on April 17, 1961, 225,A10 shares of 5-percent cunmulative
convertible preferred stock. Such stock is convertible into eonnoll stock of
tho corporation oil the basis of approximately 1.02 shares of c)mmoll stock for
each share of preferred. Therefore, as of such date approxinlately 2:80,000
shares, of common stock were reserved for issuance upon conversion of such 1pr-.
ferred stock. Since shares of preferred are being regularly converted In large
numbers into shares of common stock at the present time, it is antleited that
all of the commnon stock reserved for Issuance upon conversion eventually will
be issued. In addition, in connection with borrowing by the corporation, a
warrant was granted on February 2., 1901, to the lending insurance company
to purchase approximately 25S,(00 shares of common stoek. Accordingly, 25,00)
shares of common stock have been reserved for issuance uln the exercise of
the warrant. In all likelihood, the warrant will be exreised since the common
stock is presently quoted on the American Stock Exchange at a price greatly in
excess of the exercise price of the warrant.

Including the 230.000 shares of common stock reserved for issuance upon the
conversion of the preferred stock, the approximately 25,000 shares reserved for
Issuance upon the exercise of the warrant and the 125,000 shares reserved for
stock options, I believe that the total amount of shares of common stock subject
to stock options already granted is only approximatly 8 percent of the total
number of outstanding and reserved shares of common stock of the corporation.
Even comparing the entire 125,000 shares of common stock reserved for options
to the total outstandlug and the reserved shares of such stock, the percentage
is only 11.0 percent.

Such percentages are not at all unusual. I wish to refer you to a study pub-
lished nit 1950 by the New York Stock Exchange entitled "Stock Ownership
Plans for Employees." The study demonstrates that It is not unusual for
corporations to grant options on shares aggregating more than 8 percent or
even 11.0 percent of outstanding shares. Both large and small corporations
have commonly approved such plans. The following information was drawn
from such study.

PercCntOge of shares subject to stock options to outttaiiding Shares

Name of corporation :
Arnold Constable Corp -----.--------------- 11.80
Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc ------------------------- 15. 65
Electric Boat Co --------------------------------------- 14.38
Aluminum Co. of America -------------------------------- 10. 00
Biohn Aluminun and Brass Corp - -------------------------- 1.35

Although the above percentages were based upon oustanding stock, without
including stock reserved for issuance, tile statistics are useful for comparison
since it is likely that all of this corporation's reserved common stock will be
Wi5 ed.
I believe that the value of stock opinions as n means of providing manage.

ment Incentive has been clearly demonstrated In the case of Seeman Bros., Inc.
During 1959 there were a number of changes in the personnel of Seeman and at
that time stock options were granted to the officers and a number of key cut.
ployoes. The corporation's earnings increased from 40 cents per share for th
52 weeks ended June 27, 1959, to $2.52 per share for the 52 weeks ended
February 23, 1961, I would also like to point out that more than 00 employees
hold options for shares of Seeman stock.

I shall be happy to answer any further questions with respect to Seeman's
employees' restricted stock option plan,

Faithfully yours,
.Tone R. FOWLF.R, Jr..
(1harman of the Board.

Mr. G(itainFr. And could I put in the record those documents which
I talked about and which came up during the discussion, such as that
Fairchild Camera post meeting reppt which deals with that subject?
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110 ('IAJItMAN. You may submit tlll to the ('hair, aid he will
look them over.

(The material referred to was inade a part of the committed files.)
The CIIRWMAN. The Chair offers, too, for the record a x)print of

an article by Mr. Ilenry Ford 1I whicli appeared in the July-August
1961 issue of Jiarvar Ilusmess Review.. The article is entitled
"Stock Options Are in the Public Interest."

(The article referred to follows:)
(Froin tho Harvard fltaihesa Review, July-Auguit 1001]

S''oviK OPTIONS ARE IN THlE Pti1i.IO INTEREST-SAYs Tinis COMPANY PRESI.
DENT; TimY PiOVIDE A VIGOROUs INCENTIVE FOR ONE OF OUR MOST M.-
PORTANT NATIONAl. RES0URCKS, M|ANAOEMENT

(By Henry Ford II)

(EI)1'oWs NOTK.-WIefl Mr. Ford wrote this article lie was president of the
Ford Motor Co. ; just recently h relinquishtd the presidency, and Is now chairman
of the board of that company.)

Economic incentive is a subject of continuing controversy spanning a broad
range of political and econonie viewpoints. Recently, a relatively new form of
economic incentive, the restricted ,tock nptlon, has been singled out for critical
attention. Some of this criticism Is constructive and Is aimed at improvement of
the law governing stock options. Socie if It seems directed at destroying the
restricted stock option provisions of the law.

I have a particular interest in restricted stock options because, as the chief
executive officer of Ford Motor Co., I am explicitly accountable to nearly a quar-
ter of a million stockholders for the good or bad management of the company,
the success or failure of the business. And I feel qualified to speak more or less
dispassionately on this subject because, although I am familiar with the uses and
effects of stock options, I do not and will not hold any options on stock of our
company.

I am convinced that the restricted stock option is a powerful incentive to good
management and an Important contributor to economic progress-and that it can
be made to servo still better the broad goals of our society.

NEED FOR ARALISM

I am aware, of course, that there have been Imperfections in the administra-
thin of certain stock option programs and that, in a few cases, the good and
constructive Intent of stock options may have been thwarted. This is not at all
surprising in view of the brief history of this form of Incentive and its admitted
eomplexitles. If management still has much to learn about stock options, how-
over, it already has learned a great deal about the efficient, productive use of this
device and has, by and large, corrected many of the shortcomings to which
critics of the stock option have pointed in alarm.

The real question is, How are stock options working today?
Both the law and the administration of options undoubtedly can be improved.

Careful consideration should be given to further study to determine whether
specific provisions of the law should be modified. As for administration, if stock
options amount only to unearned and quickly realized bonanzas rather than to
continuous inducement to better performance and if the optionee gains no real
and lasting sense of proprietorship in the business, management is guilty of mis.
using one of the most effective tools at its disposal.

But certain other common criticisms of restricted stock options appear to me
to be the result of too little objective information and, for that reason, are greatly
exaggerated. I want to deal with these In some detail later in this article. First,
however, I should like to state why I believe that stock options produce good and
useful results, and why we should attempt to improve, rather than limit, the
effectiveness of this Important economic incentive.
The Ford story

During the early postwar years at Ford Motor Co., a dozen or so skillful men-
executives brought in from outside after the war-transformed a bogged-down,
antiquated, money-losing -company Into a modern, efficient, profit-making enter.

2&
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prise, capable of meeting the toughest kind of competition, of improving Its posl-tion, and of renewing its own management resources. Largely through theefforts of these men, the company became a substantial net contributor to themanagerial and technical capabilities of the economy. Furthermore, by stimu-lating more intense competition in the automobile industry, the company addedto the general prosperity and growth of the 1950's.Without the guidance of these men, the stockholders' equity might be half ofwhat it is today. The contribution of this group to the growth and profits of thecompany has far exceeded anzy financial rewards they received in return. Manyof these executives were already established, successful, and well paid. Wecould not have offered them enough more in salary and possible bonuses to justifythe risk of leaving secure positions for the uncertainties of our situation. TheyJoined Ford Motor Co. largely upon my promise that I would do my best to givethem an opportunity to acquire a stake in the company as soon as it was feasible
to do so.

At the same time, we also developed a group of exceptionally able youngermen who contributed materially to the company's growth and who were notbeing rewarded commensurately with their contribution. These young mell-including a number of the leading executives of the company today-saw oppo-tunitles for realizing large capital gains outside the company. Some out.qtand.ingly capable people left us for that reason. Indeed, at one time, before wecould offer stock options, we had a serious problem with sales executives leavingus to go into business for themselves as dealers.When the Congress authorized restricted stock options by amending the In-ternal Revenue Code, it gave us an effective means to recognize and stimulateexceptional performance, and to protect the company's future by conserving Itsmanagement "seed corn." In 1953. when our only shareholders were membersof the Ford family and the Ford Foundation, the board of directors made itsfirst grants of restricted stock options to 114 key employees. thus breaking atradition of long standing. Stock options have since been offered front time to
time to key employees.

We have had no reason to regret that decision. I am convinced that. in broadeffect, stock options have helped materially to raise the company to third placeamong American industrial corporations in total dollar sales. Without stockoptions or some comparable incentives, the same results would not have beei
achieved.

A NATIONAL RMsOURCE
The use of stock options to attract and hold managerial talent Is not with-

out public interest
Companies, big or little, don't Just roll along. Certainly, the quality of topmanagement among corporations is the main differentiating factor. Manage-ment, good or bad, determines whether any one company grows or declines, suc-ceeds or falls over the long pull. Even in a large company, the influence onprofits of one or two men is likely to be very great, and the general ability anddedication of the top 100 men can make or break any company. That Is whyknowledgeable investors assess the caliber of a company's management before

they buy its stock.
And if able management is critical to the individual company, in the ag-gregate it is equally critical to the whole economy. Good management of privatebusiness insures maximum growth in the economy, while poor managementimpedes that growth, wastes capital and labor, leads to stagnation. Thus. be-cause the productivity of capital and labor is so closely tied to the quality ofmanagement, everybody's income and standard of living-as well as our nationalsecurity-depend heavily on how well managers do their Jobs.But management talent Is a scarce and very precious national resource. Tomake the most efficient use of this national resource, we must find ways to putand keep our best business managers in the most important jobs-jobs that makethe broadest use of their talents and have the greatest Impact on the society's

total economic performance,
Once we have managers In these Importhnt Jobs, the next essential step is toprovide incentives for them to work most effectively and productively.

Monetary incentive#
Yet some people deplore the emphasis our economic system places on themonetary incentive, both for individuals and for business enterprises; the de-sire for gain, fqr material rwcognItionj Is linked with the sins of greed and

gluttony.
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I know that monetary incentive is important in getting men to produce the re-

sults that a corporation must have if it is to survive and prosper. It follows
that monetary incentive can and does serve society well. I reject out of hand
the notion that such Incentive is unworthy or reprehensible.

While I certainly agree that there are many kinds of incentive, and many
kinds of men, and that more money does not necessarily make a hard-working
wan work harder. I completely disagree with the idea that monetary gain is an
unimportant incentive. For executives in the business world, it would seem
axiomatic that the money incentive is primary, Just as the drive for profit is a
prime Incentive of individual business firms and, indeed, of the whole economy.

So long as such drives may be harnessed to good ends, I can see no reason
to be disturbed or ashamed that the acquisitive instinct is strong In men, that
most of us do have aggressive drives and ambitions. It is the very genius
of our economic system that It channels these powerful, potentially destructive,
l)Krsonal drives into the highly organized, cooperative management systems that
have contributed so much to our Nation's well.being.

Our system works well because it persuades managers that they are working
for themselves when they are, in reality, serving the total economy. Actually,
they are unable, as a rule, to keep more than a token of the wealth that their
efforts create.

I often wonder whether the really Important distinction between private enter-
prise and socialism is not the superior motivation that our system offers. We
sometimes forget that one of the great advantages of our economic system is
that in it capital may be privately owned. Our system uses capital not merely
for investment but also as a potent incentive to risk, invent, and persevere. If
the Communists could find a way to match the incentive that is In the drive of
individuals to acquire capital, they might be hard to beat.

Ideally, our whole economic system should be geared to provide maximum
opportunity to each generation, We should seek ways to increase manifold-
rather than decrease-the number of people who can hope to achieve substantial
wealth. Is there any better way to do this than by enhancing their opportunity
to contribute to the economy? It seems not only Just but productive that the
people who contribute substantially to the economy should own at least a part of
tile capital.
Soviet imitation

Today, a very live subject in Soviet economic Journals is the improvement of
personal incentive throughout Soviet industry. Here are some statements from
recent articles by Russian management experts:

"The present system of bonus payments* * * provides little stimulus to
managerial and engineering and technical personnel. * 0 1

"Managerial and engineering and technical personnel are, to a substantial
degree, responsible for success * * * a substantlat portion (let us say 15, 20, or
30 percent) of the total bonus fund should be set aside for this category." '

"One of the conditions for raising the economic level of the enterprise' work
is the establishment of economic stimuli and insuring the interest of the leader-
ship and the collective body of the enterprise. * 0 One of the measures de-
signed to Increase this interest could be the establishment of a procedure under
which a larger part (of profits) would be included in the enterprise (or bonus)
fund."'

The very time at which our country's foremost competitors are improving the
effectiveness of, their monetary iucentives-incentives that are not, as ours are,
greatly weakened by progressive income taxation--is obviously not the time to
be weakening our own.

By all sound means we should endeavor to increase the rate of our economic
growth to the end that we may be more effective in meeting the economic and
political challenges of those who seek to dominate the world. The wer to do
that is to take out of our system the things that slow it down (featherbedding.
resistance to technological change, and the like), and put in more of the things

E. Manevich "The Prilniple of the Personal Incentive and (Certaln Wage Problems in
the U.A 5.1.." Problenms of Economi cs: Selected Articles From Soviet Economic Jourals
In EngItilh Tranlaltion, TAnnary 1959. pp. 20-26.

$A. Maytoev and P. Dronov. "Problems of Material Incentivem In Govern ment-Owned
lRnte'rprimeR." Probli mp of Economvics: Seleet d Articles From Sovlet Rconomic Journals In

pHrulsb Trnngltotlnm. Mnrch 1959, pp. 85-40.
8 1A. Khalflnn, "TAe state Enterprile Under the INew Conditions of Industrial Manage-

oent.", Prnb1ma of 'Econom11cP: Releted Articles FrovA Soviet Economic Journals l
English Translatlon.,.May,1959. op. 89-43. '
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that encourage inventors to invent, artists to create, entrepreneurs to risk, and
managers to manage wisely and well.

In a free enterprise economy, good management is profit-conselous flillage.
went. And don't forget that society depends on this kind of management to
generate the national production to support nonprofit institutions such as hospl-
tals, schools, research organizations, and government, and social benefits such as
unemployment compensation and social security.

DOUIO.-JIARRNLED EFFECT

It was the clear and deliberate intent ot the restricted stock option logislatioik
to strentglhen incentives to good management. In 1K50, when the 81st Congress
passed, and President Truman signed Into law, a provision authorizing restricted
stock options, they were not acting on hasty impulse.

The basic proposals for this kind of reform bad been recommended to tht-
Congress 3 years earlier by major professional organizations and by the special
tax study committee appointed In 1947 by the Ways and Means Committee of
the House of Representatives. This study committee, incidentally, was headed
by Roswell Magili, a former Under Secretary of the Treasury (1I97-38) and
one of the most widely respected authorities on tax law.

Thess proposals were extensively reviewed it committee hearings, approved
by the Ways and Means Committee, and passed by the House before the ad-
Journment of the 80th Congress. The bill incorporating the substance of these
propols and much of their language, which was reintroduced it the 81st
Congress. carried the specific recommendation of the American Bar Association.

Hearings and reports on these bills stressed again and again the importance
of stock options as incentives. Our experience at lord-and what we have
learned from the top managements of other corporations-confirms the fact
that the stock option is effttive for two main reasons :

1. It represents an opportunity fo- gain that Is especially sought after,
but that will be realized only if the stockholders benefit.

2. It establishes a proprietary Interest which alines the executive's per-
sonal interests closely with those of stockholders and thus, from their stand-
point, affects favorably his daytodity business actions and decisions.
Specifically, it strengthens Ilis interest in the long-term growth and health
of the organilation.

Now let me point out sonie Important implications of these two ifnts.
lsidisce ent for u$manapers

The stock option has a powerful attraction because it offers to the corporate-
executive his most promising means of building a nest egg. The desire to do
so is deep and widespread, reflecting universal human urges for economic security
and independence.

At present levels of progressive taxation, it is almost impossible for a top-
salaried executive to create a substantial estate out of income. To do so re-
quires that he devote to minimizing taxes and seeking outside capital gains
much time and energy that, in the stockholder's view, certainly ought not to be
diverted from his job.

Now the desire of the executive to build an estate may be viewed in different
ways: (1) as an unworthy, mercenary, greedy sort of thing, or (2) as a way
to move people to do constructive things. It is hard to understand what leads
some of us to take so grim and puritanical a view of people being normally ac-
quisitive and wanting tangible things (like cars and houses and TV sets) and
Intangible things (like financial security and independence). Certainly our
whole economic system Is based on people wanting more and more, and, beyond
that, on their being able ultimately to get many of the things they want, granted
that these are not the be-all and end-all of life.

The urge to acquire is natural. It exists. And it is very much in the interest
of society to see that this urge is used constructively.

ait for stockholders
From the stockholder's standpoint, thO stock option has proved to be an ex-

cellent means to take advantage of this urge. It Is an opportunity for capital
gain that links the fortunes of top executives most directly with those of the
stockholders.

As I have suggested, the stock option is far more than a means of getting and
keeping the most capable men In, economically, the most critical Jobs. Its pe.-
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culiar effectiveness lies li bringing about a fundamental change in executive atti-
tude. It leads the executive to think and act less as a hired manager or trustee,
and more as an owtvor-nanuger. I hatve seen this happen in a hunlred and one
ways; sico we instituted a stock option plait at Ford Motor Co. The change In
attitude that comes with it proprietary interest--or even with the prospect of
eventually earning such an Interest-is almost always evident, though it is sel-
dom precisely measurable.

Stock options work.-They work in exactly the way that they are supposed to
vork. Only those without experience in Itianagewent, I believe, would argue

that jiamagement can be made to work as effectively without such ilicentive.
As far as I ain concerned as a stockholder, the goal of Ford Motor Co. Is

explicit: it is the long-run improvement of profits consistent with the best In-
terest of our stockholders, our employees, our dealers, our suppliers, and the
public at large. So long as the executive considers himself a mere hired hand-
no matter how able, conscientious, and well-paid a hired hand he may be--his
interests, his viewpoint, and his goals may conflict with this basic stockholder
objective that should be the guiding objective of all management.

I have mentioned the distractions arising if an executive seeks to create on
the outside the nest egg that his Job Is not providing. There are numerous other
temptations for the executive who is only a hired man:

Staff professionalism--the good and necessary desire of staft offices to
provide the most excellent professional services--may lead to costly over-
staffing.

Paternalism may creep in, leading to inefficient and wasteful practices.
An executive's, decisions may be guided by an excessive regard for cor-

porate and, by extension, his own security.
The pursuit of pet projects may be placed ahead of the overriding inter-

ests of the business.
Profits and profit growth may be subordinated to spectacular sales results

and excessive Investment in facilities (empire building).
Certainly there are forms of incentive other than stock options. An awareness

of the relationship of employee interest to the company's success may be encour-
aged by profit-sharing plans, sttvk purchase plans, and the like. But such plans
are a less compelling stimulus than the stock option in focusing attention on the
longrun Interests of the corporation, as distinguished front short-term results.
Furthermore, building a profit-oriented attitude by small, periodic doses is a slow
process. In some Instances It is desirable to create an immediate stake of appreci-
able size--a purpose the restricted stock option is admirably suited to serve.

OHAROES oF CrIcs

Let me turn now to those criticisms which, if not always sophisticated or non-
partisan in nature, nevertheless deserve thoughtful examination.
Cost to the piblio

It Is argued that options are unduly costly to the public at largo through loss
of tax revenues and to stockholders through dilution of their equity.

The argument that a restricted stock option plan is paid by Federal tax subsidy
has little, if any, substance. For each dollar of incentive provided In this way,
as against a dollar of salary or other compensation, the company Is required to
give up a tax deduction worth 52 cents. If the optionee sells his stock, he must
pay an additional 25 cents in capital-gains tax. In total, then, the Treasury
stands to receive 77 cents for each incentive dollar.

This Is a high rate of tax return for the Treasury, considering that the top
individual tax bracket is 91 percent. rue, there may be exceptions in unusual
eases, and the optionee can always escape his part of the income tax, although not
the estate tax, by holding on to his stock until he dies. But It does not ap-
pear that Federal revenues are suffering appreciably on this account or that
repeal of these provlslot n would bring about any significant icrease in tax reve-
nues. Furthermore, insofar as stock options generate higher corporate profits for
the economy vi, a whole; they add to the tax base and to Federal venues.
(oat to etockholdsr ,.

As for the claim that options are unduly costly to stockholders through dilu-
tion of their equity, I know no way of measuring dilution precisely. Certainly
I cannot determine exactly the dollars-and-cents cost to our company of the
options we have granted, any more than I can count the dollars-and-cents contri-
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button that options have made to the company. Yet I am convinced that the
total cost to stockholders has been very small compared to the direct benefit
obtained.

The point is, of course, that options cost nothing If the stockholders do not
profit. If the stockholders do profit, the cost is minor.

Some critics argue also that option gains are a kind of compensation over and
above already generous financial incentives for management. This reasoning Is
hard to follow. We at Ford have long been concerned about the serious and
protracted lag in executive compensation before taxes, when compared with the
substantial percentage Increases in the compensation of hourly employees and
salaried employees below executive rank. Inflation and highly progressive In-
come tax rates have greatly aggravated this situation, which is shared, we have
reason to believe, by other large companies. The restricted stock option has been
an effective means of meeting this problem.
Motivafton

Another criticism often heard is that the proprietary interest of an optionee
is reduced If the optionee has to sell a portion of his stock to finance the pur-
chase of another block of option stock. This charge, incidentally, is inconsistent
with the suggestion that most optionees are already well off. In the first place,
the option itself-even before exercise-provides a strong sense of, and motiva-
tion toward, proprietorship. To the extent that the option accrues only over
a long period of time, this motivation should and does persist. It has been my
observation that Ford optionees who have sold some option stock in order to
take up further options have retained sufficient shares to maintain a significant
sense of ownership.

Much criticism has been leveled at variable price options. I personally do not
approve of variable pricing of options for key employees, but there may be a
place for them when used in plans that are more closely akin to purchase of
stock by broad groups of employees on an installment payment basis.

Nor do I believe that, in general, the law should permit the repricing of
options or the cancellation of existing options so that they can be replaced
with options at a lower price. There may, of course, be situations where '-ub-
stitution of lower price options is justified, as in the case of an option price
that has been consistently higher than the market price of the stock for a
considerable period of time, thus making it worthless as an incentive. But,
in the main, such practices are difficult to defend, and specific corrective steps
may be in order.
Disclosure of data

It has been charged that there is Inadequate disclosure to stockholders of
data on option grants and exercises, executives' benefits from options, and sales
of optioned shares. The rules and regulations of the Securities and Exchange
Commission and the various securities exchanges require listed companies to
furnish or make available to the stockholders a good deal of information on
options. For example, the rules governing proxies require that these com-
panies include in their proxy materials to stockholders a statement of all options
granted since the beginning of the previous year to the directors and officers
as a group and to each Individ al director and, each of- the three highest paid
officers, together with a statement- of the market value of the stock when the
options were granted. Similar information also must be given about exercises of
options by the directors and officers.

In addition, all purchases--including purchases on .tho exercise of options-
and sales of a company's stock by individual directors and officers must be re-
ported by them monthly to the SEC and to a stock exchange. These reports
are open for inspection by the public, and many of the transactions described
in them are reported in the press.

Rules and regulations aside, however, it is clear that responsible corporate
management should giye its stockholders information about stock options in
sufficient detail to afford an accurate picture both the manner in which the
company Is employing options and the number of option grants that have been
made. Option data In proxy statements 'and other reports to stockholders
should be in simplified form-generally in tables--and readily understandable'
A rule of thumb for management might be simply that the record be made clear
and comprehensible. ' .

I !-
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IMPROVED ADMINISTRATION

There has been much progress in the past decaile in administering option
plans, in determining their most efficient use, and ii detecting and preventing
abuses.

As a result of our own experience, Ford Alotor Co. has developed policies that
we believe are generally sound. We feel such policies can eliminate most of
the possible abuses of stock options. Thus--

In our opinion the administration of the option plan should be handled
by disinterested directors to insure the protection of the stockholders'
interests.

Options should be granted at 100 percent of fair market value.
Except where lerge grants are necessary to attract a new top executive,

options should be granted in relatively small but (when merited) fairly
frequent lots.

There should be a relatively long earning-out or accrual period to en-
courage more sustained effort by optionees for the company's benefit, to
lessen the financing problem, and to Insure that the optionee continues to
merit the option through continued employment.

A sound stock option plan should In no way depend on such things as tax
loopholes or provisions of the tax law that would frustrate the intent of Con-
gress or be contrary to basic American principles of fairplay. There un-
doubtedly are areas in which the tax provisions applying to restricted stock
options could be Improved. For example, the penalties for unintentional under-
pricing of options could be modified in the Interests of small companies whose
stock Is not on the market. The provisions relating to the 85 and 95 percent
formulas, repricing, and variable price options should also be reexamined.

In any consideration of major tax reform, It Is tempting to take sweeping
measures designed to simplify and make more orderly the whole tax structure.
It is sometimes distressing to tidy minds that the tax system should be used
not only to raise revenues but also-to provide economic incentives--whether for
individuals, by capital gains; for companies, through the fast depreciation write-
off; or for the whole economy, by means of proposals to fight recessions by
suspending the collection of some taxes for a time. Presumably they want the
incentive to be supplied from some other source or by some other means, or they
doubt the need of it.

While such feelings are understandable, it seems beyond argument that taxes
of the size that we have had and will continue to have must work either as In-
centives or as disincentives; they cannot be neutral.

CONCLUSION

I believe that stock options are very much in the public Interest. If the de-
tractors of monetary Incentives had a sufficient appreciation of the importance
of good, soundly motivated management to the real Interests of all Americans,
I am sure they would become as great supporters of the stock option and other
incentive devices as they are now detractors. Unfortunately, many such critics
are not well informed on the subject. They do not understand that-

Stock options are in the public interest because they encourage good man-
agement.

They encourage business executives to work In ways that are most effici-
ent, most productive, most progressive-and thus contribute most to raising
people's incomes and living standards.

Stock options also help our society to put and keep our best managers
in positions that have the greatest impact on the whole economy.

Stock options, in short, foster both the most efficient use and the most eco-
nomical allocation of one of our scarcest and most precious national resources--
management. And today, more than ever, it is essential that we do wisely and
economically allocate that resource.

These are the social justifications for stock options and for the tax treatment
accorded them. The restricted stock option Is one of several special provisions
of our laws that encourage inventors to invent, entrepreneurs to build new
businesses, and professional managers to manage wisely and well. Unless some
better means can be found to achieve these ends, we should be careful not to
impair the means at hand.

575 O-61---a
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Senator GORE. As a matter of fairness to other taxpayers, do you
not believe that a corporation official who receives compensation in the
form of restricted stock options, should pay taxes on that income at
the time the option is exercised?

Mr. GILBERT. I most certainly do, for the reasons which I have
expounded this morning.

Senator GORE. And it is not true, as the Treasury representatives
have testified, that in many instances fortunes are acquired through the
restricted stock option route on which no taxes of any kind, at any
time, are paid by this recipient?

Mr. GILBERT. No, he would pay the capital gains tax.
Senator GORE. Suppose that he does not dispose of the stock, but it

ges into his estate. Then he, the direct beneficiary, at no time during
is life pays any taxes on the fortune, however big it. may become?

Mr. GILBE R. That is correct.
Senator Goiw. Yet every hourly worker who gets his pay check at

the end of the week has the heavy hand of the tax collector laid upon
his pay check.

Mr. GiLBcr'. And we who get cash dividends pay our taxes too on
an income basis.

Senator GoRE. Do you think this situation lends respect on the part
of our citizenry for the tax laws of the country I

Mr. GILBERT. I do not.
Senator Gopw. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask unanimous consent at this point,

along with the other insertions, to have an article included from the
Vanderbilt Law Review, and also . a letter from Prof. Herman L.
Trautman, of the Vanderbilt Law School.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the insertion will be made.
(The information referred to follows:)

/
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STOCK OPTIONS

EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION: THE TAXATION OF
STOCK OPTIONS

JACK D. EDWARDS*

The popularity of the stock option as a method of executive compen.
sation results primarily from its favorable tax consequences. Under
present law, an executive's ordinary income may be converted into
capital gain. These discriminatory provisions provide a fertile field
for tax avoidance.

The first portion of this paper deals with the history of stock option
taxation to date. Much of the earlier law remains applicable. The
historical perspective show's the wide latitude for avoidance and the
faulty assumptions in which tax treatment has been grounded. The
second part deals with the present tax treatment of stock options.

I. THE DzvEWPI4SN or STOCK OPTION TAXATION

A. Options Before 1950
The history of stock option taxation is the history of a battle be.

tween Congress' and the lower courts,2 on one side, against the Treas.
my, with occasional support from the Supreme Court.3 Considering
*4 odds against it, the Treasury. has been remarkably successful in
the struggle, but it has not been able to limit the option to reasonable
proportions as an incentive device.

Many different kinds of stock options have been used, but they
usually follow this pattern: corporation C gives executive E an option
for a limited time to buy stock in C. The price will generally be near
the market value, or slightly above it. A gain will accrue to E if the
market value of the stock rises above the option price during the op.
tion period, and he exercises his option at-that time. The anticipated
gain, then, is the future rise in the value of the stock.

If E does make a profit, the tax problem appears. How much of the
increment should be taxed? When should it be taxed? Should it be
taxed as ordinary income or as a capital gain?

Taxpayers have argued that options are not compensation, but
merely sound methods of bringing executives into equity ownership.

LLB., Harvard Law School.
I. The role of a militant Congessman is well-played by Representative

Knutson at 93 CoNo. Rhc. A4060-66 (1947).
2. The extent to which some lower courts have taken up the fight Is Indi.

cated by the Tax Court decision In Philip J. LoBue, 22 T.C. 440 (1954). See
note ( infra.

3. Commissioner v. LoBue, 351 U.S. 243 (1956); Commissioner v. Smith,
324 U.S. 177 (1945).
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They have argued further that since stock options are excluded from
the statutory definition of ordinary assets,4 they must be given capital
gain treatment. The Treasury has consistently believed that ordinary
income rates should apply to the difference between what the em-
ployee pays for his stock and the fair market value at the time he
receives the stock. This is based on the assumption that the gain rep-
resents compensation to the executive. The regulations have taken
that position except when court decisions have forced a temporary
retreat. These have been the general lines of battle.

The first Treasury statement on the subject in 1923 announced that
the Treasury intended toi tax any option which had a "substantial"
spread at the time of exercise, and that the amount of ordinary in-
come would be measured Aby that spread.5 This regulation was re-
peated, with minor variation, until 1938. During this period from
1923 to 1938, the cases seem to have gone in all directions, with the
circuit courts of appeal destroying any semblance of uniformity in
the area. As the Board of Tax Appeals viewed it: "We do not think
ij is possible to harmonize the cases which have been decided."s Most
,4 the cases appear to have been decided in favor of capital gain treat-
ment for the taxpayers. Preferential treatment was denied where
there was a clear element of compensation. The latter was determined
by the motivation of the employer.7

Geeseman v. Commissioner,' the earliest important case, was de.
cided in 1938. In 1931 the Continental Can Company gave the tax.
payer an option to buy stock at $30 per share; the market value at
that time was $36. In 1933 he purchased 640 shares when the market
value was about $70 per share. The Commissioner proposed to tax
him on the difference between the market value of $70 and the
purchase price of $30, as ordinary income. The court found little help
in the precedents. It said that to hold for the taxpayer on the ground
that this was solely the purchase of an asset would be unreal.
Istic; to hold for the Commissioner because this was a simple
matter of compensation, would be equally unrealistic. Since both
elements are always present courts must look to see which aspect
is dominant. But at this point the court loaded the scales heavily
on the side of capital gain treatment. The option would be character-
ized as compensation only (1) when the parties had a definite under-
standing that the option price would be fixed or controlled by services
rendered, or (2) when it would be absurd and unreasonable t0 say

4. IN. Rv. CoD or1954, J 1221. Sections of the 1954 Code will hereinafter
be cited only by seoti number.

5. TAD 3435l 1W2-11-1 Cum. Buu., 80 (1923).
6. rdward J. Connally, 45 B.T.A. 374, 376 (1941).
7. For a collection or cmes, see Annot., 146 A.LR., 1391 (194).4
& 38 B.T.A, 25 (1938).,
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that the option was not compensation. Guided by these principles,
the court had no difficulty in finding for the taxpayer, since he had
made no promise to remain with the company, and consequently
there was no firm agreement as to compensation for future services
to be rendered.

After the Geeseman decision, the Treasury reluctantly retreated.
The regulations under the Revenue Act of 1934' and the Revenue Act
of 193610 were amended by T.D. 4879."1 This provided that any gain
resulting from exercise or sale of the option would be taxable only
when the option was in the nature of compensation.1' It does not
appear that Geeseman and the resulting regulations had much effect
on subsequent court decisions. A later decision of the same court said
that the new regulation was merely the statement of a rule already
settled by the cases.13 If there was any effect at all, it was to render
even more difficult the task of the Treasury in trying to tax options
with elements of compensation.

In 1945, the Supreme Coiwt contributed to the confusion with its
opinion in Smith v. Commissioner.14 The taxpayer was employed by
Western Cooperage Company, which had taken over the management
U the Hawley Pulp and Paper Company under a reorganization plan.
When Hawley's indebtedness was reduced by a certain amount, West.
ern was to receive Hawley stock in payment for services. Prior to
the receipt of any stock, Western gave the taxpayer an option to
purchase Hawley stock if and when it was received. There was a
finding of fact that the option had no value at the time of grant, be.
cause the market value of the stock did not exceed the option price.
Since there was no value to the option when given, and since the ar-
rangement was clearly intended to be compensation, the Supreme
Court affirmed the Tax Court in holding that the intended compel.
sation must have been the spread at the time of exercise. The result
seems correct, but the logic is hardly satisfying. If an option will
probably be financially advantageous in the future, doesn't it have
present value even though it cannot be converted into cash at the
present time? A future interest in land, to use a simple example,
clearly has present value.

9. 48 Stat.8 (1934).
0. 49 Stat. 1648 (1938).

11. -"[A taxpayer exercising an option shall include in gross income] the
difference between the amount paid for the property and the amount of its
fair market value to the extent that such-difference is n the nature of (1)
compensation for services rendered or to be rendered...." T.D. 467, 1939-1
CUI. BuMA 150.

12. The courts considered many factors in determining whether the Inten-
tion w primarily compemstory or roprietary, See Rudick, Compwi..ti
of Zzomves Uer the 1954 Cod. ,= 2 -(1968)

13. Sprineld v. Commisuoner, 41 B.T.A. 1001, 1009 (940),.
14. U (15I).
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Encouraged by the Smith case, the Treasury returned to a stricter
policy in dealing with options. T.D. 550715 reverted to the position of
the earlier regulations in providing that all options would be con-
sidered compensation and would be taxed on the spread at the time
of exercise. It went further than the early regulations in eliminating
the "substantial" spread requirement. T.D. 5507 applied only to op-
tions granted after Feb. 26, 1945, the date of the Smith decision. I.T.
379516 was released at the same time, providing that options granted
prior to that time would not be taxed as compensation unless (1)
there was a substantial spread at the time of grant, or (2) compen-
sation was found under the old formula.

The new regulation and ruling were not very significant In their
effect on the case law. The second part of I.T. 3795 was intended to
cover options granted prior to Smith. In Otto C. Schultz,17 the court
carefully described the two possible bases of liability under I.T. 3795,
but didn't have to worry about the ruling because it found compen-

,sation under the old regulations. In Abraham Rosenberg,8 the court
Aid not mention the first b"is of taxability (i.e., a substantial spread
pt the time of grant), though it would not have affected the result in
ihat case. But in Commisuaier v. Strau.,19 the court ignored I.T. 3795
completely, finding no deficiency. Since the option price in that case
was $6 per share and the fair market value at the time of grant was
b.75 per share, an application of I.T. 3795 would certainly have

reversed the result.
While those' who were litigating past cases went along as usual,

those who were planning for the future were faced with T.D. 5507,
taxing all options as ordinary income upon their exercise.- Most
people felt 'the regulation was not valid and would not be upheld. It
was often ignored. One taxpayer added insult by using the regulation
as a major premise in his argument Regardless of what else it ac-
complished, this attack by the Treasury must have had a considerable
in terrorem effect L2 Since there still wao doubt as to what the state of

15. 1946-1 Cum, BuLu 18.
10. 1946-1 CuM. Bu~t 15,
17 17T.C.95,( 1951).

19. 208 .2d 5 (Uth Cit. 10)3
20., Commisioner v. Stone's Ostate, 210 F.2d 43 (3rd Cir. 19"), The tax-

ra]er purchased 100 warrants from his employer, paying $iqQO for the
lrarts, Fach warrant permitted the purchase bf 100shares 01stock. He

esftated that he, recelveid, $5000 compensation inthis trinsacion, and hepI~dtd!tax on that, amount. a' market price of the stock wa , bow thq
option price when the warrants were purchased. Later .t pricwot U
and the taxpyer sold 89 of the warrants for $82,680, He mrAe that TW.
5807 required the recognition of ordinary income when property transferred;sines he bad reported-3,000 when the warrants were tranfems the remain-
der of the Main must be a capital gain. The argument Was sustained.

21. See th6 crie of nmuh relayed by Rep. Knutson to hi fellow, le0s
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the law was, the taxpayers moved to Congress for support.

B. Options Since 1950
Stock options branched into two families in 1950. Pressure on Con.

gress for more favorable treatment resulted in an amendment to the
Internal Revenue Code of 1939, section 130A,U which is carried for-
ward, with some modifications, in the present law.2 Options qualify.
ing under this provision were labeled restricted stock options. Other
options are often referred to as non-restricted stock options.M

I. Restricted Stock Option Under Section 421.-'The basic pur-
pose of section 421 is to provide capital gain treatment (i.e., pref-
erential rates and a tax only at the time of disposition of the stock)
for options which are considered to be incentive devices. To insure
the fact that the option is fruly "Incentive," and to prevent abuse,
several restrictions must be placed on it. They may be summarized
as follows:

(a) The option price must be at least 85% of the fair market value
af the time of grant.' Under a variable pricing provision, the option,
w qualify- if (1) the purchase price varies only with the value of
the stock, and (2) the option price is at least 85%, of the fair market
value when the option is granted.3m

(b) The option must be non-transferable, except on death.

(c) The recipient cannot hold more than 107 of the voting stock
in the corporation when the option is granted.30 This requirement is
waived if the option price is 110% of the fair market value at grant,
and the option is exercisable for only 5 years, or was exercised by
Aug. 16,1955.

(d) The option must not be exercisable more than 10 years from
the time it is granted.31

(e) The recipient must be an employee when the option is granted;
22. Int. Rev. Code of 1939, j 130A, added by 64 Stat. 942 (1950).
23. 1 421.
24. This seems an unfortunate name since many "non-restricted" options

are severely restricted. To prevent confusion, this paper referp to all options
which do not qualify under 1 421 as "non-statutory" options.

'2$. This s a cursory glance at I 421, which, of course, is extremely impor-
tant; it has been amply commented upon in various writings. -ee Rudick,
WPM note It
4  For simplicity all numbers in this section are from the' lr. Rev. Conw or

I -- or W excellent tr"tment of the minor changes made In 1954, see

30t 41(d)( (C),

S3421 (d)(1) (D)
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and it must be exercised while he is an employee or within three
months thereafter.U

If an option qualifies as a restricted stock option, it will be treated
as a capital asset, and given preferential treatment, subject to the
following conditions:

(a) No disposition of the shares may be made within two years of
the grant of the options or six months of exercise.33

(b) If the option price is between 85% and 95% of the fair market
value at the time the option is granted, there will be ordinary income
to the extent of the option price subtracted from the lesser of (1) the
fair market value of the shares when the option was granted, or (2)
the fair market value of the shares upon their disposition.34

These are the basic provisions of section 421. It is quite detailed,
covering modifications of the option, exercise by an estate and
effects of options received pursuant to certain corporate transactions.
The regulations under section 421 are long and cover the possible
pro ieM-e41ese*i'-*e -ftner detail, This paper will not deal with the
various considerations involved in setting up such a plan.

There have been no court decisions dealing with section 421 thus
far. It may be expected that they will not arise frequently; since
the success of a 421 plan is assured, a person, in a high tax bracket Is
not encouraged to leave the friendly confines of capital gain treat.
meAitu.orde. A test the fringe areas of section 421. If he wants to
gamble, a non-statutory option with no pretence of qualifying under
section 421 is a more likely windfall.N

2. Non-Statutory Options.-The cases since 1950 have involved
options exercised prior to 1950. Various factors determined, their
outcome, and the cased might be grouped as follows:

(a) Some options were taxed on the spread which existed at the
32. §421 (a)
33. |421 (a.
34.| 421(b) ••
35. 1014(d) provided that the basis of a restricted stock option would

not be stepped up at the death of the holder if he had not exercised the option
by that time. This made it desirable to exercise the option before death. This
provision bps recently been deleted so there Is a step-up regardless of
exercise. 72 Stat. 4' (195). There Is a continuing drive to liberalize tax
treatment upon the employee's death.' Under a proposed amendment to 1 421,
any ordinary Income arising from. the exercise of an option by an employee
will not be due until' he death of his spouse, assuming she receives the stock.
The proposed change has been passed by the House of Representatives. H.R.
6777, 8th Cong lot Sesa., 105 Co1o. REc. 15541-42 (daily ed. Aug. 25t, 1985).
30. This is indicated by the names of recent articles: -,The Non-Rest icted

Employee Stock OpgttioR.4 Executive'& Delight, I I TAX L Rv. 179 (14M);
The Vetuatio of OptioR Stock Subject to ;etpurchase Optimo ant Restrailit
on Sale: A New Tdx Bonanza in Executive Compeftntioi, 62 YMA LJ. 832
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time the option was granted. In McNamara v. Commissioner, the
Court of Appeals for the 7th Circuit taxed the spread at time of grant
instead of the spread at time of exercise, basing its decision on the
intention of the parties. The stock had an ascertainable spread of $3
at grant and about four times as much at exercise. The court seemed
confused about the economics of the situation.

But it seems equally clear to us that if we say, from this evidence, that
it was the intention of the parties that the grant of the option was to
constitute compensation, we must also say that the parties intended it as
additional compensation for petitioner's services for the year in which the
option was granted.38

Just- because the option was intended to be compensation in the year
it was granted does not mean that the spread at that time determines
the amount of gain. It seem, clear that there might be value received,
lnd hence compensation, even where there was no spread whatsoever
at the time of grant. Therelwas no reason to limit the gain in this
4se to the spread when the option was granted.

The taxpayer also prevailed in Commissioner v. Stone's Estate.3
He purchased warrants from his employer corporation. Each warrant
was an option to buy 100 shares of stock. He paid tax on the warrants
when he rcelved them, estimating the gain at $5,000. He later sold
the warrants for $82,680, and claimed a capital gain. The court upheld
his claim and here again the decision seems unwise. The Commis.
sioner has much the better of the argument in pointing out that
the transaction between the corporation and the taxpayer was not
in the nature of a sale, and that ordinary income should not be con-
verted into capital gain through this sham.

(b) Some cases held no income at either grant or exercise on the
basis of the old compensatory-proprietary approach. While It has
been suggested that proprietary options were gaining, increasing
favor with the courts during this period,40 this would seem hard to
support. No clear judicial attitude is discernible. The option in
Robert A. Bowen4' had a spread of $33 per share at the time of grant,
and yet was held proprietary. This result is, difficult to understand,
In view of the large element of immediate gain. Abraham Rosen-
berg,0 on the other hand, was a strong case for the proprietary argu-
ment. The employer corporation was closely held, and the only way
for the taxpayer to assure himself of an equity interest was by way of

37. 310. Fd 50 (7th Cir, 1954),U 14 at 508.
39. 210 FP.1d 33 ($rd Cir. 1954).
40. Lai S ownship Plam T. amou Wamn, Lveree Stoc,N.Y.U. lIM INS?. ONi FM T~x 499, 51W (lbM).
41. is T.CILG6M (1994).
4L20 9T.C.S (1W).
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an option. Furthermore, the stock had a fair market value of about
$3.00 or $3.25 when the option was given at $5.40. Several other cases
lie somewhere between Bowen and Rosenberg, with regard to the
element of compensation contained in the bonus.43 I

(c) Many cases found ordinary income at the time of exercise be-
cause the options were compensatory. In Charles E. Sorenson," Willys
Motor Co. gave the taxpayer very lucrative options to lure him into
its management. The options were an important part of his demands
in the pre-employment negotiations. These facts tended to show com-
pensation. An additional factor which hurt the taxpayer's case was
his desire to sell the options, rather than exercise them, and a failure
to show that he had ever intended to buy and retain an equity interest
in the firm. Once the court decided that the intention was compensa-
tory, it followed the reasoning of Commissioner v. Smith: compen-
sation was intended, but restrictions on the option prevented its hav-
ing an ascertainable market value at the time it was granted, so the
spread at exercise must h~ve been the intended compensation.

In Joseph Kane the option was given to the wife of the taxpayer

,;when he started working for his new employer. The court had little
'l;ifflculty in treating thp option as one belonging to the husband.
I roughh the option prici was above fair market value at' grant,'the
price rose sharply so that considerable gain resulted upon exercise of

eopIon.

PThe option in- Dean Babbitt" was subject to restrictions which
prevented valuation at the time of grant. The court found the inten,
.n compensatory, ani measured the gain by the spread at exercise.

case also illustrate the computation problem invOlved in bloc
males. Since there wa ,very little trading in the stock, a large bloc
trown on the market'would have depressed prices. Consequently,
the market value of the bloc was not determined, by the, quoted
market price but rather the estimated price of the entire bloc had been
offered.
*,;ther cases during this period took the same approach, and found
p.dinary income at exercise of the option.41

q, (d) Some cases refused to tax the option at exercise because re-
strictions prevented valuation. The leading case here is Haivol H.
Kuchman. 4  At the, time of both grant and 'exercise in this c"ae,

43. Commsioner v, Strau, 208 F.2d 325 (th Cir. 1953); Donld B. Dradner,
!1 T.C.U. 56 (192), a c esriam, 209 F.2d 956 (8th Cir. 2 ); Jam C.W-i'toM. S T.*C.JL 3WT 1IW) •'. .

47.61 (1953); Otto C. Schultz,:17 T. U ,@510).

4. 18 TC. 15 (1N2).
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there was a complicated reorganization taking place. The terms of
the option prohibited resale by the taxpayer for a year and gave
the vendors the first right of repurchase. The latter right ran for
two years. The Tax Court found that the fair market value of the
stock at the time of exercise could not be ascertained and conse.
quently it found there was no tax due at that time. It did not con.
sider if and when a tax might be due. The difficulties in this holding
will be discussed later.

In Phil Kalech,4' the court did sustain a tax at exercise, but used
book value rather than market value to compute gain, because of
restrictions on the option.

(e) In a final group of cases, the question was whether the tax.
payer had received ordinary income at the time when restrictions
on the stock lapsed. In these cases, no tax had been assessed at the
time of exercise, presumabl' on the ground that no valuation was
Possible because of the restrictions. The courts rejected the Com.
nlssioner's position that the lpse of restrictions might be a taxable
event.

n Robert Lehman,'0 the taxpayer was a partner in Lehman Bros.
The partnership received options for certain services rendered, and
exercised them on Feb. 1, 1943. There were certain restrictions, not
described in the option, attached to the stock. The restrictions lapsed
at the end of that year. The partnership did not include as income
the gain resulting from exercise of the option. The Commissioner
asserted a deficiency against ,the taxpayer for his share of the profits,
claiming ordinary income was received when the restrictions lapsed.
The court held for the taxpayer, saying:

Termination of the restrictions was not a taxable event such as the re-
ceipt of compensation for services or the disposition of property. Values
fluctuate from time to time and the value on a later date might be out
of all proportion to the compensation involved in the original acquisition
of the shares. The gain was properly reported as a long term capital gain
from the subsequent sale of the shares.S1

In this case, stock restrictions lasting only 11 months turned ordinary
income into capital gain. It would take a greedy taxpayer to complain
about th-at sort of bargain.

The Ktlchman and Lehman cases combine to form a possible road,
albeit a winding road, to avoidance of all tax at ordinary income
rates. Kuchman said no tax was due at exercise if restrictions pre-
vented valuation. Lehman held there was no tax liability upon lapse
of restrictions. The apparent result of the transaction is no tax until

49. 23 T.C. 6o2 ( 1955)I"".TC" 5 (1,-).
t
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sale of the stock and a capital gain at that tine. If the short-term
restrictions which worked the magic in Lehman are found to be
sufficient in the future, the arrangement is not at all burdensome to
the taxpayer.U

Another case dealing with the Kuchman problem has recently spent
several years in the courts. Household Finance Corporation offered
a stock option plan to the taxpayer. The Tax Court held it was com-
pensatory. 3 In doing so, it rejected two claims that valuation was
impossible: (1) The taxpayer argued he had promised not to sell the
stock as long as he was employed by the corporation, but the court
found there was no binding agreement, and consequently no diminu-
tion in value. (2) It was argued that there was possible liability under
section 16(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.s If the tax-
payer might later be forced to disgorge his entire profit pursuant to
that statute, it would not be fair to tax this profit when it is only
Temporarily realized. The 'Tax Court decided that no profits were
vulnerable under that statute. Consequently, the deficiency asserted
ras upheld. Upon petition for review, the Court of Appeals for the
$eventh Circuit reversed." It said a binding agreement not to sell
Old exist, and liability under section 16 (b) of the Securities Exchange
Wct of 1934 was likely if the stock had been sold within six months."
Phis prevented valuation and no tax could be levied.

The MacDonald case then started its second round in the Tax
Court."7 On motion for additional hearing, counsel for the Commis-
sioner offered some possible bases upon which economic gain could
be measured, though he stated that there was no intention to limit
the government's proof at retrial. He suggested: (1) The corporation
gave the taxpayer a fifteen year interest-free loan to the extent of
the purchase price of the stbk, plus any tax due on the purchase.
The economic gain Involved in this preferential treatment was tax-
able compensation." (2) The taxpayer supplied enough money to buy

82.'Of course the restrictions might be burdensome for non-tax reasons.
83. Harold E. MacDonald, 3,1 T.C. 227 (1954).
54. 48 Stat. 896 (1934) 15 U.S.C. I 78(p) (1952).
85. 210 F.2d 505 (7th dir. 19i4).
586. At the present time, it is clear that option profits are not within the

reach of 1 16(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, provided the options
are non-transferable and meet certain procedural safeguards. 17 CY.F. S
240.16(b) (1949).

67. 16 T.C.M. 208 (1956).
8.Transcript of Record p. 6, reproduced in Appendix A of. Brief for the

Petitioner, p. 25, Commissioner v. MacDonald, 23 F.2d 858 (th Cir. 105).
A similar argument was made on appeal. Brief for the Petitioner, p. '1
Commissioner v. MacDonald, supra. The taxpayer argued that this type oi
ain was too speculative, and the Interest-free aspect of the note was not

something that could be sold, io no ascertainable value was present. Tran
Script of Record, p. 17, reprodwed in Appendix A of Brief for the, Petitioner,
p. 0., Commissoner v. Mac.Doald, aapro. The argun/ent of the taxpayer s
Vot persuasive. On petition for review, Brief for Respondents, p. 3 Comb.
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5,541 shares at market price. The other 4,459 shares represented gain
realized because of the spread between purchase price and market
price. Dividend yield was about $? per share. Capitalizing this ex-
pected return would give a value in excess of $150,000. This is taxable
galn.

Judge Rice in the Tax Court was clearly unhappy with both the
Seventh Circuit holding,W and the attempts to find different methods
of valuation.f' He denied'a new hearing.a

On petition for review, the Court of Appeals for the Seventh
Circuit again reversed.6 It said the previous decision which it had
rendered gave the Commissioner a chance to use other methods of
valuation. Consequently, the Tax Court was required to hear the
possible methods. A third Tax Court decision has not been given.

The MacDonald litigation may reinforce conflicting positions. It
buttresses the Kuchman-Lewman avoidance plan insofar as it holds
that the option restrictions prevent ordinary income at exercise. On
the other hand, it Indicates that the courts are worried about possible
tdx-avoidance. It also emphasizes that the Commissioner is not con-
ceding the battle. As the executive plans his future forms of income,
he may not be encouraged by the taxpayer's success in MacDonald.

3. Philip J. LoBue.-- 4 This case has been the most important judi.

missioner v. MacDonald, supra, the taxpayer emphasized Rev. Rul. 55-713,
1955-2 CuM. BuLL 23. This states that where an employer provides an inter-
est-free loan for premiums on an employee's life insurance policy, no taxable
income is received by the employee. But the Treasury Is careful to limit
revenue rulings to similar facts, and an extension of the ruling to this situa-
tion could not be Justified. Furthermore, the issue in the ruling concerns
whether or not there was any gain. But here the two courts have agreed that
there was an economic gain in the transaction; the problem Is one of valua.
tion, and whether or not the interest-free, loan is relevant to that deter-
mination.

49. Transcript of Record, pp. 7-8, reproduced in Appendix A of Brief for
the Petitioner, p. 26, Commissioner v. MacDonald, supra note 58. On appeal,
the Commissioner either put the argument in extremely general terms, or
abandoned it. Brief for the Petitioner, pp. 17-18, Commissioner v. MacDonald,
supra note 58. This method of measuring gain does not seem acceptable. The
argument is In effect, that 5,541 shares represent basis, and 4,459 shares
present gain. The gain is then capitalized on the basis of expected earnings.

Were the restrictions taken into consideration when the rate of capitalization
wu determined? If not, then it seems the Commissioner has changed the
method, but retained the basic flaw. If the restrictions were taken into ac-
count in some manner, the capitalization rate of about 10.8 (a return of
less than 6%) seems much too high.

60. He commented at the hearing: "It does seem to me though that the
7th Circuit has opened up a pretty big loop-hole in the law here. Transcript
of Record, p.. 9, Commissioner v. MacDonald, supra note 58,

61. -"We are unable to find that there Is any method of computation, other
than the one used in our original ophion, which is proper or meritorious and
the res 1ondent's motion for an additional hearing in this cause is hereby
denied. Harold Z MacDonald, 16 T.C.M. 208, 209 (1956).

62L I&. at 208
G& SU7.2d 582 (Ith Cir. 1957).OL 2 T.C.-440 (1964). i
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cial pronouncement in the stock option area. It began as a typical
proprietary-compensatory controversy. The Michigan Chemical Cor-
poration gave the taxpayer options in 1945, 1946, and 1947. The options
were not restricted. The options were exercised in 1945 and 1946 for
the grants given in those years, and the Commissioner asserted a
deficiency. The only witness at the hearing before the Tax Court
was a Colonel Davis, who had been the chief executive officer of the
corporation during the years in question, and had drawn up the
option plan. He indicated on direct examination that the plan was
purely an incentive measures On cross-examination, however, a
portion of a letter of Colonel Davis to the taxpayer was placed in
the record, and it sounded very much like a salary bonus plan." The
Tax Court rejected the validity of T.D. 5507. It then held that the
option was an incentive device and denied the deficiency. On petition
for review, the Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit affirmed.

The long-standing controversy was then placed before the Supreme
Court. The result was a victory for the Commissioner's patience and
persistence.0 Mr. Justice Black, for the majority said:

But there is not a word in See. 22(2) (of the Int. Rev. ,Code of 19391
which Indicates that its broad coverage should be narrowed because of
an employer's intention to enlist more efficient service from his employees
by making them part proprietors of his business. In Sur viw there is no
statutory basis for the test established by the court below. When assets
are transferred by an employer to an employee to secure better services
they are plainly compensation. It makes no difference that the compen-

65. "Q: In these discussions with the directors and with the officers of the
company, prior to the passing of the resolutions of March 21, 1944, was
there any characterization of the plan in your recollection as being intended
as compensation to the employees?"

"A: Not the slightest." Transcript of Record, p. 129, Commissioner v.
LoBue 351 U.S. 243 (1936).

6. dne paragraph read: "?e Committee's selection of the names of our
employees to receive the right to purchase stock and the number of shares,
assigned to each selectee i, determined by the Committee after a careful
appraisal of the individual'&, contributions to the company in the way of
Job performances during the past year. In other words, the extent of your
Tarticipation in the plan is based on how well you handled your job during
te year. Outstanding service to the company is given added recognition In,
determining the number of shares assigned. In this connection I would like
to point out to you it Is, but natural to expect a moire rigid comparative,
appraisal of your efforts in the future." Transcript of Record pp*. 138-136,*
Commissioner v. LoBue supra note 65. And one of the letters in ezhibit con-
tained this sentence: "hs allotment of stock was made by the committee
and is in recognition of your contribution and efforts in making the operation
of the company successful." Id at. 19. Yet Ih the .Tax Court opinion, Judge"
Rice said: "Here It definitely and clearly appears that the grkntingof the
option to, petitioner in IM 1940 and 1947 was not intended as additional.

pensaton for his services. 22 T.C. 440, 446 (1054).',
41J 243 -(19U0)"I Its vity In the now famous LoBue decision can Well be chamterized

as a situation where the Treasury lost every battle but won the war." Cohen,
The Stock Optiou- Petwwe Since LoUe; SIupre CouWt' Vew .hi UW
New R49s 6 J. Tmxarzw 17 (1957).
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station is paid In stock rather than In money.60

This' quite clearly closed the case against the proprietary theory.
Until that point, the Supreme Court had responded well. But then
Mr. Justice Black discussed the time when the gain should be
measured, and the result was less satisfactory. In this case, the gain
was measured at exercise because at the time of grant there were
certain restrictions on the option preventing valuation.70 But Mr.
Justice Black said:

It is of course possible for the recipient of a stock option to realize an
Immediate taxable gain. See Commisioner v. Smith, 324 U.S. 177, 181-82.
The option might have a readily ascertainable market value and the
recipient might be free to sell his option.?1

Here the court gave a boost to the McNamara approach for convert-
ing ordinary Income to capital gain. If a corporation is careful to
make the option transferable, and to eliminate all other restrictions
so as to give the option an ascertainable market value, only the spread
at the time when the option is granted will be taxed. Thus the
amount of ordinary income can be completely controlled, and air
appreciation from that point until exercise will be capital gain.7
Once again, as in the Smith case, the Supreme Court lost a good op.
portunity to eliminate much of the difficulty in this area.

69. 351 U.S. 243, 247 (1956).
70. Mr. Justice Black said that the stock was not transferable, and the

right to buy was contingent on his remaining an employee until exercise of
the options, 351 U.S. 243, 249 (1956). The second restriction is not clear on
the record. Transcript of Record, pp. 18-22, Commissioner v. LoBue, supra
note 65.

71. 351 U.S. 243, 249 (1956) (dictum).
72. See text accompanying note 37 eupra.
73. It is interesting to note that this is almost the reverse of the Kuchman.

Lehman device (see text accompanying notes 48-52 supra). Under that plan,
the taxpayer attempts to place such restrictions on the option and the resulting
allocation of stock that valuation becomes impossible. If both of these meth-
ods gain the approval of the courts, the tax law will be doubly beneficent-it
not only will give capital gain treatment to most or all of the gain, but will
give a choice of plans to fit the needs of the corporation.

74. The other question In the case concerned the determination of the
year of exercise. The taxpayer gave notes to the corporation in 1945 and

M94; he paid them In 1947 and received the stock at that time. The TaxCoq# stated that he received the "economic benefit" from the options when
the notes were given, so that was held to be the time of exercise. 28 T.C.
1317 (1057). The court relied on James S. Ogsbury, 28 T.C. 93 (19057). In
that csse the taxpayer gave notice in 1045 that he elected to exercise the
option. The terms of the option permitted him to delay payment indefinitely
provided he remained employed by the corporation. In 1948 he tendered
payment and reived stock. The Tax Court held that 1945 was the year
ofU sexer4e, and should provide the measure for taxation. In the Smith
case, the option was given by Western Cooperage Company for shares In
Hawley Pulp and Paper Co. which Webtern was managing under a reorgani-
zatln pan. The paid for the shares in 1938 and received them in
13" The uprem*t held thet 1939 was -the year of exercise. It stated

thut se tern 'did 'not have n unconditional right to the Hawley stock,
t ta rdid not have anunc itional right to the fruits ofthe option.
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The limits of the LoBue holding. have not yet been tested. In
James S. Ogsbury,7s which was pending when LoBue was handed
down, the taxpayer abandoned his argument that no compensation
was involved. As to the dictum in LoBue concerning taxation at the
time the option is granted, it has not been at issue in any case since
that decision.

II. STOCK OPTxON TAXATION FOR THE FUTURE

A. The Difficulties with Present Treatment
Certain forms of income are treated as capital gains and are given

a highly preferential rate. Several reasons have been advanced to
justify this preferential treatment. Each reason is highly contro-
versial. The following section will assume the validity of the major
reasons and will consider their application to stock options.

It has been suggested that capital transactions are given preferen-
tial treatment because frequently there is no gain or loss in terms
of real income, in spite of a sale price which differs from the cost
basis. This is the case where a change in interest rates or price levels
has occurred." This reason for preferential treatment does not apply
to stock options, since the outlay for the investment is not due until
the stock is actually received. In those few cases where the receipt
of the stock is delayed, the amount of time elapsed will not be a sig-
nificant factor.

A second suggested reason stems from the fact that capital gains
are realized only when the taxpayer elects to realize them. He may
decline to realize a gain because his relative position would not be
improved after the realization of the gain and the payment of a tax
on that gain. Thus the tax on these gains must be favorable or it
will tend to freeze realization." This problem is not present in the
stock option situation. No investment is made until the option is
exercised, so there is no "locked-in" effect. If the stock is later resold
by the optionee for a price exceeding the value at the time when
the option was exercised, then this justification for preferential treat-
ment may become relevant as to the difference between value at

The taxpayer won in LoBue and OgsburV, but lost in Smith.' Yet it seems
that Smith is the strongest case for the taxpayer. 'There he actually paid out
cash at the earlier time and his Investment was complete regardless of when
he'received the, stock. In LoBue and Ogabury, on the other hand, there was
only a promise to pay. Since enforcement of the promise depeds on action
by the corporation against the executive, the firmness of the obligation Is
somewhat doubtful

S. U C. 3 (1957).
76. Sm=iumTax NATRaS A TAx TuTMPNT or CAMAL GAIIs, A* Loeza,

03 (1951).
77. Testmnony 0 Walte W. Keller, Hearitngs Before TWe AabcomiMltef O0

Taxi PoliVof the'1oint Committee on'the Economic6 Report4 84hCn.
Sees& 3;8 (lR8).

.725T 0--61--4
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time of exercise and value at time of resale. It is not relevant, how.
ever, to the gain arising from exercise of the option.

A third reason for preferential treatment, closely related to the
reason just presented, is that a sensitive area of incentive is involved,
and the financial world demands a tax law which does not throw road.
blocks in the way of investors.U Preferential treatment encourages
the investment of money in new and expanding industries, according
to the argument. Here again, stock options simply do not fit the
rationale. Options are a method of executive compensation, and in.
centive is built into the option device regardless of tax aspects. When
the value of the stock rises above the option price, it becomes profit-
able to exercise the option in nearly every case. Tax incentive will
do little to encourage exercise of options, nor will disincentive have
much effect in discouraging' exorcise."

A fourth reason advanced for preferential handling of capital gains
is that the gain accrues over several years, but is realized in one
year, and the bunching effect increases the tax liabilityU This is
certainly a problem, but with regard to stock options two factors tend
to litigate this apparent innuity. First, the taxpayer has complete
§trol over realization of the gain, and can exercise his options in
F-Way that will prevent too much bunching. Second, options may be
given for several years, so that the. gains will tend to average out
over the years.

If these are the reasons for preferential treatment in capital transac-
tions,"' that treatment is not justified when applied to stock options.

t8 Testimony of J. Keith Butters, Hearings, supra note 77 at 316-17.
70. The case for preferential treatment in order to promote incentive is

strongest where the goal is not executive compensation, but the sale of stockt falare number of stockholders for the purpose of equity financing. For
example, it has been asserted that this form of financing is essential to large,
rapily-expanding corporations, and that a spread at the time the optionit granted Is necessary to insure the success of the offering. Hearings Befor
t How@ Wait and Means Committee, 83rd Cong 1st Sess., pt. 1, topic 15at 400 (1953). It was argued that the lack of preferential treatment would
serely lhamper the sale of the issue. This presents the strongest case for
advocates of capital gain treatment. Whether or not this form of equityflnncing Is as necessary as the argument suggests Is a difficult economic
question. A recent study of private investment capacity would seem to cut
against the argument. See generally Burms TROMPSON & BowLLNM, INV3ST-
MU7my IInitrDVAta (10M). And Dr. Butters has pointed to the drive by
the icome-minded and security-minded for less risky Investments-whch
would describe American Telephone & Telegraph, the corporation in the above
situation. H#erinp, supra note 7?, at 316. Tn any event, the option for equity
inancig woud seem fairly rare, when compared to compensation options,

d -any. incentive* advantage involved in preferential treatment for the
omer would be far outweighed by the disadvantages when applied to the

letter.
So. Teesetimo of Walter W. eller, earning , supra note " at 818.19. Butsee the testimony of Stanley S. Surrey, Hearings, supra note 77 at 320, argu-

fnabthtt the av nhl p lem is largely Irrelevant ih determlng8 Whether
61. Fhr the view that preferential treatment is based on no ecomonc
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These general economic considerations may be stated more specify.
ally in terms of horizontal equity. The failure to include option
profits in ordinary income is discrimination in favor of the managing
class. The income tax is intended to be a "neutral" tax in the sense
that all people with the same amount of income shall have an equal
tax liability. This principle is violated when a segment of the tax.
paying public can claim preferential treatment for part of its earn-
ings.U The argument is made that stock option gains are really dif-
ferent from the usual salary gain. But a tax on the spread at the
time of exercise is levied only on gain actually received in the form
of stock value, and not potential gain; the tax is on the equivalent of
dollars received. The taxpayer has no funds invested until the time
of exercise. From the tax standpoint, any difference between value
received under an option and value received under a straight salary
would not seem significant. Under present law, an executive may
receive a large tax benefit by shifting the form of his compensation.

The present law particularly favors managers of largc corporations.
Besides discrimination on behalf of the manager class, preferential
treatment for stock options results in discrimination within the class.
It is much easier for executives of a large corporation to take advan.
tage of capital gains treatment. Small corporations may have a dif.
ficult time showing the fair market value of their stock. This de.
termination is essential under section 421.83 There is always the'
danger that the Commissioner may come in and dispute the value,
which upsets the plan long after it has been relied upon by the
corporation and taxpayer. This discourages the use of section 421 by
small corporations.

Determination of fair market value is likewise essential under the
McNamara approach. Where the option had an ascertainable market
value at the time of grant, the option was taxed at that time, but the
difference between value at grant and value at exercise qualified as
capital gain. This may be desirable for the executive under some
circumstances. Here, too, the small corporation is at a comparative
disadvantage.

The executives of small corporations are also in a less favorable
position because restricted options under section 421 are limited to
individuals who own not more than 10% of the voting power of the
corporation' 4 Where the corporation is small, the same subparagraph

rationale whatsoever, but is merely an uneasy compromise between OPPOSI
ioohes, see the testimonyofCr&ShuRsip pmiteW

. See Paul Er"I of the Tax 8ue e"d Rate St ctre, 11 Tax L RI.
203, 213-15 (1650). The article Is an excellent discussion of how equity is
dis.upe r the Income x

K 1 421()()
842 ld (1(C).
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contains an exception to this rule which may become operative; this
provides that where the option price is at least 110% of the fair
market value when the option is granted, and the option is either
limited to five years or actually exercised in one year, capital gain
treatment will be given. This may aid the small corporation executive
in some cases, but it is not so desirable as the usual section 421
situation.

Finally, the attractiveness of capital gain treatment has encouraged
the use of faulty assumptions to justify preferential treatment.85

(a) One assumption was apparently put to rest in LoBue-that
stock options are "proprietary" or "compensatory" and only the latter
should be taxed. Prior to LoBue, the courts did not say that options
are all one or the others but they did base their decisions on the
relative weights of these two "characteristics." Tax treatment should
follow from the nature of the taxpayer's receipts and not be based on
the motives of his employer.87 Whether his employer hates him or
likes him is not important; a fortiori it is not important whether he
likes him retrospectively (compensation) or prospectively (proprie-
tary interest).

(b) A premise which is equally false is the view that the only
compensation in the exercise of an option may be the spread at the
time of grant. This was the basis for the decision in McNamara v.
Commissioner'. It was given a further boost by the dictum in Com-
missioner v. LoBue.P If the LoBue case did away with the compen.
satory-proprietary distinction, as it apparently did,-then the important
consideration is how much is received by the taxpayer. It seems ap-
parent that an unrestricted option for any term must be worth some-
thing more than the spread when it is granted-indeed, the possibility
of appreciation is the principal reason for using the stock option
device. It does not make sense to fix the value without regard to
that factor.

(c) Some courts assume that appreciation between grant and exer-
cise merely indicates a shrewd purchase. Others have accepted the
contention that the appreciation reflects an increase in the executive's

85. For a cogent statement of what we know and what we don't know about
the use of stock options, see Erwin N. Griswold, "The Mysterious Stock Op-
tion," 2 Tax Revision Compendium 1327. These materials were submitted
before the House Committee on Ways and Means, 86th Cong., Ist Seas, 1959,
on November 16, 1959.

88. Geeseman v. Commissioner, 38 B.T.A. 258, 263 (1938).
87. This distinction has not been carefully recognized in many of the cases

already discussed. Confusion can also be seen in much of the testimony
before Congress where the problem is freqUently analyzed from the point of
view of the corportion, instead f the taxpayer.

88. 210 F.C1 505(7th Cir. ); see discussion In text accompanying. note

89. 351 U.S2430 247 (1M8).
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output resulting from the incentive created by the option. These views
seem naive in light of the inside information, and sometimes inside
control, which executives haveP There may be contracts to buy or
sell which are not publicly known. There may be trends in the
market or the industry which are discernible only to those with
access to company records. There may be lucrative stock splits."
To treat a company executive as if he were in the same position as
anyone else buying stock of that company is not realistic.

B. Suggested Changes in Option Taxation
It appears that the present taxation of the stock option is neither

equitable nor necessary in terms of economic incentive. The fol-
lowing section deals with some possible solutions to the problem.

1. Statutory Change.-The most desirable solution of the problem
is a statutory revision which would end all preferential treatment
'for stock options. This would involve the elimination of section 421.
In view of the present uncertainty it should be specifically stated
that ordinary rates will apply to the gain realized through the exer-
cise of an option. As an alternative, the tax might be levied on the
value of the option itself, regardless of whether or not it is exercised,
but this would have two major drawbacks. First, the fair market
value of an option is frequently impossible to determine. Second, the
tax might be due before any gain could be realized; furthermore, the
amount of the tax would be quite independent of the taxpayer's
actual gain on the total transaction. Gain is best measured by, the
spread at the time when the option'is exercised.

A complete end to preferential treatment for option profits is de-
sirable. Economic considerations do not require preferential treat-
ment. Giving them such treatment does violence to principles of
equity, and is an unnecessary drain on treasury receipts.

2. Judicial Handllng.-.Until a statutory change occurs, it is up to
the courts to maintain the greatest possible equity within the frame-
work of the statute. Commissioner v. LoBue was a big step in the
right direction. Two other areas of attack are suggested:

90. The approach in the securities field seems more realistic. Under I 10(b)
of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 48 Stat. 898, 15 U.S.C. § 78(p) (1952),
an Insider is"liable for short term profits in company stock without regard to
motive, intent or knowledge. This is considered necessary because of 'the
Insider s extremely advantageous position, and the difficulty of ,proving his
use of that position, While the considerations In the securities fAeld re not
strictly analogous to those in the tax law, the !atter might profitab) inacor.
porate a similar recognition of the economic facts of !ife;.

91. In Joseph Kane, 28 T.C. 1112 (1956)p the o ptionl w W bove the
market price when the option was granted. Less than a er later, there Was
a stock split. Six months after that, the' fair market ,value ws twice as
much as the option price. While the effect of the splitoh-the market' vgue
is not shown, It can We assumed that the split was not harmful.
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(a) It has frequently been assumed that section 130A2 did nof
affect the treatment of non-statutory options in any way.'3 It is sub-
mitted that section 130A and its successor, section 421 should be
held to pre-empt the field of preferential treatment for stock options.

It appears from the Senate Report 4 that the restrictive provisions
of section 130A Were included in the belief that they were essential
elements of an incentive option. The section was elaborately designed
to exclude options which were not considered to be given for pro-
prietary purposes. Restricted stock options must meet certain tests
involving the spread at time of grant, the periods during which the
stock is held, the extent of the executive's interest in the corporation,
etc. Non-statutory options do not need Pny of these restrictions. It
would be unwise policy to give the same preferential treatment to
non-statutory options, which do not have these safeguards, unless
considerations of statutory interpretation require it."

-The argument raised against this position is that the legislative
history of section 130A6 will not permit such a view. This is based
on Senate Report 2375 which states:

Options which do not qualify as "restricted stock options" will continue to
be taxed as under existing law.?

It is argued that this means the statutory amendment shall have no
effect on non-statutory options. This position does not seem so per.
suasive as to close the argument.

In the first place, the sentence quoted above must be read In con-
text. The entire paragraph states:

Under your committee's bill no tax will be Imposed at the time of exercise
of a "restricted stock option" or at the time the option is granted and the
gain realized by the sale of the stock acquired through the exercise of the
option will be taxed as a long-term capital gain. Such treatment is limited
to the "restricted stock option" for the purpose of excluding cases where
the option Is not a true incentive device. Options which do not qualify
as "restricted stock options" will continue to be taxed as under existing
law.A

It seems likely that Congress thought all options would be taxed at
ordinary rates after the release of T.D. 5507, and that the passage of
section 130A marked an area carved out for capital gain treatment.
This was a tenable assumption, since no cases under T.D. 507 had

92. ..R bCoos or 1939, 1 130(A), added by 64 Stat. 942 (1950).
93. LentS, Siock Ownership P ,-tiont, Warrants, Leverage Stock,

N.Y.U. l1T9 INn. oN Pi. TAx. 499 5I3 (1985).
94 . Rzr. No. 876, Slot Cong Sess. so (1950).
0. NOt, A YAw L. J. , (953). )
N. hm. Ray. Co or 1939,1 130(A), added by 64 Stat. 942 (1950).
97.. &R w. No. 2376, 81st Cong., 2d Ses. 60 (1950).
ftbMA
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arisen prior to 1950. Congress listed all the options which would be
considered incentive devices, and which would therefore receive
preferential treatment. If this was the assumption, it tends to defeat
Congressional policy when non-statutory options are also given
preferential treatment.

Secondly, the hearings and debate on the bill also indicate that the
provision was written because all stock options were to be taxed as
ordinary income. Senator George, introducing the provision on the
floor of the Senate, said that the special treatment was intended to be
"restricted to true employee incentive options.""

The testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee of the
80th Congress, which considered a similar provision, also emphasized
the need for preferential treatment because none was available at that
time.10o It seems that the push was to provide for a method of pref-
erential relief, not an additional method.

It Is not asserted that the two arguments above are conclusive. On
the other hand, they indicate that the legislative history does not
conclusively show that pre-emption was not intended. Where the
legislative history is not clear, the strong policy considerations in-
volved should lead to the view that Congress intended to cover the
field of preferential treatment when it passed section 130A.1

If it is held that the area of preferential treatment has been pre-
empted by the specific statutory provision, then the inequities which
still exist in the field of non-statutory options would be eliminated.
For example, the dictum in Commissioner v. LoBue to the effect that
some options might be taxable as ordinary income only to the extent
of the spread at grant, would not be followed.0s2 Similarly, prefer-
ential treatment would. be denied in situations where restrictions still
apply at the time of exercise, as in Commissioner v. MacDonald.0s3

(b) Whether or not the pre-emption argument prevails, some of the
inequities can be removed.

For example, where the option was freely transferable and had an
ascertainable fair market value at the time of grant, it was taxed as
ordinary income only to the extent of the spread at the time the option
was granted in McNamara v. Commissioner. The basis of the decision
was the "intention" of the parties to give compensation only to that

99. 96 Como. Rwc. 13276 (1950).
100. "The usefulness of stock options as a means of securing and retaining

executive personnel (has) been nullified by court decision and Treasury
rigs .... " Recommendation of the National Association of Manufacturers,
Hea rigs op Revenue Revisions House Ways -and Mean Commite, N0th
Cong. Ist Sesa. at 1473-74 (1041). And see the memorandum filed by the
Chamber of Commerce of the United States, id. at 1599.

101. Ia. Ruv. Coon or 1939, 1 130(A), added by 64 Stat. 941 (1950).
102. See dicussion in text of the case of James S. Ogsbwy at p. 488 ui
103. See discusion in text accompanying notes 53-63 supra.
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extent. It has been suggested above that this is an irrelevant criterion.
The solution appears simple-reject this idea, and tax at the time of
exercise.

Another inequity exists where restrictions at the time of exercise
prevent valuation. It does not make good sense to allow the complete
avoidance of a tax at ordinary rates merely because restrictions com-
plicate the problem of valuation. One approach is to ignore the re-
strictions and tax on the full value as if unrestricted.10 4 This position
is supported by the argument that restrictions are nearly always
methods of tax avoidance, and that corporations have other devices for
insuring incentive and the retention of employees if a non-tax motive
is actually present.10 This seems to be a somewhat harsh result, but
may be desirable If the courts will not face the difficult valuation
problems which restrictions present.

There are several possibilities for taking restrictions into considera-
tion.10 Under current treasury regulations,1 7 gain is realized when
the restrictions lapse, and: the amount taxed is the spread at that
time. This may be hard on the taxpayer in a rising market; but if
it Is assumed that restrictions are primarily tax devices, the inequity
diminishes. Of the several methods suggested, this one seems to pro-
duce the soundest result.

104. Note, 62 YALS L J. 832, 843 (1953); contra, 51 Nw. U. L. R. 621, 627-28(1956).•
105. Note 62 YAlE L.J. 832, 843-44 (1953); contra, Koerber & McDrmott,

Employee &tock Puchane Plans, 46 ILL. B. J. 208, 225 (1957).
.106. A case comment at 51 Nw.-U. L Rzv. 621, 624 (1956) suggests three:
(1) tax at exercise, allowing for restrictions; (2) tax at ordinary rates upon
lapse of the restrictions; (3) tax resale of stock as part income and part

107. Trees. Reg. 1.421-6 (1959), adopted by T.D. 6416 on Sept. 24, 1959.
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VANDERBBLT UNIvERBsr SCHOOL OF LAW,

Na"MwUe Tetko. JuW 19t,1961.
Re S. 1625, to terminate special tax treatment of employee restricted stock

options.
Hon. ArE..n GoRE,
U.S. S cnate, Wahingto D.C.

DR A SENATOR Goim: This will acknowledge the receipt of your telegram of
July 18, 1961, inviting me to testify before the Senate Finance Committee in
regard to the above bill which would limit the favorable tax treatment accorded
to restricted employee stock options to those issued before April 14, 1961. I will
not be able to appear personally on July 20 or 21 before the committee because
of other commitments, but I am setting forth my views here for whatever assist-
ance they may be to the committee.

I am in favor of the bill and recommend its enactment. In support of this
conclusion the following points and propositions are respectfully submitted:

1. An employee stock option which does not qualify as a restricted stock option
under Internal Revenue Code, section 421, is taxed as ordinary income to the
extent of the spread between the option price and the market value on the date
of exercise, which is the time when there occurs an investment of risk capital
in after-tax dollars. Any gain realized subsequent to the investment made
upon exercise is taxed as capital gain. The crux of the restricted stock option
defined by section 421 is that it does not tax the compensatory element-i.e.,
the spread between the option price and the market value-at ordinary rates
as other compensation income, but instead applies capital gain treatment the
same as if it represented risk capital made in after-tax dollars.

2. Stock options are, in fact, compensation income for the favored employee,
on a purely discriminatory basis. To the extent of the spread between option
price and market value they ought to be taxed as other compensation income
at ordinary rates. This will not prevent-the participation in future growth by
the employee after he has put up risk capital consisting of after-tax dollars.

(a) A bonus to a corporate employee paid in stock would be taxed as
ordinary compensation income to the extent of its value even though mo-
tivated by a desire that the employee share in a proprietary interest.

3. It is fundamental that the favorable capital gains concept should be limited
to situations which represent an investment of risk capital consisting of after-
tax dollars. To make it a tool for unregulated discrimination in the compensa-
tion of corporate employees is obviously an unfair tax treatment.

4. While corporate executives should be appropriately compensated, the re-
stricted stock option has become a tool of abuse whereby a select few, in vary-
Ing amounts determined by the controlling group, can and do substantially dilute
the equity of investors, who have taken their risks in after-tax dollars. In ad.
dition to the decrease in book value and liquidation value per share, the market
value is'affected by availability of more shares. On the other hand, market
fluctuatLons on the upside frequently reuit when corporate management pro-
poses an amendment to the restricted stdck option plan. Thus restricted stock
opion plans and amendments to them can and do result in rather sharp and ex-
tensive fluctuations in the market price, often times undermining the reason-
able expectations of equity Investors.

5. The corporate employee who has a genuine incentive to work for capital
growth will not be dissuaded by the difference between the 25-percent capital
gain rate and his top bracket- on only that portion of the growth reflecting the
spread between his option price and the market price when he exercises the
option. If he has a genuine incentive for growth, he will be going for increase
in value after he makes his investment, and he will be entitled to capital gains
treatment on this growth, as will all investors.

6. The restricted stock option defined by section 421 and its offspring-the
variable price formula, the new stock option plan conceived in an economic
downswing, and the "shadow stock" option plan-are contrary to basic fiscal
policies of the United States, unfair to other taxpayers who return compensa-
tion Income at ordinary rates, and a tool of abuse to 'equity investors. Further,
It is believed that the restricted stock option is unnecessary to provide am ade-
quate incentive to corporate employees who receive such options,.

Very truly yours,, .

Prof eeeo of LaW.
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The CHAIRMAN. Senator McCarthy?
Senator McCARTHY. No questions.
The-CirAmMAw. Thank you very much, Mr. Gilbert.
The next witness is Mr. James B. Carey of the AFL-CIO.
Will you take a seat, Mr. Carey, and proceedI

STATEMENT OF JAMES B. CAEY, SECRETARY-TREASURER, IN-
DUSTRIAL UNION DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO, AND PRESIDENT,

INTERNATIONAL UNION OF ELECTRICAL, RADIO, AND MACHINE
WORKERS, AFL-CIO

Mr. CA=r. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
James B. Carey, vice president, executive committee of the AFL-
CIO; president of the International Union of Electrical, Radio, and
Machine Workers, AFL-CIO, which has representation rights of ap-
proximately 425,000 workers in the electrical manufacturing indus-
try; and, also, I am the secretary-treasurer of the industrial union
department, which is made up of over 60 AFL-CIO international
unions that comprise well over 6 million members.

I appreciate this opportunity to appear before this committee to
urge support for Senate Resolution 1625.

Let me say bluntly and at the very outset that we are wholehearted-
ly in support of Senator Gore's proposal, embodied in S. 1625, de-
signed to eliminate the preferential and discriminatory tax treat-
ment enjoyed by corporation executives through the device of stock
options.

We are totally in accord with Senator Gore's proposal, embodied
in S. 1625, designed to eliminate the preferential and-discriminatory
tax treatment enjoyed by corporation executives through the device
of stock options.

We are totally in accord with Senator Gore's characterization of
this device as nothing more or less than a tax "gimmick" "to make
millionaires out of corporation managers."

More than that, we fully endorse the Senator's conclusion that
stock options provide a small minority of executives with "uncon-
scionable benefits at the expense of stockholders, ordinary employees,
and the taxpaying public."

The stock option "racket," and I use the word advisedly, represents,
as the Senator has said "a favoritism in our tax law, a favoritism
for the benefit of those who * * * need it least." .,

But the Senator's language, befitting the dignity of the U.S. Senate,
is--in our opinion--restrained. The tax law containing the loop-
holes that make restricted stock options possible represents more
than favoritism; it represents flagrant class legislation designed to
enrich corporate bureaucrats and victimize industrial workers and

Ilieres ample reason to believe that the seduction of stock options

had more than a little to do with the gigantic criminal antitrust con-
spiracy-largest in our Nation's history--organized in the electrical
manufacturimgindustry.

That conspiracy swkzdled the Government and American taxpayers
out of billions of dollars in overcharges by means of -price fixing
and bid rigging.

i
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Moreover, I am firmly convinced that the stock option racket has
played a vicious role in collective bargaining negotiations for wage
and other economic gains. Industrial executives, I have reason to
believe, have refused to consider needed wage increases for their
workers-sometimes refusing any increase at all--because they
figured that the greater the extent of corporate profiteering the
greater would be tfleir stock option opportunities. Tie logic is clear
enough, though gluttonous.

And, needless to say, the more an executive profits on one stock
option, the better position he is in to pick up additional options. The
opportunities here for round after round of personal enrichment are
obvious. Senator Gore has pointed out that many companies are now
starting their second and third round of options and he has added:

There is apparently no end to the greed of corporate executives * 1 *. These
highly compensated executives are not satisfied with what they have. They want
ever more and more and at a reduced tax rate. The restricted stock option fits
in beautifully.

I am sure such logic and such enticements motivate the executives of
a great many corporations, which have permitted the wholesale ex-
ploitation of this tax loophole to the extent that the Federal Govern-
ment alone is losing an estimated $100 million a year in revenue.

This Robin-Hood-in-reverse role stealing from the poor and giving
to the rich-in this case, to top professional managers--not only places,
additional tax burdens on low-income workers. It also has the tend-
ency, as I have said to inspire management in collective bargaining
to positions of unyielding obstinacy in which they often refuse to con.
sider wholly justified andnecessary wage increases for their employees.

Stock options today are the most important aspect of the hypocriti-
cal and immoral double standard that industrial management applies
to itself and to the workers who produce the Nation's corporate wealth.

What is good enough for top management--stock options bonus
payments, merit salary increases, nearly unlimited expense accounts
and such "fringes" as country club memberships-thase most cer-
tainly are too good for anyone except the aristocracy of manaement.
That is the philosophy today of the new elite the minority of special
privilege in industry.

The proposed legislation is designed to correct a discriminatory tax
loophole which makes stock options immensely lucrative. But this,
legislation by no means eradicates the evil and the bill's author, Sen-
ator Gore, recognized this when he said on the Senate floor on April
14, "In my view, the restricted stock option, in its entirety, is without
merit and ought to be abolished."

We wee, and that should be a long-range goal. However, the pub-'
lic welfare and the health of our economy will be served now, &)nd
served exceedingly well, by enactment of S. 1625.

This bill, as we understand it, provides that any options granted
after April 14, 1961, will be treated for tax purposes just as they were
before the 1950 amendment to the tax law. The executive exercising
an option would be required to report, as ordinary income, the differ.
ence between the option price and the market price on the d4hy
picks up his option.

There is nothing complicated in this. It is clear and equitable. It!
should appeal to anyone s sense of fairness .
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The proposal should, for example, appeal to those industrial and
business tycoons who are forever lecturing the country on the special
and almost divinely endowed insight which permits them to perceive
that'the Nation is at the crossroads, that our way of life is menaced,
that we should all tighten our belts, and all be prepared to make sac-
rifices.

S. 1625 will enable these tycoons to answer their own clarion calls,
will provide them a splendid opportunity to offer an example to the
Nation in belt tightening and sacrifice making.

Whether big business and industry believe their own sermons may
or may not be questionable; in any event, if the defense of democracy
in this critical period requires belt tightening and sacrifices-and
organized labor believes it does-then an early, positive step should
be the elimination of special-privilege legislation. We should abolish
legal loopholes that favor the concentrated accumulation of wealth,
encourage the overnight creation of millionaires, and deprive the
Federal Government of revenues that probably exceed $100 million
a year.

In our opinion, section 421 of the Internal Revenue Code which per-
mitted the stock option evil to grow into monstrous proportions is
one of the most. discriminatory devices in the history of the Nation's
tax system.. It is so discriminatory it might easly undermine the
faith of working men and women in democracy and representative
government.

Morally and economically it is wrong to permit $100,000-, $200,000-
and $300,000-a-year executives to enjoy tax favors and preferential
treatment that ordinary citizens cannot enjoy. I

The well-known 1945 U.S. Supreme Court decision held that when
a stock option was exercised, the beneficiary was required to pay full
and normal taxes on the difference between the option price and the
value of the stock When the option was picked up. 3ut the 1950
amendment to the Internal Revenue Code completely undermined that
sensible decision. The amendment specified that stock options granted
after February 26, 1945, could qualify as capital gains and would not
be taxed at the time the option is exercised but only when the stock
is disposed of.Senator Gomn. May I point out one other provision of the 1950
amendment:

That is, when disposed of, whenever disposeA of, it will be treated
as a long-term capital gain; but there is also the very attractive alter-
native of no disposition, which would result in no income taxes at all
of any kind.

Mr. 'CARY. That is correct, Senator. I deal with that later in my
remarks.

Senator GoRe. I am sorry.
Mr . CaMY. It's uite a different story for the ordinary citizen, the

average Worker. When he receives comipenhtion or income of any
kind, he is expected to pay his reinilar and nonpreferential taxes.
Th6 Internal Rievenue Code allows him no ontions, stock or otherwise.

But let's consider the tvcoon who has been handed an option to pick
up a blo of shares at $2.3 a share, even though the current market
price happens to be anywhere from $0 to $80 a share.. When he de-
cides to take possession of these shares and lock them up in his safe
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deposit box, he doesn't pay a penny of income tax. In fact, he never
wll pay a penny of income tax if he decides not to sell but to pass
the shares on to his heirs.

If our tycoon-after buying at $23 what was worth $80--decides
to hold the stock for 6 months and then sell it, he then pays only a
capital gains tax with a ceiling of 95 percent.

The 1950 amendment sent the stock option racket raging across the
business and industrial scene like a prairie fire-or, if you wish, like
a plague. Stock options soon created a new crop of millionaires, op-
portunists who have racked up fortunes without any risk whatever.

Senator GORE. I take it you do not object to the opportunity of
Americans to become millionaires, or multimillionaires, but you think
they should pay their proportionate or fair taxes on the income en
route theretoI

Mr. CAREY. Yes, sir.
This get-rich-quick gimmick, in turn, has created in many execu-

tives a deplorably irresponsible attitude toward their jobs, an attitude
that focuses the executive's attention and concern not on any social
or economic responsibilities, but, instead, on the obsessive question of
the lowest price at which he can obtain stock options from his com-
pany and at which profiteering price can he dump the stock back on
the market.

Under such pressures the executive becomes less and less concerned
with human values and more and more concerned with option values.
He becomes less and less conscious of the company's employees and
their needs and more and more conscious of the money-grubbing po-
tentials in the 1950 amendment to the Internal Revenue Code.

Consequently, he is decreasingly interested in smooth and effective
collective bargaining. On the other hand. he may well become a great
deal more interested in starting or participating inprie-fixing con-
spiracies, on the presumption that the enormous profits mushrooming
out of the flagrant overcharges will make possible bigger and better
stock options.

But stock options are not only wrong from the standpoint of the
Government and the standpoint of production workers, both of whom
are grossly swindled. They are wrong, also, from the standpoint of
the stockholders.

.Although economists and members of this committee have exploded
virtually all the myths and fictions that industry has dreamed up to
justify the stock option racket, still the myths and fictions are peddied
to stockholders' meetings each year with all the solemn pretentious-
ness of a divine revelation from the "Mount Olympus" of capitalism.

Let me cite the 1961 stockholders' meeting of General Electric as an
example. I select this meeting because I was there in Syracuse on
April 26, and had to sit hour after hour on an uncomfortable seat
while General Electric management tried to lull us to sleep with the
same old decrepit fairy tales that they have regaled stockholders with
year after year. '

Stock options, GE tried to convince us, are the ultimate in corpo-
rate wisdom because, allegedly, they accomplish three splendid pur-
poses:

1. They enable the company to meet the vigorous competition for
competent executives.
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Senator MoCARTHY. If the witness would yield, this seems to me
to pose the same problem that the major leagues are now facing with
regard to bonus players; does it not I

They have acknowledged that this is a losing game, and they are
trying to do something about it. But the great corporate directors
of the country seem to think that this kind of competition is a good
thin...hr. CAREY. Yes, it is a form of unfair competition. But then the

big leagues of baseball, they are bikers compared to what they do with
companies that I deal with in the electrical manufacturing industry.

Senator McCarrHY. They acknowledge that this is a losing game
from the standpoint of competition, do they not ?

Mr. CAREY. Correct.
2. Says GE, stock options spur key employees on to keener efforts

on behalf of the company.
8. They give these individuals a chance to share in the company's

resulting success.
Let us scrutinize these claims briefly.
First, there's the claim that stock options permit the company to

meet the vigorous competition for competent executives.
If stock options are sanctioned by the tax law and if they have

widespread popularity in industry, then, of course, the individual
company may find it necessary to provide a stock option plan to meet
competition.

However, if the preferential tax treatment-which is the great ap-
peal of these plans--was ended, then all companies would be on an
equal footing. They would then recruit executives on the basis of
salaries, fringe benefits, promotion opportunities, prestige, and future
potentials. No company would have an advantage over another, in
tax terms, and the American public and the U.S. Treasury would be
the beneficiaries.

End of myth No. 1.
Second, says GE, stock options spur employees on to keener efforts

on behalf of the company.
This is an astonishing argument to come from a company as large

and as affluent as GE. Their executives not ouly receive huge
salaries, but profit-sharing allowances, lavish retirement benefits, and
various other bonuses as well. We can only guess at what they can
bury in their expense accounts.

Senator Gomi. In connection with spurring to keener efforts, I
wonder if that has some connection with price fixing.

Mr. CARB. It has, and that is what I testified, I mentioned it, and
I want to support that statement that I made.

But despite all these varied and rich emoluments, we are asked to
believe that GE executives would not give their best efforts to the
company without the stock option racket. Only these options, we
are told, can inspire the well-heeled GE bureaucrats on to keener
efforts.

What would Chairman Cordiner bf General Electric do without his
stock options? What would President Cresap of Westinghouse do-
and Chairman Donner and President Gordon of General Motorsi
What would they do: sulk in their offices? Sabotage the company by
slow-down strikes, or by taking unheeded sick leave !

I r, I
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What a commentary it is on the integrity of American industrial
executives if the stock option racket is indispensable to their keener
efforts. What's happened to the vaunted idealism of our industrial-
ists and big businessmen? What's happened to their boasted
economic and social conscience? What's happened to their heroic
posturing over "people's capitalism" and progress bein "our most im-
portant product" According to GE's argument, big business and in-
dustry executives, no matter how extravagantly they are paid, won't
do their best for their companies nor for the American economy
unless they are offered the additional seductions of "buying poor and
selling rich." If that isn't close to moral bankruptcy, I don't know
what can be.

Chairman Cordiner last year drew down a respectable $280 000 in
salary and in cash profit-sharing. 3ut, in addition, Cordiner claimed
1,331 shares of GE stock as additional profit-sharing worth about
$85,000 at present prices. Thus, Cordiner-aside from stock op-
tions-was handed $365,000 last year. For Chairman Donner it was
$570,000; and for President Gordon, $530,000.

According to Senator Kefauver, if Cordiner had "sold stock which
he had purchased under stock options as of April, 1959 he would have
netted approximately $2 million after payment o? capital gains
taxes."

This was Cordiner's incentive to keener efforts but apparently it did
not provide sufficient incentive for him to discover his company's
leadership in the biggest criminal antitrust conspiracy in American
history.

But other men in other wallil of life don't have to be enticed with
ever-larger amounts of lucre into putting forth their best efforts.
Most members of the U.S. Senate, I dare say, get along on their
$22,500 a year and don't need stock options in order to give the
American people their best service. Doctors and social service work-
ers, clergymen, members of the Armed Forco.o, farmers, and civil ser-
vants, writers, newsmen, and even trade union officials-these don't
seem to need stock options to insure their mnaxinium devotion and most
effective labors.

End of myth No. 2.
.Third, GE argues that stock options give these individuals a chance

to share in the cornpany's resulting success.
This argument falls apart when it is known that a large part of the

incomes of GE executives comes from profit-sharing, a system which
gives the executives a major incentive to promote the company's suc-
cess and growth.

Last year, for example, GE'S board of directors allotted no less than
$15,500,000 for incentive compensation.. In General Motors the
amount was $90 million.

Clearly, GE and other executives can, and do, share in their com-
pany's success without getting discriminatory tax benefits.

End of myth No. 3.
Sometimes the point is advanced that corporation executives, de-

spite stock options, find themselves in higher tax brackets that take
away large amounts of their incomes..

However, many corporation executives have been able to slash
their tax levels by such devices as establishment of foundations, and
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division of their income among children. No such devices are avail-
able to the mass of American wage earners as methods of circumvent-
ing the payment of their full tax obligation (assuming they would
seek such a circumvention, which I deny).

No circumstances, however, justify discriminatory treatment in
favor of higher bracket incomes. If the tax structure is unjust, then
it can be adjusted by Congress. But the basic and fundamental
truth is this: All men shouldbe equal before the tax collector exactly
in the way that they are considered equal before the law.

There is still further evidence that stock options swindle stock-
holders.

When a company issues stock priced at only a fraction of the cur-
rent market value, that action inevitably dilutes the value of the stock
held by current stockholders. Thus, if a company's stock carries a
current market value of $60 a share and if executives are able to ar-
range for their own purchase of stock at $23 a share, the value of the
stock must necessarily suffer and might even decline.

Stock option schemes are essentially unnecessary. Should a board
of directors or a stockholders' meeting conclude that key executives are
insufficiently compensated, they can provide necessary salary adjust-
ments or other benefits which will then become business expenses which
can be deducted from the corporation's income. In turn, the execu-
tives will pay taxes, as do other citizens, on the additional income.
This, obviously, is the forthright and honest way to handle problems of
executive compensation.

The capital gains provisions of our tax laws were written on the
assumption that an investor takes a risk in making a capital invest-
ment and, therefore, was entitled to special treatment if he made a
gain on his investment.

Even if the assumption were valid, this theory should have no
application whatever to the stock option racket. There simply is no
risk involved in the overwhelming majority of stock option schemes.
Most option plans, for example, permit an executive 10 years in which
to pick uP the option.

Therefore, unless the company falls on incredibly hard days or
tumbles into bankruptcy, the current market price will inevitably be
much higher than the option price. Even if the stock should decline,
little or no risk is involved because of the large margin usually set
between option price and current market price.

As one GE stekholder expressed it:
A stock option is like betting on a horserace when the race is over.

Moreover, let it be remembered that capital gains provisions were
written into the tax laws presumably for citizens who intend to make
a capital investment. But in the option racket, the clear-cut fact is
that until the option is picked up, there is absolutely no investment
made, and even when the option is exercised, the executive often is able
to borrow the money from a bank or from his own corporation.

Another fond theory advanced to justify stock options is that posses.
sion of the stock and the prospect of increasing profits give an executive
a permanent stake in the company and assure the company of the
executive's continuing services and devotion.

.• " .to :
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Greed, however, seems to have demolished this theory. In a very
large number of; cases-an increasing number of cases, I believe--
executives have picked up their stock options, held them for 6 months,
and then sold them for tremendous profits. In turn, these profits are
used to pick up more options which are also sold, reaping another
whirlwind of profits.

The whole business thus becomes a gigantic stock market manipula-
tion contrived and engineered without risk to the executive.

Stock option programs can, in fact, even result in the reduction of
holdings by a company's officers. Such has been the case, for example,
at Texas Instrument in Dallas. Here adoption of the stock option
plan was followed by a marked reduction of shares held by the firm's
chief officers. In view of this, it would be concluded that the stock
option program weakened instead of strengthened the ties between
executive and company.

There is still another device by which a business executive insures
himself against loss-in fact, insures himself actually for a profit-in
the operation of stock option plans.

This is an arrangement with a Wall Street broker called a "put."
The executive decides on a price for which he will sell his stock. For
a fee he arranges with a broker to dispose of the stock the moment its
price reaches the specified level.

For example earlier this week the New York Times reported that
for a fee of $475 for 100 shares, a "put" on Jones & Laughlin Steel
could be exercised at a price of $64.75 a share until January 9,1962. If
by January 9 the executive does not wish to sell his stock, he can ar-
range for another "put." And a recent U.S. Treasury ruling held that
such a "put" does not constitute disposition of the stock.

The democratic procedures--or, more accurately, the lack of them-
by which stock options are decided upon can make a fascinating study
in themselves. The common superstition is that option plans are de-
vised by a committee of the board of directors and then approved by
stockholders.

Frequently, that is blatant nonsense. Often the top executives, a
few of whom may also serve on the board of directors, decide that
they would like a stock option plan or would like to enlarge the one
already in existence. They themselves work out all the details in
secret. The president will be assigned an option for 10,000 shares, for
example; the executive vice president, an option for 8,500 shares; the
first vice president, 7,000 shares; the second vice president, 6,000
shares; and so on down the line.

The determinations--who will get how much-are completely ar-
bitrary, even whimsical. They follow no rule or formula, and vary
enormously from company to company.

In such'cases, where management works out the number and size
of the options-the scheme is then presented as a finished product
to a committee of the board of directors or directly to the board. It
is then adopted by the board, usually without a quibble.

After that the plan is presented to the stockholders' meetiiv, for
approval. But usually the matter has been settled by the nodding
heads of the directors sitting in a smoke-filled room.

As is well known, at the vast majority of stockholders' meetings the
meeting itself is stacked with shareowners who are either friends or
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stooges of the management or individuals who have already given
their proxies to the administration. In any event, the number of
votes represented by stockholders actually present at meetings is ridic-
ulously tiny compared with the number of votes that management has
in its pocket in the form of proxies. In the April 1961 GE stock-
holders' meeting, for example, all votes on controversial issues re-
sulted in totals of approximately 69,800,000 to 1,400,000 in favor of
management; a ratio of 69 to 1. The great bulk of management's
69,800,000votes was, of course, in proxy form.

The amount of democracy in such an operation speaks for itself.
Because I and other officials and leaders of the IUE-AFL-CIO

attend stockholders' meetings of companies in our industry, we know
that there isn't a semblance of democracy in most stockholders' meet-
ings and not a semblance of democracy in the overall operation of
most corporations. For that reason we concur completely with this
statement by Senator Gore:

The corporation today is of paramount importance to our economic existence
and yet in many instances it has gotten completely out of the hands of its
owners, and is under the control of a small group of managers who are not
effectively accountable to anyone.

Who actually controls the corporation, and who, in turn, is served by the
corporation? These are serious questions involving the national interest. Will.
ful men, in their reckless scramble for personal power and fortune, prestige,
and pecuniary benefits, are using our great corporations for their own ad-
vantage, forsaking the national good, the general public, and even the actual
owners of the corporation, its stockholders.

One wonders If the large amounts of stock options held by General Electric
and Westinghouse executives might have motivated some of them to act in a
more extraordinary way in entering into collusive agreements to fix prices, thus
violating the law of the land and doing as yet unmeasured damage to their
customers.

"One wonders" indeed, to use Senator Gore's words, about the cor-
relation between the operations of the stock option swindle and the
antitrust swindle of the Government and the public by billion-dollar
electrical manufacturers.

I might say, Senator, interposing at this point. that. our Union has
undertaken to take this whole matter of the price fixing that we believe
is seeded and cultivated through these stock option programs and put
them into a book entitled "The Public Plunder." And I brought with
me copies for the members of the committee and anyone else interested.

Using their inside information, GE executives last year sold at
least 40,000 shares at prices $20 to $30 higher than the present market
price.

I point up, Senator, in the last few years, even though Mr. Cordiner
under the stock-option racket can buy shares at $23.25, these shares
of General Electric attained a market value of $99.80.

And now it is down to, hovering i the area of $63 or $64. And
under the program that GE tried to foist upon the employees, they
were required to buy the stock by yielding contracted wage increases
for this stock at the market value.

Many of the employees purchased the stock at thle discretion of
the company for $80 and $90 and $94. And today the stock is $63.

It is an unfortunate proposition. But, of course, Mr. Cordiner
could not lose, because he can purchase stock at $23.75, some at $24,
and sell it to their own employees ak the market value, and then be-
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cause the stock is dumped on the market, it does impair the value of
the stock, and it goes down.

I own 100 shares of General Electric stock that I purchased for my
daughter.' I purchased it at $68. A loss had been sustained on that.
Our union owns stocks in practically all the companies we deal with,.
to provide us the opportunity of getting the financial reports of the"
company and appearing before stockholders' meetings.

And we regret that corporation executives can buy stock at $23.75
and at their discretion within 10 years, not only get the advantage o1
the price proposition, but also they can get forgiveness of any taxes
based on the income derived from that.

This program provided executives and insiders with a market for
their sales in 1959 and 1960. We branded that program a hoax at the
time and we find reason more than ever today for repeating the charge
with GE stock hovering around 62.

A study, or better yet a congressional investigation might well be
made along the lines suggested by Senator Gore's speculation about the
motivations of GE and Westinghouse executives in stock option opera-
tions and in price-fixing operations.

One thing we do know already. Many of the executives who pleaded
guilty or no defense, many of the executives who were fined or sen-
tenced to jail in the huge criminal antitrust case, were nearly as busy
in recent years fixing their stock options as they were fixing prices.

They brought the same standards of morality to the internal opera-
tions of thcir own companies that they did to their relations with the
Federal Government and even the national defense program.

Greed triggered the vast antitrust conspiracy and g is responsi-
ble for the scores of millions of dollars which the Government is losing
through the stock option racket.

Let no one drag out that feeble platitude that morality cannot be
legislated. In the case of corporations it has been legislated a hundred
times since the days of the robber barons and still is being effectively
legislated. There will be fewer price fixers now that seven top GE
and Westinghouse executives have spent time behind bars. There will
be even fewer price fixers in the future if, as some Members of Con-
gress have proposed, the Sherman antitrust law penalties are made
even stiffer.

Congress can remove a large part of the incentive for corporate
greed-and thus corporate crimge--by abolishing the tax loopholes that
make stock options the profiteering racket they now are. Congress
can do it by enactin' S. 1625.
. We of the AFL-CIO Industrial Union Department and of the IUF-
AFL-CIO strongly and respectfully urge this committee to give the
proposed legislation the approval it highly deserves.

The CHAifMAN. Thank you, Mr. Carey.
Any questions ?
Senator Gopi. I notice, Mr. Carey, you have appended to your state-

ment some examples. I take it you would like those printed in the
record&

Mr. CAMY. Yes, sir; we respectfully request that the examples that
we cite, which are factual examples of corporations that we have had
experience with, be incorporatedi in the record.
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And I might at this time, sir, subscribe to the views presented by
Mr. Gilbert at this hearing. It is seldom as a labor leader I have an
opportunity to be in such distinguished company as the members of
this committee, and at the same time to be in such distinguished com-
pany as the representative of the shareholders as represented by Mr.Gilbert.

Here labor has a common purpose with the U.S. Government and
with Members of Congress and with the shareowners in seeking relief
from this terribly demoralizing, immoral conduct in the form of this
stock option racket and tax evasion.

As to the suggestion made by the Department of the Treasury repre.
sentative, I must say that 10 years experience with this racket, in seeing
the losses that are sustained by the U.S. Government is a long enough
time to study the evils of this tax loophole.

And we ask through the enactment of the legislation you propose,
Senator Gore that we get back to the wisdom that was exercised by
Congress and by the Supreme Court in 1950, that income derived
should be taxable even if it is derived on the basis of a stock option
program.

And as to the suggestions of restricted stock option programs being
different from the normal stock options programs, it has been our
experience that this racket is restricted to the high executives of cor.
porations.

It is unfortUnate that, we mix up cur philosophy about taxing as
capital gains these get-rich-quick gimmicks, because,the practices over
a period of 10 years have been getting worse and expanding further
akd further.

The stock of one corporation-it happened just yesterday in one
company, and happened in several other before, that--and thig, sir, is
price fixing at its worst-the price of the stock was fixed so that if
the market valve goes down for that particular stock then they merely
vote to reduce the option price. It is unfortunate that something like
this could persist for 10 long years, and only recently through your
courag, Senator, was the matter called to the attention of the Con.
gress and the public.

We have been pointing this out for, the last 10 years. We pointed
it out in opposition when this change was made ii the Interpal Rev-
enue Code.. • , 1
I am pleased that I have this opportunity to4y to p.int out the

fact, as Mr. Gilbert did, that our worst fears were we ! founded aswe expressed them on behalf of organized labor over 10 yets ago when
this matter was then under consideration..

The CJIAJLMA. Without objection, the appendix will be inserted
in the record.

(The appendix referred to is as follows:) "

APNDIX

T=E STObK O*r o SWINDLE IN OPMATIo .

l~etrtcted stock options, as we have demonstrated, swindle .the stockholders,
s*lndle the employees, and swindle the Government by depriving Itf e o nkwos
tax revenues it otherwise. would have. -

The proliferation of stock optip schezne$ throughout American luqustrF and
some of the unfortunate consequences 9f their operation are shown in the fol-
lowing examples of major Industrial firms.,
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WOBD 3OTOB 00.

Ernest reech, foreipr chairman of Ford Motor Co., in 1953 obtained an option
for 90,000 shares at f21 a share. 'He bOUght the shares for a total price of
$1,890,000. At today's market they are worth $7,650,000-returuing a profit of
$5,800,000 on an Investment of $1,800,000.

Three other Ford executives got options for 70,000 shares each and each has
a profit of $4,800,000. Five executives, including former personnel director John
Bugas, and the company's cle peonomist, Theodore Yntema, got options for
60,000 shares with a current profit protection of $3,800,000.

These nine individuals can make a profit of $41 million on this risk-free deal.
Yet the Industry's employees are warned pot to ask for improvements in Job

security on grounds that they might create inflation.

ALUMINUM CO. OF AMERICA

In 1956 Alcoa granted options for 198,000 shares at $117.25. Sometime there-
after the price of the stock began to decline. It hit a low of 76 In 1957 and
then continued to decline in 1958. On March 7, 1958, the company decided that
executives should not have to wait like ordinary stockholders for stock prices
to recuperate. Alcoa exchanged old options to purchase shares at $117.25 for
options to purchase shares at $850.

The nationally known financial editor of the Philadelphia Bulletin, J. A.
Livingston, wrote:

o "Stockholders of the Aluminum Co. of America, who suffered the humiliation
of watching their stock drop from more than $120 a shafe to less than $70 in
the last 2 years, way have read with mixed emotions the decisions of the cor-
poration's tOp executives to spare themselves and some 800 other officers and
employees a similar indignity. A fairy godmother btock option committee,
consisting of the six highest paid ('irectors and Omcers, voted to cancel options
on 193,000 shares of Alcoa stock at $117.25 and to reissue options share for
share at $68.50."

When another large company, Olin Mathieson, exhibited a similar tenderness
toward its executives, one of Its stockholders wrote:

"I believe (this) takes the cake. I wonder what Olin's board of directors
would say if I asked them to remit the difference between what I paid and
what it's worth now." (Lewis D. and John J. Gilbert, 19th Annual Report of
Stockholders Activities at Corporation Meetings During 1958, p. 141.)

UNVrrl STATE STEM

Chairman Rodger Blough, of United States Steel, is fond of lecturing hundreds
of thousands of employees on the dangers of inflation and on the necessity of
tightening our belts.

In the period 1951-M, Blough received options for 12,000 shares at $20.50 a
share, 16,000 at $18.50, and 12,000 at $48. (These were adjusted for the two-
for-one split in 1955.) In the period 1954-8 he exercised his option for the
first 28,000 shares paying $542,000. The additional 12,000 shares will cost him
$576,000, or a total of $1,118,000. The 40,000 shares are now worth $8,200,000
which can present Blough with a profit of $2,100,000;

TEXAS XNST3UM3N

The company's amended stock option pleA adopted April 20, 1960 specifed th
a total of 0,000 sbarei would be made, available to ofcials out of a tQWt
3,900,000 shares outstanding. This is equal to nearly 9 percent of the total
outstanding shares. 'Options for 150,000 shares were granted from 1957 to 1950.
,Of these , 78,500 shares were priced at $28.50, 1,500 at $87.75, and 17,000 at
$69.12.- When it Is recalled that Texas Instrument stock recently soared as high
'as $M a share and It Is now about $140t the spread between the option price and
the market price is staggering. The following financial moves of the chief oficets
on this matter are extremely Interesting, ,. "

8; F. T. Agnich, vice president and. nWdirectot-: He has an option tb purchase
8,000 shares at an average price Of $46 a share. He did not exercise ay of. his

, options but nevertheless sold 6,600 shares in the last few years at an average price
.of a sbhre. When he picks up his:options be can count on a proft of about
$50,000. Since 1957 when the stock opti n:planwas introducedj'he haa reduced
his holdings of TI stock from 29,900 to 2,400.
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W. D. Courtsey, assistant vice president, personnel: In 1958 he purchased
2,000 shares at $28.50 a share. In 1950-60 he sold 1,925 shares giving him a
profit of $321,000 with the remaining 75 shares worth another $10,000. Thus his
total profit can come to $330,000. Courtsey reduced his total holdings from 5,200
shares in 1957 to 5,100 today.

Mark Shephard, vice president, semiconductor-components: He has options
which he has not exercised for 15,000 shares, of which 10,000 are at prices be.
tween $28.50 and $69 a share. Yet he sold 1,000 shares In 1960 for about $200,000.
When all his options are exercised his total profit could be above $900,000.

S. T. Harris, vice president, marketing: He purchased 5,000 shares at $28.50
a share and sold 4,800 shares at an average of $195 a share. His total profit on
these stock options runs well over $800,000. In spite of th stock options, his
holdings of stock increased only 1,500 shares in the last 4 years.

E. 0. Vetter, vice president, metals and controls: He purchased 3,000 shares at
$28.50 a share and in the last year sold 1,600 shares at an average close to $200
a share. His profit will be well over $400,000.

W. Joyce, vice president, apparatus: One of his purchases was for 5,000 shares
at $28.50 a share. He sold 7,500 shares at close to $200 a share. His profit on
this stock option transaction is over $800,000. Joyce reduced his holdings of TI
stock from 16,000 shares in 1957 to slightly more than 6,000 shares today.

P. E. Haggerty, president and director: In 1957-58 he was granted options
.which he did not exercise on 20,000 shares at prices between $28.50 and $69.12
a share. Between 1958 and 1960 he sold 18,000 shares for about $1,500,000. He
now can make a total profit, at current prices, of about $2,500,000 by picking up
his options. Since 1957 he had reduced his TI holdings from 142,000 shares to
11,00o.

These records show clearly that the TI officers were not bothered by the regu-
lations of the plan which states: "The plan requires that each grantee represent
at the time an option is exercised that he is acquiring the shares solely for his

-own account for investment purposes only and not with a view to distribution
or for resale."

Nor was the plan successful in providing an increased stake in the company.
The sharp reductions In the holdings of the officers after the introduction of
the plan testifies to this.

It Is significant, too, that at the same time the stock option plan was developed
the corporation developed for employees a profit-sharing plan and a stock pur-
chase plan both of which involved the purchase of TI stock, thus helping to
establish a market for the sales of the executives. This is similar to the ex.
perience in General Electric.

GENERAL ELECRIC

Under the plan adopted in 1953, 3,500,000 shares were alloted for option among
executives. The following table shows the allotments:

Name of Individual or Number of shares purchaable
identity of group W 2 4 5% $8 9% 8ph "N mo indiid a ...... .. ... ..

Phlp Rdnr .............. 45,000 .............
SAW o.n................. 30 .......... .... ........ ...... ..........

OMIt a goup- -............... 38 11,850 150,406 1,527 1.739 580 6,741
Zmployees a group............ , , 8...0 .076 701,227 15048 32,303 3&732

What Is immediately significant Is that even among the executives there were
class distinctions, For example, Board Chairman Ralph Cordiner got all of
his shares at $23.75 a share. Reed, who was then chairman of the board and
Paxton, who was the executive vice preldent, bad to pay $45 for some of their
shares. If the officers are considered aA a group, they obtained only 70 percent
of their shares at $28.75 and $24.16. It we consider the executives as a group,
they got only 59 percent of their shares at these most favorable prices. One
reason for this may be the fact that Cordiner demanded and received the
right to review the stock options of other executives even though he was not
a member of the stock option committee.
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Based on a current price of about $64-a-share, the following are the profits

available for the options granted and options already exercised.

Profits on Profits on
options options

exercised granted

Ralph Cordiner ............................................................. $1,400,000 $1, 75%0000
Officers as a group ----------------------------------------------------------- 17, 800, 000
Executives as a group ....................................................... 1 64,200,000 108,100,000

It will be noted here that the value of the shares is stipulated at $64. How-
ever, a considerable number of option shares have been sold by these executives
at much higher prices. For example, in 1960, a group of about 20 executives
sold nearly 38,000 shares at prices ranging between $80 and $93 a share. Since
GE stock is expected to rise again In the coming years, the profits on these
options will be, of course, much larger than indicated here.

The following represents stock option purchases and sales by seven key GE
officers during the last 2 years alone:

John Belanger, vice president, customer relations industrial group: Between
1957 and 1959 he purchased 10,000 shares on option for an average approximat-
ing $35 a share and sold 5,700 for an average of $75 a share. The sales were
generally 6 months after purchases. Belanger stands to realize a total profit
of $334,000 on these operations.

William Ginn, recently forced to resign as vice president of the G Industrial
group because of the antitrust violations: In 1959 he purchased 1,800 shares
at an average of $39 a share. Early in 1960 he sold 2,000 shares at an average
of $89 a share. His profit on the 1,800 option shares is $90,000.

James Goss, executive vice president: In 1959 he purchased 7,500 shares at
an average of $52 a share. In July 1960 he sold 5,500 shares at an average of
$86 a share. He already has a profit of $87,000 and has 2,000 shares free of
charge. At today's market prices they are worth $128,000 which would give
him a total profit of $215,000.

C. K. Rleger, vice president In charge of marketing services: In 1958 and
1959 he purchased 4,400 shares on option at an average price of little more
than $28 a share. In 1960 he sold 3,890 shares at an average price of $83 a
share. Ile already has a profit of $215,000 and owns 516 shares free of charge.
At today's prices they are worth $33,000 and should realize a total profit of

2480oo.
Robert Paxton, recently resigned as president: From 1958 to date he pur-

chased 13,173 shares on option at an average price of $29 a share. In the
same period he sold 5,225 shores at an average price of $83.43 a share. He
already has a profit of $50,000 and has 8,000 shares free of charge. At present
prices they are worth over $508,000, giving Paxton a total profit of over $550,000
for these risk-free maneuvers. Undoubtedly the extra 1,000 shares sold were
previously obtained on option In which a substantial profit was realized.

Ralph Cordiner, chairman of the board: Between 1968 and 1960 he purchased
18,000 shares at an average of $23.75 a share. Between 1958 and 1960 he sold
10,565 shares at an average price of nearly $72 a share. He already has a profit
of $326,000 and has left 7,500 shares free of charge which at today's prices are
worth $480,000. Thus, Cordiner's total profit on these transactions will be over
$80,000.

I.T. & T.

The original I.T. & T. stock option plan became effective in 1956 and under the
plan employees could be granted options to purchase an aggregate of 800,000
shares, the maximum per person being 20,000.

The plan was modified in 1959 and an additional 200,000 shares were offered
for option. In 1961 the plan was again revised and this revision allocated 400,000
shares. Under the revision 50,000 can be purchased by the chief officers and
80,000 by other officers.

Harold Geneen, president: On June 10, 1959, following his election as presi-
den a special option to purchase 30,000 shares was granted him. The option
price was $35.875. This was in addition to the maximuni allotted option of
20,000 under the original 1959 plan. If Geneen were to exercise his option for
30,000 shares, at $35.875 and sell them at today's price, his profit would be
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over $500,000. On the basis of the original 20,000 shares, Geneen can make
an additional profit ranging from $200,000 to $500,000.

Edmond Leavey, former president and director: In 1959 he purchased 20,000
shares at $15.68 a share. At today's prices his profit would be $771,000.

Charles HilUes, executive vice president: In 1958 and 1959 he purchased 15,000
shares at $15.68 a share. In 1960 and 1961 be sold 4500 shares. His profit at
today's prices would be $570,000.

Fred Farwell, former executive vice president: Farwell purchased 15,000
shares at $17.65 a share. At today's prices his profit would be $549,000.

Senator GoRE. I take it you do not think that Secretary Dillon
would need a large number of months to develop an opinion on
restricted stock options I

Mr. Cuiwr. From my personal knowledge, Secretary Dillon, be-
cause of his experience with the Government before, and with the
philosophy he set forth as a believer in sound business programs
and sound fiscal policies, Secretary Dillon, I am confident, would
testify as:I have testified. He has had experience on the other side
of the picture in addition to his experience with Government.

I was rather surprised that you, Senator Gore, interpreted the
representative of the Treasury Department as wanting to wait until
they set forth their comprehensive recommendations.

As I understood the representative's testimony, he said if the Con-
gress wanted to deal with it now, with the exception of those minor
criticisms of your bill, it ought to be dealt with now. And it is long
overdue, in fact.

Certainly, as you put it so vell, you cannot have a fair tax program
without the elimination of this particular provision; and with the
enactment of your bill that fair program could be brought about.

I fully #nd completely agree with Mr. Gilbert when he said abolish
this injustice n0w anud then proceed to make the studies that are

I de lieve that Secretary Dillon would subscribe to that pro-
position.

$"ator Goe.. Well, I hqpo he will.
I Was disappointed that the Treasury was not prepared at the first

opportunity to recommend the elimination of this tax gimmick for
wMquch1see no me it, Perhaps the Treasury-well, I have not found
'wollp in'te *ury yt wbp' e any merit in it. There may be
some.

,But at least the representative of the Treasury, upon my request,
says tey, will de7lop a position; that is they will make a re .m-
ra ndatlop 6n wt46y or tpo other"6r.4Ar . Senator, p e h Secretary of th Tr ury a
somewhat similar position as I am. The fact that these hearings were
called is only a matter, to my knowledge, of a few days. It is quite
posb e that -if Secretary Pillo A was made aware of -this hearing
being called on this subject he might have had a better oppoitunity to
prepare. ... '.:' '
wt .rW4~ dothat Seretary Dillon is engaged i latiyity that was

schedul(" inM " i v4nce of these hearings. I hiAve no :utho.ty to SPeak
for Secretary Dillon; I just say that my experience with Secretary
Dillon iA other capacities when lie was a very atble Government servant
in a different administration would lead me to believe that he would
be testifying here today and not l4ve it to a subordia 'Of the U,.
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Treasury if lie had ample notice that this testimony would be heard
at this time.

The CIAIRMAN. The Chair would like the record to show that he
offered to postpone the hearings for Senator Gore if he desired to
have more time. But Senator Gore desired the hearbigs to proceed,

So I do not want any blame to lay on the Chair that 'sufficient time
was not given to the hearings.

Mr. CAREY. I am not suggesting that, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. You said the Secretary didn't have time enough

to get up his statement.
Mr. CAREY. I am saying the Secretary may have other duties to

perform, if he got the same kind of notice Ihave.
Now, I am not suggestin that there is an excuse for the Secretary;

or that that is the responsibility of the Chair. I indicate to you, Sen-
ator, my pleasure at being able again to see you. I had time to prepare
the testimony on the subject, even though it was the same notice. And
I would say this, that I do sincerely believe that Secretary of the
Treasury Dillon or any Secretary of the Treasury would take the
same position that Mr. Gilbert took, the same position that labor takes
through me on this particular subject.

The CirAm AN. 'Any further questions ?
Senator GoRs. Yes sir
You say Secretary billion is engages in other activities, As a -Uesit

of those activities, of which he, of course, is only a part, reprsntin
the executive branch of the Government this so-caped tax refornmbill
of 1961 is expected to reach this cominmihee sometiiae lat ip A'uut.
And I was advised yesterday by the distinguished maj oriy lederof the Senate that he hoped the Senate Wouldadura.by Laboir "Day.
So you see that some interesting things happen :witt respeCt to t#
legislation.

But the first tax reform bill that goes to theifloor of the U.S, Senate
in 1961 or 1962 will afford an appropriate opportunity to thoroughly
consider the closing of this tax loophole, which I think is as unjusti-
fled as any of which I have knowledge,

If this committee and the Senate ha ve only a week in w1ich to con,
sider the important question of tax legislation, it may, be necessary
to postpone consideration of that bill until January.

In any -event, whenever that bill is considered, I will expect the
Treasury to submit its recommendations on this point. . ... .

And lamassured this morning by the representative of the Toe ry
that that will be done.

Mr.CAimr. Senator, could I sugget one thing? .In the course of questioning by Senator Curtis directed r M-.du.
bert, it was suggested that perhaps if we took plenty of time fo*
further study of this proposition we might be able to design legislation
that would keep the present stock option plans in operation and WOud
only abolish them in the future. That is a view thatI must vigorously
oppose, because if you permit the continuation of this tax-free income,
or this preferential treatment of some corporations in American in-
dustry, and deny it to others, that, too, would create an inequity.'

It h t be, as you propose m your bill, abolish it first, and then
proce6e'dh6m there to an equitable arrangement.
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So I endorse Mr. Gilbert's arguments for your proposals rather
than the other suggestions that more study time should be allowed.

More and more corporations are adopting stock options, because
it is an easy way to make a financial killing at the expense of the
Government, at the expense of the stockliolders, and at the expense
of employees.

Senator GORR. This country, Mr. Carey, despite the imperfections
of the system, has developed the greatest and most equitable system of
taxation of any country in the world.

Without the progressive income tax, for which a fellow townsman
and predecessor of mine led the fight-I refer to t lhe late Cordell
Hull-this country simply could not have attained the position in
the world which it now enjoys. I am deeply concerned that with the
proliferation of gimmicks of favoritism, a notorious example of which
is the restricted stock options which gives tax-fre income to many
people in very large amounts, the Nation's tax system and law may
become the subject of derision and contempt by the citizenry of our
country.

This would be a mortal mistake for the society.
We must strive for fairness and equity in our tax laws.
This tax treatment of restricted stock options has no earmark, in
y opinion, of either fairness or euity. It in no way conforms to

ability to pay. It in no way meets the standards which I think must
beappliedto our taxing system.

MrW. CARlnr. Senator Gore, you are absolutely right. I am one that
reveres the memory of Senator Hull for this contribution to the Na-
tion's welfare on tax questions. It was one of thie first subjects on
which I, as a young labor leader, I testified before a congressional
committee. It was in 1934, on reciprocal trade agreements, and labor
was vigorously in support of his proposals.

In addition to the great men of Tennessee who have been interested
in progressive tax proposals are the great men of your State, Senator,
Viri'nia.

W e look to you, Senator, for the solution of this problem and also
for the plugging of other tax loopholes. I refer to individuals and
companies tiat go abroad and get special tax advantages which
guarantee them high profit rates not enjoyed by other Americans.
This is not the only other loophole; there are several that bring dis-
respect to an otherwise good tax structure.

Senator Glass and President Wilson and others made great con-
tributions to this kind of tax system, in addition to Senator Hull.

I want to say thanks for seeing you again as well.- It has been many
years since we have come together. But the relationship has been
long, and despite differences that may arise on other matters, on this
one we ought to be of one mind.

I would hope the chairman of the committee will continue to inspire
Senator Gor to continue his efforts to get enacted by August the legis-
lation that eliminates this glaring mistake in our tax structure.

Senator Gol. I do not want to participate in the commitment of
the chairman of this committee to this point of view. But I do want
to take this occasion to thank him for his generosity in ailing this
hearing, not for I day, but for 2.
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When the Treasury indicated that it. was not prepared at the mo-
ment to take a position on the bill, the chairman of this committee very
generously suggested that he would postpone the hearing if I so de-
sired until the Treasury was prepared to take a position. I thank
him for that, too. In fact, he is generous in many regards.

I thought since other witnesses had asked to testify, since they had
arranged their schedules to be here, that we should proceed with the
testimony, and I so indicated to the chairman. le went further and
said that the Treasury would have an opportunity to appear later on
to give its views on this bill.

So insofar as fair and respectful treatment of this subject matter,
and of me as a committee member, the conduct of the chairman has
been exemplary.

The CITAIRMAN. I appreciate very much the kind words.
Mr. CAREY. It wouldn't do you much damage, would it, Senator I
The CTAIRMA . Mr. Carey, these are the rest friendly words I

have had from anyone connected with the CIO for many years.
Mr. CAREY. I hope they are not the last Senator.
You know, I was a resident of Virginia, and many members of my

family are still residents of Virginia. This is an unusual opportunity
for us to be in such harmony.

The COHARMAx. The Chair hasn't yet stated his position.
Mr. CAgeY. Thank you very much Senator.
The CHAMAz. Thankyou, Mr. 8aey.
The next witness is Mr. Stanley L. Kaufman, of New York.
Will you take a seat, Mr. Kaufman, and proceed 1 4

STATEMENT OF STANLEY L. KAUFMAN, NEW YORK CITY

Mr. KAUrjAN. Senator Byrd and members of the committee, since
this morning appears to be occupied by Senator Gore's admirers or
claque, I don't want anyone to be confused into thinking I am going
to speak in favor of stock options. My point of view is, summig up
my prepared statement, that they smell t high heaven, and they have
smelled for 10 years to high heaven, and that any suggestion of a need
for any further study as to how much they smell or why they smell is
thoroughly hypocritical, and would be hypocritical.

I would like Mr. Chairman, to have my prepared statement printed,
and I shall maie a few brief remarks.

Senator Gore's last remarks concerning the immorality and inequity
of the stock option loophole is really the primary issue.

I think that stock options and the type of loophole represented by,
stock options are communistic in theory and communistic in practice.

We have heard of the commissars in Russia being the few people whQ
own limousines, or at least ride in limousines. And we hear the com-missars having dachas, or large country houses, while the remainder
of the population live in small cramped houses. I
We have here in this country s clas of corporate bureaucracy that,

I believe, is repeating the errors of the communistic system. And they'
are also repeating some of the errors that have led to unstable govern-
ments in other parts of the world.

There is a saying that the only real millionaire left in the world
today is the Greek millionaire, because he doesn't pay his taxes. The
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only fellow who can afford to run a 150-foot yacht is a Greek ship.
owner, because he is not paying his proper share of the taxes.

The stock option loophole represents a swindle of the American
people.

And I have the pleasure of being in the position of saying, I told
you so, because as a practicinglawyer I have been involved in a good
deal of corporate litigation. nd in 1952 1 was involved in litigation
on the early stock option plans with Standard Oil, United States Steel,
CIT Finance Corp., and one or two others.

Anl most reluctantly I became the one who placed the judicial
stamp of approval on those plans.

And the judge usually rested their opinions as to the legality of
stock option plans on the fact that, since Congress had said it was a
good thing for American business, because it increased incentives and
increased proprietorship, therefore, it must be a good thing for Ameri-
can business, regardless of how it may seem to violate the principles
of corporation law.

In testifying here as an attorney, I am sticking my neck out, be-
cause--and it required an office conference before it was determined
in good conscience that I should offend the corporate bureaucracy by
stating these views.

I am almost as reckless as Dean Griswold is or was, when he also
indicated his opposition to stock options, as well as to the oil depletion
loophole at the same time that Harvard University was trying to raise
$82 million, and succeeded iii raising $82 million, a good portion of
which undoubtedly came from big business. I

Now, the first justification of these plans was that they were sup-
posed to make the executives partners in the business. That has gone
so far by the board that Allied Chemical recently put in its proxy
statement a proposal that it would no singer require the optionees
to hold stock for "investment purposes." In other words, back in 1951
and 1952 and 1953 these stock options plans were sold to the stock-
holders-if they understood then at all, and I can't believe that this
Congress ever understood what they were enacting when they enacted
this in 1950-,-they were sold to the stockholders on the basis that the
stock would be taken and held for investment purposes.

Now, they are frankly coming out and elimiiating that :from the
stock option plans, eliminating it from existing stock option plans.

As people have pointed out earlier this morning, stock option plans
represent a heads-I-win tails-you-lose proposition, a Monday morning
quarterback, who can call the plays after the game is over.
But even this isn't enough. Assuming that the corporation has done

bad)y management is so piggish and they have so little opinion oi the
ntelligence of the American stockholders and the intelligence of the

American public, that they then, if they find that the company has
done badly and the stock has depreciated in value, they then issue a
new stock option plan at the lower value. The rak an file of stock-
holders, who mayhave bought their stock at $40 a share when the first
stock option plan came out now find they. have got a $20 lossi, the stock
being now worth $20 a share. But management isst,.s new options
and, if the company fares better, or if the general ecrinomy fares bet-
ter, the stock may go back up to $4P) a share. The stockholders have

fI
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no profit at all, but the management now has a nice fat profit of $20 a
share, with no risk, not a dime on the .line.

Now, I can't do that in my law practice.
If I get a big fee this year, I can't postpone it, until I retire, -1 have

topay taxes bn it.'
s Mr._Carey said, the workingnian with his modest income must

pay regular income tax fates. Hero are these fellows who need it
the least who have all these other benefits, such as deferred compen-
sation-and this is a frightful looplole which the Congres should
give its attention to. A corporate executive who has a cash. salary
of $200,000 for this year, is permitted to take .$100,000 this year and
then take the remaining $100,000 as deferred compensation after he
retires from the corporal i n, and after lie is in a loWer tax bracket.

In other words, they have plans now, in addition to stock oltins,
where they get wonderful six-figure salaries, half of which, or perhaps:
less than half of which, is deferred until retirement, so that a man
who is today 55 years of age, and is earning $200,000 a year, can take
$100,000 of that for the next 10 years, then he retires, and then for
the 10 years after retirement he gets a low tax rate, or comparatively
low tax rate on the remaining $100 000.

I merely mention that to, highlight the greed and the inequity of
this loophole.

As Senator Gore states, it is just this kind of thing, when it is finally
realized and appreciated by the general public, that leads the gendra
public into complete disrespect, into the feeling that they are'being
made suckers of. . ..... 1 .

And that just isn't the American way of doing things, and I don't
think -that the American public can ever develop an aggressive philos-
ophy, and a philosophy of integrity under these circumstances. We
have our magazines like Life magazine writing pompous editorials
about the American philosophy, what the American philosophy shouIld
be. They would be doing a greot deal more to, help the American
philosophy if they eliminated 1'equities, and: this particular inequity,
which is just insulting to the intelligence of any mdern Society.

Now, how do these stock options operate in time Qf national crisi,
or in tOne of war? oacs

If a man has a million dollars profit in stock options, will that be
regulated along With wages, salaries, and prices in times of war or
other emergency, in order to avoid Inflationt. Now; it seems perfectly obvious that a man who has a million and
a-half dollars in capital gains, and can take it by only paying 25
percent taw is going to have a much greater capacity for pro4dtin
national infation than some laboring man, or the average business or
professional man. But, fortunately, we have blueprint as to how
stock Otions are treated in times of national crisis,',

Back in 1952, or 1951 during th9 Korean crisis, the salary stabiliza-
tioi board held lspwial hearings as to whether stock' 0tionS should'b
regulated, since everybody %lse was tightening their lts' al4 sioce
American soldiers were freezing to death im Korea, nd S ic p.Zcs
were being regulated, salaries and wages yre ein gi'eglte. iph
thought was that perhal1 these capital gains. should on ladtkd t.

I rbeall a meeting of a special panel-thatwhaf called'by th ew '6
City BarAssociation in 1951, 1 believe it was, when we were all
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worked up about the horrible North Korean Communists, and the
American soldiers were going back 6 years after we were there in
1945, and everybody was patriotic as could be, and everybody should
have been as patriotic as could be.

I remember Mr. Arthur Dean of Sullivan & Cromwell, who subse-
quently became one of the negotiators with North Korea, doing some
hairsplitting to justify stock options as not proper subjects of regula-
tion even during a national emergency. And I remember him say-
ing-and he was quoted in the newspapers as saying-in substance,
that it was just too complicated and too expensive, that while there
were abuses, and there might be abuses, from the point of view of a
national emergency and a national crisis, it was just too complicated to
regulate these things.. You could regulate baseball players' income, and lawyers' 'income,
and everybody else's income, but not restricted stock option plans,
and not capital gains that were then existing of a million or a million
and a half dollars.

Now, this is precisely the thing-I suppose if yot assume that the
American, average American, is so stupid that he can't understand
a stock option plan, or he can't understand the inequity of it, why then
go ahead and keep the thing in the tax law. That is the assumption
that the Greek Government runs on, and the Greek millionaries. And
it is probably the assumption that the Latin Americans run on the
rich avoid their taxes in every way, the poor pay the taxes.

And now we know what an explosion we are sitting on all over the
world because of these inequities.

If you assume that the average American has average intelligence,
and that you can't fool all the people all the time, and that some Amer-
ican soldier whoperhaps happened to go to law school is sitting there
freezing in a mudhole and he tells the other fellows, "Gee, whiz, I just
read in the papers that the stock option plans are not being regu-
lated"--I was saying, Senator Gore, that we have a blueprint as to
how the corporate bureaucrats will tighten their belts in times of
national emergency because we had that problem already in 1951.

And the salary stabilization board came to the conclusion-I believe
they came to the conclusion-that stock options should not be
regulated.

s p ow, the whole business about attracting new personnel and re-
taining old personnel is sheer hokum.

In the first place, the options don't go to new personnel, they po to
new personnel on a picayune basis. And in the second place, it is a
circuitous argument, because if you don't put this thing into law,
nobody would be able to attract anybody with any stock opt'.ons.

As.far as the oldtimers are concerned, they grab the lion's share of
the options. Irving Olds of United States Steel a year or 2 before
retirement-

Senator GoRE. If no corporation had this privilege, then it wouldn't
be problem for any corporation, would it?

M. KAurm". Absolutely not. ' 0
Now, Dean Griswold just pointed out that the companies who need

it the most, probably, in this rat race that Congress has created, the
companies who need it the most, ;he small companies, can't take ad-
vantage of it because of certaiix technical problems which you are
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probably aware of. But if you are going to keep this loophole,
which is frightful and horrible and immoral and bad for the Ameri-
can conscience and bad for American standards, it might conceivably
be part, of small business assistance, part of the Small Business Act
to enable small business to provide what conceivably might be some
special inducements to get executives away from large corporations
and possibly equalize things that way, although I don't think that is
feasible. I don't think it is practicable. I think that the kind of
men who go out and start new businesses in the old-fashioned way,
and who take risks, are not the corporation bureaucrats. They are
scared to death.

In spite of their protestations about meeting payolls, most of
these follows have never met a payroll personally. They have just
come out of school, or wherever they were; they have stayed as mem-
bers of the team, and they have no concept of any of the real old-
fashioned American competitive system where a fellow has an idea
and puts his own money on the line, builds up a business by himself.
They are inheritors of businesses usually from the old tycoons who
had the guts and the imagination and the ability to build up these
businesses.

The very fact that they won't buy the stock of their own corpora-
tion but have to take options indicates that they have no guts.

What happened to these GE executives that were fired as a result
of the antitrust thing?

They are running around in circles looking for jobs. They weren't
in such great demand. It wasn't necessary for anybody to give them
stock options to attract them.

I followed them in a vague sort of way, their future, in getting
new jobs. And most of them took jobs that were a lot worse than
their jobs with GE. And I suspect that they were companies that
did not have stock options.

Now, you might ask, do stock options really help the companies?
Do they increase their earningsI
They o not increase stock market prices, because stock market

prices are not the result primarily-are harly the result of corpo-
rate executives' activities. When the stock goes down, then the exec-
utive says, "It was due to world conditions or conditions in the in-
dustry or an unfortunate thing, it had nothing to do with my efforts
at all." When it goes up, of course, then, this has everything to do
with their efforts.

I have an article from the New York Times of June 4, 1961 entitled
"Drop in Earnings Faze Blue Chips." And the New York Times
points out that from 1956 to 1960 the earnings of the 30 largest com-
mon stocks on the New York Stock Exchange, that is, the earnings
on one share of each fell a little from $1.0594 to $1.0537. But stock
prices of these institutional corporations advanced approximately 33
percent.

I think if you examine those corporations you will find out that
most of them are corporations with stock option plans.

In other words, the stockholders haven't gotten any more dividends,
the company hasn't gotten any more earnings. The market rise is
caused by public speculation or a public psychology.
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And the price-earnings ratio has increased. Whereas stocks in
1906 Were selling for 14 times earnings, I believe that they have ad-
vanced-or 18 times earnings-I believe that-well I don't'have the

specific figures here, but let's assume they were selling for 15 times
earningss in 1956, and they advanced to 24 or 25 times earnings in

1"90..
And as-this article points out the general market on listed corpora-

tois on the New York Stock Exchange advanced much more than
these 30 institutional corporations.

I suspect that if a study were made you would find that the earnings
4nd dividends of corporations without stock option plans probably did
just as well as, if not better than, ones with stock option plans, because
stock option plans don't make a fellow work harder. if he has his
million and a half, his million dollars, or million and a half dollars
he then feels, "Why, I have made my pile, I might just as well relax.'"

The next stock option plan comes along, and he says, "I will take on
more stock o~tins.

I was saying that the options went primarily to the oldtimers who
really had very little corporate use left and who were on the verge of
retirement.I recall the situation with Irving Olds, the chairman of the board
of United States Steel, who was making a huge salary just before
his retirement age. He was also getting, I think, deferred compensa-
tion, a large pension, a big expense account, and everything was just
fine. And a on came the stock option Plan, and just a short time
before he retired he was made a substantial participant in the stock
option plan. His only duty left after retirement was a very fat man-
agement advisory function which he could do in his spare time to
justify his postretirement pay.

He was also presumably getting legal fees from his firm, Whit§ &
Case, which was general counsel for United States Steel.

ow, nobody objects to men making big salaries if there is a pro-
gressive income tax. Nobody objects to men making huge capital
pains if they lay their money on the line and lay their ability on the
Jine. But for people to make capital gains without any risk Vs offen-
sive just offensive. It is bound to be found out by the American
pubic. .

I am surprised that the Republican members of this committee show
as little interest as they do, because Senator Gore's proposal really
involves the good old-fashioned principles of ethics and morality,
those principles that rugged individualists are supposed to stand
for.

Senator MCCArHY. You don't mean that the Democrats don't
stand for it, what you mean is that the Republicans talk about them
more.

I just want the record clear. We wouldn't concede that to the
Republicans.

Mr. KAUifA-.r. They talk about them, and in the public mind they
stand for them, and if they want to! preserve that illusion it seems to
me that they ought to-

Senator N[CCA ~rY. 86 long as you say it is an illusion, I will let
you go on.

Senator G(AF.. Do you want to Venture a guess as to how many Re-
publican members of this committee will vote for my motion?
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Mr. KAUFMA1X. I am not, a' psychoanalyst, Senator re 1) jst
don't know..

Senator Gone. Let's ddn'tantagonize then.'
Mr. KAUTFMAN. I was ot trying to do that -I was tryin to show the,

opportunity of corporate- bure{iaeats-and, they should stop' being
bureaucrats. They shduld.try to be t little' bit' more like" the nlfen
who founded the corporation, and jist not the way a Rissian com-
missar is, just grab, grab, while the lawtyers-and r have been oneof
them-try to figure out how many angels can stand oil the point of a
pin, tomake black white, because this:loophle" is just the blackest.
thing, no matter how you may try to justify if piecemeal.

The assumption is that Robert 'McNamara is going to work: harder
for Ford Motor Co. because lie has got stock options than he Will, as
Secretary of Defense in a national crisis where he has no stock options
and he has a low salary.

I think that is an absolutely invalid assumption.
Senator MCCARTHY. I would suggest that these same people, when

they are talking about their own salary and their own security, say
that the only way you get a man to work harder is to give him greater
incentive and greater security. But when they are dealing with the
working men they generally say, "If you give a working man too much
salary and too much security, then he lies down on the job."

There seems to be a different psychology when you are dealing with
the workingman. , I

A few years back they were saying, "What you probably need is more
empty dinner pails."

Tf we were to take the empty dinner pail and apply it to the top,
why these fellows would really work hard we assume.

Mr. KAUFMAN. Yes; so we assume. Where is no fighter like a hun-gry prize fighter, they say. _
' Senator cCiwrr. That is what they say. They sy they.do not
fight so well when they face the income tax collector after they fight.

Mr. KAUFmAN. That is true, they don't fight as often, they may
fight as well.

But I think that what the Senatbr has said is really an unconscious
expression by corporate people of an alien aid, European psychologyt
that there is a difference in quality of character between the working-
man and themselves, that one fellow is going to get drunk and lay
down on the job, and the other fellow will just drink moderately in
his country club and pass valuable ideas back a"l forth for tax de-
ductible expenditures. It is really, I think-I think it is commu-
nistic

Senator Gone. You don't mean communistic in ideology, but a prac-
tice of favoritism practiced by a select few?

Mr. KAUFMAN. Well, to the extent that-I don't know, Senator
Gore, you were out of the room, I think, when I was trying to describe
my conception-

Senator GORE. No; I was here.
Mr. KAUFMAN. Of the favored few.
The Russians are all tightening- their belts, presumbly except

Khrushchev, who probably wears a size 40 belt, and peoplE like him,
who get special privileges. They are bureaucrats. N(ow, these fellows
are not businessmen.
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General Motors and General Electric are like a government in them-
selves, the size of them, the way they operate.

Senator MCCARTHY. Maybe we ought to give them diplomatic rec-
ognition, and let them fly their own fi an send ambassadors.

Mr. KAuFmAN. They would be valuable allies, Senator.
Senator McCARTHY. Like the Greek shipowner, give them sover-

eignty and then negotiate.
Seantor GoPE. I-want to be the consular representative.
Mr. KAUFMAN. Well you will be royally treated, I am sure.
Thank you, Senator Byrd, and members of the committee, for listen-

in to me.
If you have any questions, I would be glad to try to answer them.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
(The statement referred to is as follows:)

STATEMENT OF STANLEY L. KAUFMAN, EsQ., NEW YORK, N.Y.

It is very rare that one has the opportunity to say, "I told you so," on a major
national issue. Since shortly after the stock option loophole was placed in the
tax laws in 1951, I have been strongly critical of this unfair and inequitable
shifting of the tax burden from one American citizen to another.

In a little book I wrote in 1955 entitled "Your Rights as an Investor," I stated
that corporate managements, like most people, resent "working for the Govern-
ment." To relieve their general suffering their highly paid tax lobbyists slipped
a beautiful little loophole into the tax laws in 1950 known as restricted stock
options. Restricted stock options are one of the last remaining ways of becom-
ing a millionaire under present tax laws without investing a nickel. These op-
tions are "restricted" primarily in the sense that most of us will probably never
receive any.

My firm represents and has represented management of listed corporations,
yet there are times when the conscience must speak out, particularly when na-
tional interests and morality are threatened. I believe that the primary dif-
ficulty with stock options Is their basic Immorality. One of the early apologies
for a stock option was that corporate executives were taxed at so high a rate
(because they made so much money) that they did not have the opportunity to
build an "estate." If this be true, then every American taxpayer should have
the opportunity to build an "estate." Corporate executives should build estates
by saving their money in the good old-fashioned way, or by providing insurance
for themselves like other citizens and not by gambling on the stock market-
which is essentially the way money is made in stock options.

There is no point in saying that stock options are so technical that most
American citizens do not realize they exist and therefore what harm can they
cause? Truth has a way of coming out. Continually corrupt pinpricks in our
national character tend to split class from class, labor from capital, and tend
to make us a copy of the type of cynical governments that we find shaking
with instability in other parts of the world. It is only natural that the laboring
man or the small- and medium-business owner or the professional man must feel
intense mistrust when they finally come to understand that they have been made
"patsies" for a special privileged class of taxpayer. When he reads foreign and
leftist attacks on our "ruling classes" and "privileged few," his mind has al-
ready been conditioned to believe this propaganda by such special-privilege
legislation as the stock option loophole.

Life magazine can write articles about the need for "a new American philoso-
phy" from now till kingdom come. Such a philosophy will never be created
on Madison Avenue, by tax lobbyists or by magazine editorial writers. National
integrity and purpose can only be achieved by conscience and fairness and by
old-fashioned morality.

Back in 1952, I handled litigation on behalf of minority stockholders and
against the managements of Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey, C.I.T. Finance
Oorp., and United States Steel Corp., attacking the early stock option plans.
My attack was from the point of view of violation of corporation law, and in
almost every respect the position of the management was sustained by the
courts and they placed a seal of approval (at least corporation-law-wise), on
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further stock option plans. In many cases the argument was made by manage-
ment and adopted by the courts that stock options must be a good corporate de-
vice since the Congress of the United States had authorized them in effect by
granting the tax loophole (of course, the word "loophole" was not used), and
various phony arguments were used by management which I had the opportunity
of making the prediction would subsequently be proven phony through actual
experience.

In the first place, it was argued that it was important to make the officers
and key executives "proprietors" and "partners" in the enterprise. Aside from
the fact that they could very easily become partners and proprietors by saving

their money and buying stock, the way all other stockholders had to, this
argument was on its face ridiculous and experience had proven it to be ridicu-
lous. These early plans were described as being "for investment purposes." In
other words, management argued that the stock purchased under options would
be held for an indefinite period of time as proprietors and partners and for in-
vestment purposes. We predicted that this was Just not so and that it would
be insane for a man to buy optional stQcc and hold it indefinitely. The sensible
thing would be to wait until the price went up to the point where you thought

it was not going to go any further and then exercise your option, buy the stock,
hold It for the minimum period of 6 months, sell it, and reap long-term capital
gains. In the end, therefore, you would own hardly any more stock than you
did before the stock option plan. These plans were sold to the stockholders on
the foregoing false premise. I remember in one case pointing out to the chairman
of the board of one of the larger companies that the key executives who had
been granted options to buy so many shares of stock that they could not possibly
have the financial resources to purchase the stock on exercise of their options;
that they would have to take bank loans when they exercised their options; and
that these bank loans would have to be paid off, and further, that the only safe
way of paying them off would be immediately after 6 months to sell the stock,
pay off the bank loans, and take profits,. I remember this gentleman very
weightily putting his fingertips together on the witness stand (when I asked him
what investigation he had m~tde Intothe.savlvigs.and.personal financial resources
of the executives to take advantage of thi stock options), and he stated that.
many of them might have rich relatives or be able to borrow long-term money
from friends in order to purchase the stock and hold it for an Indefinite period
of time.

A clipping that I have in my files from the Newark Evening News, a New
Jersey newspaper, for April 29, 1952, indicates that In response to our question
as to whether the executives would actually hold their stock since tho plan did
not provide for them to hold their stock, a director of Standard Oil of New
Jersey stated that there was "an understanding" between the company and 80
keymen already given options that they will buy the stock for investment, We
pointed out to the court that this was no guarantee that the men would not
exercise their options to realize a quick profit, and Standard Oil counsel threw
up his hands- in horror at any such suggestion. I have not followed Standard
Oil, but Fortune magazine in December 1954, pointed out that with regard to
C.I.T. Finance Corp., which had also assured the stockholders that the proprie-
tary interest of the executives would be Increased and that the stock would be
held for investment, shortly after the plan was declared legal in the Delaware
courts, most of the large recipients of. the C.I.T. options proceeded to sell and
make quick profits, which in our opinion was in violation of the stated purpose
of the plan. I am sure that this committee has a good deal more material than
I have concerning abuse of the investment intent and immediate sale and taking
of profits.

How about the Inflationary influence of these plans? Obviously, an executive
who only pays 25 percent on his profits will have considerably more money than
had he paid 75 percent tax on his profits as salary. What happens in time of
war? Are stock option profits regulated like salaries? While young Americans
are dying and while the salaries and wages of workers are being regulated and
while prices are fixed, are stock option profits regulated? We are an honest,
patriotic, and moral people, and the answer to the foregoing questiowj should
be "Yes." Unfortunately, we already have a blueprint as to the treatment of
stock option profits in wartime.

During 1951, I made a statement before the committee of the Salary Stabiliza-
tion Board, which was seeking to determine whether stock option profits should
be regulated during the Korean crisis. I stated that stock options were "a daisy
-chain of inflation with each company contending It had to adopt a stock option
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plan to keep from losing Its executives to other firms that have such plans," See
New York Herald-Tribune, Aug. 9, 1951.) Mr. Arthur H. Dean of the New
Tork law firm of Sullivan & Cromwell stated, on behalf of corporate manage-
ments, that he thought that there might be abuses of such plans, but that it
would be too expensive and too complicated for the Salary Stabilization Board
to attempt lo regulate them. I believe Mr. Dean was later one of the negotiators
between North Korea and our forces toward the end or after the end of the
Korean crisis.

How cynical can you get? There hasn't been much publicity on the foregoing,
but how will an American soldier freezing In a foxhole feel It he Is smart and
sophiscated enough to understand this shell game. how hard will the labor-
ing man work and how patriotic will he be in a national crisis in view of the
foregoing? We can't be cynical and assume that these little people are so stupid
that eventually they don't get the point. The result (luring the Korean Crisis
was that stock option profits were virtually not regulated. Apparently, long-
term capital gains in the hands of rich men are not inflationary whereas small
wages or small moderate income in the hands of laboring men, small business-
men, and professional men are inflationary even though the latter are taxed at
ordinary income tax rates.

We also were met with the argument that it was necessary to have stock
options in order to attract new personnel. The answer to this was simple. It
was difficult to understand how management would have the nerve to make this
argument, but they did. In the first place, if no company used stock options,
then no company would have to attract new personnel from other companies by
the use of stock options. Once you enacted the stock option loophole, you had
an endless chain of possibilities of "raids" on personnel. But more important
than this is the fact that the bulk of the options -have gone to oldtimers, presi-
dents, executive vice presidents. et cetera. We are familiar with one situation
In which 10 percent of the company was optioned-and it was a company listed
on a national stock exchange-and the top man grabbed one-half of the options.
The board of directors got moat of the rest and the lower echelons got practi-
cally nothing. Then the argument was used that incentive of executives would
be increased and they would work harder and do n better Job for the stockholders
and the public. This, too, is hokunm. An article in the New York Journal-
American dated April 24, 1961 by Leslie Gould, the financial writer, indicates
that numerically public utilities did better than most companies that had stock
option plans. The following day on April 25, 1961, Mr. Gould published a study
concerning stocks which have declined in recent years, and I do not believe there
were any public utility companies (no options) among them. Unfortunately,
one of the last acts of the Securities and Exchange Commission under its previ-
ous Administration was to approve the use of stock options for public utilities.
One hopes that this action will be reversed by Mr. Carey, the present Chairman,
as it will release a flood of unnecessary stock options in utility companies, will
probably adversely affect rates for electricity and gas and probably will also lead
to stock market manipulative practices in the case of listed public utility com-
panles.

The theory of stock options is also based upon the fallacious assumption
that Mr. Robert Mcsamara will work harder as the head of Ford Motor Co.
than he will as Secretary of Defense or that the corporate executive with stock
options will work harder than a member of this committee who is working for
the Government or that a corporate executive who is receiving a large salary,
a pension when he retires, a large expense account and other benefits. Including
deferred compensation, will work an infinitesimal bit harder if he also is re-
ceiving stock options. (As to deferred compensation, here Is another unfair and
inequitable loophole in the tax laws. Why should a corporate executive earning
$200,000 a year be permitted to defer $100.000 of this until he retires, at which
point he will take it at a lower tax bracket? Baseball players cannot do It.
Prizefighterm cannot do it. If I get a big fee this year, I cannot postpone paying
taxes on it until I am 8W years old. In my opinion, deferred compensation is a
form of constructive receipt and should be taxed or should not be permitted.)

The argument made by corporations that stock options were necessary. in order
to hold valuable executives within the organization was as phony, if not phonier,
than the argument that they were needed to attract new talent. In the first
place, established executives rarely go into private enterprise. They are usually
scared to death to do so. They are organization men In spite of all their protes-
tations of rugged individuality. Most large Institutional corporation executives.
contrary to their tiresome refrain, have never actually "had to meet a payroll"
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nor have they ever personally met a payroll. As a practical matter, they just
do not leave safe corporation berths to start new and speculative businesses with
their own money or even with someone else's money. Furthermore, as I men-
tioned above, if you never had any stock options, stock options could not be used
by one company to attract executives of other companies. The type of executive
who has the guts to start a new enterprise-the old fashioned tycoon-is pretty
rare in corporate circles these days. Now, when a corporation executive loses
his job, he usually goes running desperately around to other corporations in
search of a new one. The man with Initiative and a really new Idea builds his
own company by investing money and time and does not worry about stock
options.

This committee can easily send out a few hundred questionnaires to listed cor-
porations to determine how much optioned stock has been held for more than
1 year after exercise and how much has been sold. I am sure the results would
be shocking.

While it may seem a bit silly to lock the barn door after the horse has been
stolen, perhaps only three-quarters of the horse is already out of the barn, and
we still have time to aive the rest

The CHAIRMAn. The next witness is Col. Lawrence I. Peak, of Cali-
fornia Md.

11fill you take a seat, sir, and proceed.

STAT$EWM OF COL. LAWRENCE I. PEAK, CALIFORNIA, MD.

Colonel PEAR. I appear before you today not because I am opposed
to stock options, but because I am opposed to the abuse of stock op-
tions and their equally vicious companion pieces, the so-called employ-
ment or consultant contracts, the latter rapidly becoming more dan-
gerous to stockholders than the option agreements.

I would like to emphasize that whatever action is taken in connec-
tion with stock options must also consider these employment contracts.
Already management has sensed the opposition on the part of the
stockholders to option agreements, and more and more companies have
granted these so-called consultaiit contracts which mortgage the future
of the companies for many, many years in advance. They apply not
only to the optionee, but usually to his wife, and I have seen some in-
stances where they go down to the children, the minor children.

As one consultant passes out of the picture, and somebody takes his
place, that man is going to expect the same type of employment con-
tract. As a result, that company's earnings are going tobe mortgaged
for an indefinite time in the future.

As I am sure you are aware, stock options came into being to reward
management for exceptional performance, and because of unwise tax
legislation, to permit management to legally retain greater sums of
money than was possible from straight salary payments. It was also
intended that by having an ownership interest in the company, man-
agement would exert greater efforts to have it prosper. From this
laudable beginning, the stock option proposition has been exploited
to the point where in some companies it appears management is more
interested in the action of the company's stock than it is in the opera-
tion of the company.

In those few instances where stock options have been challenged,
it is usually represented by management that the stockholders in gen-
eral have by their votes approved the granting of stock options. This
is a pretty fairy tale when the facts are considered.

In most instances stockholders have no knowledge that a stock
option has been granted, or its terms, until the notice of the annual
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meeting is received. This is usually 30 days before the actual meet-
ing is held. This does not give any stockholder the time to prepare and
submit to the SEC a resolution regarding the stock option or to organ-
ize any effective opposition. He cannot submit a resolution to the
SEC bringing this matter to the attention of all stockholders because
of the time element.

Coupled with this element is the fact that any proxy contest is very
costly and difficult even when adequate time is available to organ-
ize it.

Then there is the further fact to consider, that management is usu-
ally well supplied with proxies, because it is almost unheard of that
the fiduciaries and trusts vote other than in support of management.

In addition, there are many thousands of iinformed, ignorant
stockholders who either send in unsigned proxies or fail to express any
sentiment.

In recent years in many concerns stock options have been granted
by the so-called insiders in fantastic amounts which have no relation
to the value of the services rendered or the ability of the recipient to
pay for the stock. As a result, in most cases the holder of the stock
option sells the stock as soon as possible and thereby defeats the entire
thought behind the stock option. Such sales of course depress the mar-
ket, for the time being at least.

I have long opposed the granting of unreasonable stock options or
consultant contracts and, as a means of exposing this racket, I have
endeavored to have the SEC require companies to show in their notice
of annual meeting the total amount of stock granted under options,
the amount of stock taken up, and the amount retained, of all princi-
pal officers.

The present procedure does not give the stockholders any means of
forming an enlightened opinion on how much stock the optionee has
obtained over a period of time.

As I have stated, I am not opposed to stock options, but believe the
following conditions should be incident to such plan. In making
this statement, I might say that I belong to the old school that feels
that when a man accepts employment, whatever his salary may be,
he owes a certain allegiance to that company and should give his best
efforts to the company.

Senator GoRE. And should not expect or require additional
incentives I

Colonel PEAK. That is my position, sir.
Senator GoiE. It is really, it seems to me, insulting to the corpo-

rate official, to say that he will not give his best to a company whose
employment he has accepted, generally at a very handsome salary, un-
less the company gives him something in addition?

Colonel P.AK. That is my posit ion,'Senator.
Senator Goiw. I just cannot understand how people can argue tha

this is necessary from a standpoint of incentive.
Colonel ItxK. It has been my experience that management, speak-

ing in the general term today, regard their salary merely as a retainer,
and they look to their stock options as a bonus, or means of creating
some income.

I think-
Senator GoRmL As a means of getting income without taxes.
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Colonel PEAK. That is correct, sir.
The conditions I believe incident to the granting of any stock option

are as follows:
1. The grantee should have contributed something to the benefit of

the company above and beyond what should be expected from his
position.

2. No stock option should be granted in any year when no dividend
is paid to all stockholders.

3. Stock granted under option should be from previously issued
and outstaning stock.

4. That stock granted under option should be held for at least 5
years and only in cases of extreme emergency, and then only with the
consent of the directors, should the optionee be permitted to dispose
of more than 20 percent of the optioned stock in any one year.

5. That the amount of stock granted the optionee should be in
relation to his ability to pay for the stock without having to sell it in
the market to exercise his option.

Senator GoRe. Let us think about that just a moment.
It may not be necessary for them to sell it. If I have an option to

buy for $100 a share which has a current market value of $200, would
it not be possible for me to take my option to my banker and obtain
the credit necessary to buy that share

Of course, thereafter, in using this as collateral, it may not be neces-
sary to sell the stock at all, or to sell anything, for the holder of an
option to exercise that option.

Colonel PEAK. The point I tried to bring out, Senator, is that the
amount of stock granted this man should be within his ability to pay
for it, without having to hypothecate or pledge the stock, or anything
of the kind.

For instance, I could cite one company locally in which the execu-
tive was receiving $60,000 a year. He was granted an option of 10,000
shares of stock at something over $20 a share. I happened to know the
circumstances of that man, and without either hypothecating the op-
tion as you have indicated, or some other device, he could not possibly
pay for that stock without selling some of it or making some arrange-
ment for financing it in another manner.

Now, I think the man should pay for it out of his earnings.
Senator GotE. I do not know that I would agree with you on that

particular point.
My primary concern is twofold:
One the morality and inequity of permitting the corporate insiders

to water and dilute the stock of other people who are not in such
sanctuary;

Second, the inequity and unfairness of the tax treatment by which
compensation is received under conditions which place it beyond the
normal tax rates, or in case of retention up to death beyond any income
tax application at all.

Now, these are the two primary concerns I have, both of which,
it seems to me, bring into question, and perhaps hold our tax laws up
to ridicule and derision by the mass of our people who have no gim-
mick of favoritism, who must pay, and who feel that everyone else
is likewise paying, a fair share of taxes at the time.
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Colonel PEAK. Let us explore the situation that you outlined, where
the man goes to his bank and borrows. Sooner or later-there are
only two ways that I know of that he can pay for that stock. He
either must pay for it out of his earnings, or must sell a certain amount
of stock to liquidate his bank loans.

Senator GoR. That may not be true, because he might use the stock
as collateral and let the dividend from it pay for the note.

Colonel PEAK. Senator, you have raised a point which has already
been a sore one with me.

When I pick up a financial statement and I see that the tax bite is
something like $5 a share, and the income after taxes $2 or $3 a share,
I think lie would be quite a while paying for that out of his dividends.
It might be possible-

Senator GoRE. A man who buys GE stock at $23 could pay for it
out of dividends.

Colonel PEAK. It would take quite a long while.
In mv early days I was with a company, and in those days we

received something like 20 percent per annum in dividends, and it was
possible for us to acquire stock on tust that basis. But today that
com any is not paying that rate of dividends.

T he feelings among stockholders against stock options and con-
sultant contracts is Mounting with each year. However, it is some-
thing extremely difficult to combat and I was delighted to learn that
Senator Gore and this committee at long last have taken the matter
under consideration. I have a few exhibits I have hastily assembled,
but due to the short notice given me of this hearing I have been unable
to fully organize this material. It does, however, give an indication
of the extent of this practice and the unfair manner in which those in
control of certain companies have exploited the stockholders.

I am convinced that as long as stock options offer such profitable
opportunities to management, they will never be willingly given up.
However1they can be brought under reasonable control by-

1. 1egulation by the stock exchange, and most of these in-
equities a ply to stock that is traded on the big exchanges;2. action by the SEC; _8. Ma g them unprofitS le from the tax standpoint; and

4. By corrective legislation.
Again, I urge that in taking action against the stock option abuse,

coincident with it action must be taken vith the so-called employment
or consultant contract.

I would like to quote very briefly from some articles which I have
received which will supplement to some degree the information al-
ready before this committee.

I have an article here, "And Now 'Instant' Millionaires":
The monthly. Inlider.trmding Report Issued by the Securities and Exchange

Commission compels disclosure of all transactions involving directors and the
top executives. The last 2 months' reports list 027 cases of Insiders buying on
option.

Now, I would like to quote some of these:
Oil company president, 48,000 shares were given him under option

of $14 a share. The same day the market price was $27 a share As
a result, without one cent of investPnent by that man, he had $625,000
profit, which,. as the Senator has pointed out, is not subject to taxa-
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tion, and might never be subject to taxation, until he chooses to dis-
pose of the stock.

Senator GoRm. Do you think the American people generally know
this?

Colonel PRx. No, sir.
If you will go to stockholders' meetings, as Mr. Gilbert has, and I

have, you will find that among stockholders as a whole, they are ex-
tremely ignorant of what is going on within the corporation, and of
their rights.

Recently an airline company in this city went bankrupt. For some-
thing over 6 years I endeavored to get before the stockholders the sit-
uation that needed to be corrected. I submitted resolutions to the
Securities and Exchange Commission. In each instance these resolu-
tions were opposed by management.

It has been my experience that the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission are extremely management-minded. Management would
come in and allege that my resolutions involved a question of man.
agement.

Now, that comes into the borderline category. What is a manage-
ment decision I

If you are on one side of the fence, practically any decision is a
management decision. If you are on the other side of the fence, it is
the stokholders' right to submit this to the other stockholders, so they
may express their sentiments.

I feel, and I firnfly believe, that that company could have been
saved from bankruptcy had these situations been brought before the
stockholders and corrected.

I might say further that once they had gone so far that they were
in a hopeless condition, with one exception eyery one of these sug-
gestions was adopted by the management, who for something' over
4 years had opposed submitting them to the stockholders.

With your permission, I will go on to some of these other instances.
And they are rather frightening.

A grocery chain executive bought 27,750 shares at $13.21. The
market value the same day was $32.50. The profit, $550,000, again
not subject to taxation.

An electrical company president bought 25,000 shares at $80. The
market price the same ay was $75, maing an assured profit on the
day of purchase of $1,125,000.

I could go on and quote numerous instances. I will file this-
Senator GoRn. I would like for you to put that in the record, if

you would.
Colonel PEAK. Yes, sir.
Senator Go" . May he have permission ?
The CHARMAr;. Jf there is no objection.
How many more will there be in the same category
Colonel PE4R. I have . number here. I would just include them

in the record.
The CHARMAN. It would be pretty cumbersome to put them all

in the record. If you would select the ones that are more impor-
tant-

Senator GoPz. I think the one he was reading from ought to be
in the record.
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The CHAiRmAN. But lie has a number of others there. I have no
objection to it, except that the record should be kept at some reason-
able length.

Colonel PF.xK. Senator Byrd, these are not only factual, but they
show the feeling among other stockholders who unfortunately arenot in a position-

The CHAIRMAN. Are they very long I
Colonel PEA,. No, sir.
I would like your permission, sir, to quote from a letter I re-

ceived-
The CHAIMAN. I am spciking of putting then in the record.

Are they long documents you have there?
Colonel PiAK. No, sir; they are very short.
The CHAIRMAN. If there is no objection-I thought maybe you

had some long statements.
Colonel PEAK. With your permission, sir, I would like to read this

extract from this letter:
The first 20 years of my business life were spent in the investment business,

after which I still spend much of my time indirectly connected with' the same.
And I never thought I would live to see the day where so much actual legal theft
is practiced by corporation officers.

The CHAIRMAN. Anything that you do not care to read and that is
short, there will be no objection to inserting it in the record.

Do you desire that other paper inserted in the record that you just
laid down?

Colonel PFAx. With your permission, sir, I would like to have it
done.

Senator GoRE. If I may be so bold to stiggest, the Chair would, in
my view, be perfectly within the custom o' this committee to have
these exhibits submitted to the staff of t.! committee, and if they
appear voluminous, or beyond reason, then they would not be included
except with the specific approval of the chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. That is satisfactory. I just wanted to protect the
record.

Senator Gon. I agree with you completely.
Colonel PFAr. There is just one more thing that, with the per-

mission of the committee, I would like to include.
It is an article by Leslie Gould, financial editor of the New York

Journal American, in connection with the operations of a certain
director. It shows his stock transactions and how he took advantage
of it.

These others, subject to the committee's acceptance or rejection, I
will merely submit.

That will conclude my statement.
I will be very happy to answer any questions, if there are any.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Colonel Peak.
Will you give these to the clerk, please ?
And Senator Gore may look over them if he wishes.
(The information referred to follows:)
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"and now 'Instant' MILLIONAIRESI"
2ot since the Pecora Investigations in the pre-SEC days, has any man-
euver in the investment world carried such an alarming threat to the In-
tegrity of stock-market transactions as does the "'Executive STOCK-
OPTION Plan".

Started in a few high-powered concerns in the early 30s, it provides so
obvious an advantage for company-insiders over investors-at-large (and
over other tax-payers) that it was quickly embraced by hundreds of
amnagement groups, and, gathering speed, force, and size, it appears
now that it will shortly involve almost every corporation whose shares
are publicly bought and sold on the New York Stock Ezchange. How
many new millionaires it will make - or where it will end - is anybody's
Suess*

Cutting through the confusing legal jargon and the claims of noble pure
pose with which it is presented to shareholders, the Stock-Option Plan
boils down simply to this:

Even though company stock is available to all (company officials,
and public investors) and traded daily on thc stock exchange,
Company Directors seek and get, through the option plan, author-
ity to issue a special block of these same shares, the second
block to be available only to company-insiders to buy on a risk.
free basis, without going through the regular stock-market.

The Directors then "grant" substantial blocks out of this spec-
ial pool to favored company insiders, setting the price at 85%,
90% (sometimes 100%) of the price prevailing on the stock ex-
change the day the "grant" is given.

This " gant" then becomes a legal contrt ct, binding the company
to deliver these shares at any time the executive decides to take
them in the next five or ten years - at that price - no matter how
high the stock market may move up in the meantime.

The executive signs NO contact to buy - he pays nothing in. and
he is under no obligation at all. If the market goes up, and he has
an assured profit accrued to him, then he can move in and buy the
shares. If the market goes down, he ignores the contract entirely
- no penalty, no loss, no risk of any kind. He even stays eligible
for new grants all over at the lower price - some plans provide for
his price to drop automatically when the market drops. And an in-
dividual may have a number of grants going for him - consecutive-
ly, or at the same time.

But one thing all Stock-Option Plans have in common:
The executive can only WIN - never l*e . under his eoes.way stock.
0pio9 "ernt".
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NOW WIDESPREAD The monthly "Insiders. tradinS Report" issued
HAVE THESE by the Securitiesand Exchange Commission,
OPTIONS BECOME? compels disclosure Qf all transactions involv-

ins directors and the 3-top executives. The
last two month's reports list 627 cases of insiders buying on Options -
many of the country's best-known companies and most valued stocks
are included. In the 627 cases listed, supplemental information from
proxy statements shows the executives named had an assured profit be-
fore they put a single cent into their, purchases, running from a few
thousand dollars, up through $100,000, $300,000, $500,000 per person.
Cases where an insider's advance profit runs over $1,000,000 turn up
in almost every issue of the SEC Reports. These are approximate fig-
ares in a few recent cases:

Oil Co. Pres. Bought 48,000 shares at $14.00 (Market same day: $27.00)
Assured profit day of purchase was ..... $625,000.00

Groc. Chain Pres. Bought 27,750 shares at $13.21 (Market same day: $32.50)
Assured profit day of purchase was .... $550,00b.00

Elec. Co. Pres. Bought 25,000 shares at $30.00 (Market same day: $75.00)
Assured profit day of purchase was . . .$1,12l,000.00"

Chemical Co. Pres. Bought 38,967 shares at $26.63 (Market same day: $50.50)
Assured profit day of purchase was ..... $940,000.00

Chemical Co. VP. Bought 27,171 shares at $27.17 (Market same day: $49.87)
Assured profit day of purchase was .... $6150,000.00

Drug Co. Pres. Bought 27,318 shares at $7.72 (Market same day: $50.00)
Assured profit day of purchase was ..... $1,100,000.00

Wg. Co. Pres. Bought 30,000 *bares at $19.00 (Market same day: $52.00)
Assured profit day of purchase was .... $990,000.00"

(*FiSures on these two cases subject to adjustment when new proxy
statement is issued)

INSTANT It is possible for executives who buy their shares
MILLIONAIRES AWAY from the Stock Exchange under Option

grants, to get an immediate million-dollar head-
start on investors who buy their shares ON the Stock Exchange. Busi-
ness concerns have researched and produced many new wonderful
things in recent years

Bat - aren't they going te for with 'INSTANT MILLIONAIRES'?

Keep tn mind the huge benefits that insiders get from Stock-options is
compensation in addition to their salsties, profit-sharing bonuses, pen-
sions, retirement "consu!zant" fees, and many such executive fringe
benefits. But the Stock Option is not tied up to any measure of execu-
tive accomplishment. The Stock-option's dollar value depends, not on
company sales, profit, at earnings-per-share, but on the ups and downs
of the public stock marker, an entirely different thing, affected by many
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diverse factors beyond the executive's control or influence. Where it is
now fashionable to pay twenty, thirty, fifty times earn ings, the investing
public formerly paid about ten times. With little or no increase in earn-
ings-per-share, many shares now show 300X to 500X gains in price-per.
share. Many have doubled or tripled in price in spite of mediocre or even
poor executive performance and earnings per share sharply down. Stock-
options often pay lavish sums to executives who neither earn nor de-
serve them.

Directors claim they can no longer hire and hold executives without
stock options. How did they operate before there were any options? If
an executive can be lured TO a company with stock-options, he can be
lured AWAY with bigger options elsewhere. And what about companies
und organizations with no publicly-owned stock? Are they to get only
the executive leavings? Clearly, the stock-option plan is used here
contrary to good public policy, and it should be stopped before it gets
completely out-of-control.

THE TAX Options give corporation executives huge advantage
LOOP-HOLE over other tax-payers. If an executive were given

shares of stock outright, as compensation for his
services, the value of the shares would have to be included in hiscur-
rent tax return as income. But given big discounts on a larger number of
shares (thoLlgh the dollars-and-cents value of this compensation may be
far greater) it need not even be mentioned in his current tax return. If
the stock is sold in future years, it is subject then to capital-gains tax
(maximum 25% - about the same rate a low-paid factory-worker or labor.
er pays on his net income). But if the executive puts the stock in his
portfolio as a permanent dividend-paying investment - if he does not
sell the shares - he pays the Government: NO INCOME TAX AT ALL.

This Is a tax loop-hole big enough to drive a Brinks truck through -
there are more than 2,000 concerns now giving stock.options - the

-amount of Executive Compensation that Is given as discount, end thus
-escapes Federal Income Tax each year, is estimated at more then 2.4/2
BILLION dollars.

FINANCIAL How did this Financial Fairyland come about? Lay
FAIRYLAND it to three groups: the public-at-large and stockhold-

ers particularly, who refuse to read, or are unable to
think through, the things that affect their interests. A second group,
who have experience and perception to see what is going on, but lack
energy and courage to speak out - and last: those who occupy posts of
high authority and responsibility to whom others must turn for leader-
ship, but who simply do not lead, defaulting the influence and author-
ity which could stop improprieties easily when they are small, and who
lack the strength-of-purpose to face the issues effectively when the
abuses have been allowed to grow big and out-of-hand.
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Heads of Iorge Mutual Funds who vote millions of shares, and other
large institutional managers whose proxies can always be found safely
tucked in management's hip-pocket at stockholders meetings - the se-
curity analyst and dealers organizations - the stock exchange governors
-none of these have donc much,if anything,about stock-options, though
the important facts are there for them to see. The time is long over-due
for all these to thinly about this, and speak out against stock-option
abuses.

STOCK Stock Exchange Governors could quickly end NEW
EXCHANGE option plans if they have the will to do so - they
GOVERNORS are the sole arbitors of new issues applying for list-

iag and trading on their Exchanges. Nothing compels
them to accept listing if any conditions are present which they deem to
be improper or unfair to public investors. How can issues with Stock-
Option Plans be deemed fairly traded, when privileged insiders with
options, have access to the shares at cut-prices - far under the prices
to be arrived at in open trading on the Exchange? Buying privately, and
selling publicly is dangerous business - the potential for accidental
injustice, or deliberate misuse, is appalling.

The authority of the Federal Government in areas of business
end finance which affect t6e general welfare, has been clearly
expressed In the Clayton Act, the Securities and Exchange Act,
the 1935 Holding Company act, the Regulated Investment Com-
pany Act 1940, the Internal Revenue amendments 1950 and
1954, and many other actions.

It was inevitable that stock-sptions should come under the scru.
tiny of Congress. Senator Albert Gore (D-Tenn.) has introduced
a bill In the U. S. Senate to review all aspects of stock-options,
including the tax loop-hole, and it Is hoped, quickly obtain leg.
Islation properly protecting all interests. The Gore bill merits
support by every tax-payer and every share-owner - its need is
ugnlt - it should be endorsed as "must" legislation by the
Kennedy administration In any vigorous move to close tax loop-
holes.

It is e good to pretend that there is no problem - or that left alone, it
will correct Itself. Even a casual observer can see it gets bigger each
year. Every organization should put "STOCK-OPTIONS - good or bad?"
on its agenda - dig Into tho hard facts - discuss them fully - and then
take such forthright action as seems necessary.

P11M(nSION FOR ANY PERSON OR GROUP TO USE, ON REPRINT THIS MATERIAL. 10 EX-
PRESSLY GRANTED Ili "INDEPENDENT STOCKHOLDERS OPPOSED TO STOCK-OPTIONS"o.
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END

The Executive
Stock Optio.n

SRacket!.

"The free 'EXECUTIVE STOCK -OPTION' plan
is never equitable - stripped of its confusing
legal wordage, its end purpose is to give
a group of privileged insiders the right to buy
publicly-held stocks at future cut-prices, with
the guarantee of a profit before they put their
money in. An improper advantage over investors-
at-large, it UNDERMINES the whole business
of the public investing in shares in American
enterprises.",

91
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How long will Independent investors put up with EXECUTIVE STOCK-OPTIONS?
If the Doard of Directcus-st Belmont Park veoe to pant a Soup of their executives the right to buy a
block of winning tickets on each race AFTER THE RACE' IS RUN, the deal would be indignantly de-
nounced from coast to coast, and those attempting to set up such a "ane thing" would be ruled off.
the Americas ttuf for life. "Fixing" or "riSgio" is always an intolerable affront to America's sense
of justice - In the sports world, In political or public affairs. is business or finance - in every area
where man deals with his fellow-nn, honesty and fair-play Is expected - "deals" improperly tippings
the scales is favor of ones aSainst the other, are resisted and rejected ameon right-thuaking people.

Despite this widely recognized fact, in the regent few years, Directors of meny leedlot business
cerporetless have rgged up lost such a questieeoble deal, ilng free stock options 0oo profitable
sure thong fee select leaders. Briefly; the pla Involves setting gside substentlel blocks of stock
in the Individual nomes of feveoed executives, whe can the buy the shores ANY TIME IN THE
NEXT TIN YEARS, at teday's price, me matter how high inflation or other feters mey push the
meAet If the merhet goes dow, the option my be I1) simply ignored, or (2) cencelled without coat
r obllgetiec to the executive and New options written ot 0 new lw price 4 or (5) some pleas sow
crey an R. P. D. (Reword for Dcli) Cloe*, whieb provides when the market decliae1 20C or
more, the old neple still steads, but the price is dropped down to the now lew point end re-froen
there. Thes even a partll recovery ftem the low pelst, guarantees a profit to optio.heal4ers. Reel
sheeo-wnors my hae severe loses, but optien.holders never less, only gels, in tds ese-wey
so hone.

With Iiae-souadlng el-ins, Executive Stock Optlosn are proposed in the fine print of the Annual Report
sad proxy-statemese, wich few read, fewer still aslyze. oset steckholders attend no meetings, trust-
isg their peoies silod is bhlaik to majenei to vote, so so trouble is encountered ia fastening this
device o the investleg public. Repeating it ts preving just as easy - masy are in their second and
thid round -'hs time, there *ill be nine, te4, maybe more rounds and dilutions, unless shareholders
rise up and stop them.

Do you as as investor agree to setting up a special class of investors who, without putting up anything,
are guamteed profits oily, while the rest of the lvestors actually put up their money, risking the
downs as well as the ups of the m arket? Voldm't YOU, too, like a block of stock set aside for you to
bay say time i the sext tea years at 85%, 93%, even 1lO% of today's price? if the market goes up, you
may makse a fortune - If It ges does. ya take no loss. Yes. there IS such a finsacial fairyland - but
don't gel your hopes up - it is only for the favored fewl

QNBELIUYAILI? Check through the first huNdred Aonuel Reports you can lay hold of - study the
details end extent of stoek optics end who gets them. Young, stvgglig executives who need !en.

ouwesogoset to Invest In, or stay with the company? De't be ridicules. most of the options go to
the top bless, amy In the huedred thu6end 0 yreleles, enloying liberel incentives end oanel
cash beoeses, their lobs and Inces* secwred by life-time contracts. Those welIpeid executives

"could beoe substentiel stockholders any day they have onMyt confidence Is their cempeny, their
products, sed their asseciates to buy the stock Is the market es elI ether lnvestors do, shoren with
the the risks of ownership es well as the gains,

Vrn is peicole, stock options are equally wrong Ia operauo*. What does an executive really get,
when he Sets a stock option? A fair sad proper :ewatd In keeping with his efforts? Or tea, twenty, fifty
times what was iteoded? Vbo knows? The stock-optios. do*se value depends, not on the company's
profit or results, bet the ap 'ad dewu of the public sutck srkets, as entirely differcat this affected
by many diverse factors., and movinS independent of, often contrary to, the company's affairs. Ezecu-
ive$ whose stock fleetames wildly. lth wide drops dows then up. have windfall fortunes laid is their
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laps - others, whose stock is sound, steady, ana
non-fluctuating, get no reward at all from their
options. The potential for manipulation and mis-
chief is appalling - and to police stock options
against accidental injustice or deliberate misuse,
an impossible task. Setting them up costs stock-
holders huge sums in legal fees, executive time
and effort - indeed, from the time and attention
given stock options, it is a wonder there Is any
time left for the company's regular business. But
insiders are powerful, and stock options will not
be ended except by the united opposition of an
aroused investment public, trust-fund managers,
security analyst and dealers groups, stock ex-
change Governors, and respnsible Government
bodies. The Revi - eternal o Code and
SEC Regulati recognize that stock-op no can
be acanda sly used, and some restrictions ye
been so p, To date they ha done little to at
their read - actuall. the: ing &ve turned
out be a convey t l. t, of he to those
w wis to p weir o Ion ans, an twisted

und to imp y ea-th Gove me tnd*s a the

aly a nde s4 ktme:n s on f;hs ad fc

The SEC wi lot. rev t ans ste ox.
pIletlfon - ot f .dIt., The n csi 1
Overs urn. * 11 lt. It

very Boa d Chai n ahouw 6 1 kt ector .

fore a il S te, Ne Io~ at t Nv . a.

at oe opo The
n thing the 44~ elaime . at conoot be 60'e,
S*fairly, efficiently And economy ally by her

leg mate means. Ucft plans prov 1 e thi ey
may e ended oatime on mo 'on of th oard, of
Direct a - andthiiVpe i ly who perceptive
and cooci ed.' lave sto6A are urging:

ENDEXE IVE STOCK OPTIONS AT 1 ''"

IThe Booed of Directors of the companies whose stock

*ho Board of GVeverner, How York Stock Itchonge,
Eleven Well Street, New York 5, N. Y.

eichoirmen, Securties end Exchange Commissio,
Washingston 25, D. C.

BRING UIP STOCKS OPTIONS FOR DISCUSSIN-Ilf
Investment clubs and other such groups.

BE SURE YOUR PROXY COUNTS. Read the proposals
corefully-if manogement's proxy provides no way to
vote your preference, use on "Independent" proxy
ens. Pelmisslon for any person or group to use, ew

reproduce by any method, the Independent Proxy form
and other matter heroin, is expressly rented by .

"Independent Stockholders opposed to Stock-Options"

73257-61-7
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INDEPENDENT STOCKHOLDERS DIRECTED PROXY

CORPORATION Meefig o Sbare?#Nm
Prosy granted to: Dated

KNOW ALL IMEN BY THESE PRESENTS, That the undersigned stockholder, hereby constitutes aad
appoints the person(s) de signated above, or in the absence of such designation, then the Secretary of
the Corporation, my true and lawful attorney and agent, and 1 hereby authorize such attorney and proxy,
for me and in my name, place, and stead, to vote all of the shares standing in my name at the Meeting
of Stockholders of above date and any and all adjournments thereof, except: on such of the following
matters as may come before said meeting, the vote is to be cast and recorded as hereinafter directed,
to wit:
ELECTION OF DIRECTORS: (

If cumulative - vote this stock FOR, or divide equally between: (
I non.cumulative - this stock is to be recorded: (
FOR: AGAINST:

(Proxy may not be voted eitAer for or against "Mianaeaeau Nominees" ualess so marked)
STOCK OPTIONSt

Vote this stock FOR: Any resolution to end stock options.
Vote this stock AGAINST: Any resolution to authorize, enlarge, or extend stock options.

EMPLOYEE STOCK PURCHASE PLANSt
Vote this stock FOR: Any plan in which employees may make firm putrchase of company stock at the
market, with low-interest loans secured by the stock, paid off by payroll deduction, limiting anual
purchase and loan balance to 20% of employee's wage.

OFFICER OR EXECUTIVE EMPLOYMEI4T CONTRACTSs
Vote this stock AGAINST: Any resolution authorizing an employment contract with any officer or
executive if such conuact binds either the corporation or the employee for a period longer than
three years from effective date of contract.

UNIFORM EARNINGS REPORT POLICY:
Vote this stock FOR: Any resolution calling for prompt reports quarterly, and requiring that all
earnings reported to the stockholders and public shall include foreign earnings and earnings from
wholly or partly-owned subsidiaries only to such extent that such earnings are received as cash
dividends during the report period - supplemental information on increased equities in foreign and
domestic subsidiaries, or explanation of consolidated tax returns, to be carried as subordinated
foot-notes.

CUMULATIVE VOTING, PRE-EMPTIVE RIGHTS, sad ELECTION OF ALL DIRECTORS ANNUALLY:
Vote this stock FOR: Any resolution calling for. establishis, or extending cumulative voting, Pre-
emptive rights for stockholders, and annual election of all directors as a single class, not as
divided groups and not for staggered periods.

OTHER PROPOSALS:

L_ 1 -___ __ _

TS ROX * same& lWe am TS OF0 ap. epvua.
L J e"40.lwM bmW Vp
THUS PROXY IS TO BE VOTED TO PROTECT. AND EQUITABLY ADVANCE, THE INTER ESTS OF SHAREOWNEEL.
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ST. Louls, Mo., J ne *, 1960.

My Das Ms. PzAx: Thank you for sending me the material relating to stock
options at Capital Airlines-you deserve the approval and support of all the
shareholders there for your efforts, but without knowing anything about when
their meeting was held or the results, I would venture to guess that management
went into the meeting with 75 to 85 percent of the proxies tucked neatly in their
back pockets, signed by shareholders in blank.

Frankly, I do not think the public is ready yet for independent shareholders
resolutions on this matter. Let us face It-management has the tools-share,
holders lists, efficient professional publicity experts, and the best legal talent on
their side, all paid for by stockholders-and on our side we have only those of
us willing to stick our necks out and pay our expenses out of our own pockets.
Taere is a terrific job ahead of us to jar the public out of their lethargy. Our
groups out here are pounding this matter constantly to the press, the various
boards of governors of the stock exchanges, their public members, the SEC in
Washington and elsewhere, our Congressmen to urge more aggressive attention
by the SEC, to various mutual fund presidents, endowment fund managers, magaa
zine columnists, etc. We must work hard for the break that will put this matter
in the glare of publicity, and then after that, our proxy resolutions will have
a chance to get much more than the 5 to 10 percent vote that our side is
credited with. Of course, the regulation that permits management to vote for
themselves all the blank or unmarked proxies, makes the elections usually Just a
sham. I hope too, that you will consider joining our groups in working for the
end of the options. Trying to correct the defects and loopholes is like trying to
hold quicksilver in your hand-more escapes than is contained. There is an old
law that states "a man must not beat his wife with a rod that is thicker than.
his wrist." If it were proposed that the law be corrected to provide be must
not use a rod that is more than 1 inch thick-how would you vote? If we pro-
pose the end of stock options (as they are morally wrong) an the opponents of
stock options could unite in working for that proposal.

You are 100 percent right on your concern over consultant contracts-this is
a vicious form of feathernesting. Featherbedding is what labor does when it
stretches out unnecessary work-but feathernesting is Just as vicious a practice
of management in setting itself up for life, and often 10 years beyond. Enclosed
is a copy of an open letter our group sent to the stock exchange in 1968 on this

very subject.
Good luck to you in your excellent work-if I can be of any crevice to you let

me know. Until August 1, 1 can be reached here in Missouri-after that address
me: 1313 Cochran Road, Mount Lebanon 16, Pa.

Yours truly,
LERoY F. KELLY.

PHILADELPnIA BUML IN,
Philadelpht, Pa., April 16,1958.Col. LAWRENOE I. PE~AK,

Callforn, Md.
Dun CoLOww PzA : I appreciate your letter of April U. I had written a

previous article on stock options, with specific reference to Alcoa, I'm enclosing
a copy in case you haven't seen it.

In my book, "The American Stockholder," I go into the question of post.
retirement consulting contracts as well as other forms of managerial remunera-
tion in considerable detail and at length. It was published only last month by
Lippincott ($4.95). It's available, I believe, in most bookstores; it may be on
the shelves of the public library.

I will study your Capital Airlines resolution regarding options. I expect to
write more about the subject shortly-setting forth what I believe to be stock.
holder safeguards.

Sincerely,
J. A. LiVINosTON.
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(Reprinted from the Evening Bulletin, Apr. 3, 1958]

THE BUSINESS OUTLOOK-FAIRY GODMOTHER COMMITTEE CARES FOR Ai.Co.A
EXECUTIVES

(By J. A. Livingston, financial editor)

Stockholders of the Aluminum Co. of America, who suffered the humiliation
of watching their stock drop from more than $120 a share to less than $70 in
the last 2 years, may have read with mixed emotions the decision of the corporal.
tion's top executives to spare themselves and some 300 other officers and em.
ployes a similar indignity.

A fairy godmother stock option committee, consisting of the six highest-paid
directors and officers voted to cancel options on 193,000 shares of Alcoa stock
at $117.25 and to reissue options share for share at $68.50. This put all optionees
(1) even with the current price of Aluminum stock and (b) 48% points up on
the patient stockholders who held their shares without benefit of a fairy god.
mother committee to bail them out of their investment venture.

FOUR O1 SIX BENEFIT

Your of the six members of Alcoa's option committee were direct beneficiaries
of their own decision-Frank L. Magee, Alcoa president, had 5,000 shares under
the $117.25 option; Ralph V. Davies, vice president, 1,000 shares; M. M. Ander-
son, vice president. 2,000 shares; Leon E. Hickman, vice president and general
counsel, 2,500 shares. The nearly $50 per share cut in the price will save -:1e
quadrumvirate a half million dollars in cash If they take up the options, which
have 10 years to run. The other members of the committee were I. W. Wilson,
Alcoa chairman and chief executive officer, and Roy A. Hunt chairman of the
executive committee.

Of the 193,000 shares reoptioned, 27,000 went to officers and directors. Thus,
of the total saving of $9 million to optionees, $1,300,000 went to the top. The
option committee felt that because of the drop in the price of the stock the
options would "fail to serve their intended purpose" as an incentive to executives
and other employes.

AN ACOMPLISHED FACT,

Eventually, this cut in price, thjs $9 million, comes out of the Alcoa treasury,
out of the shareholders. So some rugged stockholders might not ;accept the
psychology behind the committee's action. They could argue that the drop in the
price ought to act as an additional spur. The optionees ought to feel honor-
and purse-bound to work harder and more imaginatively to make their options
profitably exercisable.

The repricing of Alcoa options is disclosed as an accomplished fact in the
company's proxy letter notifying stockholders of the annual meeting on April
17 at the Penn-Sheraton Hotel in Pittsburgh. Stockholders approval is not
needed. The option plan, originally voted by shareholders in 1952, empowered
the committee to make changes in the plan from tlime to time. Other companies,
such as National Lead, which have not had shareholder authorization for uni-
lateral option changes, are how seeking such authority.

To date, Alcoa executives and key men-the persons mainly responsible for
the. management, growth, and protection of the company's business-have been
well served by the plan. They have had options to buy 1,057,600 shares at $17.69
a share. Aggregate indicated profit on those shares at today's prices would
exceed $50 million. They have had options on another 174,700 shares at $29.37,
on which the indicated profit would approach $6,750,000. Most of those shares
have already been taken up.

OVEPIUILEOD CLASS

In my recent book, "The American Stockholder," I made this observation:
'Executives have become an overprivileged class in a democratic society. Their
power to overpay themselves, with legal sanction, could, if unchecked, erode the
very structure on which they and their corporations depend for survival * * *.
Corporate power could become synonymous with grab-bag morality." The Alcoa
reoption plan does not encourage me to alter that observation.

No wonder the foresighted modern eilege graduate aspires to batten down his
future with a Job in a modern corporation. If he succeeds in become a boss or
near-boss, he Will be able to reward himself handsomely with five- and six-figure
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salaries, pensions, and stock options. That's why It's so hard to attract brilliant,
intelligent youngsters into Government, teaching, and scientific research.

The pull toward industrial rewards ,1 closet irreslstible for those wholike
expense accounts, Cadillacs, and the rich, material life.

[From the New York Journal-American, Apr. 6, 1960]

DIRECTOR'S RESPONSIBILITY-Two ScHooLs OF THOUGHT ON ONE BOARD

(By Leslie Gould, financial editor)

Capital Airlines is in such serious financial difficulties that it is seeking
a $12.9 million Federal subsidy.

The stock, which traded as high as $41.50 4 years ago, recently sold down to
$8.621/. It closed last night on the stock exchange at $8.75.

A lawyer-director of the airline, who also had stock options, sold out two-
thirds of this share holdings before a sharp drop in the market. He thus was
able to buy back his stock and quadruple his former shareholdings at substantially
lower prices.

As a result of his greatly ncreasedlholdings-now 80,532 shares-the largest
single shareholding-he Is seeking to be elected board chairman and chief execu-
tive officer after the annual stockholders' meeting April 20.

MORE THAN HALF-MILLION LEGAL FEES

He is Charles H. Murchison, a director since 1947.
His Washington and Jacksonville law firm hats received in legal fees from the

company $588,500.06 in the last 6 years.
The legal fees are more than twice the company's total net earnings for those

years. The company made $211,041 in the 0 years, but this includes a $4,000,328
profit from sale of aircraft.

In addition to his firm's legal fees as company counsel, he received director's
fees and in several years got a salary as chairman of the company's executive
committee.

So, related to operating profits, it has been better to be the company's lawyer
and board member with inside knowledge as to company affairs than a public
shareowner.

LIQUIDATED 14,500 SHARES

After building up his stock holdings to 22,632 shares, including 7,500 shares
bought under an option at $5.50 a share, Mr. Murchison started selling in 1950.
This was right after the stock made its high of $41.50.

le sold from 4pril 1956 to February 1957 a total of 14,500 shares. This
redund his holding to 8,182 shares, Taking the meap price--the average of the
high and low and the number of shares liquidated each month-he got around
$2.9 a share for his stock. The total amount received was around $41935.

In September of 1957, when the stock had.broken to $14.50 he started rebuylg.
He also bought stock in October, when it got down to $10.12%. He carried on
his purchases through 1958 and into 1959, his last recorded purchase being
in March.

COST NOW AROUND.$1 ei

In that period he accumulated 72,400 shares. The range in that period
was from $10.12% to $23.50. Based on the mean price each month, his cost
for his new stock was around $16.25, against the approximate $29 at which be
sold out in 1956 and 1957.

The cost of his present entire holdings, figuring In the $5.50 price for the
option stock which he didn't sell, runs a little less than $16 a share.

In some ways, Mr. Murchison has outsmarted himself. He had a handsome
profit on the stock he sold at the much higher levels, but in his ambitions to be
boss of the airline he bought too soon. He has roughly on paper a loss of $7
a share on the stock he bought in the last couple of years-72,400 shares-or
slightly over half a million dollars. This is offset a little by his profit on the
$5.50 option stock.
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DIRLWOR'8 DEALING LISTED

The following tables show Mr. Murchison's activity In the stock, as reported
to the 8E0. The mouth the purchases were made, the amount bought, the monthly
range and the mean price are given. The first table covers his sales, the second,
his purchases.

Sae

Shares sold Price range Average price

19N-Iapri ..... ..................................... 400 33
Septmber ........................ 1,00 81-242
October ................................................. 000 37 -3

November ............................................ 1,000 271
December .......................... 1,800 285I-23i 24*1

1957-anuary ................................................ 800 24
February ............................................... 0 23rQ

Total ............................................... 14, NO ..............

Purcha es

Shares Price range 1Averacu price
purchased

95-September .............................................. 2000 17 14 15
-,ober ................................................ 6W 14 10 12

19G-Jouy.........................28600 1 1 13
Febar ............................................... 20,000 1 -5 1

P 1pt ................................................... 3, 200 6 -14 15Maly........................................ 23,70 1 1 18

Au ut.................... ::::............. 3o,, ) OO 1 ,- ' 1

Oto3ber ........................................ 3,200 17 -14 16
O oe1ber .............................................. , 00 17 133 16
uNembr.......................................... 100 16 -18 15

December ......................................... 3,000 19 1 1
1 epuebery ........................................... 3,000 17 181

February ............................................... 1,000 22 2D 21

March .................................................. 400 23 - 21

Total ................................................. 72,400 .............................

In contrast to Mr. Murchison, another director and present chairman, George
IL Hann, of Pittsburgh, has never taken advantage of his inside information as
to the company's affairs. Four years ago he held 45,882 shares. The company's
just issued proxy statement shows the same holdings, 45,882. Mr. Hann has been
a director since 19W9.

Here are two schools of thought on directors and their responsibility to share
owners.

(Whereupon, at 1:15 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at
10 a.m. Friday, July 21, 1961.)
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PRDAY, JULY 21, 1961

U.S. SENATE,
CoMnMrs ON FrNANo.,

Wa hi n, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to reess, at 10 a.m., in room 2221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Harry Flood Byrd (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Byrd, Douglas, Gore, Carlson, Bennett, and
Curtis.

Also present.: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk.
The CIIALRMAN. The committee will come to order.
The first witness is Mr. J. A. Livingston, of the Financial Bulletin,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Will you take a seat, sir, and proceed?
I want to say, sir, that I read your column most every day.

STATEMENT OF 7. A. LIVINGSTON, FINANCIAL EDITOR OF
PILADELPHIA BULLETIN

Mr. IAV'NosT*N. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Finance Committee and

audience, as I see it there are two basic objections to executive stock
options. .

The first objection is that they are self-serving. They are created
by management for management, and an approval by the majority of
the company's shareholders is not a genuine safeguard against this
self-servingness.
. Shareholders are inclined to go along with whatever management

suggests so long as earnings and dividends are satisfactory.
If investment trusts or banks actively studied these plans and set

up criteria by which to evaluate their fairness, this point might be
invalid. But institutional investors are as prone to go along with
management as the uninformed investor. As a result, there is no
arnis'-length bargaining between the management and the optioned,
because the management and the optionee are the same person.

There is no outside conscience or judgment to determine whether
these plans are fair to the stockholders or the taxpayers or the public
at large.

The self-serving character of stock option plans is clearly indicated
by the recent trend toward lowering option prices when a company's
stock goes down or I should say not whenever, but frequently, when
a company s stock goes down.
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The original excuse for the option was incentive. Prospective stock
ownership would impel management to work harder, and, hence, boost
sales and earnings and the price of the stock.

Now, when the stock goes down, the management votes itself stock
at an even more advantageous price at which to purchase the stock
than originally.

Thus. you can argue that it is to management's advantage to see
the p rice of the stock go down. In that way the stock costs the execu-
tiveless money and the potential profit, once it goes up, would be pro-
portionately greater.

You get.an almost complete reversal of the stock option argument.
You could argue that the stock option today, with the right to lower
the price, is a disincentive. I realize that this does not fit in with
.prese,0th'nking, but it could over time so develop.

"Seonator GoRE. Mr. Chairman, could I ask a question ?
The CHAIRmAN. Senator Gore.
Senator GoRE. Mr. Livingston, tlough it may not fit in precisely

with 'whatyou have just sald, I have lad several instances cited to
me, which I have not had the opportunity to verify, where the welfare
of a corporation has been adyerqely and severely affected because the
management, with the number that fell in a particular age group,
would so manipulate the affairs of the corporation so as to, in one
instance buy stock at a low level, and then maximize the value of the
stock at the time when they wished to cash out.

I have had instances cited in which the advertising budget, for
stance, would be cut to the core for the last 2 or 3 years before man-
agement expected to cash in their option stock.

Now, this would, ione way, increase short-run earnings.
I have had instances cited in which research and development was

cut to the bone in the few years prior to the time when the controlling
element in management expected to sell their option stock.

This, too and a combination of these and other circumstances, can
maximize the dividends, show a good profit and loss statement, run
up the price of the stock, but thereafter the corporation might fall
Oat on its face.

So this which you say is theoretically possible, in numerous in-
stances cited to me, has been effectuated.

As I say, I have not the staff to authenticate these actst, but this
i4fqrmatioi4 has been givpn to me by corporation executives, by mem-
bers of the boards of directors who disagreed with the policy but
found themselves in the minority.
I. thought you woild pardon me for interrupting your state , it tocite i, . .. .

Mr. Lmvnis.Tol. I have no positive evidence on this point, Senator
Gore. But it is certainly within the range of human nature to think
this might happen. DamonRunyon once said that where human be-
ings are concerned, the odds are nine to five against.

And I think the possibility of manipulating stock in t;he market ad-
vantageously and manipulating stock options to be self-serving is not
9utsid e the bounds of possibilities.

I don't think, however, that that is the fundamental objection to the
stock option plan.

Senator GoMRE. I agree with you.
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Mr. LmNGsToN. My second basic argument against stock options
is that they create a tax-sheltered elite. Schoolteachers, professors,
government officials, factory workers, union leaders, office employees
and even most newspapermen, such as I, don't have a way of escaping
high income taxes through risk free capital gains. Nor do doctors,
lawyers, or most other professional persons.

It seems to me that if income taxes are too high in the upper brackets
that rates ought to be lowered, and special escape hatches not made
available to special classes of people so that they can create their own
manner of tax avoidance.
Senator CARLS N. Reading from your statement:
The original excuse for the option was incentive. Prospective stock owner-

ship would Impel management to work harder, and thus boost sales and earnings
and the price of the stock.

Is it your thought that the day is past when we should have stock
incentive, or should we never have had it?

Mr. LIVINGSTON. I think we should never have had it. I think there
is no point in giving it to the executives of companies who have so
many benefits who have demonstrated that they have the capacity to
work hard-&te very fact that they rose to the top indicates that they
have plenty of incentive. And this is just an added on emolument, an
added on bit of gravy that I don't think they need.,

I think I go Into that a little later in somewhat more elegant lan-
guage.

Senator CAIL801f. I just wondered if you thought there was a time,
maybe, when we should have had stock option incentives, and that that
day was past.

r. LivwGsTON. No, sir; I think it was a mistake to give them tax
exemption privileges originally.

Senator CITso;. Yesterday I mentioned the Ford Motor Co., and
I made the remark that they did not exercise stock options, which is
not correct. Henry Ford himself, I understand, based on a statement
in the Harvard Business Review of July-August of 1961, says in his
article, "I do not and I will not hold any opt ions on the stock of our
company," speaking himself.

Mr. LWINosoN. He doesn't need them.
Senator CARLSON. Regardless of whether he does or not--in this

article it is an interesting statement, and I bring it up because of your
own statement.

It reads this way:
During the early postwar years at Ford Motor 0o. a dozen or so skilled men,

executives brought in from the outside after the war transformed a bogged
down, antiquated, money-losing company into a modern, efficient, profltmaking
enterprise, capable of meeting the toughest kind of competition and Improvins
its position and renewing Its own management resources.

Just a little lower in that statement:
They Joined the Ford Motor Co. largely upon my promise that I would do my

best to give them an opportunity to acquire a stake in the company as soon as
It was feasible to do so.

Is it your thought that this, stock option that they did receive prob-
ably did not work to the advantage of the company I

Mr. LIVINGSTON. I think that the management team that Mr. Ford
brought in certainly did reinstitute a company that was declining in
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competitive relationship to both Gineral Motors and Chirsler.
Whether these ien eAine il because of stock options, or whetliei they
could have been brought in by some other means., I don't know.

I think that. the siock-opt 01n device to get thenm in was useful to
Mr. Fortd, but 1 don't think it is desirable for Mr. Ford or for any
other eollipnlly to havo thit. way of enticing exetilives. I think it, i .s
wrour; I think it is prej'udivia[ to the large mass of taxpayers.

I think if Mr. Ford wanted to give thosiee lle it stake ill the coni-
pftly 10 could 11aV0 given them so0i11 of his own stock, a1d tholl they
would ha1ve had to py reglallr taxes oil it.

There are anqy number of ways to induce people to go into a company.
And I don't think we should u'se the Goverment tax loopholes or tax
escape hatches for this purpose.

Senator CArllisON. That is all.
Mr. lAtvNt tNMv. Shall I Continue, sir?
The CIdmiM, .N. Yes, sir.
Mr. LiviziaTsw. The two main arguments, as I see it, for stock

options, the two mnail argumellts in favor of them ar t.hles:
One-nd this comes back to what Senator Carlson suggested-they

enable companies to hold onto ien of talent who might otherwise go
out and formn their own companies, or to take jobs with companies
that, hav stock options.

What I don't see as a particularly valid point is to say it will enable
porporations to keep executives front going out and forming their own

companies if ono of our principal concerns, as so frequently enunci-
ated, is to help the building up of small companies, letting thel grow
in order to increae eonpetitlon. In other words, we say on the one
hand we want to hold the imen who would then become the competi-
tors of the large corporate ion.

It. is also argued that it enables the small companies to attract men
front the large companies bwause the small companies can then issue
stock options. . .

But, of course, if the large companies are issuing stock options and
tile small companies are issuing stock options, who is going to win in
this game of giving the most away?.

It seems to me that with stock options the rationale runs whichever
way you want to argue iL

Now, sonie exeutiv-es--and I think this is the point to which Senator
Gore was alluding-actually don't ap prove of stock options, but say
they have to have them in order to hold their best men against the
piracy of companies which do grant stock options freely. . .

It seems to mne that here we have a case in which good practice, which
is paying an executive what he is worth in honest cash, is driven
out by bad practice granting an executive a stock market speculation.

Senator Exmw. And Congress andthe Government is party to this,
because they make provision for tax avoidance.

Mr. Lnpis-RGmo. That is right. I don't think there would be nearly
the number of stock options granted if there wasn't this tax immunity,
tax avoidane, this capital gains. In other words, if profits on gains
obtained through the granting of stock options were made subject to
normal income taxes, I think that the stock-option plans would dis-
app rverv rapidly.

I think ihe stock option works like Gresham's law. A bad stock
option drives out so-caled good money.
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Senator GonE. Not only does it provide that the income can be taxed
as capital gains, but the law specifically provides that there shall be,
for tax purposes, no income at the time the option is exercised.

Now, if 1 have an option to buy shares at $1,000, and I exercise that
option on the day that those same shares are worth $2,000, do I not
hvo a clear gain, a profit, an income of $1,000?

Mr. IAVINOSTON. -Yes; indeed, you do.
Senator Gomu. But the law provides that, for restricted stock op-

tions, there shall be no gain for tax purposes until such time as that
stock is sold.
The corporation official who Iay be so fortunate as to be able to

exercise his option without sale of any part of the option stock can
lot this stock pas into his estate and thereby avoid paying any tax
at any time. is that your understandingI

Mr. LIViNuSTON. Well. I am not an expert on the tax laws as they
apply to hieritance, but I know that you do not have to pay a tax
until you actually realize the profit by the sale of the stock which you
have received under option; that is correct.

Senator GonE. It is true that estate and inheritance tax laws apply,
but they do not apply while a man lives. So throughout the lifetime
of an individual he would not pay any taxes on this income, which,
in some instances, amounts to huge fortunes.

Mr, LvIvt, sro. That is right.
Well, you can, of course-you can make a rough computation of the

value o a stock option at the time it is received, because there are
"put and call" bro era who sell options to buy stock. And they have
a cash market; you can look them up in any of the newspapers in
which they are advertised. And for a 3-months' option to buy a stock
you sometimes have to pay a price of $400 or $500 per 100 shares.

Senator Gon. Do you have evidence at hand, Mr. Livingston, of
"put and call" operations on the part of those who hold restricted
stock optionsI

Mr. LivirosTor. No; I don't. But I would think that this would
be one profitable way of making money on stock options. Investment
trusts, or any large investors have a right to sell a "put or call"- get
confused on this now. If he wants to get rid of stock he can agree to
give somebody a cVll on it at a particular price, and le gets paid for
it. 'So it would seem reasonable that this would happen, but I don't
have any evidence of it.

Senator GoRE. I have been concerned with the growing attitude, on
the part of our citizenry, that our tax laws are discriminatory, that
they are unfair. I expressed the view yesterday that, despite the im-
perfections of our system, we had the most efficient, the best enforced,
perhaps even the most equitable tax law of any nation in the world.

Without this, it would be utterly impossible for our country to play
the role which is now its burden and glory. But if we continue pro-

visions in the law, which are unfair and discriminatory, I think we run
the risk of bringing our whole tax program into contempt on the part
of our people. And that would be a very serious blow to our society.

Mr. LivNosToz. I couldn't agree with you more heartily Senator.
It sounds as if we are kind of kicki the ball back and forth• But in
my book, "The American Stockholder," I wrote that executives had
become an overprivileged class in the democratic society, and their
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power to overpay themselves with legal sanction could, if unchecked,
erode the very structure on which they and their corporations depend
for survival.

And I think the:way our tax laws are set up, to permit this type of
loophole by stock options, is a form of discrimination.

I do have to add, however, that all taxes are discriminatory in the
sense that whoever pays them feels discriminated against.

I think that we are always concerned with in the tax structure is not
that the laws are discriminatory, but to see that in some instances they
are not too glaringly discriminatory. I

Senator GoRE. I don't know that I could entirely agree with you that
those who pay taxes feel that they are discriminated against, so long as
the taxpayer feels that other taxpayers are bearing a proportionate
share of the burden though he would prefer not to pay his taxes, I
don't feel that he feels he is discriminated against.,

Mr. LA0ixosTor. I will accept-that.
Senator Ooe Lot me cite an instance that I have previously cited

in a speech before the Senate, of a very fine man. I intende no
criticism of him then, and I intend noxe now. He is a fine, rullc_
!irited man. I am referring to r Wtson,,thepreident o M,
-I has, by reason of stock options, had .n opportunity to accmulate,

income, profits from restrict d stock dpti, of some /2 milliont I
am informed that he has sold none ofethei. Ihave reason to believe
that he has no :,tintAon of doing so, ,

I.Tbisa $4 - i on gin on -wmic h has paid nowtas, on ch,i 4i doesletit . i14his qtste howilnevr, pay taxes,
Meawi~e eeryman who workijAtf wage or on asa

firpaer wA~ %I 9174, soA, axw4 eanp i~ r ;un , muqst p4ay p
ohow, ts -hcku op toe le t pay-

~~~~. 4 pl- y,,ofthigtoxstodh er4v
ment is not Doing fair. . . ,.

NfqW ,ul~d you.ar iht,,, 1. .,,,. .o.'"
,Mr. WINGT, tdo I agreO, .4d. '4 ,wuI4 further' add 'thAt I

hardl y tl 'k. tha4 Mr, ,Watsn need. 466 option in In tematxina
uw sMac1ines to.c~te in cenive'or him.,

-has plentyqor f inceifve alyw. He already hasu very largeamount Qf stoc that ,he got i~roi his father, and his mother has a
large intrest in it. 'So te incentive a4rgmentin his cas i. totally

.i. ld. l . .
~nat Goe. kn~v ou rna o eiismby refer~n~ to, this.

foly, do not qth ....Vhmk,, I. my, memor.ls correctt, t tA they
ownsc~ne$10. million wor1 o-,*p ;Itie company u ii .ad4itnj

i'nso bP.iM .. 0 ro ' ' 16ht ic Yrelearnd 't t

"One nilist wo under aon
comes ludicrous to ref' to stoWopti9n. a anincenitive in tWIn cashl

vr. i Lx oo. The raonale Pf tt, senator, is .h s 'h cor-
Cate. structure is heirarchical, wd i d you want to issue, t op.
lns to thgo belowyoU have got to doit oia Oixumdalscle" A9Ct
therefore, the man at tho.toph as to ket the very h $hest, iinunb!p
hares as a stock ,otioi, b . use not.to4 ive it hid i.ewunr

So you c.,t u , , to. optiot, those ess y6u r-
war'dthe men t thoeto* ~j .
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I happen not to agree with the argument; I am Simply indicating
wht the argument, is, or what the rationalization is. Think ration)
alization runs through this whole area.

Well, I.am intemperate when I think about the plan, because I think
it is unfair. • ...

Senator:'OoRZ. Well, if you are intemperate, what do you think
about a man with four or five children at, home who must pay taxes
every Friday afternoon on his weekly paycheck, and who sees men
accumulating vast fortunes and paying no taxes at all I

Mr. LIvINOSTON. I don't have to think about the man with five
children; r just think about myself.

Senator, Gopw. Well, I suppose he does, too, and I do, tool And
when we think about ourselves, t s to compare ourselves
with other taxpayers. I a cated to the vi hat every citizen
with an income above subsistence level should mahsome ontri-
bution by way of ta to his Government, and that we applY
the progressive in e tax formula, a ust pay accord g to his
ability to pay. P ,

These gimmick whichth on ss h written intothe ow-
ing that they re create gimm s tax oidance, are u Py
inexcusable to e--..

Mr. LivIN x. Shall 0o
Senator G R. I will desst. >1
M r. L ivz sTON. No I agree ou, I di mean it that w,

Senator R.And wes vi e e
Incidenta , I quot d from ne o on the floor of e

Senate."
msilt mr occaN. O U a

Senator, Go .I inus 6 ~kn tier, Ion-
Mr., Lzvtx N. IknwiIcal u osble
Senator;Got' Soa lotde onthe 1it vie
Mr. Lmvmuro.io The seco rincipa argue for the k op-

tion plan is that itnbles th 0 arre stock i he o-
pany he works for, t t his gives him a proprietary i s in im
proving the company.
IBut it seems to me that would acquire this rietary interest
by buyin stock in the open m persons do, and then
he would%: risking his own hard cah instead of being gated a free
ride at the taxpayers' expense and the stockholders' expense.

After all, if an executive uses his own money to buy stock, that in-
dicateshe really has f ith in himself hnd 'his company, whereae
fie stock option is simply an attempt to have the stock but to take
no risk: whatsoever. It is a heads ;.wihn tails-4I'can't-possibly.

Furthermore--and this goes back to a point that Senator Gore
made-stock options can be a distraction to executives. IThe execd-
tives have an opportunity to buy much more stock than they could
Possibly afford 6 buy with their own money. And often they borrow
to take up stock options..
.'And so because theyare in debt, they, could become more interested

in tho rise and fall of their .fortune 'the stock, market tham, in thle
prudent and intelligent operation of their company. ,',
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I think it was George Larimer who said he had to sell some Ameri-
can Motors stock in order to pay off the debt he had in acquiring
this stock.

Finally, it seems to me that the stock option is an affront to honest
executives. It implies that they need some special incentive over and
above that required by professors and schoolteachers and lawyers and
other workers to do a good job.

It seems to me-and I mentioned this earier-that most men who
rise to the top in companies have a streak of perfectionism in them,
a desire to do a superlative job for its own sake.

The argument that good men must get a free ride in Wall Street
as an incentive to work derogates the very quality they have demon-
strated in becoming executives. I conclude by asking this question:
When it comes to executive compensation, what is wrong with money?

And if taxes are so high that they make money no good, then we
'had better do something about tax rates. And then we would be able
to worry less about tax-avoidance gimmicks.

The CIIAIRMAJN[. Thank you, Mr. Livingston.
Any questionsI
Thank you very much indeed.
The next witness is Dr. Roger Murray, of the Columbia University

Business School.
Will you take a seat, sir, and proceed.

STATEMENT OF DR. ROGER MURRAY, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
BUSINESS SCHOOL

Dr. MumAY. Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen my name is Roger F.
Murray. I am the S. Sloan Colt professor of banking and finance of
the Graduate School of Business of Columbia University. I teach
primarily in the fields of corporate financial policy and investments.

One of the basic resources of our economy is that factor which we
normally describe as "managerial skill," or simply as "management."

And, as the years take their toll o/ managerial skills, we have a
problem of replacing them, and of expanding this reservoir.

In the graduate school of business at Columbia, we are training
young men to become effective managers in a wide range of different
types of business. Our school and other schools of business can train
men and help them to develop their skills. We can launch them into
the business world with a good understanding of business in general,
and with special skills in functional fields of business.

But it is up to their employers to provide the other ingredients
of experience and drive.

In any organization, whether it be a private business, a unit of gov-
emnment, or a university faculty, we always find that some members
of the group show outstanding initiative, imagination; and drive.
These are the men who become the business leaders, the U.S. Senators,
and the most respected professors.

But, unhappily, there never seems to be enough of them. We could
always use more. I

Now, there are certainly many factors which are important in the
development and stimulation of these qualities, of which compensa-
tion is only one.
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In a profitmaking organization, however, it is only natural that
money should bulk large in the arrangements for rewards and in-
centives. If we want a man to develop himself, to compete for the
next higher job in the organization, we must convince him that the
next higher job is worth his efforts.

One way this is accomplished in business is by the salary which
the job commands. In a university we may emphasize professorial
rank more than salary, but it is essentially the same idea of convinc-
ing a. man that the risks and responsibilities of securing a promotion
are indeed worth, not just his routine effort, but his very best effort.

This conception of the function of wage and salary administration
at all levels of the organization might suggest that wages and salaries,
group life insurance, accident and health coverage, and pension plans,
coinprise a complete and effective program for encouraging these
qualities of initiative and drive. But experience has shown that the
motivation of able individuals can be increased, if in addition to re-
wards for personal accomplishments there are rewards for contribut-
ing to group efforts.

Every member of a university faculty does a lot of work, not to
enhance his individual reputation as a teacher and a scholar, but to
enhance the standing and prestige of his university.

How can a business corporation bring home to its employees the
fact that their interests as manager are closely identified with the
objectives of their stockholders?

This problem has been discussed many times since 1932, when Adolph
Berle and Gardner Means wrote their classic "The Modem Corpora-
tion and Private Property."

This book and the many which have followed describe the separa-
tion of ownership from management in our large public corporations.

The problem has been recognized in the form of this question:
How can we induce management to give more consideration to the
objectives of the owners?

This is not an easy problem, and many solutions have been offered
over the years. Some people have a great deal of faith in profit
sharing. Others prefer various kinds of incentive compensation, and
still other observers believe that stock options are the best device yet
developed to make more effective our system of salary incentives,
and to bring home to people at all levels of management their re-
lationship to the success of the enterprise as a whole.

No one has proved that any one of these methods of incentive
compensations is better than all of the others in all circumstances.
On the contrary, it is abundantly clear that circumstances differ in
individual situations, and that the best results for the growth and
efficiency of an enterprise vary from case to case. Because different
individuals and different groups respond to different incentives, it is
essential to have flexibility in any effective pivgram of rewards and
incentives.

The case for the stock option has been widely discussed.
The latest and one of the best discussions is in the July-August issue

of the Harvard Business Review. This is the brief article by Henry
Ford 2d, to which Senator Carlson made reference earlier this moin
ing. It is entitled "Stock Options Are in the Public Interest."
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As Senator Carlson said, Mr. Ford recites his problem at the end
of World War II, when he had what he calls a "bogged-down, anti-
quated, money-losing company." He believes, Mr. Ford believes, and
Certainly would agree, that the use ,f stock options was one of the
most effective methods he had at his disposal in developing a new
managerial group for a major American industrial enterprise.

But Mr. Ford's experience is by no means unique.
How can a new, small, speculative enterprise attract experienced,

trained men away from the safety and security of employment with
a large, well-established corporation

Not by salary and fringe benefits for sure.
It seems to me that this can be done only by offering the men willing

to assume the risk a real, tangible share of the rewards if the new
enterprise succeeds.

Thus, stock options can be a factor in creating that mobility of
managerial personnel which is vital to a dynamic and expanding
industry.

But attracting new personnel is no more important, of course, than
stimulating present employees, and it is in this area that the widest
use of stock options is made.

As at matter of equity, and as a matter of necessity, our personal
income tax structure must be progressive.

Some people hope that eventually there might be a general reduction
in rates. But this depends on many unknown and unpredictable
factors.

In the meantime, the problem of corporate management is how to
make advancement as attractive as possible. The individual in middle
management may face a marginal tax rate of 35 or 40 percent, or sub-
stantially more, on a salary increase which a promotion involves. This
is obviously a lot less incentive to take on the new responsibilities than
would beithe case if the marginal rate were materiallylower.

The maximum capital gain rate of 25 percent, for example, which
might apply to a profitable stock option, means less watering down of
the reward and incentive.

Although the granting of a stock option is no guarantee whatever
that it will result in a ditional compensation, there is always that
possibility, coupled with the assurance that there will be a cei ing on
the highest applicable tax rate. The contingent nature of this form of
additional compensation is, in fact, most apt to appeal to precisely
the kind of risk-taking individual management is most anxious to spur
on to greater effectiveness.

If stock options have an effective place in a company's compensation
program, they are, of course, the most economical form of incentive
from the standpoint of the stockholders, involving, as they do, no
outlay of funds. Granting a key employee the right to buy stock in
the future at a price fixed in the present involves a decision to raise
new equity capital if the company prospers, and therefore additional
capital is needed in the business.

It is true that an option, when exercised, results in realizing a low-
er price for the shares than would have been obtained by waiting to
sell the Stock. To this extent, the stockholders are sharing some of
the gains from the success of the enterprise with those who presumably
have contributed most to achieve that success. This is both the in-

I
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centive and the reward. And it, is much more economical to the
stockholder than a salary increase or a bonus.

Senator GORE. May 1 ask a question right there?
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Gore.
Senator GORE. You have just said, Professor, that at this point

when the option is exercise,-I, the official, the holder of the restricted
option, shares in the gain of the company, and then you just said that
this was both his incentive and his reward.

Am I correctly quoting you?
Dr. MuiRAtY. That is correct.
Senator GoRe. Then at this point, when this citizen has a gain, has

a reward, should he not at, this point be subject, as other citizens are,
to the payment of taxes on his gain?

Dr. MURRAY. If he realizes the gain, it seems to me he should be
subjected to the same tax as any other investor would pay on the
realization of his 1in.

Senator GoRE. lut that isn't the law.
Dr. MURRAY. An individual who had owned the stock during that

period and sold it would pay at a capital gain rate. And there is
what the-

Senator GORE. And there is compensation for his services. This
is substantial-you say, and I agree with you, that he should pay his
taxes as other citizens do, at the time he receives his compensa-
tion.

Dr. MURRAY. If he realizes a gain on his investment in the com-
pany. And this is what he has made, an investment in the com-
pany.

Senator GORE. Now, you are shifting the scene to investment. You
started out saying that this was given to him as an incentive to give
greater service to the company, to share in its gain, and you had just
arrived at the point when you said that his compensation was now
realized, that he was sharing in the gains of the company, that he had
received his reward.

I take it, reward is compensation.
And you say that at this point he should then pay his taxes.
But the law exempts him from taxes at this point.
Do you support, or do you defend that provision of the law I
Dr. MURRAY. Sir, when he exercises his option he makes an invest-

ment, he buys shares of the company, just as you or I might buy
shares of the company.

Senator GORE. All right, let's analyze that.
You are now into the second phase.
But let's not leave the first phase.
The whole burden of your testimony is that the official should be

paid well; he should be given incentives to render good, dedicated
service; is that not right ?

Dr. MtauAy. Yes, sir.
Senator GORE. And that the most effective way of providing this

reward, this incentive, and this compensation for dedicated service is
the granting of stock options ?

Dr. MURRAY. In my opinion, that is one of the effective ways.
Senator GORE. All right. Say this official has an option to buy'stock

for $1' million. The company has prospered. The price of the stock
73257-61---8
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has risen. Until the day upon which he exercises the option, the stock
which he is privilegd to buy as incentive, its reward, as compensation,
at $1 million, has a market v'alue of $2 million. lie has then realized
it reward; he has then been compensated to tie extent of $1 million.
And, as I understand you, you say that lie should then pay taxes its
other citizens.

Dr. MURRAY. If he realizes the gain, as any investor must pay a tax
if he realizes tile gain.

Senator Gor,. I an not speaking of nt iiivestor. I am speaking of
the privileges, the reward as you described it.

Dr. MunmRA, Sir, might fexplain-
Senator (W&RE Ile is not an investor until he exercises his option,

anA at the time he exercises his option he has then received his reward,
his compensation, to which you refer as incentive?

Dr. MIU RA . He has not realized it until he sells the shares. The
stock may l right back down to a million dollars next year. If lie
hasn't sofd it, hehlias received nothing,

Senator Goit, Do you seriously contend that if I sell you a share
for $1 and that share is worth $2 that you haven't realized a
benefit of $11

Dr. MURRAY, Not unless I sell it and convert it into cash, I have not
realized anything.

Senator Uoit, Now you know-
Dr. MURRAY. And I would have no tax liability.
Senator D R&. I always marvel-well, if you seriously think that,

I won't ask anything else.
Senator ]I xrirr. lay I get into this, Mr. Clinirn'ini?
Many people went broke in 1928 because they looked at the market

before the October crash and decided they were rich. And then when
the market crashed and they found out actually at what price they
could sell their securities, they discovered they were bankrupt.

Nrowv, it is not how much, what kind of a figure you put on a list
opposite the value of your property that makes it worth that niuch;
the test is at what price can you sell it.. And under tile capital-gains
law, you are not required to pay capital gains every time the stock
market goes up on a share of stock that you own; you only pay your
capital gain when you actually achieve it. In some cases people who
assume they have capital gains, looking at the stock market reports
daily in the paper, find to their regret tI icy have a loss when they get
reay to sell. It is a very common story that you count your chickens
before they are hatched.

And when you actually sell, or have to sell, you find yourself in
twrious difficulty.

The position of my friend from Tennessee reminds me of the fa-
mous story about the man who had the thousand dollar dog to sell.
He had a dog, and he said he wasn't going to sell him unless he got a
thousand dollars for him. Now, he had a valuable property. He
met another friend the next day, and the fellow said, "Did you sell
your dog I"

"Yes, sure."
"Well, did you get a thousand dollars for him ?"
"Oh, yes, I took two $500 cats in trade."
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Now, as I understand the arguitent of my friend from Tennessee,
it is that if on a given day you look into the stock market report in
the paper and it says, you have got $'2 million worth of stock that
you then actually have it, and you should pay capital gains tax on it.

But looking at it tomorrow, this million dollars worfli of stock may
be worth $800,000, and you nmy be more interested in finding out
whether you can get a capital loss.

Senator GORE. If the Senator so understands me, he misunder-
stands me. I am not speaking of cats and dogs. I am speaking of
compensation through transferrable instruments that have real, tangi-
ble value. It is not in any respect comparable to someone's imagina-
tion about a dog being worth a thousand dollars. If I sell you
$1,000 worth of shares in IBM today, and at a price of $500, you
have a tangible profit. You can convert it to cash on the same day
at the same hour, and if I give it to you by way of compensation for
services rendered, then the Supreme Court in Justice Black's opinion,
says this: "When assets are transferred an employer to an em-
ployee to secure better services, they are plainly compensation."

Senator BENNrr. I am not quarreling with the fact that they are
compensation, but my point is that you can't measure the value of
the compensation until you test it by selling the stock.

Now, if you give me-and I would be very happy to make that deal
with you, I would be glad to buy $1,000 worth of IBM, or receive
$1,000 for $500-

Senator GonE. Will you be willing to pay an income tax on it.
Senator BoNzq'Irr. If I sell it that way and make $500 profit, I

would include it in my income tax.
But-
Senator Goz. Wait just a minute. This is an interesting point.

If I give it to you by way of compensation, I have then compensated
you $500 for services rendered. Why should you want to postpone
the payment of taxes on that, or why should you be justified-why
should the Congress permit you to postpone your tax liability any
more than if I wrote you a check of $500 for services rendered iSenator BE TT. Because the check is worth $500. Presumably
I can take such check down to a bank and get $500.

Senator GORE. You can take the stock, too.
Senator BENxTT. But when you give me the stock, you give me

actually more than you do if you give me $500 in cash, you give me
the option, you give me the right-I won't use the word "option"-
the opportunity to hold that stock. I can hold the check for a year,
and all I will get out of the check is $500, and a lot of angry letters
from the bank asking me, why don't you cash the check so the record
can be complete.

But if you give me the stock, you give me the right of holding that
for a length of time to take a risk with it, the possibility that it may
be worth more than $500, or less depending on the rise and fall of the
market.

Senator GoRE. You must stand on risk on my check.
Senator BENxmFr. Well, far be it from me to suggest that your

checks are not good.
Senator GORE. This is not exactly a confession.
Senator BENNErr. No, I am sure it isn't.
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When you give me the stock you give me something that mi ht be
said to have a value that cannot be completely measured. AnT4 de-
cide that if I want to hold it, I may get more for what you have given
me and also I run the risk of getting less.

Therefore, it seems to me that it is reasonable to apply the tax at
the time I have actually determined whether my risk was a good one
or a bad one.

Senator GoRx. Well, if I may respectfully suggest it, you are con-
fusing compensation with investment. The role of an investor is one
thing, and the role of an employee's compensation is something else.

Now when I employ you-and I would be very happy to employ
you if [ had the p1vilegv--and your compensation is to be $500 and
I give you either a check or stock values with current, available, nego-
tiable value of an equal amount, then you have been comrcn!qted $500.

According to the Supreme Court, this is comixaisation in c.5ther
event.

And tax liability should, in my opinion, accr de.
But, by reason of this irAimick in ie ttx law, the tax liability is

postponed, deferred. 'And no tax may ever be paid. The stock might
never be sold.

Senator BENNerr. I wonder if this isn't inherent in the nature of
the stock whiei you give me as compensation. You gve it to me on
Friday, anO the stock exchange is closed, and I can't cash it until Mon-
day., I x.,y automatically have an increase, even though I desired to
cash it as quickly as possible. The very nature of the one, the check,
is that it relates to money which has a fixed value.

The stock is a share in an enterprise, and that value can vary from
day to day it does on the big board, and maybe even with the best of
intentions, before I could get down and trade that stock I would have
a profit or loss in it.

Senator GoRe. That is almost as imaginary as the dog and the cat.
We are speking of transferable instruments with tangible values.

We are speaking of compensation to corporate employees.
That is what you were talking about, wasn't it, Professor?
Dr. Mumtay. Could I explain precisely the compensation and the

investment to clarify my earlier statement
I believe that I could clear up, perhaps, one point in connection

with this if I had the opportunity to give an explanation.
Senator Goit. You shall have whatever opportunity you desire,

Professor.
I would like first, if you do not mind, to ask you if at this point you

were not speaking of the compensation, incentive or rewards given to
corporate employees.

Dr. Mumt.. I was, sir. I was not sufficiently specific in defining
the terms, which is precisely what I would like to do now.

Senator GORE. You shall have the privilege.
Dr. MUMtAy. Thank you, sir.
As of today, if I am working for you you are my employer, you

collectively as a board of directors, on tifs day I can go out in the
market and buy stocking bur companA or you can say to me, "Pro-
fessor Murray, we will give you a right to buy stock at any time at
approximately today's tnarket price."

Senator GORE. Let's put a figure, say 100.

I /
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Dr. MURRAY. Let's say 100, the stock is selling at 100, andyou say,
"Professor Murray, if you will continue to work for me and behave
yourself and do your jo, you may buy these same shares that you can
buy on the market at $100 at any time from the company for $100 a
share."

Senator GORE. Now, at this point you make no investment, do you?
Dr. MuRRAY. I have made no investment.
Senator GORE. You have assumed no risk.
Dr. MURRAY. Instead of my going out and making the investment

on that day in order to own some shares in the company, I have been
granted the right to postpone the date of the investment. And this,
of course, is of value to me.

Senator GORE. You have not only been given that right, you have
also been given the choice as to whether you will postpone it or
whether you will decline it, isn't that right?

Dr. MURRAY. That is correct.
Sen ator GoRE. And what does it cost you?
Dr. MURRAY. It costs itiC mry best efforts to the enterprise in the

future.
Senator GORE. At this point, when I, your employer, grant to you,

my employee, this privilege, which at some indefinite time you have
the privilege of choosing to exercise, you have invested nothing?

Dr. MURRAY. That is correct.
Senator GORE. You have paid nothing for it. You have assumed

no financial risk is that correct?
Dr. MuRRAY. That is correct.
Senator GORE. Now-----
Dr. MumuY. The only risk I have undertaken is my commitment

to stay with this company and work for it real hard.
. Senator GoRE. That may or may not be a condition of the stock
option.

Dr. MURRAY. In most cases, of course, it is. In most enterprises, it
is a real condition.

Senator BENNErr. Professor Murray, even if it is not a contractual
condition, it has the effect on you of making you feel that you want
to stay, even though you make no promise to lim?

Dr. MURRAY. That is absolutely right, my good standing and my
reputation is committed.

Senator GORE. As a sidelight to that, many of the options, Pro-
fessor, the record shows, have been granted just before retirement.
So I am perfectly willing to take a hypothetical case, which you wish
to take, but we must understand what the case is.

Now you have taken yourself as a hypothetical employee.
Dr. MURRAY. That is right.
Senator GoRx. I, as your employer. And I have conferred upon

you the privilege of exercising an option or not exercising an option.
Dr. MuRRAY. That is right.
Senator GoRE. At some later date, but indefinite date to purchase

stock in the company at I believe you said, $100.
Dr. MuRP Y. Yes. What you have given me is this flexibility as

to time.
Senator GORE. Now, why have I-
Dr. Mumu-R. You have given me a fixed price at which I pan acquire

the stock.
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And if I don't have thi.s in order to buy the stock, I may have to
pay $106 next week, I may be able to buy it for $95, that is fine, but
I11my have to pay $106 or $120.

senator (lonv. You siy I have given you something, I have given
you ti option, that is what it is. It is restricted to you, and a few
more Iike you.

)r. Arlotk. That is right.
senator (lie. And you have paid nothing for it.
Dr. MJtU HAV. That is right.
Seuntor Gint, You have no capital risk involved.
Dr. MURRAv. That is right.
zpnator ou.. Now,go to your next step.
Dr. MNIMA. Now, w1hatis this worth to me?
This is the privilege of making an investment at a price fixed at a

tiate of my own choosing. The answer is, nobody knows on the date
of granting the option whether this is going to be worth anything
or not, If the company succeeds and it grows and it flourishes-and
pltrhal.q I have been mible to contribute something to this perform.
1atce-theni it is going to be of importance for nle to have had tlis right
to purchase the stock at this later date at a fixed price.

Senator hoim. And this is to be a part, and is a part, of your re-
WardN MI u1y employeeI

Dr, MtutAT. That iscoriet.
Now, how big Is the reward I
The reward is that when I realize, or if I realize on that stock, and

I sit down and compute my gain-
Senator GOR . Now, you are entirely missing the step-
Dr, AtraitAv. And pay my tax-
Senator ORE. You are entirely missing a step, Professor. Let's

come to the point where you exercise your option, let's not leap over
that.

Dr. MtIMRAr. All right, when I exercise my option, I have not re-
alized anything. I have made an investment, I own a Certain number
of shares at $100 a sha re.

This is the only fact that has been finally and conclusively
determined.

Senator GOR. You just said to me a few moments ago that this
right which you had the privilege of exercising was a part of your
reward as my employee.

Dr. MURRAY. Yes.
Senator Gor.. Now, you have come to the point, of exercising that

right, at which time you receive your reward is that correct I
Dr. M RRAT. This is the time at which i har acquired-
Senator GORE. How can you have it without receiving it
Dr. MtRRAY. Until I sell the stock T have not. realized my reward.Senator Gonr, Now, you in your own words said that this privilege

which you had of exercising an option was a part of your reward as
my employee.

"Dr.umu-r. That is, right. We now have the problem of determin-
ing the amount of the reward, how inuch is the reward.

Senator Gomt At the time you exercise it?
Dr. MuRRAY. How much is my reward.
SenatorGou. At the time you receie itI
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Dr. Muimmy. My rewt'd is realized when I sell that stock, and that
is when I pv my i ux us any other investor does.

8enutor 0ou:. You receive your reward, Professor-and not even a
IIrofessor culn avoid logic-at the time vou exercise your option.

hereafter, you are ni investor but at the time you exercise your
option, whlichX ill your owut words was a part, of your reward as my
employee, you have received your reward, and, under the Supreme
Court decision, this is compensation on which you would have taxliality.

it, by reason of this gimmick which the Congress so unwisely wrote
iito th law, this is artiicially overlooked.

This tax liability is deferred.
Dr. M UluAY. Senator, may I elaborate on our illustration here?
On this same day you gave me that option I had some money that

I had saved tip, and I bought 100 shares at i100 a share in the open
market. On the day-

Seinator GolE. Lit's just understand this-
Dr. MtIIUIAY. This 1 bought on my own.
Senator Goit. Yes, and there you were an investor.
Dr. MURRAY. Yes.
Senator GORE. In the other instance you are an employee, and you

are being compensated, you are being given an option as a part of your
reward, as a part, of your compensation, as an employee. Insofar as
the function of investment, this is something which you could do
whether you were an employee or not.

Dr. MURRAY. Absolutely.
Now on the day when I exercised my option-let's say it is 5 years

later, the stock is selling at 150-I now have two blocks of stock, each
of widch cost me $100 a share. Each block of share is selling at $150.
Do you contend, sir, that on the stock I bought outright that there
is some kind of a tax payable if I don't sell it?

Senator GoRE. No, that is not the law.
Dr. MURAY. Certainly. And I have two blocks of stock, they each

cost me $100 a share, and I haven't sold either block, I have realized no
income in any definition of the tax law. If I sell my stock, whether it
be my option stock or mine directly, I am prepared to pay the capital
gains tax.

Senator GOor. Surely a professor in a school so renowned as yours
is able to distinguish between the role of an employee and the reward
he receives as an employee, and the role of an investor who purchases
with his capital and takes the risk involved therewith.

Senator BzsNx-r. May I ask a question
If on this mythical day when you are about to reward a faithful

employee you decide to pay him cash, you are going to pay him $10,000
in cash as compensation, and the corporation then gets the tax benefit
of 52 percent of that cash, because it is employees compensation which
is taxable. But, if on that day they.decide to give him an option to
buy $10,000 worth of stock at the price ruling that day, the corpor#-
tion is not allowed to deduct 52 percent of the value of that stock.

S0 you do not have an identical situation with respect to employee
compensation,.

In one case you are going to pay him cash, and in the other. case
you are going to give him a stock option.
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Thee is another difference before you start,
Is that. right, Professor Murray V
JDr. MuRltA. That is absolutely correct. What you are giving in

the option foriml is the right to invest in the future at, it IpiCe, It is
a ,vis the right, to invest and what. the man acquires is an ii'estnient.
The diftl'tnee between the option on the stock and buying it in the
market is the difference in price.

Wlun ho realizes oil the satle of the stock, as you stated clearly, earlier,
that is when (he gain is realizedI, that is when a. tax is clearly l)Ryable,
as on thesale of any capital asset.

Senator l1rNNFA-r. Tis is the fIrst. time lie knows the real value
of tie right lie has 6en given, in ternus of its ultimate compensation
to him ?

Dr. Ntmuty. Sir, this is it lesson that I learned at the very start
of my business experience, when I went to work in a bank, and they
ave e1plovees the opportunity to buy stock way below the market.
iou could buy it, at $105 a share and make regular payments out of
your salary for it. The only trouble with this valuable option that
was worth-the stock was worth $200 a share or more when you got
it-was that by the time you paid for it the stock was worth $40 a
shaitt This was a test of whether that option had been of value to
you, what the stock was worth when you sold it.

Semtor B13FNwrr. I was going to develop the same kind of ap-
proach with this example:

Sup"o a faithful employee had been given a stock option in 1929,
and had deided on the inorning of that October day that the market
had readied a point now where lie was going to sell it, but by the time
he could get off work or get to his broker, Wtto was busy, ie suddenly
discovered that the stoek was worth 10 percent of what it had been
worth the night before when he had Made his decision.

It enis to me that people who tend to argue about this as a gini-
mick always assume that all stocks go up.

And, unfortunately, I have learned, as you have, that many of them
tend to go the other way.

Senator Gomwt. Before we go ar.y further, Senator Bennett, the sit-
uation which you outline, of which you said you were not sure, is, I
think, correct, If a corporation pays its employee a thousand dollars,
or $10,000, in salary or bonus, that is an expense of doing business,
and that is deductible.

If, instead of the corporation giving to its employee $10,000 in stock
values--

Snator Bx,'Err. The option to purchase $10,000 in stock values.
Senator (kau. The option to purchase stock in a manner which

gives to the employee a purchase price $10,000 less than the market
value, then this is itot deductible, and that illustrates one of the evils
of this system which rests in a watering down of the value of the
stock of all stockholders in this particiuhar corporation.

Doctor, I will not,-it may not have been your purpose to draw a
clear line of distinction between thirerole of an investor on the one
hand and rewards and compensatior, of an employee on the other.
But you have done it, So we will thank you, sir, and you may proceed.

Dr. Muu uY. Any device such as this needs regulation to assure its
fair and equitable use.
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Logicalily and ill Vractice, this regulatioii iti supplied for inest priblic
companies by the SEFXC. Proxy# sitaoienlts aid annual reports provide
the stockholders with con plete information is a basis for their bal-]oting on tho t optoionpln I. I na". '

In my judlgmentt, the question of the volume andi terms 4f the op-
lins gt'mte(-is the lroptr concen of stockholders, nd p resent regu-

Jnftions place thom in po~ssion of the relevant facts, along with In-
formation about other oleinents in the comlptsation narrtilgaients.

I ain not in it postidn to speak for others, but' i, tipoint which
111r. Livingston mnde earlier this morning I know in the investment
cornp any of which I ain a director we closely examine the terms of
stoc option phns before we vote on. themn. t iid it hs not been un-
known foe us to obtain changes in stock option plans when we did not
feel that they were fully in the stockholders' interest. , I I

But, by and largo stockholders have approved, stock option plans
in large numbers, and for three principal reasons t

First, any company can afford liberal compensation of good man-
agement. Only inferior management'is really expensive and stock-
holders know it, , ' I I I ,

Second, salary payments to management tend to be relatively fixed.
Stock options require the achievement of results before they become
a real form of compensation, ,

Third, key employees will be more effective if they hve sto.C op-
tions as a constant reminder of the fact that they are hired not just to
perform specific services, but to contribute to the long-ranga profitabil-
ity of the enterprise.

It is this profit consciousness of key employees that stock options
emplieim in a most economical way.

Now, it is easy to recognize that this is vitally important to the
stockholders of an individual company. But all of us are interested
in the profitability of business, Profits are the reward foi risk taking
which provides job opportunities, economic growth, and greater
output.

Also, in our kind of a profit and loss economy, profits are the meas-
ure of efficiency--the effciency of management in utilizing the re-
sources which savers have made available to it, To say that we wish
to encourage profit consciousness is merely to say that we favor the
encouragement of the drive for efficiency and productivity in Amer-
ican industry.

With our freedom--with our system of individual freedom and
initiative in crucial competition against totalitarian, system in the
arena of world opinion, we should, overlook -o, opportunity to rein.
force this drive for efficiency and productivity,

Stock options, because they have made a modest contribution to this
top priority of objective, deserve our encouragement. ,.

As Mr. Ford has stated inthe title% of his article, stock options, are
in the public interest, •

Thank you for your patience.
Senator Goni (-presiding).. Thank you.,
Senator BENfmr. Noquestions.
Senator Gonm. The next witness is LouisWare.
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BTATIVINT Or LOUIS WA1RX INTERNATIONAL MINERtALS &
OEIMWAL 00"sP

Uri WVTIM. Mir, Chlntnui And meiners of the eominittee, my tnme
Is JAMIS WIAM 1, I at aMinlig 0engineer Mnd e011MIratlon kelcti'e.

I shall opeak its one who hans beit reswoshhP foy Initlating lit a
wrpoitioii A, pla of stoek optional; it one who hunm enjoyed thle beatietltn

Sentttor (JIttim. Aro you referring now to irehld stock options I
Mi~AthAw Ve that is1 thle Altbject.
ST01toalty 'yes.ln oush tckoto There are many

kitnis of mtotik optionsm. Tito nubjeet, here In the retried stook option.
Nth IVARK(otiun) And I have seen the utility of Cte stock

option plivi lit Wilding A, eApable tvain of ntatingehutstit experts9
I gaduAted fromi thi-Uiversity of Xetitucky, the Mihmi ofAho

lin 11)7 1 bogait ii career lit thoe opper mines of Arixona, I worked
there ow til ing enllineer" Chief enineer, mkinter, boss, forennin, general
foeatniand Puper intoniient. of A, firge cop itniltip,

Prom Ihero I went, to Smith Atnerie iviinl ter wns general superit.
tenden1t, Of H11110 lit the n11itAte fields of Chile,

Wote I actead as consultant for it mimuber of minig companies Iit
New York, "nd testified As eXIMert lit mut1ing litigation.

I VW) had4 b amts of exp.3r letwo with A, major banik iii New- York
'i~~wheili I lukvtldX - a1rimius lt1.itn it gAnd 6114MshIi~saluelits.

rn Wl~4 I was appointed president of' lie t niterl 101t.,trilc Coatl Co.,
it% which, A pilimr of New York banks halid large interests.

it WOW1 I left th1t eopally to I*Vollne )rtsdtont of mly prempent
txlmtley whielh in thle I lternahnit iqm Ainerni ts' & Chettlieal 'Mitp

it t109 1 bevamoe hah'ni of the boaik-l of directors, 11nd I now

I have' ham dl~md experieknce lIt mining and bisiess
While in New Yok I studied bank lng and finance And heoenjt

famiiar with thle hivetment eoinmiunity antd the secur~ties niarkets.
In 10301, whea I began, with this mlmuy as its president we had

mivfts of "o%%what iem thian $10 million. This conpy although htav-
itW been iti existence 29 years ha neer rad a dividerd on its common
slireiS and had arrears of approximatel&y $90 a sharm on its preferred

pasi ad ikwt
hima iraited a general long-term. plan of exaso ndgoh

wliih mainly mwnised of thle development of a larwe ptash inet in
New Ilextco, expansion wid improvement of out p tophate mining
and phosphate chemical operation, the acquisition o~fohr companies,
anid txpaiajon in the chemical business

Soofi after this start, I sucesful ly remoAtalized our company,
"tSbhishing a now common Shane and a referred share on which
divMends baxi* been paid regularly ever since that begihnintgThi conipany's sales have gone from that in 1089 of $10 million
tip to the present $180 million.

This year we will have profits of approximately $8 million.
We niow have Mining, Chemical and mineral plants in -70 -locations.

Ouir head office. is located in Skokie IlIl. a suburb, of Chicago. And
we have office in a number of cities abroad.
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I 0Xlerienle*d fle rilniI th e value of stock options, After there
WAR f sahlwlng of eCesssi with this Voi1iliMy Ini my iands, the ft.
t1111t, I wag i-ained rnd e xperielties in inhtg, there were it number
of ntilning (3ollpatilie 1100di edm )resuetll1 rid many offers were made
to inti,, Alxmt tht im n I hNI we stayed our stock option plan, and
I Was oIl of tile fist, to obtain all otiollh

I refer of course in till my talk here,n8e ator Gore, to the restricted
stoWk oltioli.

'Finis st Ok opfien emtrilinted rumoh--
S&maf or (Imm, Mity I itiquire thsre? At, that time how many others

reeIVNd this privilege?
Mr. WAne. I cannot tell you how many, But I would say there

were lrolily 24, It wa the top, key tenit in the company.
8eintor (JoRE. And how mnatty employes did your company have atthlat C1111( I
Mr. WMts'. At that time we probably lhad two or three thoustad

Slmator ( off K, Mothls is notexactIv au e Impuoyeol.on
Mr, WARN, No, it is ntu. And I do not thIk that the stock option

privilego Is us fid if grant too far. I am not one who supports in
general Cli o profit-sharing Plans,

This stockI option contributed inueh to inake my job more attractive
and keepl ie from accepting another job. I know from my own
oxperienle what It moans to the young executive to have a stock
option, and what the stock option Incentive will do to hold him on
the Job in the fcot of offers from other companies.
Also, our stock option plan was very helpful to me In building up

this company during recent years. I could nt have obtained the
skilled and experien ed men needed for this growth if I had not bee
able to offer the stock option incentive,

'he very basis of our capitalistkl sy ym is that of incentive,
Senator GonE. Would you mind it I interrupted you there? You

are outlining a very interesting situation and as we go along we ,an
clear up sos points,

You say that the sales of your company in 1930 were only $10 mi-t
lion per annum, and that sales have rixen today to $130 million.
What were these sales in 1950.

Mr. WARE. The sale figure in 1050 was $58 million, We hsve
enjoyed steady growth over this peiod. I think our sales will be
in the next year $140 million ani in the next year $150 million or
$160 million.

Senator Goim. 1950 was a time when minerals were in demand; is
that not true?

Mr. Wuuz. Yes, They are continuously in demand.
Senator Goim. Would you estimate your sales-I am not expecting

you to be exact-but would it be in the order Of $100 million 4k 19501
Mr. WAR. The sales in 1950 were $58 million.
Senator Gone. So the growth of your company had been amured

before Congress created this loophole I
Mr. Wuiz. It is certainly true that a wonderful start had been made

with our company. And, up to that time I had been working; and
my team had been working good. But as we grow, we needed

110
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Senator GORe. You had been receiving salaries before that, had
you?

Mr. WAR. Yes.
Senator Gou.. On which you paid your taxes at the legal rate?
Mr. WAM& That is correct.
Senator GOrE. So the growth and success of your company has not

been the result of restricted stock option and the privilege of deferred
tax liability, if at all, but it was assured before Congress pased this
billI

Mr. WARR. Oursales in 1951 were $66 million.
(The following was later received for th9 record:)

INTERNATIONAL, MINRAI.8 & CHEMIOAL CORP.,July 29, 1961.

Hon. Autmar Ooi,
U.S. Senate, lVaehinglon, D.C.
My DZAR SpwTxowoO: In my testimony before the Senate Finance Committee

on Friday after I had talked of the growth of our company, you askeo me what
our sales were in 1951, and I was unable to give you thet Oigure. Our total sales
In that year were $6 million, and at the present time they are $130 million. So
you can see, we have practically doubled the volume of our business in those 10years.

It wag a pleasure to appear before your committee and endeavor to be of some
help in this important meeting.

Sincerely yours,
" ,Louis WAitc.

Senator GORE. You say from 193( to now you had a steady growth?
fMr. Wu. That is right.

Senator Goum. With or without stock options ?
,Mr. WAim. Over the period prior to stck options that is true.
The very basis of our capitalistic system is that of incentive. Dur-

ing recent years rising income taxes have made it impossible for youug
executives with families to accumulate capital. Ours is the cap ito
system, and we must provide opportunity to make capitalists if this
'system is to survive.
* Skilled management people with proven ability are the hardest ones
to get and hold in a company's organization. The stock option plan
ii3 one of offering added incentives to men in this category.. It makes it
-possible foi' young executives to become more than Just a hired hand in
a corp0 rtion. Through options they obtain a share in the enterprise,
and acquire the viewpoint of ahi owner in planning the growth and
successs of theibusiness. It is impossible to do this on salary after
'income tkxes'today.. We need this incentive for management very
Iiuph.
e: have sen,' and I know, the enthusiasm among keymen for the
opportunity which stock options offer them. The granting of these
options is a valuable t.ol to generate-high morale and keen emphasis
'smo ng these top skilled people inthe growth and success of a corporate

It is difficult to get highly trained techiical speialists? sals man-
agers, and, experienced management executives today. There Is a
shortage at this time, and the m-aager of'a corporation needs and must
usevevery device h6 can to; obtain and hold high-grade men and keep up
a hi h degree of enthusiasm among his staff.'

The stock option with the tax advantage as provded by the act of
Congress offers real incentive. If we destroy the incentives, we tend
toward socialism.
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In the present world situation, it is even more necmssary that we
encourage the developmentt of new skill and talent. This is essential
if we are to keep our corporation strong and realize the continued
gi owth of the productive capacity of this Nation.

In our opinion, if Congress removes tie stock option plan as a moans
of creating incentive, one more step is taken toward the elimination
of incentives which are a vital part of our capitalistic system.

The president of our company delivord an address at the Harvard
Business School on June 9 having the title "Stock Options--Their
Morality and Practical Applications."

This speech contains all our arguments for the continued granting
of stock options. I submit a copy of this speech and ask that it be
made a part of the record in this hearing.

Senator GoPu. Without objection, it will be accepted.
(The information referred to follows:)

STOGV OxrONs-TuxiM xlORALITY AND PaAcTIOAL AppLIOATiONS

<An address by Thomas U. Ware, president, Internatlonal Minerals & Chemical
Corp., delivered before tie S1st National Business Conference, sponsored by
Harvard Business School Association, Soldiers' Field, Boston, Mass., Friday,
June 9, 1901)
Let me begin by discussing the semantics of my title, "Stock Options-Their

Morality and Practical Applications,"
It Is natural If you wish to attack an Issue to do It in the most inflammatory

language, so we hear stock options attacked as a moral issue which I contend
they are not.

The moral implications involved, It seems to me, are to be associated with the
broader question of whether Incentives are moral or not.

Stock options, one of several forms of incentives, should be discussed In terms
,of their effectiveness in aiding management.

The stock option program gives the chief executive a special management in-
strument-a precise instrument for a precise purpose It is intended to motivate
and compensate the few risk takers in the upper ranks of management For
middle management, contributing to a company, but not taking decisive risks,
there is a bonus. Other forms of Incentive compensation exist to attain special
goals.

At the broad base of the company, employee compensation is limited to salary.
Some companies have devised compensatory programs that reach Into the main
body of employees with incentives such as a profit-sharing program.

In my opinion, you are Dot going to do away with stock options unless you are
ready to make the broader decision of removing incentive from our free competi.,
tive system. If we are ready to go that far, then the question of stock options
Is relatively minor, indeed.

The Congress of the ,United States in its wisdom has recognized the need for a
law that would provide incentive under high income taxes for those willing to risk
either their capital or their management reputation and careers. ,

It Is notable that the Senate Finance Committee, In approving the capital gains
provision of the Internal Revenue Code, defined its purpose in these words:

"Such options are frequently used as incentive devices by corporations who
wish to attract new management * * * to convert their officers into partners by
giving them a stake In the business 5 * * to retain the services of executives who
might otherwise leave * * or give their employees, generally, a more direct inter-
est in the success of the corporation."
Not defomninp abuse#

I do not overlook the fact that there have been abuses of 4tle stock option
system, but neither am I here to defend them.

I am prepared to discuss the well-concelved, well-directed option program as
a means of achieving Important corporate goals and I am prepared to discuss
my views on the morality of incentives In our kind of economy.

Where the question of morality is raised, the principal argumen are that
.stock options are dlsrm Anatory, 4u that they apply, only to a few, and since
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ptulpletd, after other comipetlitolas are *provide a, then tile stock option plan
becortars nieonxingfulA
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What are some of the considerations In establishing a good stock option plan?
One consideration is the important relationship of option shares to executive

salary. The number of shares offered should be large enough to provide an
Incentive, but not so large its to discourage hope of acquiring the total. Counsel
on this subject would indicate that 1 'j to 2 times annual salary is not incentive
enough a(d that more than 4 or 5 times annual salary is too much. The medial
arrived at in a recent survey of options granted to 50 top executives was 21A
times annual salary.

Since one of the most acceptable features of a stock option is that it makes the
executive a partner In the business, retention of the stock should be strongly
encouraged by the plan, but not stipulated.

It seems to me that there is a better chance of the stock being retained If the
executive option is not granted as promptly ts other compensation.

Appreciation of the value of an option increases during the waiting period that
many plans require before the option can be exerclsed. As a practical matter, the
Securities and Exchange Commission rule, which requires an officer or director to
hold optioned stock for at least 0 months after Its purchase, encourages retention
of the stock as an Investment.
Relon~i, adtkeble

Some plans require that the optionee sign a statement to the effect that he,
his surviving spouse, and children are bound to acquire the stock for Investment
and not for distribution.

While retention )f tht shares by the executive Is highly desirable, It seems
to me that for 14%,.4 eirwk option to be practical it must rtcopie that the execu-
tire wit be lees likely to Invest either his money or his time in a company It his
stock Is nonnegotiable. If he has to risk a depresion, or a major market slump
with no means to protect his investment, no executive will exercise his option.
He would be In the category of second-class investor.

Unwarranted restriction destroys the incentive which Is the main purpose of
the management stock option.,

As a means of encouraging' executives to hold their optioned stock as an in.
vestment, I see greater value resulting from a waiting period of a year or two
before the option can be exercised and in limiting the amount of the option that
can be exemcsed In any one year.

As a practical argument for its sumese the stok option should be limited
to the few executives who are In a position to Influence the company growth
by their decisions and contrlbqtfions.

Where you place the reeponstbility and risk, you should also place the rewards
for success

Reported practices would Indicate that most companies have adhered well to
this stipulation by keeping te stock option incentive for responsible top manage-
ment A random study of stock option plans showed that in the median com.
pany one-half of 1 percent, or 80 out of 5,900 employees, received stock options.

Another consideration In determining who should be covered by stock options
is that coverage should be equitable. All top management with comparable re-
sponsibilities for the growth of the business should be included.

P 6*o9 04 8t41W
Some method of assisting executives with financing In order to acquire their

options Is also desirable. Without this, it is almost certain that the executive,
whose sole Income Is his salary, will be forced, in this era of high taxes, to sell
some of his shares in order to acquire permanent holdings. The Romney inci-
dent illustrates this.

Several methods of financing stock options through time payments, bank loans,
or loans through pension funds, Insurance companies, and private Individuals
not subject to the Federal Reserve Board Regulation U, are followed in practice,
but there is value for the company If a purchase plan Is provided. It helps to
insure that the plan will work as desired.

ohe kind ot shares used for stock options is often a matter of some concern
to atoekholders.

The use of unissued or treasury shares, ,which Is the common practice, brings
additonal funds to the business and at less expense than buying them on the
open market.

This has raised the question of dilution of equity. But objections of this
kind shrink before the fact, when you examine the proportion of shares avail-
able for option in most companies, compared to the total shares outstanding.
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In 100 plans reviewed by the Now York Stock Exchange In 155 and 1956, the
shares available for option, compared to total shares outstanding, ranged from
less than 1 percent to 14 percent-the median being 4.7 percent.

Opt(n price amendment
Discussion of the practical features of a stock option plan must include con

sidoration of amendments to lower the stock option price. If we are to be prae.
tical, we must realize that the price of option shares is determined on the free
market. If unusual rcirustances such as recession, or a technological revolu-
tion. in an Industry, should drop the stock prceo below the option for a pro.
tracted period, some amendment of the option price Is necessary If management
Is to employ this kind of Incentive with effect.

A few conpanies have Introduced price amendments with stockholder ap-
proval and their action was uphold by the courts, but I feel that good faith die-
tates that amendments of this kind should have stockholder approval.

At this point, It occurs to me that perhaps I am taking too much for granted
in assuming that because you invited me here you know a good bit about ourf
company. Unless you are it bulk buyer of minerals. and chemicals, you wouldn't
know our products. But belive me sincerely when I say I wish all of you were
bulk buyers of minerals and chemicals. We certainly would welcome you.

We have one major consumer Item called Ac'cent ® which has the reputation
of being sold through more chain retail stores than any other food product In
the United States. It is a monosodium glutamate product which brings out the
natural flavor of meats and other foods and it's popular with cookN, from the
professionals to the outdoor home barbecue type.

We are the world's largest source of food producIng minerals-namely phos-
phato aud potash-and a leading producer of feldspar and clays used in the
foundry industry.

I relate this to acquaint you with the fact that ours Is a basic Industry which
experiences strong competition. We appreciate the importance of the dollar.

It might appear to you that a fertilizer company is not in competition with
Time magazine or Texas Instruments, both of whom are also represented on
your program here. But we are In competition with them. We compete with
them for now capital from the money market; we compete with them for the
Investor's dollar; and we compete for the best skills and talents in the manage-
ment field. In these and other areas managements compete with management.
This is best Illustrated In the practice of financial experts who appraise the
vigor, the skill and the age of a company's management before drawing their
conclusions.

In this competitive situation, I regard the stock option as a highly specialized
Instrument designed to bring about management ends.

I have drawn the perspective in which I believe it works and that I-after
the corporate goals are set, and the structure to attain them is built, after the
key people for the structure are secured-that is when you provide the incentives
such as salaries, bonuses, and stock options.
Meets today's needs

Uniquely suited to our times and the needs of our economy, the stock option
is well placed in the compensation portfolio of the top executive who Is expected
to provide his company's growth.

In setting the goals of our company, we have settled for no small plans. The
same high standards have prevailed in setting the structure and in manning It.

Our goals are big in the sense that we serve a national purpose by helping to
feed the world, while maintaining our free and Independent competitive system.
The Importance of this role is clear when you realize that American agriculture,
which we serve, has reached a point of efficiency where three-tenths of 1 per.
cent of the world population now produces 10 percent of the world's food.,

Let me give you a respected authoritative opinion as background, for why
I think that the stock option is a fundamentally sound part of our economy and
an unusually effective way of maintaining it.

The noted historian Arnold Toynbee, in his examination of 28 civilizations,
concluded that al but one--our own--had died, or is In the death throe& He
found one common weakness was the major cause In each demise and that is the
drying up of creative leadership.' The failures resulted from a weakening of the
will to meet new difflculties and from attempts to solve current problem with
old solutions that did not meet present needs.
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So far, tis evillat1ion lio fostere(, maik's bopole Intuitihn to trlve and to
grow. 11or. In Amnrken, undor mueh Invoittlve, the eorpn'tin hn (tevelopcwd
and neiteve'd its fiHtt pt'rforintuic, unequita1tl anyiwheroe III ih world for the
variety and greatoms of Its contributhts. Nowhet'ro els] have the inturets ot
the sttwkhohlhr, numagemnut nd board of directors work In siteh linrinolly.

It our elviliNAtion I the onti to mtrvive, nfter 23 tullures, and If that survival
IN to hO under ou1r free and 1dol 'ident Ryntemn, thetn we nimnt develop loelership
with tho bost ienntivem at hMOid. Hurvival and growth demand tho htghost level
of liKrformaneo We can conimnnd.

It, tin tho other hand, we fottr the Intelloect of our best creative leadership
Andt destroy tho hwentlvos so vital to growth, thou the outcome of this cIvilizta
lon In a natter of cold statIstces.

We ire No. 24,
Mr . W M. I very much al)procilio the opportunity to appear hero

before you today, qnd I thank you.
Senator Oonmw. Questional
Senator Cufris. Mr. War, what did the shareholders gain or lose

in your opinion by the institution of a plan of stock options in your

MPr WARt. Well, I think when the shareholders approved our plan
of stock options, they established a vehicle of greatliOlp to the man-
tigeme& t in the enlishtent and encouragement of executive persounuel.
I do not think he lost anything.

I think that the granting of options at that time, at. that lilac, which
is market or near market, did not cost the corporittion. Butit added
Jnewitive, and incentive today is what we need.

I know of young men who did not want top mantigement jobs ib,-
cause in mnany instances they (o not have opportunity to accumulate,
and they take great, responsibility without opportunity. and without
the incentive that they should have. .igh taxes have destroyed hi-
entive. And if we destroy stock options we take one more stop to-
ward destroying incntive, in my opinton.. •

Senator Cindis. Now, do you think th6 value of the shares has in.-
creased-I mu not just talking about the fluctuations of the market-
by reason of the management team that you my you have been able
to hold through this restricted stock option plan I

Mr. WAa-l do, sir.
Senator Cuwris. And you think it is a significant factor in the long

pull?
Mr. Wmw I certainly do. ,
I h.ave in mind one of the top, essential men in our company, who

wy office yesterday. An as I do sometimes, I asked "How are.ywii getingalolngV-- I ..
,Aid i tihe .ouse of 'our talk he said,' "That stock option, that is

very, Very good to me, and I iam very happy to have it.."
And I happen to know that he is an expert, in a crtain field in which

there is a scarcity; and I aso know that he was recently offered an
opportunity with another 66mpany in which they said, 'WMite your
own ticket." But he believe in our company. And he now has in
his hand an option for 5,000 shares. And he and his family are look-
ing forward some day to tli.ing on those shares and becoming hn
Owner i the conpa .. .andI realnKtirthuuxer in it continued growth.

Senator Cuwr.. Do you feel that in the Main tbe stock options have.
bien workedout so far as the detail are concerned adviedly and with
due regard for everybody's intere#; inoludhig thb'igeierall public and'
the shareholders I
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Mr. WAIK. I can say that there are instances of abuse of the stock
option plan as there are all things. I think by far the majority have
hmi n workable.

I know that Ford Motor Co. has been cited here today as one, and
of eounse thee are many other fine examples, where they have beet
working and where they have not been abused,

Usually a nian who attains the management of a large corporation
is a man of integrity and he does not abuse matters of that kind.
lie has in mind hiH obligation to his shareholders, his obligations to his

personnel, and his obligation to the public, He does not look in one
i reaction alone.
Seiator Cirnts. Do you have in mind any particular abuse or

abuses that a company ought to look out for ifthey, uidtrtok ,to

M'. WARE. I thifik that stock o)itions can be too high a porcentapg
of the total shares outstandin. 'And I 'tldk you hafe to tlhtik you
have to keep in mind what is a reasonable proportion of the equity
that has been issued,, I think that stock optiong can be given to
people who are, perhaps, not qta.t.fld* It, nuty be that a oorporst0
manager may show undue'OaVr ntt n,

But those things, they arein all limqes of bubiness.- A man who has
nut. high standards rcan abuse almost anytiting: f11 myopinion it is
very hard to control, by Jaws, all details of thiuig&of tatkizid,' And
'we usuallyhtive tO look tOthe quality i tnagerent%,' . ,

Senator Cuwns. Do' you think it s,,wise for a.. man, when it is
initiated, to provide that after the option has been exercised andrthe
stock aquired, the person who is benefited by it may. continue to, hold
the stock for a reasonable length of time I

Mr. WARP.. Yes, I think that is true. I think we have such a pla.
But I think the more restrictions you put on the options thsleuM atttac-

Acoe the incentive., i'I think theiman looks on it. clearly:is $a oppor-
tunity to make money, and an opportunity to become a capitalist.
And as you put restrictions on, you lessen that opportunity.

Senator 0wRus4. What is your feeling as to whether or not it is
advisable that,, management ,akid ownership shoud, have the.mame
interests ). ,

I have not stated'My qijeetion very well, but you know what I mean.
M4 WA ,.,Ye% 'I know what you, niewu -And .I ubmoribe to

Often! eIy to a min who comes in. and ,aks, for.. an, approp.'iatio
,of$ million to b ild a plant that has .of risk to it, I. say,
Joe, let's think, you ownedthis- onompan .wid, it is al1! you , yot N"

-the owierofit;, wud you take thaf pisk0 with $orWe .wi tooney 7',
That istheway yau have.o hinkl na torpf6ftion,,furb ,1[,
Senator Ourx. In other words, it is your feeling that, you .get'ounld manan &#t, 'whith, i -tun is, ,eflecte in, under - spevt to

our toonomyl, managers have: theresponsibUlty and. the insight, -as
well ,as the rewards,, of. owhnershipif,. , .

Mr. WARI. I think thatiteJ-,,-t'. .
Senator Opim. Rather than iH they ae just hired to managesome-

-body's else -honey, , ru,-r .
Mr. WAR. That is right. And I think that is true..'
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I think you want the man, in addition to being a specialist, or a
skilled manager, you would like for him to be an entrepreneur, to build
the company as if it were his own. And that means, when he has a
stock option-which otherwise he could not afford to buy-lie puts
himself in the position of thinking as an owner, as an entrepreneur.

Too often managers think of management only, and they do not
get that viewpoint, that you are spending money; when you spend
money in a corporation you should think of it as your own; when
you take risks in a corporation, you weigh those risks, you should
weigh those risks and think of it somewhat as if you are risking your
own money.

And I have always tried to instill into our managers that thinking
in the affairs of ourbusiness.

Senator Cmu s. An owner is concerned about the long-range result,
tooI

Mr. WAIW. Yes. And I do not think that he is concerned entirely
with profits, as some people say.

I think an intelligent owner is one who recognizes his obligation to
all phases of business life, including the public.

Senator Cusrs. That covers what I hid in mind.
Senator B.NNwiT. I have no questions.
Senator GoRw Do you believe our tax laws should be just and fairI
Mr.,Wim Of course.
Senator Goiw Do you believe that all citizens should pay their fair

share of taxes in accordance with their income I
Mr. WARI. And the law. In accordance with their income, as pro-

vided by the law.
Senator Goiw. Do you think the law should provide that citizens

pay fair and reasonable taxes in accordance with their income?
Mr. WAM Yes.
Senator Binm'r. Senator, may I ask a question as to what you

mean by "in accordance with their income" ?
Do you mean that all income, however derived, should pay exactly

the same tax, that there should be no exemptions, no family exemp-
tions, any man that gets $1,000 should pay the same tax in accordance
wito hin rcme I

Senator Goim. I was not assuming such a possibility.
Senator Buzwu. Well, is this not another case of a situation-

the import of your question, as I got it, was that everybody should
pay the same tax according to his income. And I think the whole
basis of our tax law r es differences that apply different tax
rates to equal amounts of income under different conditions

Senator Gou. Well, every taxpayer has an exemption of $600 for
each dependent child. I would not deny that., I was not even ro-
ferrinto that.

But the distinguished witness described a situation in which 20 or
25 so-called key employees ofra corporation with some 2,000 employees
received income upon which, under the law, they are not required to
pa taxes at the tune they received the income. i

Senator BvmTrr. You and I have argued that before as to when
the income actually becomes income to them, and maybe that is the
basis of this disagreement..
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Senator GoR. Well, I am perfectly willing to engage further in a
discussion of that point, but I will not burden the witness with it.

Thank you very much.
Mr. WAnE. Thank you.
Senator GoRE. The next witness is Mr. Jolm C. Davidson.
Assuming it is agreeable with the chairman of the committee, we

will hear Ur. Davidson and ieess for lunch. Mr. Dan Throop Smith
will be the first witness at 2 o'clock, and the other witnesses will
follow in order, as listed.

You may proceed, Mr. Davidson.

STATEMENT OF JOHN C. DAVIDSON, VICE PRESIDENT OF THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS IN CHARGE OF
THE GOYE ME FINANCE DIVISION

Mr. DAVIDSON. My name is John C. Davidson. I am a vice presi-
dent of the National Association of Manufacturers in charge of its
Government Finance Division. I appar here in behalf of the asso-
ciation, in opposition to S. 1625 which would withdraw capital gains
treatment of stock options.

Mr. Chairman. if possible, I would like to read through my state-
ment before questioning. m

The NAM is a voluntary membership, corporation made up of over
18,000 business concerns f all types and sizes throughout the United
States. More than 80 percent of our membership is small business.
In fact, 28 percent of the membership employ 50 or fewer persons,
46.5 percent employ 100 or less, and 83 percent have 500 or fewer
employees The association thus speaks for a broad, diversified, and
substantial segment of. the country's productive--and taxpaying--
enterprises.

It is not true that the tax treatment of stock options constitutes a
loophole. Instead, this treatment is a logical and reasonable applica-
tion of tax to the financial results of a type of transaction which serves
the public interest.

We live in a time when taxation is such an important factor in
economic decisions that other important and sometimes overriding
factors tend to be downgraded. -Thus, a decision may be ascribed
to tax consequences even though it would be made if the tax factor
were unimportant. The term "tax incentive" actually is a misnomer
because a tax can never be an incentive but, instead, must always,
to some extent, be a disincentive. Consistently, it is the stock option
which is an incentive, not the tax treatment thereof. Taxes are paid
on the gains from stock options just as they are paid on, the gains
from the ownership of assets acquired in others ways. Stock options
would provide even greater incentive if no tax at all were payable on
gains. Thus, to some extent, the tax operates as a disincentive.

The reason why the stock option is called a tax loophole by some,
and is generally thought of as a tax incentive, is that the tax m levied
at capital gains rates instead of ordinary income tax rates. The *a.t
is that if stock options were Iaxed at present income tax rates, the
incentive for their use would be effectively nullified.

Stock options have been used for many years. Their use was nit
brought into b'g because of taxation. Instead, the problem from
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the beginning of income taxation has been to find the method of taxingthe gain from stock options which would be consistent with the natureof the trnMsaction. 'ie problem was a loose ball until a S premeCourt decision in 1945, and subsequent. Treuasury regulations, effectedat tax veto over any practical use of options. In 1950, the SenateFimce Committee took the initiative in overriding the veto. Tiewords "restrictd st~ok options" were introduced as words of art nec-o.ary to the establishment of rules for the taxation of options. Inusing th me words, there obviouiy was no intention to change the basicnature of an option, but only to apply logical tax treatment thereto.
.poriopoe confirms the .wisdoua and udginont brought to bear upon

&FIN PX Wlti 19,50.
Itigt not difcult to find the underlying basis for the objection to thetax treatinmit of r Aricted'stokptons. This is the .belief that thepublic interest is furtheivd by subjecting the maximum amount of alltYlI* of economic vnlue to tle steeply graduated rates of incomeltax.Front the standpoint of economies, it is readily demonstrable that thepublic interest is advetely affected by such taxation.

Stock options constitute an incentive to increase the growth andprofits of a company. Growth and profits are a highly desirable andneetssry source of capital., Combined with manaerial capacity andenergy and telmological advance, all progress i based on capital.The greater thb aee uiulttion and use of capital, the greater will be
the progress of any economy.

In. the doom id .gloom of the 1930's, these truths were lost sightof in the prevalent belief that our economF had reached a stage ofeconOmia maturity. On thi false premise, it became popular to viewcapital as though it, were inherently bad and, hence, an expendableelement in the economy. Thus, tax policy was heavily oriented tothe prevention of new capital accumulation, and to the destructionof capital already accumulated. The Government has been feasting
ever since on the seed corn of progress.

Since World War II our 'ation has had a sort of double standardfor viewing capital. ,.n the one hand our policy has been to recog-nize the need for ehpital in other countries, and, hence, to contributea large amount of our resources to building and encouraging thebuildinR of Cap.itn'A spply abroad. But, domestically, national policyhas 'reflected little toneorn for the good of our people and of oursecurity Which Woutd result from greater capital accumulation anduse. .. . "..
SThere hs been many reasons for shortchanging the domestic prob.em. .One has been the contiried belief that g ter economic growthis indfucd by more Goven.ment spending, rather than acctmlationad u ve of more cApitalin the private economy.' In West Germany, wesee the economic results of a government which has taken precisely

the opposite but correct view.
A~i-ther reason for the neglect of the capital problem at home ishoe wl*espread notion that we have limitless financial resources.Fundamental to this notion is the assumption that future growth islrgey a matter of using available capital, instead of accumulating

more capital.
Actually, there never is any significant amount of surplus capitalin a free economy. When capital becomes available, it is used.
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Hence the rate of growth in the future is always dependent upon the
rate oi acclunulation of new capital. If more capital becomes avail-
able, it will be used. If more capital does not become available, we
will stiffer the economic consequences. In recent testimony before the
House Ways and Means Committee, Secretary of the Treasury Dillon
stated:

As we look back over the past century we see that our record of economic
growth has boon unmnatched anywhere In the world. But of late we have fallen
behind. From an historic growth rate of 8 percent per annum in gross national
product (100940, in constant prices), we have fallen to 2 percent in the latter
lart of the 1950's. In the last 5 years Western Europe has grown at double
or triple our recent rate and Japan has grown even faster. While there is some
debate as to the precise annual growth rate of the Soviet economy, CIA estimates
that their GNP grew at a rate of 7 percent in the 1950's. Clearly, we must im.
prove our own performance. Otherwise, we cannot maintain our national se
curity, we cannot maih.aln our position of leadership in the eyes of the world,
and we cannot achieve our national aspirations.

The basic reason why these countries have grown more rapidly is
that they have developed and used more capital. Some time ago_, Mr.
Allen Dulles, Director of the Central Intelligence Agency, stated that
Russia's capital formation rate was in the order of 80 percent of their
gross national product.

Statistics on capital formation in leading western countries for 1959
are as follows:

Gree domtio oapeis formation peroen of GNP im
Germany ----------------------------------------------- 28
Austria. .------------------------------------------------ 28
Italy ............................-----------------..-. -1
France ------------------------------------------- ---- r ---
Belgium --------------------------------------------------- 1
Britain -----------------------------------------..-- 1
United States - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -  15

A Departnvat of Commerce.
Source: Statistical Year Book, 19060, UnIte4 Nations, table 166. p. 47L
It may be noted that if the domestic rate had been 18 percent in'

stead of 15 percent of gross national product, capital formation in
1959 would have been some $15 billion higher. I

The area of lag in domestic capital formation is in business expen
ditures for new plant and equi ment, This is shown by the record
over the past decde, with all fgures adjusted to constant dollars of
1960 value, as follows:

B*eeWse eependitere for new plant and eqnftrnest, 1951 #Aroughl aw qrter

[In billions ot 4oUari% adjusted to 1960 price level

Year: Year-Continued

--------------- 83.1 19821
196 ......... ,--... . 1-.............. -----------
1964........................ 8. 1960 ..----------- 
19 5.. .... .... 84.0 190L (lst quarter)- 8. 0
16 .........-.............. a.1

Nora: Data In ciwrnt year dollars drawn from table Cl40O p 16, Ueanmoe Repqrt
of the President. Jan. 11 19". Converudon t cona, tnt dollrs o 1960 viae efetekby
appyIn# ot "ImplIt pllee d fat orr proer' durable equlm)Mt SuAd I) ,teI
wpauent of m con vrtIAS national produt to constant Eo4LArs.



Since capital is inherently good, it must follow that the ownership
of capital is also good. Wilfe there certainly are many reasons why
there should be widespread ownership of business, it seems the most
reasonable of propositions to believe that sign ficant ownership of
capital by the managers of business is good. In this I*ght, it is diffi-
cult to see how theie can be any philosophic quarrel with the present
tax treatment of stock options.

There is, however, one point which is made in criticism of the present
situation which deserves consideration; namely, that the practical
difficulties of equity valuation preclude the use of stock options by
small owner-operated corporations which desire to bring in new
blood with opportunity for acquiring proprietary interest. It seems
to me that this is a situation in regard to which an inaccurate valua-
tion would have no adverse effect on the public interest. The Federal
revenue would be enhanced by the economic results from diffusion of

prietary interests in this manner. Hence, my advice is not to be
too much concerned about the precise accuracy of equity valuations
where there is no established market, but, instead, to accept the judg-
ment of proprietors based on whatever guidelines may seem most
practical.

The desire to expose the gains under stock options to income tax
treatment is rested on the claim that such options are used basically
as a substitute for compensation instead of as a means for creating
proprietary interest in a business. This is an example of dealing with
a symptom instead of the source of a problem. If the problem were
dealt with at source, and in a manner for serving the public interest,
all income tax rates would be brought down to reasonable and moderate
levels. (Quite apart from the matter of stock options, such action
should be taken to enhance our domestic well-being and national
stregnth and security.) Then there would be no tax reason to sub.
stitute stock options for added compensation. I would hazard a guess
that expansion in use of stock options would nevertheless continue
because of their incentive effect; further, that the present tax treat-
ment of these options would no longer be in serious dispute.

Other witnesses in these hearings are testifying to the manner and
means by which proprietary interest in business made possible by
stock options contributes to more efficient management and, hence,
greater profits and more capital. Just as capital is required for
greater economic growth, it also is required for the creation of new
jobs and better jobs. Consistently, withdrawal of the capital gains
treatment of stock options would result in fewer jobs and poorer
jobs. It would be impossible to precisely forecast the number of
jobs involved in any one year, or over a period of years. However
whether the number of jobi involved would be 1,000, 10,000 or 100,000,
the withdrawal of capital gains treatment of stock options would be

Spo or service to the Americoan citizens who otherwise would have these
employment opportunities.

In your statement upon introduction of S. 1652, Senator ore,
printed in the Congressional Record 6f April 14 an estimate is made
of $100 million annually in revenue pickup to e expected from en-
actment of S. 1625. 1 would be much more inclined to believe that
there would be a net revenue loss, perhaps of significantly greater mag.
nitude over the years. However, if his estimate is taken as the basis for
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hypothesis, then it must be assumed that the $100 million revenue
increase to the Government would mean an equivalent derease in
capital supply. In its case in support of its initial tax program, the
administration estimated that a $1.7 billion tax reduction for in-
dustry would result in tie creation of 500,000 jobs. To the extent
that this is a defensible estimate, it would indicate that enactment of
S. 1625 would result in the loss of 30,000 jobs, on the basis of the $100
million estimate

One of the myths going back to the origins of our present tax struc-
ture is that high tax rates on personal and business incomes benefit
the weak. Nothing could be further from the truth. More capital
means the relatively greatest benefit to the weaker sectors ofIthe
economy-the people who need jobs and then better jobs-the enter-
prises which don't get started and can't keep going or growing because
of inadequate financing-the areas of the country in which incomes
and living standards are on the lower side of the scaler-te States
which cannot hold their well-trainedyoung people because of greater
opportunity elsewhere4 Except for the inherent goodness of capital,
the separate States through their industrial and development commis.
sions would not be engaged in a constant search for new capital in-
vestment. All of the States and commissions combined, however,
cannot induce a higher net total of new investment than is possible
from the use of the capital which is accumulated after Federal taxes.

Enactment of S. 1025 would be a step in the wrong direction. We
live in a capital-minded world, but we are not doing well competitively,
measured either by rate of increase in human well-being at home, oe
our national strenj and security looking abroad. As never before,
the desperate need is to turn national attention to the release of the
tax blocks to capital accumulation and use. It is not a time to give
serious consideration to the withdrawal of such protection from exces-
sive rates of tax as may be afforded by present law. It certainly is
no time to reexpose to excessive income tax rates economic values
which are capital assets by their nature and should never be taxed
otherwise.

Senator Gomw Thank you, Mr. Davidson, for a very interesting
statement.

I find it particularly interesting that you say that ift, as a result of
the enactment of the bill that I intioduced, tax revenue of $100 million
would be brought into the Treasury, 80,000 jobs *tould be lost.

Suppose we make that a billion dollars, how many jobs would be
le

Mr. DAVSMoN. Again, Senator, I was using the benchmark which
the administration used in its testimony before the Ways and Means
Committee. I am not saying that that benchmark isright or wrong,
I am saying that taking that benchmark and applying it to $100
million estimated revenue, you would gt a loss of 80,000 jobs. On
that basis, a billion dollars would mean 8 00 O jobs lost. ,,.

Senator GoPw. I am PtA try-ing to understand your point.
Now, if $100 million i saved by the closing of this loophole in Gov.,

ernment revenue, and 80,000 job are lost, woWd you say that i badt
Mr. DAvIDsoN. I would sy it would be tremendously bad to transfer

$100 million from the private econoniy to the'Government and to lose'
80,000 jobs in the private economy as a result of that action.
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Senator Goai Suppose as a result of inieasing taxos otherwise, we
got the same result I

Mr. DAvmsoN. If the effect of taxation is to lose jobs in the private
economy, I think that is prima facie bad.

SonatorGoioas. Taxation is really a terrible thing?
Mr. DAvrm*,o. Your presnt kind of a tax system, I think, is pretty

bad, Senator.
Senator Gonr.. Then the way to solve our problems, I take it, is to

emate more tax loopholes I
Mr. DAVr*ON. No sir; not at all.
The a .ieiatioo which I represent has for years emphasized that

the major consideration in taxes is the rates. We are not on the
record as--we are in no sense an organization whiph has tried to

find wavs and means for circumventing rate structure, Ve think
that the fundamental problem is the rate, and we think that bmsic
consideration should be given to reducing the rates; that is our
position.

Senator Goax. I will not lead you to the inevitable con.equene of
your logic.

I wonder how many members of your organization possess restxieted
stock options.

Mr. DAvsor. I happen to like themt, Senator.
Senator Goaz. Do you have any statistics on the extent to which

th6 restricted stock option is used I
, Mr. DAvmsoW. None at all. I have not made a special study of

the umsof the option. I I
.Smator Gona. Well, if you have no knowledge about how widely

it is used, why do you tlink'it is such a good thing I
Mr. Diawom. Because I think that ownership is a good thing. I

think that it is the strongest and most vital influence on our society,
I think it is the most real and vital method of expanding ownership
to the people who are perhaps logically the owners

Senator Goaa. I can agree with you on that,
Ownership, proprietary interest, is a laudable goal. It adds to

the strength of our economy. tWe kre speaking here of a special
Privilege_ which is, on the one hand, compensation to an employee, a
ob-calld emploype, and seoondly, a, gimmick which permits him to
avoid his tax on the compensation he riwives..

AreyouinfstorofthMt
Mr. DAvmnos. I of course do not agtee with those propositions,

Senator. I do not think you are correct in your statement of what
this tax treatment of stock o tions . ' I I

I do not think that a st= option is a special privilege, and I do not
think the tax treatment is a gimmick.

Senator Goa& You do ni thinki the privilege of buying IBM stock
at $187 when it is sellin at $700 isa pecI privilege I

Mr. DAVIDZ. Senator, I am not familar with the use of stock
options by any particular company, "mo.udinK IBM. But I believe
by their basi0 organization ther is nothing= quite a denioorato as an

Arcan corporation. The stoholdeve and their board of directors
have the ri--t to make a decision as to what would serve the eoonomio
int rof that company. Andi the sto&holders of IBM, having
made that decision, it would seem to me to be a good deeiion.
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Senator (loJ . Let us not refer to IBM particularly. Let's take ahypothetical c1180..,
As spokesnan for the NAM, you have just. express d the view that

tie restricted stock option does not constitute a special privilege.
Mr. 1)AvusoN. That is correct,
$unator Uorie. Would you We in favor of extending that priviloe,

helnmi, to all of the eiployms of the corlorationt
Mr. 1)AvuSozq, Senator, I think wliether or not a company uses a

stock option and who it gives it to within the company is entirely a
decision of that comupny.

Senator oit. I am not arguing that. But you say it is not a
Would you confine this to the fw employees who constitute the

board of dirbot4oos or tho corpomte insiders, the nianageMent i If it
should be confined to these special few, would that make it a specialp rivi'eW I
Mr. J^vWisoN. It seems to me, Senator, you are confusing the pur-

pose of the options
,Th purpose of, the option is to serve the interests of the company

and, obviously, a company would give the option to whoever it decided
would servo its interests.

Senator Got. I am trying to understand you, to undetand your
point of view.
Mi. DAV1IION. I am trying to express it, Senator.
Senator Gos.D )o you, in fact, still contend that an option, granted

to a restrited few is or is not a special privilege to those fewV.
Mr. DAviDoS. No; I do not think it is a special privilege at all.
The option is granted because those who grant the option think that

granting it will bring back a ;Iturn to them. 4nd certainly it is a
,quid pro quo, thete is no special rivilege.

M 'A~ hnatter of fret, I tbhk Eel OWTers of property' do not use tiat
property in any way, but they think it wiU bring 44ck something
extra to them, or perhaps the special privilege is to. the stockholders
because they expect to gt more out of t0ecoa-pany.

Senator Gon. Do you reard it as a reward to receive it?
Mr. I)AvjwoN. I regard a stoqs Qpqtoas tn opportunity to partici-
.to i uership, in order, to improve the efrectiveness of the opera.

io0 Of i Particular, tishnesu
-pow, 1'do not thNk these labelss mean as much as you Pen to think

they do, Senator. It seems to me that the fundamental question is,!s thlis going to, help the compauv I ..SAnid bylusly, ith would ot bdone it it were not M t0 help,the

compaij. And i do not think- do not cals what abes you put on
it. it does not, nialke any difference, it just serves a good ecoau0i ipur-
,lp "ttreadtof the pa!es of the comp any, the profts of the cornpny,
the opportunity of tlh company to offir jobs; I think this is od
and think we sh0ijd be happy thaat sueh an iWattiment is avaiI e
t? accomplish ths resu.lts -

SSentor (i i. )o you not thik lhat th valuAble pri1' .o
exercise a' ptin to buy stock much less thah its cuirrt market
v Alue is a reward, or prHvilege, or incentive !t OW do you describejtI
Mr, vDa soir. I look o- it as basically a contractual 3) M n

veteah ' employee and an employer.' The' ea.ployqr 4"aie,.t
thig Mild oi ariftrrangement wi benefit the conipany,
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Senator GoPs. If it is good for one, it ought to be good for two.
Mr. DAvmsoN. Not necessarily.
I mean, you might have a company in which the management

decides that they have got two vice presidents, "John Jones is not
ing to do anything, we do not want to give him a stock option, but

Bill Smith over here, if we give him a stock option, he will really go
to town."

I do not think there is any logic in assuming because you give a
stock option to one person you must give it to another.

Senator Gow. I did not say that. You are the one who said it
constitutes a privilege for those who received it.

Mr. DAVIDSON. I do not think anything is a privilege which is
decided to bring benefit back to the grantor. It is a privilege, perhaps,
Senator, to have a job. I am privileged to work for NAM. You are
privileged undoubtedly to be a Senator from the State of Tennessee.

In that sense it is a privilege. But I do not think there is any special
privilege, or any implication of anything bad in the privilege involved.

Senator GORE. Is it a restricted privilege I
Mr. DAvmsoN. I think restricted is purely a word of art.
Senator BzNNrr. I have no questions.
Senator GoPw. Senator Curtis.
Senator Cuwns. No questions.
Senator Goiw. Thank you, Mr. Davidson.
The committee will recess until 2:10 p.m.
(Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at

2:10 p.m., the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
The committee today has the pleasure of having a very old

friend who was formerly in the Treasury, Dan Throop Smith.
Sit down, Mr. Smith.,

STATEMENT OF DAN TROOP SMITH, 30STON, MASS.

Mr. SMrH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Dan Throop Smith, professor of finance, Harvard University.

Needless to say, I am not representing my university or anyone at all;
I am simply appearing as an indiviaualmuch interested in tax leg-
islation.

I appreciate this opprtunit to appear before the committee on
these hearings on S. 1825. whici would remove the present provisions
of the code giving capital gains treatments to future stock options.

Though there appear to be some substantial abuses under the pres-
ent law, the basic economic policy which led to their adoption in 1950
is still a Sound one. The relevant provisions of the law should be
tightened; they should not, I believe, be repealed.

Stock options are used to permit officers and key employees to secure
proprietary interests in the companies for which they work. Options
were used long before income taxes became significant; they srve a
real purpose quite apart from any.tax advantages which they may
have: Under prevailing individual .come tax rates, options have be-
come about the only method by wh~h officers and employees who do

. /.
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not already have capital can acquire significant interests in their
companies.

From the standpoint of national policy, it seems desirable for officers
and key employees to have personal pecuniary interests in the long-
term growth of the companies for which they work. Only if this is
true can the capital gains treatment of stock options be justified.

Unfortunately, the social and economic advantages of such invest-
ments, and the management attitudes which they engender, are not
subject to proof or disproof and opinions on the matter may differ.
But maximum long-term growth or a company requires long-term
investment, research and development work, quality products, ma'xi-
mum long-term productivity, and competitive prices for large volume,
Certainly these policies are in the national interest, and it seems desir-
able to have the personal advantages of the officers and employees who
make the major decisions coincide with these long-term company
policies. Stock ownership will produce this identity of interest.
Ordinary forms of compensation may not produce this identity of
interests; they may, in fact, even produce a conflict of interest, as
when a profit-sharing plan causes an undue attention to short-run
profits at the expense of long-term growth.

My own appraisal, Chairman and gentlemen, is that on balance the
advantages to be obtained from stock options on well-conceived stock
option plans are very great.

On the basis of the foregoing propositions, stock options, and special
tax treatment of them, appear justified if the options really lead to
long-continued proprietary interests. Their use, for quick profits, by
prompt sale of stock purchased under options, has no ustifiation
from the standpoint ofeconomic policy and is an abuse of the present
tax law. The grab-and-run tactics which have been adopted bly some
individuals should not be permitted to secure preferential tax treat
meant.

The policies of different companies and the attitudes of manage.

ment vary considerably on this. There have been instances, of course,
where stock has been held the magic 6 months, or 6 months and a
day, and then disposed of. But I recall talking to the head of a
rather large, though not the largest, chemical company some years
ago when a stock option plan was up for consideration, and I proposed
then from the company standpoint that they put in a provision that
if the stock was sold within 5 years, the company should have the
right to repurchase it at the original sale price to the officer.

The head of the company said, "You mean to say that you think some
people would sell this stockG'

And I said, "It has happened in other companies.
He thought a while and he said, "Let's leave it just the way it

is. I want to see who those people would be"-a clear indication
that anyone who sold out on a grab-and-run approach would be
finished so far as promotion in that company was concerned.

That, I think, is a not uncommon attitude in companies
The obvious change in the law to make practice conform to the basic

objective intended to be secured by the stock option provisions would
be a substantial lengthening of the holding period for the stock.
The only reservation which might be made to this change arises from
the fact that in some instances a significant amount of stock can be
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purchased only with borrowed fund and a long-continued personal
ebt may distract an executive from his best efforts. Thus,. considera.

tion might be given to a relaxation of a strict rule for relatively early
sale of some stock to reduce debt.

If revisions were to be made in the tax treatment of stock options
it might also be desirable to tighten the law with respect to variable
price options and to successive options after a first option has been
allowed to lapse. At the same time, the law should be liberalized to
Make options more available for small companies where their use is
now often piecluded because of uncertainty about the fair market
price when an option is granted; a small error arising in good faith

fo an honest difference of opinion may now have catastrophic taxresults.
If some part of the gain arising from the difference between the

fair market value when the option was granted, as finally determined,
and the sale price, were taxed as ordinary income, it should be pos-
sible to penalize intentional undervaluations and, at the same time, per-
mit options to be used to help secure successor managements in some
small companies *here options are not now practicable. This change
would facilitate the continued independent existence of some com-
*panies which are now sold to larger companies because of the im-
possibility of securing a new management group. But these are details
beyond the scope of today's hearings.

If I may interject, 'however, espeially because of some of the
comments which, were made this morning, I should like to stress what
seems to me the significant point. The stock options can be especially
important for small businesses at two stages:

One, in a small business first being set up, where key people have
to give up the security of employment with large companies. Thes l1 new company simply cannot offer a comparable security; the
only thing it can offer is a more exciting life, and the opportunity,
hopefully, of a substantial capital accumulation, if options are
feasible"

The problem arises, if there has not been any significant amount
of sale of stock in recent times because the company is closely owned.
There can then be honest differences of opinion on the value of the
stock, and what is intended to be a restricted stock option offered (for
instance, at 50, if it were later held that stock was then worth 60)
would turn out not to qualify for the special treatment, and when it
was disposed of the entire gain would "b taxed as ordinary income.

The other situation where stock options can be important is when.
long-established family-controlled businesses are running but of man-
agement, as it were, when the older generation is retiring or dying,
arid' there is no one in the family to take over. This is often the
case, and the continued independent existence of the company depends
*on getting a new management fioup. And a new management group
is not likely to into a fami y-owned business unless they can get
some appreciable equity interest. And it is'quite understandable
why they would not go in.

And likewise, thelfamily group probably would not be likely to want
a management group that did not have a personal identification with
'the business.

I
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Now, it is in situations of this sort where I think some modification
should be made to permit stock options to be used more effectively
than they are now.

Some years ago I was part of a group that gave a good deal of
consideration to this, and we were not able to come up with what
seemed to be a feasible answer other than to require the Internal
Revenue Service to give advance rulings on valuation, which they
naturally were reluctant to do.

I think this suggestion which I. have here might well take care of
the problem by, as I have indicated, making a part of the s read
between the purchase price and the final price taxed as ordinary
income. That would serve to discourage any intentional under-
valuation of the option price, but still permit an option to be entered
into in good faith in small, closely controlled businesses, and carry
out the functions which options are supposed to take.

My mainpoint is a very simple one.
I respectfully urge that the natural and understandable resentment

of abuses of stock options, a resentment which I might add, I share
in large measure should not lead to repeal of the capital-gains treat-
ment of all stock options. The preferential tax treatment is based
on economic and social policy which ' is, even more important now
than it was in 1950.

As I read the record and understand the arguments that were then
advanced, the decision to give preferential treatment to gains from
stock options was based upon the recognition of the social and eco-
nomic importance of having management identify itself in a personal
way with a long-term growth in business.

With an increasing emphasis upoA the importance of growth and
international competition in growth rates nd all that goes with it, it
seems to me that those arguments are even more important now than
they were then.

Restrictions to limit abuses would be desirable to make the tax law
fairer. Repl would appear to be most unfortunate.

I would hope any invitation of those abuses would be incorporated
as part of a general revision which would also reduce the confiscatory
rate in the top brackets. It might be apart of that.

Whatever else is done or not done I respectfully urge that com-
plete, outright repeal would appear to ie most unfortunate.

Thank you very much.
The Caiw sw. Thank you very much.
The next witness is Dr. Herbert W. Robinson, CEIR, Inc.
Will you take a seat, sir, and proceedI

STATEMENT OF ;AXES R SHARP, EN ACOMUEL U INC.
Mr. S.w.. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, Dr.

Robinson is in Mexico City and his return has been delayed and he
was unable to come back and appear before this committee today

My name is James R. Sharp. I am the general counsel and the sec-
,retary to CEIR. And Dr. Robmison has asked me to come before the
committee and present his statement.

I may say by way of introduction, that-this Is a young company,
as you will fnd when I read his statement. It is a local company m

7825T-61--10
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the W |hingtoi Rma actually located in Arliugton, Va. I have been
aeociated with this company since it started in 1054, nd I am pre.
pated to answer any questions which any member of this contmittee
my have relttive to the company, its stock option plan, and the bone.
fits whiclt we think the plmi, provides to the company.

But before doilo that, in the event you do have question, I should
like to preseot Dr. Robinson's stateiont.
STATEMENT OP DR, HERBERT W. ROBINSON, PRESIDENT, CEIR,

INC., AS PRESENTED BY IAMES R. SHARP, GENERAL COUNSEL

Mr. SHARP reading ) :
I am the preldent of V1R1It, Tie., formerly known its Corporation for Ek-ononile

indl Industrial lte serih, UaIR lit a pietall but growling colmany which was
orgatulned li 1DM to provide a wide variety of nlulytival research and data.
proveming iervhes utiliuing the most modern electronic data-proceeslng tech.
niques and equipment.

Our comptty has historically served a large number of clients, Including imany
other suall builleates which, because of the lhnlted sie of their operations,
could not afford to buy or rent even the least expen1ive computer nor to employ
the protehoual personnel nteeded in computer programing and analysis.

CHRII lit!mind of its growth during the pat T yar. 1in 104 It wIo)loyed 32
persons and Its grosts Income was $120,OOO. it now i s an Interuntiolnal pompanlly,
operating research and colmpUter centers i sieviln cities in tno tile M states,
and also in lodon aud I'arls. In the near futurni it will olKsi additional ientlr
In Mexleo City, Tokyo, Italy, and Western (lernluy. CMIR now hate more than
0 einploytves, and this year its gross income is expected to except $12 million.

Nearly 200 companies utilized Its servi"e last year.
In ay opinion, the importance of restrited stock option In linking that

growtlt l.wsble, and Iin enabling (HIit to continue to expand ite services, cannot
be overestimated, So strongly do I believe this that I wrote senator Uore a
letter nearly 8 months ago, shortly after I read of hi4 bill proiodtig repeal of
the restricted stock option statute. A eopy of that letter, Senator Gore's reply
dated May 11, and my own second letter dated May 31 are apeuleldd to this
statement as exhibits to be included In the record.

Senator Gorem In support of his bill, has suggested that If restricted stock
options were abolished, all companies would be on an equal footing in tho
recruitment of key personnel. This is slnlply not true.

Ft)m the very beginning, CEIR ha. had to compete, not only for business,
hut also for trained personnel, with the several extremely large and well.
established companies which have developed and manufactured virtually every
computer It existence and which have also set up computer centers similar to
and eompetltie with those which ClaIR Initlatod lit 115.

Seven years ago, and even now, 01IR simply could not afford to lAy the
salaries which a large well-eetablished company can pay, nor can it offer the
sate long-range Job security. ClOIR could not have obtained the highly trained
professional and executive talent which Is essential to a service orgaulationsuch as ours, on the basis of salary alone. Nor would our conipa. liav bene-
fited trom the many hours of unpaid overtime and that extra devotion to duty
which our key employees have contributed to our company because they owned
a stake in Its success. This was made possible only because we could offset the
relatively low salaries which CEIR could afford, coupled with an uncertain
future In a new company, with employee stock options, and the opportunity to
become owners of Increasingly valuable stock in their own company if it
prospered.

And many of our key employees had never before, and probably never would
otherwise have had sufficient savings t? purchase, outright, any substantial
amount of stock In their own or any other corporation,

In a word, because It could offer restricted stock options to numerous technical
and management employees, OEIR has been able to make capitalist out of each
of those employees and give them a permanent stake in the future of the company
they are building.
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1, for on, am prc.id of that result. I believe that our economic system Is in
Jeopardy If tWe ownership of sigulleant anioutnts of corporate stock continues to
be conceatrated in the hands of the relatively few persons of Inherited wealth
or other extraordinary sour(es of surplus funds.

And while Senator Gore can point to some cases of executives who have added,
through stock optlonm, to their inherited holding of stock, those instances are
dwarfed by the number of men and women who have been enabled, because of
the employee stock options granted to them, to become capitalists and coproprie-
tors of a busies for the first time in their lives.

For example, In our own company stock options are now hold by nearly 0 em.
ployees, two-thirds of whom earn salaries of less than $15,000 per year, and only
six of whom hold any office In the company.

I might interpolate in Dr. Robinson's statement to ay that Dr.
Robinson holds no stock options, nor do four of the principal vice
presidents of the company hold any stock options. There are six of.
ficers who do hold options out of the total of eleven officers. And you
will recall that I testified that the company now has over 700 em-
ployees, which means that almost 10 percent of those employees,
through the means of stock options, have acquired some coproprietor-
ship, soine partnership in the business.

Eliminating employee stiwk options would, in fact, tend once again to promote
the concentration of significant stock ownership and control in the hands of the
wealthy.

From my own experience, I know that restricted stock options have not only
widened the base of stock ownership among employees very significantly dur-
lng the past 10 years, but have effectively reversed the earlier trend toward "pro.
fesional managers" who had no long-range ownership interest In the corpora-
tion by whom they were employed--a trend which Senator Gore has rightly
deplored. Only through the even greater use of employee stock options can a
real stake be given to the many professional and executive employees on whom
the success of most businesses, and the very survival of this country, increasingly
depends In this era of technological advances.

And while I am not an expert In these matters, it seems to me that Senator
Gore must also be mistaken in his esltmates of the revenue loss entailed in em.
ployee stock options. To the extent that employees, under Senator Gore's pro.
posRai, wold be subject to tax when they exercised their options, the employer
would be entitled to an offsetting deduction at a 52 percent rate--

a point which I believe, Senator Bennett, you discussed somewhat
this morning.

Taking into account that the employer gets no deduction whatsoever under
present law, and that a capital gains tax of 25 percent-of, If the stock is held
until death, an estate tax-is ultimately paid by each employee who exercise a
restricted stock option, I cannot believe that there is any real revenue loss to
the Treasury. Indeed, if I had learned of these hearings earlier than 8 days
ago. I would have given the problem to one of our computers. I shall still be
glad to do so If the committee wishes.

And again I should like to interpolate. I have with me a chart,
which I would be glad to offer for the record, which shows the revenue
loss or gain based upon the law as it now stands, relating to employee
stock options and the effect on the revenue were the amendment pro-
posed by Senator Gore to be adopted by the Congress of the United
States.

Senator BEN -mTr. Does this refer to your own company alone, or is
this a national estimate I

Mr. SHARP. No; it does not; it is merely an illustration, Senator
Bennett, of the way it would work based on a certain option price with
anybody, it makes no difference whom. It is based upon certain
assumptions, which are shown in the left upper corner of the sheet.
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It shows, in effect., that the group whom Senator Gore is most con-
cerned about as having taken advantage of stock options in large com-
panies, where they are highly paid and have the benefit-, that the Sen-
ator has spoken of otherwise; that, in fact, the Treasury, even in their
case, would gain very little under such a method.

In fact, the Treasury collects more tax in most instances, as you will
see from the chart, under the present system than it would otherwise.

I do not want to get into the technical aspects of it. I shall offer
it as an exhibit and leave a number of copies here; and if the com-
mittee wishes more, I shall be glad to supply additional copies.

(The chart referred to follows:)
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Mr. SHARP. To return to Dr. Robinson's statement:
Moreover, at a time when this country needs desperately to increase its pro-

ductivity and efficiency, when the President has recommended and the Ways and
Means Committee has approved a flat 8-percent tax credit as an incentive to
encourage additional investment In new machines, new equipment, and other busi-
ness properties, let us remember that machines alone cannot create prosperity
and increase productivity and employment. We also need incentives for the
managers and the technicians who control the machines. We need more working
capitalists in this country who, because they own stock in their company, will
have an Interest on its long-range welfare and will not be tempted to take the
cash and let the credit go, by working as few hours as possible and demanding
ever higher wages.

Indeed, I look forward to the day when CEIR will be in a position to grant
restricted stock options to all its permanent employees. And I know of no other
practical way to make them permanent stockholders, for few of them could afford
to pay taxes on the mere receipt of stock certificates, unless they immediately
turned around and sold some of that stock. And even fewer of the could afford
to risk their small savings In purchasing the stock of a new and still struggling
company-a company which could not retain the key employees who are respon-
sible for its present growth, much less recruit the additional personnel neces-
sary to its continued growth If employee stock options were abolished and it
had to compete for their services with its larger competitors who can offer higher
salaries, greater security, and the prestige of an old-established business con-
nection.

Under present law, however, we can compete successfully for their services
because we can offer them the opportunity to help a small company grow and to
participate in the far greater increase in its stock values, if it succeeds, then
the nominal increase in value of the stock of most of the larger and well-estab-
lished companies, whose shares, after discounting the effect of inflation, do not
change much in price from year to year.

How better than by effective incentives can we spur our people on to the
greater efforts necessary to Increase this 'Nation's productivity?

How better can we make it possible for small businesses to obtain the com-
petent technical and management personnel they must have in order to survive
and flourish in an increasingly complex business world?

How better can we broaden the base of employees' participation in the com-
panies by whom they are employed at no net tax cost to the Government?

How better can we hope ultimately to make virtually every worker a capitalist
in the true and best sense of the word?

How better can we implement Pope John's recent recommendation that "the
workers should acquire shares in the firms in which they are engaged"?

Senator Gore, In advocating the repeal of the restricted stock option statute,
has been concerned principally with a few isolated examples Involving extremely
wealthy men and extremely wealthy corporations.

And may I interpolate again.
As has been indicated bv the testimony which I have given, CEIR

deals in services, as I as a lawyer deal in services. It does not manu-
facture commodities, it deals in services. It rents computer time, it
provides programing for computers, it does research and statistical
analysis and mathematical work, it uses brains, it hires brains. This
is the commodity which it peddles, which it sells to its customers.

Senator GoiR Do you mind if Iask a question there?
Mr. SHARP. N'o. Senator Gore.
Senator Gorm. If you would preferto finish first, you may do so.
Mr. S1Im,. The remainder is just a couple of paragraphs, and it

would-be convenient to me.
Senator GonE. Go right ahead.
Mr. Sin (reading):
Senator Gore has overlooked the many small companies throughout the United

States, like CEIR, whose stock is traded on the local over-the-counter market
and whose very existence would be seriously jeopardized if they were deprived of
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their one real advantage In recruiting and retaining competent key employees.
Scores of such companies can be found in every large center in the United States.
Even in a nonindustrial city like Washington, D.C., the daily list of over-the.
counter quotations of local companies numbers each day about 30. Such com-
panies, and their number is growing, contribute immeasurably to the develop-
ment of their own communities.

And so important are stock options to small business today that companies
not infrequently undertake to become "listed" on their local over-the-counter
market In order to simplify the grant of restricted stock options to the key
personnel whose extra efforts are so vital to their continued growth and profit-
ability. Especially is this true of the many small companies which are now
being formed In medium-sized cities throughout the country to render a variety
of technological services, companies which can be organized without a large
capital outlay, but which cannot survive without competent professional and
executive talent. Each community needs its share of that kind of talent. In
years past, however, such talent has generally gravitated to large corporations
in our major industrial centers because of the much greater financial rewards
there available.

Small local businesses should not be deprived of their one real opportunity to
attract such talent back to the smaller cities throughout this country.

In conclusion, I want to thank the committee for this opporunity to be heard
on a matter of the greatest importance not only to the economic well-being of
CEIR and its employees but, as well, to thousands of other business concerns
and a vastly larger number of men and women who, except through the acquisi-
tion of restricted stock options, could never become part owners of the business
which, by their services, they have helped build and maintain.

I shall be glad within the limits of my ability to answer any ques-
tions which may be asked.

Senator Goi. Many people are afflicted with the difficulty of
amassing proprietary rights. I take it you would agree with that.

Mr. SHARP. I agree with that.
Senator GoR. -I have faced such difficulties, and I dare say most

Americans have.
Are you acquainted with the stock options issued by CEIR I
Mr. SHARP. Ye, I am. I drew the plans, Senator Gore.
Senator Gou1. When was the first restricted stock option granted
Mr. SHARP. There have been no stock options granted by EIR in

its 8 years of history so far as I know-and I think I am quite cor-
rect-except restrited stock options.

A stock option plan was adopted, to the best of my recollection, in
1959. However, prior thereto-

Senator GoR . Was that the first one?
Mr. SHARP. Let me explain it.
Prior thereto and subsequent thereto, restricted stock options had

been granted by the company to various employees outside the scope
of the plan.

Senator GoPu. Is there any particular meaning to your use of "prior
thereto" and "subsequent thereto"?

Mr. Snuu,. Prior to the adoption of the stock option plan, and
subsequent thereto, there have been restricted stock Options granted
by the company outside the scope of the plan.

Senator GoPx. Tell me when the first restricted stock option was
granted, please.

Mr. SHARP. Let me see if I have the date.
I do not have the dates, but to the best of my recollection, it would

be about 1955 or 1956 shortly after the company came into being.
Senator Goi. At wat price are the options grantedfo
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Mr. SIJA^P. In all instances the options under the CEIR p lan have
been granted at 95 percent of the market value on the day of grant.

Senator Goin. Unfortunately, I am not acquainted wth the stock
of CEIR Can you tell ie the value of the stock at the time the
option was granted

Mr. SHARP. I fear I cannot do so. The stock, sir, has had a plie.
noinenal growth.
In 195i there was a public issue, and I would say the stock is many,

many times the value now of the original public issue, because of the
company's phenomenal growth, whicl we feel has resulted from the
fact that we have on board in this company people who would not
have come aboard were it not for their ability to acquire a stake in it.

Senator Goei. I notice you say that two-thirds of those holding
restricted stock options hare salaries of less than $15,000 per year.

Mr. S.ARPl. That is correct, sir.
Senator GoP&. Then you are using restricted stock options as the

primary incentive to attract the people von desiret
Mr. SUARP I would say yes, and add to It this: We are also utilizing

them tM retain those who have shown ability, after having joined the
staff, who have in this very specialized, technological field of computer
programing and operation, and statistical and mathematical research,
shown outstanding ability, and who constantly have flaunted in their
faces opportunities for employment by many other companies.

Senator GORE. Now, witil the low level of salaries which you de-
scribed for CEIR, and the reliance, principal reliance upon the stock
option to attract quality employees and officials, you are thereby sub-
stituting the restricted stock option appeal for the more traditional
appeal of salaries?

Senator Bzyxzr. May I ask a question at this point before he
answers it I

Senator Goia Yes, sir.
Senator BxswNrr. Are these people who are being paid $15,000 a

year or less doing work for which they could get double the money
anywhere else? $'By this example are you telling us that you have
broadened your plan to reach down to people who, under many other
corporate plans, because they earn $15,000 or less, would not be
reached by stock options?

Mr. SHARP. Will, I will answer both questions if I may, simul-
taneousl. I don't want to set CEIR apart from many, many
thousands of other small businesses in this country who are faced
with the same problem we are, but in a little different emphasis,
perhaps, one way or the other.

Senator Gow. Please understand, I am not trying to set it apart.
The oommittee is holding this hearing for the purpose of inning
information and the purpose of affording people who desire to testify
an opportunity to do so. You have come representing your company
and have stated the problem of your oompanw, and have expressed
the view that the enactment of the bill on -which the hearing is held
would adversely affect your ompany. Therefore, it seems entirely
Oro r to inquire into the nature of the options granted by CER,
not way of indictment, but by way of information, for the pur.
pose of gon formation.
Mr. Iuy a gr with you#

1-48
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I would like, however, to continue, if the Senator would permit,
to answer the question in an overall manner.

Senator Goim. Yes.
But I did not want any *inference to be drawn from my question

or the question of Senator Bennett that we wanted to set CRIR
apart. It has been used as an example before the committee, and,
therefore, we would like to explore it.

Mr. SHARP. Senator Gore and Senator Bennett may I say that, as
both of you well know, and as this committee weli knows, since 19I0,
particularly, since the Second World War, the technological advances
which have been made in this country and tie need for scientific brains,
for mathematicians, for well educated, devoted people who can work
in this space age, who can work in the computer age, who can operate
and utilize the modern techniques of analysis, of gettin the answers
which business and which government and private institutions needt
is tremendous.

That is the reason I said, Senator Gore, that I didn't want to
separate CEIR apart and may that this'is a special problem, because
I don't believe that, and certainly Dr. Robinson doesn't believe that.

We have contacts day by day with literally hundreds of companies
throughout the United States, in the State of Tennessee and every
State in the country who are competing for employees, of a type
almost as rare as satellites. You can pick up, for instance, the Los
Angeles papers and look at the 2 pages of advertising for technologi-
cal personnel, you can pick up the Vashington pers or the New
Yorkp~apers, whatever you wish. And it is not a problem relating just
to CEIR; technological advances in this country hae proceeded at
such a rate that it is beyond our ability to produce the people neces-
sary to man the facilities, let us say.

Senator Goiw. I think we understand that.
Now, in answer to my question, and the related question of Senator

Bennett.
Mr. SnAmF. The answer is that basically we have utilied stock

option. (1) to attract to the company's employment people who
otherwise we would not have been able to get because the arger corn
pane--I think IBM is an illustration, and RCA--4ie large con-
puter manufacturers in which this science of computing hs ''een de.
veloped, hav a near monopoly on qualifed personnel, they are well
established, their stock is well established$ they4 i 'old companies,
and they have vast employee benefits.

We are, like thousands of other companies a small company at-
tempting to creep up and to get into what has been centralizid in the
hands of relatively few, because it. has been developed by them. Now,
this is not only true of computing but'many other sciences" the Ipace
technology, and whatnot. But we have' utilized options *because
CEIR is a young comp.iny which we believe is tIng places we can't
pay the salaries that IBM can pay, we can't payh e salsirie6 that RCA
can pay, we can't pay the salaries that our competitors, if you wish to
call them that, can pay. Anid in many ;cases, even if we offered the
same salary, the Individual would still Orefer to work for A large well =

established company because of the added prestige and security.
The Senator made a point, for instance, with respect to the question

of antitrust, and wouldn't it be a good id& that people should be ble
to go out and establish their own companies. , agree with you, sir.
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But by this plan of stock options, people are able to acquire ample
capital if they wish to do so, and it would permit them to have the
capital available to do so.

Now, getting back to the question, we utilize options, as I have stated,
to attract people of the caliber and the talent we must have to do the
jobs we have set out to do in a highly technological field.

No. 2, we hire people that apparently don't have any outstanding
record or who are just out of school. For instance, a programer
normally must have his masters degree in mathematics. So we hire a
man like that, without knowing what his real capabilities are.

You may find not only that-he has great technical capabilities, butthat he also has outstanding administrative abilities. He can i the
eourse--

Senator Goiz. Do you pay this new employee by salary or by stock
option ?

Mr. SHARP. In most instances new employees, with the exception of
perhaps 8 or 10 of the 60 persons who now 'hold stock options, gained
them after they came aboard and when their abilities were realized
and they had vast opportunities to go elsewhere, and only by obtaining
a stake in the company would they remain.

May I ask the Senator, have I answered your question or not, sir?
Senator Bzwmrr. Notquite.
Let me restate it briefly and then I will find out.
Here is a man who is earning $12,000 a year. When you hire him,

do you say, "We can only pay you $12,000, and we will give you a
stock option," or do you hire him at $12,000, and then, discovering
that he is worth more, do you give him a stock option to keep him f

Is the stock option a proselytizing device that you bring out of the
bag when you are setting your salary for your man, or is it some-
thing that you use after you have made a determination whether this
man is the man you want to keep ? ?

Mr. SHARP. Senator, only in rare instances as I have indicated,
have we ever used it as what you call a proselytizing device, I would
say six, eight, maybe only three or four. I have the entire list before
me, but I would have to look it over.

In the majority of cases it is used in order to retain the services
of an individual who has been hired for $5,000 or $6 000 or $7,000,
or whatever it may be, and who has shown that he has the capabilities
to help make CEIR what the managements wants to make CEIR
which is an outstanding technological expert in these fields. And
it tells the people when it brings them on board, "We have a plan
under which, if you show that you have got on the ball what CEIR
needsyou will be recognized eventually and given a chance to invest

And I think that is the answer to your question.
Yes, Senator Gore?
Senator Goaz. Will you supply ,for the record the details of each

restricted stock option plan, the person to whom it was granted, when
it was granted, the fair market value of the stock of CEIR at the
time the option was granted. tbe, amount of option which each person
has exercised, the value of the stock at the time the option was exer-
cised, how much of the stock each employee still hofds, the current
value of CEIR stock, and the salary of each. person from the begin-
ning to the present who has reevpd A stock opt, I
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Mr. SHamP. May I make a couple of comments on that ?No. I obviously the amount of the options make sem only in thelight oi the number of shares then outstanding. It is increased byreason of financing and other reasons, obviously.Senator GoPm You can supply the amount of stock outstanding---.Mr. SHARP. In percentages as to number outstanding at any par-ticular time, otherwise it might not make sense.No 2 as to the persons, I have the feeling that-I don't exactlywant-i can tell you the capacity, but for us to put on the recordtheir salaries and their identities and te *obs they have, I thinkthat would be confidential information which should not be6-Senator GoPm. I did not ask for salaries, but for the operation ofthe corporation-
Senator BENNE1r. Would you be content to have these peopleidentified as A, B, C, and D, giving the date on which the option wasextended f.ex senator GoRe. I think that would be sufficient. The purpose here

is information. You have come and given us an example. Frankly,I think it is heavily in supl ort of my point of view, because froiithe information you have given it would appear that you are sub.stituting this new form of tax avoidance compensation for the tram4itionalmethod of paying salaries.
And if that is true then therecord must show it.If it is not true, then the information which you supply here willreveal that. It may be that I have drawn r onerous conclusions. Letthe record show the facts, and then all of us can draw, I hope, correct

conclusions.
Will you supply this information and designate the people as A,
, C, D, et cetera 1
Mr. SHxARP. I would be glad to do that.However, I may say that I think the Senator is mistaking the im.port of my testimony on the position I take on stock options-.Senator GoR,. I didunt mean to imply that you intended to support

Mr. SHARP. I didn't mean that at all.May I say this: No. 1 we do not substitute it for pay. We cannotpay those people like IB can, we cannot provide the bemtiful officesand accoutrements like IBM.
Senator GoPz. If you supply the information, we can dw our ownconclusions.
Mr. SHARP. All right. But it is not a substitute for pay. We can't

pa as the pay.
No.2,I would like the Senator to know at this time that our stockoptions provide roughly this The employee doesn't get the right toexercise any of them for a period of 2 years after he gets the piece ofpaper whicA says he has an option.The piece 0f paper might say he has an option on 50 shares. Hisright to actually exercise the option to purchase those 50 shares at 95percent of the fair market value on the date of issuance accrues over thefollowing 4 years at the rate of 25 percent the first year; that is, 2yeaxs with nothing exercisable, the third year 25 percent, the fourthyear up to 50 percent, the fifth year up to 75 percent, and beginning inthe sixth year 100 percent.
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Now, this, is a device obviously to do exactly what a number of the
witnessestestified this morning was important, to retain people on the

1 hey cannot come in and get their stock immediately and leave the
company after a year or two.
-, Senator GoRE. You began to describe it correctly as a device.

Mr. SHAmw. Well if you wish.t put it that way-
- Senator GoE. Wel], you put it that way.
Mr, SH MA. It is a device to keep good employees in a small busi-

noes, which I ani sure the Senator wiU agree is Vital to the economy
of this country..L Senator Goat Thank you very much, .

And the'staff of the committee will supply to you a transcript of the
,record in order that you may supply to the committee answers to itsquestion. , ..

(The information referred to is to be furnished by Mr. Sharp.)
(The following letters were appended to Dr. Robinson's statementas exhibits.)...

S .MAY I, 1961.
Ron. Auza Go. .,

DzAa SENATOR GOEM: I was interested to read of your bill to abolish cor-
porate restricted stock options and I am most anxious to acquaint you of one
aspect of such a measure of which you may not be aware.
1 It you succeed in abolishing restricted stock options you will help the big
corporations and seriously injure small business. This I know from my experi-
ence of the last 7 years in trying to build up a new business against the
competition of large corporations.

You should realize that in today's world the greatest problem of a company
like ours is to recruit capable technical talent in the midst of great scarcity.
How can we compete against large companies which can offer all kinds of
fringe benefit plans, such as retirement, generous training programs, bonuses.
fine buildings, and many other favorable features, let alone the permanence
and security of employment they offer? The answer is that in small business
we have to find some other attraction which will enable a fine techniclan or
engineer to undertake the 15 hours a day of hard slugging In modest circum-
stances at low salary, and with a sizable risk that the company will go out
of business and that he will be labeled a failure, to take 4 position with us
and Justify this to himself and his family. The attraction is to offer him
stock options which give him the prospect of reapig a rich reward- for his
efforts if the company sucogeds. Because we are small, the qr e itage increase
in our stock can be much more dramatic than in thaecase of the ig compass
(although IBM is probably one, exception) and T-Eisneutralizes their other

The stock option Is also small businesses' only way to compete for staff with
the ,nonprofit" corporations, being encouraged by Defense Department policies,
who offer an atmosphere to technical people of high pay, little wok,anda nice
restful atmosphere. From the country's point of view this means we get only
80epernt Verformnce out of out scarce talents. ; , . * I .
! 1 think a pobt, easily overlooked is that there Is absolutely no guarantee

,that be price ot stock, Jn a partcular company will In fact increase. Thus,
an employee wh is tied up for perhaps 5 ye4rs on a stock oion plan may
work an 80-hour week and still at the end of 'the period find that he, has
absolutely nothing If'tM'eompany has not succeeded.
. To my mind, if you believe In the American way of ife, in the idea that a man
should be able to start from nothing and by a dint of hard work, ability, and
ingenuity, create a fortune and an estate, you cannot help but agree that the
stock option Is one of the most satisfactory means available in our present

I
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society for accomplishing such a result. It makes this possible for tho man
with no capacity but who has the scarce talents of which we In America are
still in direct need. It seems to me that if you take away the initiatives so that
people can achieve only a little more than the next man despite huge differences
In ability and the amount of effort undertaken, we will get what we deserve-a
nation of "9 a.m. to 5 p.m." guys looking at the clock and totally lacking in
initiative, drive, and energy. Under such conditions we would probably deserve
to go under to the Russians. My own philosophy is that we must reward effort
and find some way to inspire every one of us to greater and greater efforts for
the country and for the economy. Every means that Is made available by
government policies to yield this result will pay our country many times over.
What we may lose in taxes through stock options will be gained in much greater
measure through far greater national Income which can be taxed through the
normal channels.

Sincerely yours, IlnaT W. Ronnisox, Pre~elve.

U.S. SErNATE
COMMIT& ON FOmCoN RELATIoNs,

May 11, 1961.
Mr. HA Brr W. RozaNsoN,
President, CEIR, Arlsglopt, Va.

DL" M. Rowisozi: Thank you very much for your letter of May 1 con-
-cerning restricted stock options. I am sorry you do not agree with my position
in this matter but your views are most welcome and I shall certainly keep them
in mind.

I must disagree completely with your position concerning small business. The
.small busluets cau no more compete with the large and well-established corpora-
tion on stock options than it can with respect to retirement plans, bonuses or
-others forms of compensation.

Your interest in this matter Is appreciated.
Sincerely yours, Atezar

MAY 81, 1961.
lion. ALDERT GORE,
(.S. Senate, Wahtno~o D.C.

DzAz SzziATon Gou: Thank you for your letter dated May 11, 1901. In con-
nectlon with the question of whether stock options in small businesses can attract

top-level personnel to the smaller cmpanles, the following are some figures
.showing an index number of over-the-counter industrial stock compiled by the
National Quotation Bureau of New York compared with the Dow-Jones In-
dustrial Index:

Over-the Dow4ocs
counter Induszial

IndustrW id"stock

De. .311 191- .................. . --
Mey 17, 1961-------------------------------------TO&

.. .In p e (percent).............................................. +1M

I think you will agree that this recent experience in the stock markets shows
the attraction of the smaller businesses as regards stock options, Moreover, I
am sure that if one compared the possibilities of many hundreds of percentage
increase, the frequency of such very large gains to the option holder is much
-greater In the case of the small company than in the large. This follows from
the fact that It is so much more difficult fof the large company to multiply many
*,mee over when Its sales are already at a very large voluw

I hope these few comments will assist you further In your work oi this subject.
Sincerely yours, HERBERT W. Roazzsozi, Presidet.
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Senator Goi. The next witness is Mr. A. Wilfred May.

TESTIMONY OF A. WILFRED MAY, COMMERCIAL AND FINANCIAL
CHRONICLE, NEW YORK, N.Y.

Mr. MAY. First, I would like to emphasize the fact that the views I
shall express are strictly my own, and the publication with which I am
associated carries no responsibility therefor. In fact, we are running
in an early issue an article by Mr. Ware, who has a position entirely
opposite to my own, which shows the objectivity of our publication.

There are two essential divisions in my statement. Part 1 is de-
signed to get a reorientation on the very fundamentals of the operation
ofa stock option. And part 2 would call attention to something that
is overlooked in most discussion, and has been ahnost completely over-
looked in today's proeedings. I have in mind the wide implications
of the so-called "reset" of the price via change of the contract price
after it has been established.

I might add that even where the "reset," the change in the contract,
has been treated in writing and speaking, [ think the implications have
not been fully realized, particularly te angle, the phase, that is
germane to the consideration of this bill; and that is the whole question
of the tax on the gains from o tions.

Now, on part I, covering the essentials of the actual operations of
stock options, as presently constituted, our stock option system's
workings are completely irrelevant to its constructive tuid laudable
aims. The option system is motivated by the major premise that the
company's profitability resulting from management achievement as
reflectedin its stock's market price. (TypicaU, only yesterday on the
Senate floor Senator Curtis quoted Renc word's comments at his
companyts 1660 annual meeting recommending the adoption of a new
sto option plan: " *With stock options your management is
rewarded in direct proportion to the company's profitability. If the
value of the stock does not go up, the options are worthless. The stock
option is one of the few means of enabling the manager to participate
in the success of the business achieved through his efforts. No otherplan gives management employees as extraordinary an incentive to
make the company profitable.") In lieu of providing managerial in-
centive via rewarding the hard.working executive's achievements as
measured by a rise in the intrinsic value of the company's stock, actu-
ally the optioning company has involved the optionee in a playing-
the-market operation. (Incidentally, loading-of-the-dice, which I
am going to discuss more fully here a bit later on.)

Now, ihis is true mainly because the stock's fluctuating market price
which determines the optionee's reward, does not register changes in
the stock's value-no matter who has been responsible therefor.

Basically contributing to the market's pricing, of the company's
stock is, of course, the value factor of the earnings. But far more
effective determinants are market conditions, ranging all the way from
money rates to all important investor psychology. This divergenc
of market price fluctuations from earm-ngs is indisputably evidenced
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b, the n and violent volatility in the price-earningss ratios ofthe nceasinga
l stoks--the price earnings ratio being the earnings divided into the

price. In other words, if P stock earns $5 a share and it sells for $40,
the price eaniings ratio, and the multiplier, are 8.

Actually, these fluctuations are determined not so niuch by the earn-
ings as by the size of the mutiplier, as I have just explained, by which
they are capitalized by the stock market community and not by indi-
vidual company factors.

Now, here are some illustrt ions of that.
From 1939 to 1949, a 10-year period, the earnings per share on

Standard & Poor's 500-stock composite index rose by 199 percent, but
these share prices gained only 34 percent. Conversely during the
following decade, xhiilo the earnings showed a net rise oi 492 percent,
the share prices, which, of course, registered their capitalization by the
mrket, groined a full 270 percent.

I take the liberty of interpolating here that Mr. Ware, when he saw
my memorandum this morning, sid, "Oh, you can show anything you
want by selecting your stocks.' But here we have the 500 stocks of
Standard & Poor s index, and also other indexes and examples which
I ain including in my statement.

The determination of market price by investors' mood or psychology
rather than by the earnings, is again demonstrated by the course of
the price-earnings ratios on Moody's 125 industrials, shown in the fol-
lowing table. As we see, there have been successive variations, up and
down, in the ratio ranging from a low of .6--that is stocks selling at
6 times their earnings on the average-in 1950, to 21 times at the
present time.

Price-earN INg* Prko.esmSe
Year: rego Year--Contnued raNo

194T ------------------- 8.7 10 ------------------- 9. 9
1950 ----------------. 8 1954 ----------- . 4
101 ------------------- 9.6 100.-------,.---- 1, 9
1952 ---------------------- 10.5 1961 estimatedd) ---------- 21.0

This again shows the varying capitalization of value hi the market,
the divergence of market price from the enterprise's business factors;
whereas the whole basis and major premise of the option-rewarding
system is that managerial success will be carried through to the mar-
ket price.

And that is why what I am saying is an attack on or reexamination
of the whole basic technique of the option reward.

Again, 50 utility common stocks, Standard & Poor's index sold at
11 times their earnings in 1950 at 15 times at the end of 1952, down
to 18 times their earnings in miJ-1053, and up to over 18 times in 1959.

Now, here is a very important set of figures. In connection with
the Dow-Jones industrial average--and this is not a few stocks, this
applies to the entire index-the 80 stocks in the Dow-Jones index were
capitalized by an 8.4 multiplier in 1050. Tn 1960 the multiplier was
18.0 in price over the decade whili variation had nothing to do with
executives' ability, achievement, hard work, or the other incentive
objectives we have been hearing about the last several hours.
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Strikingly demonstrating the volatility in the market multipliers
apl)litl to earnigS-and get this one, pleawe--dur ig that entire inter-
val were the riss it market price, in the face of redtced earnings, in
the following inlividual Dow-Jones issues.

Mun*np j r short Price Nimrlmng ratio
stock

Is 1M 1950 Iwo lo0 180 lowo

Anwercn*n ( 1  ........................ .. ir it $,06 n sm 7 1
]rnt~t i l I Paqk ....................... I. 80 I.7 is 1 It Is1
JohnsM a l . . ....... 3.01 3. 12 24 80 7 18
trntilod Airq Af., 2.07 1. M to 7 atWM11t ho ............................... 2, &W 1? 491 21

And there you see six issues in the Dow Jones Tidistrial Average
where the earnings were declining, were lower in 1960 than they were
In 1150-but the prices wete nmnchl higher.

Senator Ooa. Mr. May, I must say that this i something that has
puzzled ie a areat deal.

Mr,. MAyr. hope you are not now all the mote putiled.
It is very difficult to make this clear.
Senator GosR. I am not referring now, In this comment, specfleally

to the relationship of stock options to the priceearnings ratio.
Put it has been amazing to me how the ratio between earnings and

price has become so disproportionate, as you set out in these tables
I/tere •

Take American Can. The ratio was 7 in 1950 and 17 in 1960. Is
that a healthy thing I

Mr. MAY. 1 know you have other speakers following, and you have
to catch a plane, and even it the plane didn't leave until tomorrow
we couldn't dslxmse of all the reasons 'or the stock market's irrational
fluctuations Ir am writing a book titled "Freud Over Wall Street"
(pardon the plug). Freud was the great psychoanalyst, as you know,
which indicates the teiid'of my own thinking on the question. But
I won't take the time to expand on my basic conviction that stock
market understanding requires psychiatrist, not an economist.

Senator GoaL. I will make this deal with you. I will at least quote
ne paragraph on the floor of the Senate.

Mr. MAY. Right.
Here is another conclusion--and I think if Senator Bennett were

still here, or Senator Byrd, they would try to question this. But the
facts are indisputable as to these haphazard variations in the multiplier
and thus in the market's appraisal of earnings.

Now I say it is an indisputable conclusion surely that stock market
price changes are not attributable to the ekorts or achievements of
the opt ion. holding executive.

And I would lilie to stand on that until hell freezes over.
A corollary conclusion of that would be that the incentive reward

should be geared directly to earning, and/or other criteria of business
volune and not to their so persistently haphazard capitalization by
the stoc market, as they are now.
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Senator Go. Do you think it is now geared partly to speculation
and partly to the vagaries of the marketplace, but it is wholly un-
Melated to the dividends received by the ordinary stockholders?

Mr. MAY. Well, the facts are indisputable. As far as relating the
proportion of one to the other: frankly, I spent about an hour the
night before last discussing how to wordthat conclusion with my son,
who is with a management consulting firm. And we agreed on this;
I had suggested that not the earnings but the market vagaries, as jou
say, control the market price. But we coinpromised on stating that
"at least as important" as the earnings are the market vagaries in
setting the price. While this sounds like a radical assertion.

But the proof is indisputable as evidenced by all the indexes and
averages I have shown-and not merely by small samples.

Now, a corollary of that conclusion would be that from the corporate
point of view, this playing of the market, this gearing of management
incentives to the miarkiet, hurts the corporation in an ancillary sort
of way in tending to Mike the management more market conscious in
various ways in whipping up public relations techniques.
There are hundreds of my good friends in public relations firms

around Now York who are engaged in creating favorable market
atmosphere for their clients' stocks. There are various conflicts that
could come ll) through market over-consciousness by management.
For example many, I know several companies who while they have
options outstanding, are buying in their stock on the market.

Tlint may be justified, or it, may not be. Bit there is a potential
conflicl, of interest there. ''lie ( vision of management whether to
buy this stock on the open market might possibly in some cases be
determined by the self-interest of the opt ionees.

Now, the other area I want to cover embraces the implications of
the reset, which is the technical term for change in the contract, re-
lucing the opt ion price in favor of the optionees, if and after the stock

hus declined in market price.
I have called this in my statement a "heads I win and tails you

lose" process.
This has been mentioned before, but I submit that. the wide impli-

cations taxwise have been overlooked.
The "resetting" privilege, that is the ex post facto lowering of the

option's contract price subsequent to the security's market decline,
has the broadest implications. This is so not only in compounding
the above-depicted market-playing role, but also vis-a-vis our whole
tax structure and tax policy.

Such change-in-the-deal is specifically permitted by the statute andI am glad to emphasize that.
Pror to a 19-54 amendment to the Internal Revenue Code, an op-

tion holder would have lost the right to the tax treatment accorded
under the Code to restricted stock options, if the option price were
reduced during the term of the option. That logical restriction ex-
isted before 1954.

In 1954, however, the Code was amended to permit such a reodq-
tion, without the option holders' sacrificing such tax treatment, it' e
fair market value of, the stock covered by the option had declined by
an avenge of more than 20 percent over the period of at least 1 year.
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Tvyj)iatlh. I watit to give vo some extal)lIes-Alllericlln & Foreign
Power rlcentlv took advanfl Ye of filis "resetting" I)riilege. I'lirly-
live options lhd Ieeti isued From 1)55 to 11)591, at rice ( 100 percet.
of Ihe coneUtlm'it im'ket.), rangilng fr om 11 1/ to II3A. 'Tl di re'ors
t here, aflet, on May 28, last, redueed, with shareholder approval, via
I)o $ them to tle lower market .rie as of I hei day of t lie price mod-

Actitton. Oil May 15th last, the markel price was $10.50 and on May
25th, $11.

Tiuis if the lrivilege of resetting had tiken place on tliose (days tile
cont rte( wouh hav1 1 ee1 n E e titled from anywler , from, say, an aver-
age of 14 to 101,j and 11 or :0-27 percent.

This was the ntaligtlett's rellsotling:
Tlie biard of (lrevtorm Wi'-rem that tht, eIM,|tvenes-Rx of tiII plin iitllhorlml III

11).1111 aellhevlig Its purpose IN t imerlaly litimplrml whln currentt nitirket ph'e,
of the stock are ibstantinlily Ielow the pries tit which i1i10t, or tihb otmiiuidig
opt toni were granted.

Public utility holding COm)tilis imider lie jurisdiction of tim 1135
act,1 I1sf get. the S4's Ol)t ioi-is siiing jlernissIoin lit eal case, )ec('atie
of the ('omilision's stilt utory obligation t hereundler to alpplrove-
umder'linhethe woId "al)l)r '' -- new i.es--JII (Otll'st to its 1o10,
citedd )urisdiction Mitel tlte seeuit it'S Adt of 1933 whiCh is Couiled

to insurmg disclosure.The 19:3 so-called New Securite Ac regulates issuiulee of new
securities, exeel)t in the utilities fheld, amd also excepting the inve.st-
Iment companies field, where incidentally, llnliiugellipllt optiotis, Ilr'e
barred. (WIV the InvestIent ('olipany Act of 1940, Rec. 18.)

Two U1tility cOipall cases of "rsett|ing" the opllt.io)rice h111v
recently occurred ii Middle South V tilities apl)! iition for eruns.
SiOl to redule tile piice' was al)pl'OVCwd by ilte 1St,. Wh ile the privi-
lege was substxlielitly (lopped by the mnagemelnt, it, can be used in
the future.
The Ohio Ediso (Co. likewise secueiv lie SEC's approval, on March

16 last, to lower the outstanding option price, and ais retained the
privilege.

Presumably, the numiher of such contract rm'isions will sul)stlan-
tially ineivase during a future change to a bear market from tle
recent, bullish era. wherein most. of these revisions have take I place.
You, Senator Goe, mentioned one in your recent speech o options
before the Senate, the Alcoa casv.

What is going to hapl)en in a beat- marketI
One-way contract price juggling is going to become all the more

frequent.
Incidentally. this witness has not heard of any provision or instance

of "resetting' when the stock has risen instead of fallen. In other
words, the long-term routine constitutes a one-way subsidy, heads
you win and tails I lose..Senator GORE. If the board of directors wished to place the interest
of the ordinary stockholder of the corporation first, then it seems to
me we should hod at least one example of resetting upward.,

Mr. MAY. I heartily agree.
Here are some important conclusions:
The resd practice policy,,freely permitted by the statute highlights

the ortionee executive's certaintyof receiving additional compensa-
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tioe. (nlcidell ally, it. I,W ustilly anmil'-cs (lie other stockholders
gullillter of sollie (ilutioll of IlON (o'9iy. 'rilw lre iot. dillite(I at, 18i,
with flipe I)ri'e l1dure(id t 15, they will 1w dilletf(' fit, 15.)
But ilie importiant thing, - want to slate there-ad I would like

to In'iig it. out it. this poitlt--is tliat , it, assures the exeiait,'es certainty
of receiving mddidiona ointompensation, taking it, out, of Ito luss of a
Conditional option nlrrallgellieit, under any e11' tllluis, and putting
it, into he catego'y of gull I'lllit eed v(0 i, ensition, i'isk-less comlpensa-

Serial or (hou(:. I nstad of it leilig, witI It (li' reset practice, fln opt ion,
it, tends to become, not till option, bit. ill ass trance ,

M. MAY. Backinr lip youlr state mieiit, nd( contradict ing ile lepre.
setlitioll of the I.lvedilig witli(e, it i. asslre( (olll) saltion thInly
disguised as i condit io1ll o)t noll.

Tflia reset privilege which gninritntees the recipient a benefit no mat-
lei whnal happens, whether tile stock goes till or dowil, carries it par.
ticilarly cueil imlplient ion ol accOmianying tax policy.

Calling such assured and riskless coinlpeiiation a capital gain eom-
pletely contralitRs the thlesis lint tle latter are fortuitous mid rifky;
which certainly motivates their favored tax tiveairient in this country,
itn(I tax exelil)ionll It ii ost. t her lit itOlIS.

And 1 would like to add ni ire sonel.hipq I think that was over-
looked today, tiat one of (li I)enefits or giving the optionee capital
gati Ut Status i16 1101, with tli '25 percent, mile ceiling, exemption of
tle re .i)iient from I t11 ax fit dlath, wheit his capital gains fire exempt
fron e1 at d1let h.

lence, so long its options are usCd, either the reset, notice shhouli be
enlilnited, or Cio profits theefrom subjected to taxes as ordinary
income, with a reduction of the I)l'esent confis'atory surtax rates.

In ally event, in line with our clenionstrations in )oth sections I
and 2 al ovo1 the o1)tioli should rather be replaced by a technique of
getting outright share ownership ito the corporate executive, either
by bomus routine or other as additional salary-type compensation.

I think most. of the aims I have heard this morning an previously
would be thus satisfied. Talking about a stock interest for getting
the executive to work harder and having the interests of the corpo-
ration at heart, and so on: that could just as well be attained without
the tax gimmick, by profit sharing or some bonus system in lieu of
the extra salary.

Maybe I am sticking my neck out, I haven't thought it through.
But in the cases of the preceding witness % instead of giving afn execu.
tive $15,000 a year plus an option arrangement with this unfair tax
arrangement, why not give him $15,000 a year plus some stated share
in the increased earnings, when, as, and ifI

This would accomplish both the incentive objective and reduce the
abuse of divergence of interest between the management controllers
and the stockholder-owners.

Thank you very much.
Senator GoRw. Mr. May, you have given a very erudite and help-

ful, statement. Thank you.
Mr. MAY. Senator, that is an awful thing to say-"erudite." The

kiss of death., tSenator GoRR. Well, I certainly did not so intend it. I meant it to
be highly eoinpihementary,sh.r
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Mr. MAY. I realize that. I was only jesting. Thank you very
much.

Senator Goiw. Miss Adele Stanton.
Miss STANTON. This may not be erudite, but it is a woman's opin-

ion.
Senator GoRE. Well, a woman's opinion is always superior.
Miss STANTON. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF MISS ADELE L. STANTON, BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Miss STANTON. Mr. Senator, my name is Adele Stanton, a native
New Yorker, and a retired Wall Street secretary. Dividends are my
only income. My securities were purchased over a long period of
years to be held as conservative investments in American free enter-
prise. I am not an unfamiliar figure at stockholder meetings. My
prune interest is in the performance of top management. I ask
Per t inen t questions and without exception-the bigger the man at the
nehm of an organization, the better the answers he gives me. The
quarterly or semiannual reports will soon convey to the most ignorant
of us stockholders, if the management is slipping and there is no law
that compels you to hold the stock.

After listening intenly to the testimony given here yesterday, it
occurred to me that the sole purpose of bill S. 1625 is to legislate
honesty. Back in the 1920's someone asked our President what he
thouglit of sin and he said "I'm agin it." So am I. And, if there is
anything in our laws that has caused more sin than our tax structure,
name it. Yesterday someone said, "In the good old days men had the
guts to put their own money to start a business." rue and in the
g old days there was no tax problem.

Stock options, we were told yesterday, do not serve their purpose
for it does not anchor a top executive to his job. I believe a specific
instance was given of a keyman switching to another organization.
The answer to that one is-such popularity must have been deserved.
Are we to understand that because a man accepts a stock option from
- company employing him-he is then supposed to be bound to work
for that company until he reaches retirement age? That sounds to
me something like penal servitude. Would not such a requirement
.deprive the individual of the freedom of choice? Would such a
proposal be constitutional? I rather suspect the present Supreme
Court might say so but I sometimes wonder if the members of that
Court really know very much about our Constitution.

Here I would just like to add there was a comment this morning
about that article on the Ford Co. back when they facing disaster-
they approached a group of men, who were their best bet to save the

company. They offered them a stake if they made good., Today.
we all know there are thousands on the Ford payroll in America,
England, Germany. Just before I left New York on T"sday, one
of our most conservative brokerage firms offered Ford stocei as a very
good purchase. I think those ForA men earned their stake.

America can outproduce any country or combination of countries
in the world today. American free enterprise produced everything
required for the United States and its allies to win two global wai.
, - Thia morning therwas the riizacle that many of us wer privileged
to see-that, was shooting our second man, launching him into space
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safely. That was made possible by keymen in American technology .
who, to my mind, are entitled to special financial protection. They
should not be harassed by those who are less qualified, seeking laws to'
deprive them of their just due.

I do not deny that this stock opion p lan is liable to abuse by the
always to be found unscrupulous few. But, is this the time, when we
face the threats of an atomic war, to condemn all for the misdemeanors
of a few ? I have just returned from 2 years residence on the Soviet
border in Germany. Our boys stationed over there keep their eyes
on a little red telephone. We, at home, better keep our eyes on our big
producers and stop haggling.

Gentlemen-let s forget this S. 1625.
Thank you very much.
Senator GORF. Thank you very much. I still say a woman's opinion

is superior.
Miss STANroN. Thank you very much.
Senator GoRyE. Mr. Smith.

STATEMENT OF ESSE R. SMITH, ARM=TRONG CORK CO.

Mr. SMITH. My nane is Jesse R. Smith. I represent Armstrong
Cork Co. W, e appreciate the opportunity of making this statement.
Ve ask leave to file the attached memorandum.

Senator Goiw. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The memorandum referred to is as follows:)

AitusTzoNo Comic Co.-I;r DE:ENsR or REsTcrT STocK Onrox PtANs
JVLY 20, 1961.

1. How to retain and reenforce the basic business ownership nem: Ye In our
capitalistic society Is a very perplexing problem, especially since this Incentive
has provided the spark of inlUative and risktaking underlying our record of
tiational growth and greatness.

During the early days of the Nation's economic development, enterprises were
almost entirely owner managed. Management compensation was no problem
then because the owners had a strong Incentive-direct compensation plus In-
creased value of their ownership nterest-to use all of their Ingenuity, Initiative,
vision, courage, and leadership to make their businesses successful However,
as business enterprises expanded and corporations replaced many proprietor-
ships and partnerships, the owner-manager has tended to disappear, and his
counterpart today Is the salaried executive or professional manager. Stock
options have done more to promote ownership incentive in American Industry
than anything else in recent years.

2. Restricted stock option plans are not a tax loophole, but a conscious effort
by the Congress to strengthen financial incentives in our system at a time when
the Communist bloc is adopting more and more financial incentives to stimulate
their key personnel to make still greater contributions to their worldwide con-
quest effort Hence, to eliminate options Is to embark on a policy detined to
weaken American incentive at a time when the Communists are strengthening
their.

3. Objections to stock option plans arise only whi'n the current market price
of the stock rixe.3 noticeably above the original option price, which is precisely
the condition which the entire option program seeks to create as an incentive to
management optionees and shareholders generally. Any Increase In market
value of stock, of course, is the same for stock which has been purchased on the
open market as that which has been bought under option. lence, all stock-
holders benefit the same as optionees when the price of the stock advances3 and
not just optionees.

Optionees under restricted plans cannot buy stock at prices substantially
below the actual price on the market the day their option was granted. The
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stock must rise above the option price before there can be any gain to the option
holder by sale of the stock, and the optionee typically cannot exercise his option
earlier than 1 year after it is granted. There is no opportunity for "overnight
profit."

4. Private managements to an overwhelming degree determine the extent of
national economic growth. Long experience has proven that these same manage-
ments in turn perform most effectively when they have clear-cut incentives
leading to tangible rewards for their successful efforts.

Confiscatory income tax rates have made it increasingly difficult In real terms
to compensate principal officers and key employees In accordance with their
responsibilities and contributions. Generally rising wages and salaries have had
the effect of severely narrowing the spread of after-tax income between indi-
viduals in higher and lower range levels of responsibllit.. Stock options have
helped in part to preserve the incentive differential for many individuals making
key management decisions in our society.

5. The loss of revenue to the Government from capital gainq-nstead of
ordinary income-tax treatment of stock options is really quite insignificant when
compared with the enlarged general tax revenue base which typically results
from growing profitable businesses. Moreover, to the extent that the market
price of optioned stock advances because of the efforts of optionees, there is an
Identical rise in the capital gains tax liabilities of the more numerous other
stockholders holding the same securities.

6. Claims that stock options tend to dilute. existing stockholder interests
really have little substance because the number of option shares is typically so
few absolutely and relatively as to constitute little change in total shares
outstanding. More important, the new shares are issued to management per-
sonnel and commonly held as a major share of life savings In other words,
existing shareholders are aided by having new stockholders added who are
active and directly contributing to the company's profits.

7. Under the regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission, optionees
and all other stockholders are protected against secret management actions by
the requirement that annual registration statements be filed by the company
granting such options. Shares of optioned stock are limited by stockholder
approval, and when exhausted can be replenished only by further stockholder
approval.

& While there have been some abuses of stock options, such abuses should be
corrected and not permitted to destroy the concept of stock options as an in-
centive to management in the interest of stockholders and the Nation generally.

The principal abuses of restricted stock option plans could be eliminated with-
out impairing the option principle if the following limitations were adopted:

(a) All options to be established at prices 100 percent of the market
price on the day granted.

(b) Once established, prices of outstanding options not to be subject to
any downward revision before expiration.

(e) Maximum number of shares to be optioned to any one individual dur-
Ing his entire tenure of employment, to be limited to a dollar value, at the
option prices applying, not in excess of four times his annual compensation
on the dates the options are granted.

Mr. SmiTt. I think it will only take me about 6 minutes to read this
statement, Senator, and probably if we go through it, it may answer
some of the questions you may have.

Since 1952 when our stock option plan went into effect, we in Arm-
strong Cork Co. have found it has provided a means to enable key
employees to acquire an ownership in the company. Many authorities,
including Members of the Congress, recognize that progressive income
taxes make it extremely difficultt for employees to acquire more than a
very limited ownership in a corporation. This was true in Armstrong
prior to the adoption of the plan.

We believe that the restricted stoclk option is a powerful incentive
for officers and key employees to do the best job they possibly can to
further the corporate interest& We believe it has worked well in our
case.

I
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Since the adoption of the plan by the stockholders in April 1952,
the company has granted seven groups of options thereunder to officers
and key employees. In each case the option price was at least 95 per-
cent of tie closing market price on the date of granting the options,
as appears from the following table which sets forth tile years the
options were granted, the number of employees, the price per share
for each group of options, the closing market price on the date of
grant on the New York Stock Exchange, adjusted, in the case of the
three earliest groups, for the 3-for-1 stock split in 1955, and the price
range on such exchange during the year of grant, similarly adjusted:

Closing Prie range during
Number of Option market yer

Year granted employee price per price on
share date of

grant High Low

1952 ................................... 91 $1& 92 $17 M 19.00 $1& 375
1953 ................................... &24 1692 17.333 19.875 18.25
195 ....................................... 4 28 67 30L. 12 ............ .. .2 125
195 ....................................... 6 33l U 0 4. 875 37.76 2,125
1959-------------------------------------56 35.75 37.28 49.75 a5.825
199 .................................... 12 39.25 41.25 S3.50 39.00
1961 ....................................... 34 37.25 60.23 64.50 0.00

The foregoing data become more meaningful when it. is realized that
no grantee has been allotted more tIlan 22/100ths of 1 percent of the
stock outstanding-and that. incidentally is in the case of the largest
option that. was granted-and that options have been granted to a
total of 317 key employees. The total stock granted under the option
plan since 1952 is less than 81/ pelent of the outstanding stock.

It is actually about 5 perent-the amount of stock that has been
taken up by the grants and acquired-about 5 percent of the out-
standing stock.

If this can be considered a "dilution" of the shareholders' equities,
certainly it has been more than offset by the fact that the business
has flourished, which has benefited all stockholders, the employees, our
customers, the communities in which we operate, and the Government
in the form of increased taxes.

The restricted stock option has not only made it possible for our
key employees to acquire an ownership in the business-it has stimu-
lated their creativeness and productivity and enhanced their devotion
and loyalty. Moreover, in the 9 years that our stock o)t-ion plan has
been in effect, key employees who have purchased stock under the plan
have generally retained their stockholdings. This is borne out by
the fact that 2'24,322 shares have been purchased under stock options
and the employees who purchased thent or their families today own
200,069 shares: There has been no tendency to take a quick )rofit in
the market.

Critics of the restricted stock option would have it appear that. this is
a device that has been used mainly b'y larger corporations and for the
enrichment of a few favored employees. Even if it were true that
only the larger corporations utilize stock options, we believe it is
still definitely in the interest of our national economy. But we believe
it is widely used among the smaller corporations. I personally know
of several small companies whose stock is not traded on national ex-
changes, yet the stock option is being used successfully to attract high-



grade talent 11itl the enterprises ime making real progress. Many
of these nredl, corporations are perfornihig vital service to our defense
effort.

In 81n1, we are Mt i8flied tlt thie pitItI h11s provided added illeenlyive
for our n.1tuugw|e|t rtzroip and that, ita result it is working in tho
best interests of 11l sharehloders of our. company and, of course, to
All other nireted grop).9. We Iblieve this is tYllcall, 111nd ti( cuimulo-
tive effect must great ly st r iig hen our nat imn economy. I t wold be
unfortinate if li ts p1a. which h1s beome ii gr11'11il l I ong corpo-
llatiton8 It till illolulttive for lillullljenient., welr to b swept awly because
of Ii reil ivly f Iw I tinti0I. LO CH sot I)th down t11 the hO lXV1n1iM
the IxntIh needs acreetnh. Americn ind(iI-try lutist perform ns never
lefor6e hi theso critical days. Abuss can 1)0 corieefd and defects
revil)edill. Obviously, the sHIjI't. is wortlhy of areful study by the
('ongi ls l beforl ian 1y -weep I Ilg m el is Iliade.

I thank youi for"Or attention.
.seiatol (omt. 'iank 3o11, l1r. Sminith, for your very exc(Allemtt tosti-

moly. You lI)nwtl't it (vo'lermil |hulnt lnH utilized tis provision of
the law to a eonsiderabl! extent, and it, is helpful for the committee
to have this Infornaltion which you have so kindly given.

Mr. Suipt. Ve though it vas particularly iltersting to note the
fact that there has I;en very little dismal of this stock, and actlily
only In luIarhip eases.

Senator (om. Yes. This is very helpful, nid the committee thanks
you, sir.

Before you rth'-e-this committee is very happy to welcome yOU
back to its deliberation, You served the committee long, faithfully,
and ably.

Mr. 8mrri. Many years ago. Thank you, Senator.
Senator (ionS. Mr. William Jackman, Investors league.

8TAFXZN OF WILLIAX M OMAN', PRESIDENT$ INV-- R8
LEAGUE, INC., NIW YORK, N.Y.

Mr. JACKMAN. I am William Jackman, ptwident of the Invego.rs
le Since you are making a plane, Senator, and so am I, I think

if I may, I will file my statement. I do not know if you have read
Lhis bookc, but I am going to give It to you, because the majority of my
statement is right, in there.

Senator Go& Thank you, sir.
(The statement of Mr. Jackman follows:)

ftATzMiax or INmVmso LAuovi, Io., Nzw Youx, N.Y., Wsy WiLLIAM JAC UAN,

My nanme Io William Jackman. r am president of Investom League, Inc.,
New York. The Investors League lot a nonprofit, nonpartisan, voluntary mem.
bership organization of thousands of Individual investors, small, and large, re.
siding In every State of the Union.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, on behalf of our thousands
of investor members I wish to thank you for the privilege of presenting the
viewpoint of American investors on 8, 160 a bill by Senator Albert Gore of
Tn-ese "'to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 104 so as to terminate the
sp eal tax treatment now accorded certain employee stock option&"

We strongly urge the committee not to recommend thIs proposed legislation.
Senator Gore has stated that the restricted stock option constitutes an in.

164 STOCK OPTIONS
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qtinliy, "a favoritism in our tax low" which should be repealed. This view
semis to iiggent tlit IntjliAtlty Is always bad,

li ay opinion, a great nniay Amnerl.aum agree with Prof. Henry C. Wallith
of Yalo Univeralty, who poInta out in fi hook, "The Cot of Freedom," pub.
Ils(-d In 100 by Ilnrir & liros., that "the state of a free society depends on
the j)remervittit of beliefs tisit give room to ereativo Iniiqualities."

IltitlelI I s bihg nstked t4lny--Jy (overinuent, employees, xtokholders,
imd the Ipeple-to nehlieve the economic ilra(le of steady employment, in.

creaming wages, better and ch ealpr prolWMAts liaproved earnings and curtailed
iflaton. This iuiracle cianot be achieved unless we cnn get more proluctivity

onll growth front the iprivato eterpriso mystein which Is the foundation of our
isolily.

The two i1inhimlrlitis (it this private enterprise Pytem are Ineentivex and
competition. l cnuso mien are not equal In terms of ability, Profeor Wallich
ImInti out thiat "one Important expluaatlon of, and reason for, Inequality fol-
lows from the n(e. to get the right 1woplo Into the right Job. It is wasteful
If enginers do work that inechantics can handle, or If executives perform chores
that (vu1ll( he done by their secretaries A market economy avoids this by
conlpelling ltimism to compete for talent snd to pay each inan what he
is worth in the Job he can do best"

Inevitably, however, Incentivem and competition result In large differentIals
in income. When we tax away theme differential* In large measure, as we
nre doing today, Professor Wallich points out, "the effectiveness of the melee.
tan proce * * muffers corremponnllgly. A high salary that one cannot
keep in no great attraction. Unless we pay people what they are worth, they
may s to It that they are worth no more than they are paid. Therfore, If
the selection process results in large bonuses, efielency demands tat, in goo
part, they be left where they land.

"Another Instance of creative Inequality presents Itself when we tern to in-
centives. Here again, the logic of our system produces Inequalities that can-
not be removed without xlowing down the system Itself. If we want good
performance, we must hold out rewards. To be effective, rewards must raise
one man above the other."

The effort to equalize incomes, If sucessfnl, would bring stasmaton to out
economy, a condition that would be nothing short of a national disaster in te
struggle between the free world and the Iron Curtain countri*.

Profesor Wallich's concluon, with which I heartily agree, is that "In I dy-
unmic eiujoiny Inequality acquires a functon-it accelerates growth. By facil
stating the use of Incentlves and the accumulation of saving., and so stlma
rating economic growth, Inequality benefits even those who Initially appear to be
Its victims."

My personal knowledge of the results to companies who have adopted stoc
option plant has led me to the following conclusions:

(1) Stock options are effective in attracting and holding key executives
(2) Stock options do provide a unique entrelareneurlal incentive. They

have no value to the recipient, and no cost to the company, at the time
they are granted. They become valuable only when management is abl
to improve the position of the company sufficiently to produce a signl
cant Increase In the price of Its stock When this happens, all sharehoder
benefit. Thusk because of the way stock options fwtire, the Idlivdual
vbareholder I% aaoured of a share value appreciation many time greeter
thau the small fraction of equity which Is generally the cost to stockholders
of using stock options as incentives.

(8) Stock options do not result in any slgnlficant'galin or Los in public
tax revenues. For example, let us assume that a coxapany paya a $100
cash bopus tq an employee Instead of Issuing a stock option. If the em-
ployee I In the 71Gperceat tax bracket, he pays an Income tax of $75
but the company receives the tax benefit of $52. Thus, the Government nets
$28 on the transaction. On the other hand, a stock option gain of $100 re-
alized by the same individual would result in his paying a capital gains tax
of $215 with no tax benefit to the company.

(4) Until our society can find a better incentive within or outside the tax
system the restricted stock option, properly used through built-in saf a
should be retained to promote the economic welfare of our country.

I submit, gentlemen, that the true interest of America's 15 million share-
holders and Its free enterprise system wil best be served by the Congress
rejecting S. 162.
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INVSTOMS IAoUX, INC., Nuws RtLCaisc

WASUIINOTOM, D.C.-The head of an organization representing thousands of
American shareholders testified today that corporate stock option plans help
provide the incentives necessary for continued growth of the U.S. economy.

William Jackman. president of the Investomr League, Inc., of New York,
strongly urged the Senate Connittee on Finane to reject proixosed legislation
(S. 162I. the Gore bill) which would, In effect, terminate employee stock options.

lIe mid we cannot achieve more productivity and growth from our economy
without Incentives and competition, "the two mainsprings of our private enter-
prise system."

Mr. Jackman Indicated that any attempt to t-uallze Incomes," such as that
contained in time Gore bill, "would bring stagnaw bm to our econoiny-a condition
that would be nothing short of national disaster in the struggle between the
free world and the Iron Curtain countries."

le said, further, that Iis personal knowledge of the results achieved by com-
pany stock option plans has led to the following conclusions:

"Stock options are effective In attracting and holding key executives.
"Stock options do provide a unique entrepreneurial Incentive."Stock options do not result In any significant gain or lose In public tax

revenues.
"Stock options are In the true Interest of America's 15 million shareholders

and should be retained to promote the economic welfare of our country."
The Investors League is a nonprofit, nonpartisan, voluntary membership or-

ganltation of thousands of individual investors, small and large, residing
throughout the United States.

(By direction of the chairman, the following is made a part of the
record:)

NATIONAL SUALL BlsINrFs MEN'S ASSOCIATIONoWaehbt tm, D.C., Jtdv 85. 1961.
Re S. 125. elimination of stock options.

on. HARRY F. BYrn.
'Aanavau, Senate Pfrenme Oommittee,

Senate Ofoe Building, Wasi ngtoo, D.O.
DsAa SENATOR BYRn: I have been operating small business concerns virtually

all of my life, I was a charter member of the National Small Business Men's
Association, and have just retired as chairman of the board of trustees of that
organization.

In my opinion It would be almost disastrous for the small business com.
munity to summarily eliminate restricted stock options In the face of the un-
mistakable fact that this device has constructively served the needs of small
business In several Important respects. In the first place, on the basis of my own
personal experience, the restricted stock option represents the only means avail-
able to the small business operator through which be can attract the type of
management necessary to compete with the larger concerns. Needless to
say the small business concern Is virtually never in a position to offer employee
seurit,v comparable to that of the large firms. Although the element of risk
is involved, there Is an opportunity to acquire a proprietary Interest, and to
participate In the rewards which accrue to suevmaful management.

This, to me, is the very essence of the history of American business, and un-
less we keep this channel open there Is no mistake about It we are placing a
heavy handicap on thriving young industry.

I repectflly urge that this bill be defeated.
Sincerely yours,

o o M. Evale,Clsfrmau ol the Roerd, Teleotrou Co., Port Lauderdale, Plo.
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NATZONA 1 33AL, BUSINXIss MM.N'd ASSOCIATION,

Washington, D.O., July 91, No61.

lion. IIALY F. BRya,
Oairman, Resage Fitnano Committee,
Senate Oloe Building, Washington, D.V.

DI.CA SENATOR BYa: We were prevented, by shortness of notice, from present.
ing as many small business witnesses as the Senate Finance Committee might
desire to hear, who would emphatically and authoritatively testify that the re.
strictive stock option is an almost indispensable tool in obtaining and holding
the type of management which a growing small business must have.

To abruptly terminate all such programs, as proposed by S. 1625, in the face
of all the constructive use that has been made of this mechanism, would show
a disheartening lack of understanding of the real issues Involved. Much of the
discussion has gotten off into an emotional sidetrack which has no relevance
to the successful operation of the competitive system, or to the welfare of the
economy. To characterize, restricted stock options as a moral problem Is mere
superficiality. Every phase of human activity can involve moral consideration
but the area of restricted stock options is probably less involved In this respect
than other phases of business activity. In any event this aspect is merely a
supervisory problem, and does not reach to the deeper considerations which
ought to dominate the discussion.

One of the principal factors concerned is the effect of these opUon programs
in terms of basic human incentives. Human nature, It must be remembered,
has changed very little in 5,000 years. The paramount human motivation
was, is, and will continue to be Improvement of status on the basis of material
possession.

Our tax and other related laws apparently have been thrown together with
complete disregard for effect in terms of human reaction and the cumulative
impact on the whole economy. Our national policies have provided premiums
for waste, sharpness, and Inefliclency, and have thrown Impedllments In the path
of commensurate reward for thrift, industry, and competence. This is Ignoranc
of the first order, and we will he paying the penalty for years to come.

Instead (if crying about windfall wealth, we should be vitally concerned
with seeing to It that every possible door is kept open for opportunity to feed
Incentive and reward accomplishment. Even the Sovieta are beginning to lear,
the hard way, that accomplishment Is lnelparably related to the human drive
for monetary reward.

There is currently, in this country, a great due and cry for economic growth.
At the same time the national policy seems to be intent on making It Impos-
sible to accumulate and keep any appreclable amount of money. What is eco-
nomic growth'if not the product of capital being put to work? Eliminating the
option program seems a senseless step in the wrong direction.

In these days of progressive tax rates, the growing small business would ind It
virtually Impossible to get and keel) competent management without the help of
the restricted stock option. The constructive usefulness of option programs to
small business and intermediate companies Is perhaps the most important ele-
ment of the value of such programs as a national resource.

The specific criticlazms of such options have been ably and competently an.
swered elsewhere In this record. On the most objective basis, It Is clear that
every single criticIsm which has been raised Is, at best, a matter of Improved
administration rather than a weakness in the basic policy.

We respectfully submit that elimination of restricted stock options would be a
serious blow to the small business community and to the national economy.

Sincerely yours, JronN¢ A. Ooema-, 0004 Oo*001.
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Senator DYED, ' JAOKSO LAKE LODE, July 20, 1961.

Chairman, Senate Pimae Committee,
Senate OIce Building, Washington, D.C.:

Register our protest to Gore amendment. Would elinluate incentive for ema.
ployees to acquire interest In corporations which Is a great value In successful
operation and would end stock option plans.

SALT L.xci CrTY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
Gus P. BAOKMAN, Secretary.

P. R. MALLORY & Co., INC.,
IndkWnapolie, In1d., May 19, 1961.

Hn. HAnT r. BT,
U.S. Senate, Washiusgon, D.C.

D&AR SXNATo BYRD: On April 20, the board of directors of this company held
an organization meeting following the annual meeting of stockholders. As is
umal, officers were elected, their compensation established, and, in the case of
two outstanding Individuals, stock options were granted. A limited number of
stock options have, in past years, been accorded to employees and officers of this
company, there being outstanding options in the names of 20 employees (22
including the ones granted April 26).I It was discouraging to me to have to recommend options in the face of thepossiblity that the bill introduced by Senator Albert Gore of Tennessee would
deprive optionees of the tax advantages accorded to holders of restricted stock
options as enacted in the Revenue Act of 1954. The reasonfng supporting the
wisdom behind this legislation is fully set forth in the Senate Finance Com-
mittee report and the House Ways aind Means Committee Report No. 137.

There have been, admittedly, a limited number of transgressions against the
purpose of the Congress in enacting the legislation. Viewed in comparison to the
large number of grants which are in keeping with legislative intent, these few
exceptions are of no consequence and should not influence the present Congress
to the extent of revoking the benefits which have proved themselves to be of
great assistance to Anterican industry.It may be hard for Senator Gore to understand the significance to an employee
of ownership in the company for which he works and the importance to the man-
agement that a participation in the ownership of the company's employees
signifies. It is not the tax benefit contained in section 421, per se, which is con-
trolling (often these benefits do not materialize as hoped for) but rather the
recognition by Congress of the validity and wisdom of the grants to important
contributors to the success of a company of an opportunity to own a participa-
tion in his employer. If the tax benefits, as contained in section 421, are removed,
then the Implied approval of this device for spreading ownership of shares of
companies which contribute to the growth of the American economy will be elimi-
nated. This would be a serious blow to this company, to American Industry and.
I suggest, to the welfare of this country. The Increase n revenue would be of
no consequence in comparison to this blow.

I urge you to oppose legislation of a kind proposed by Senator Gore.
Sincerely,

8. B. MALLORy.

NorHWEST BAN OEiRORATIOK,.
Minapls ,UI ,1l ,8,

H~on. HARRY FLOOD BYRD*
CA4irmu. Se%*$e Qomm4Uee tm Fince,
U.S. Senate, Washigton,, D.C.

DzAn S .wnma: It has Just been called to our attention that a hearing will be
hold before the Senate Finance Committee on July 20, 1961, on a bill (S. 1625)
Introduced by Senator Gore of Tennessee to deny the status of qualified stock
options issued after April 14, 1961. We 'do not know how you stand on this
matter, but we would like you to know that we are opposed to any bill which
would prevent the carrying forward the provisions of plans already adopted under
which additional options might be issued.

We believe there are important benefits. other than tax considerations, to be
derived by a corporation and its stockh6lders from an employees' stock option
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plan. Our own plan was made effective with approval of stockholders on March
28, 1961. All of our employees 25 years of age and with 2 years of service were
qualified for options, with the result that nearly 60 percent of all employees in
our group, Including tellers, clerks, stenographers, as well as officers, are Included.
By thus encouraging these employees to become stockholders, we anticipate the
plan will stimulate greater personal interest on the part of all employees In our
company's future success and that it will provide them with additional incentive
to perform their daily tasks more effectively. There are already Indications that
the plan will materially assist n the recruitment, development, and retention of
able and loyal staffs In the Bancorporation, and in Its affiliated banks and com-
panies.

The important thing is that ours Is not an option plan to compensate a few
top officers on a favorable tax basis. Instead, it is a very modest plan devised to
encourage a broad base of employee ownership. The fact is that the highest paid
officer in the group is entitled to buy only 780 shares with a current market value
of less than *85,000.

The worthwhile objectives of our plan, and other plans similar to It, should
not be overlooked in the consideration of this bill by the committee. We Would
appreciate, therefore, having our view, as briefly expressed in this letter, brought
to the attention of the committee.

Yours very truly,
R. L Fu sIi,

Vke Pre."e# and BeereerV.

WurXtT H=asousoWox, MnAJr, HAInia & HALAMD,
Milwakee, Wi., July 19, 1961.Ie 8. 1825.

HOn. HAMWY F. BYRn,
Chairman, Sesate Oommittee on Pixawee,
Semwte 0100 BvUJh, Wahingto^ D.C.

DEA SNvoaTO Bra: I understand a bill has just been introduced to repeal
the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code with respect to employee' re-
stricted stock options.

I trust that you and other thoughtful Senators will urgently oppose this re-
peal. This method of encouraging key personnel in obtaining an interest In the
companies they are employed by is very constructive. Iar too many corpo.-
rations are now managed by people who are strangers to an equity interest.
I think this is neither wholesome nor good for the country. The greatness of
the United States is largely attributable to the entrepreneur who risked his capi-
tal in its growth and development. Heice, key management should be encour-
aged to acquire substantial interests in the companies they manage. If abuses
have resulted these should be corrected without destroying this salutary obJec-
tive.

I urgently recommend that you oppose this proposed repeaL
Very truly y.urM . ROM 0. MWAIMA.

MMWAUKU6 Wi., Juluf M, 19I.
89NAra FiatAKxo Cou 3 .....
senate Ooe Buildg, Waet#oa, D.C.
G*txztq,; Tbo weter, asa*611 as, hundreds f thousafids 4o gokvcaled amalt

stockholders, of corboatlobs, support 8enitor Gor's- bllto end tat benefits on
stock options,- The number mentioned. Is pMicated on the stockholders', vote
in oppoqetIon to stock option plans when submitted to a vote ot the stock ldes.

Aside trom the discrimination toward all others engaged Iz profeasiQn this
unwarranted tax benefit preference to a selective group affects the 41uan"al

Interestof the stockholders. The effect of option plans Increases thb number
of shares isued, thereby affecting the market value of the stock and the amount
of dividends to be distributed, If any. It can be argued that the e recoftyt
would be similarly' affected, because they have procured onsiderable st6ek
at a lower cost through stock option plans or Incentive pay.The ar cents advanced at the hearing IAo.poN.si t th MR by, bymm 0 c,

Daiw- NAM vice president, are tht "this treattfnft is a 10gic6a and rfso
able anlicatioo of tax to the fnanci 0rulZ o1a trnsacton whieh Is

m bW*epubli Intere, .44 qupwe Om T~ kwpie at Words 9"g0e
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and "reasonable" are misused and misapplied. There is no logic or reason In
legalized tax evasion or unwarranted tax benefits to a selective group. His
conclusion that legalized tax evasion to a selective group is in " public in-
terest, no greater adverse opinion could be expressed. Tax benthfts to a selec-
tive group through stock options is to the public's detriment by reason of the
loss In taxes.

Prof. Roger Murray, of Columbia University, expressed his opinion according
to newspaper accounts. "Stock options are needed because salaries alone are
not enough to attract executives from the security of established companies to
new firms which need talent." It is apparent his statement Is not based upon
corporate records, or he entertains an Inflated appraisal of the value of execu-
tive services and approves by this method to lure and procure executives from
other established firms, which in itself is unethical. His statement is untrue In
this respect. The stock option plans are not limited to newly employed execu-
tives, but cover present executives, and his statement does not include all the
fringe benefits that corporate officers and executives receive plus substantial
pen-ions.

It is apparent from the statements of those who testified before the committee
that officers of corporations are receiving substantial benefits as a result of stock
Option plans.

The stock option plans generally are divided into three categories: One for
officers, office and factory employees, one for office and factory employees with
the greater percentage allowed to officers and executives, and the other for
eiecutlves only. The conditions of the options vary as to the time of exercising
Mid options and the purchase price. Each of these plans, except skilled
mechanics, are initiated under the disguise of an offering to procure top
level executives. In reality this group receives top salaries plus numerous
fringe benefits at the expense of the stockholders. This becomes more evi-
dent when we examine the salaries paid by the corporations. The stockholders
who purchase their stock at market prices take all the risk. both in reduction of
the prices of their stock and reduction or loss of dividends. In the past year
dividends in the majority of the corporations have been reduced generally one-
half in the amount formerly declared, and in numerous cases the dividends have
been suspended, all to the detriment of the stockholders. The vote In almost all
of the cases is controlled by the officers and executives.

On the question of shortage of executive manpower in the United States, Presi-
dent John G. Brooks of Siegler Corp. has this to say:

The widely held notion that there is a shortage of executive manpower in the
United States is largely poppycock, no matter what the executive recruiters say,
believes President John 0. Brooks of Siegler Corp.

"American business is often way overstaffed at the top executive level," said
Slegler, who runs his $100 million a year diversified enterprises with a top echelon
of four men, Including himself.

In fairness and Justice to the stockholders, the stock option plan should either
be extended to include stockholders who take all the risk, or the plan should be
abolished.... .

On behalf of the many thousands who cannot attend this bearing In favor of
the bill. we request the committee for the reasons above stated to support the bill.Very truly yours,

• . , •JosRn, A. BARLY.

STATvvUM1T OF, W!WXAM L MCKRMIGW RF.,AT.. TO THE MrTIoD Or T 0z~iO

My. name WIll it,. McKnlght. 'I reside In St, Paul, Minn., and I am
chairman of the' board of director -f Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co.,
to Which, for convenience, I shall sometimes refer as "BM." Minnesota Mining
& )tantifacturlng Co.. is A Delawar, corporation with principal office at O00
]ush Avenue, St. Paul, Minn. It *a ' organized in 1902, and at the present time

manufactures and sells R Vuiaety'of goods In the United States and, by means
otIstW 1Frelgn subsidiaries ad 4strbutorp throughout the free world, Including
the countries of Argentina, AstrqliA, Austria, Brazl, Canada, Colombia, Den .

mark1 .uglano, .France, many, hong Kong, Italy, Japan, MexlcO, Nether-
lands, $orway, Puerto Rt0, 11witzerland, and South Africa. In .aceomplusbing
this, 8M and Its subs1jal elplo* approximately 28,000 people.- Minnesota
Mining & Manutaeturing'Co.'s comm1oqn ck without par value to now, and -ba
been since january 6, 1946, listed'Abd W01 on' the New York tuck ixchang*
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Prior to 1949 1, and other executives at 3M, received numerous requests from
JM personnel for a plan whereby the employees of 3M and its domestic sub-
sidiaries could acquire common stock In 3M Their wishes, coupled with the'
multitude of benefits which broadened employee ownership of 3M could mean.
for this company, led to an attempt by our management to make such a plan
available to all its employees on a nondiscriminatory and workable basis.

As a result, in August of 1949 the board of directors of 3M adopted an em-
ployees' stock purchase plan In which all permanent employees, except the
directors, were eligible to participate. The plan, together with proxy material
meeting the requirements of the Securities and Exchange Commission, was'
submitted to the stockholders for approval and was ratified on September 18,
1949, by a vote of 1,564,163 shares In favor of the plan and 6 868 shares against
the plan. Of the favorable majority, 821,635 shares, or 41.6 percent, of the
1,972,845 issued and outstanding shares entitled to vote, were owned by direc-"
tors or their associates, and all of these shares were voted in favor ofI the plan
despite the fact that directors could not participate in the plan and the further
fact that they knew their equity in the company would be diluted. After Its"
ratification, the stock purchase plan was offered to all permanent employees of
3M and its subsidiaries, on the basis that employees could purchase an amount
of common stock of 3M equal In value to 10 percent of their compensatibrL
Under this plan, 75,000 shares bad been kuad' "available for sale, and after the"
1051 4-for-i stock split employees could have purchased 300,000 shares.

By Its terms, on December 5, 1952, the plan expired. Under it the company
sold 134,476 shares of Its common stock to 292 of its domestic employees.. At
that time 3M had 10,015 domestic employees so that 26.3 percent of them had a,
proprietary Interest In the company.

The success of our plan and of similar plans In other companies, as welas'
the enlightened tax legislation regarding such programs which was enacted by
Congress in 1950, increased our enthusiasm for this method of encouraging"
broader company ownership by employees with all of such owenrshlp's good
effects for 3M and Its stockholders.

Hence, on February 13, 1954, the board of directors of 3M adopted twO. re-
stricted stock option plans to be submitted to the stockholders at the company's
annual meeting on May 11, 1954. Under these proposed and ultimately enacted'
plans, all permanent employees of 3M and its domestic and Canadian subsidiaries'
were eligible to participate except Mr. A. O. Bush, chairman of the executive'
committee, and myself. On May 11, 1954, 81.4 percent of the Issued shares of'
3M common stock were voted In favor of the executive restricted itock option,
plan and 81.2 percent voted in favor of the general restricted stock option plan.
Only 0.3 percent opposed the executive plan and 0.4 percent opposed the general'
plan. At this time 2,812,3 shares of 3M common stock (34.2 percent) were
held by Messrs. Bush, Dwan, Ordway, and myself, all of whom were members.
of the board of directors and all of whom, though not eligible to participate In
the plans and aware that adoption of the plans would dilute our holdings,
nevertheless voted for both plans.

Under the terms of these plans, a maximum of 150,060shares, of 3M common
stock without oar value was to be available for options to be granted to the'
executive employees of 3M and its subsidiaries In tbh executive restricted stock
option plan; while a maximum of 200,000 shares of SM common stock without'
pari value was made available fof' the'options offered to plrinanent 3M'em-
ployees other than detective employees under the general irtflcted stock option
plan. The *execUtive plah'limited, thb ma;Imixn number of sabres which any
participant might purdase under It to a, aggregate ot 1t,500'sbaresi- 8I t0u;.,
sands employees of 3Mand Itsadomestic subsidiaries pqrc d,002 .shares
under the 1964'geheral'plan; and as of Tune 80 f thi' year,4,2 4shareshqd:
been purchased by 89 domestic employes under the 194 exectflve plam TheS
lfteir figures reflectthE two.stOck Splits to date.

IAfter the expiration of the general-restricted stock option" plan whieh ha4,
beeh adopted In 1964 and because of Its -mivertal employee aceept~nckN, the board+
of directors of 3M on' lebruari 10, 108, adopted two tutther restricted stock
option plans known as the 1958 execuive restrkt4d sto k option plazi nd. the
196W iEneral restricted stock option pla , while were subimltte to the stock-.
holder#* of 8M at the annual'meeting on Miy 13,1968. Under theterms of these
plans, jll permanent employees of 3A, and Its domestic and Canad ijn subdharles
*Weoe eligible to participate eXcetMessrs.' Bush, Halpiti, Dwaz, 'Otdway Con-
tiolly, and myself, all of Whoih wVbe 'directlrs- of 8b. " On Maj.* ,i , ith
stockholders ratified the 1968 executive restricted sAtock Ot6n plin when -..
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percent voted for the plan and 0.5 percent voted against It, and they ratified the
198 general restricted stock option plan when 89.9 percent voted for the plan and
0.6 percent voted against It At the time of this vote, 5,889,527 shares (84.7
percent) were owned by Messrs. Bush, Dwan, Ordway, Halpin, Connolly, and
myself, members of the board of directors who were not eligible to participate
In either plan but voted for them.

Under the executive plan, a committee of the directors determines the num.
ber of shares to be optioned from time to time to each participant, limited by
the plan so that the maximum number of shares which any participant may
purchase cannot exceed in the aggregate 8,00 shares. As of June 30, 1061,
12,828 domestic employees had purchased 308,106 shares of stock under the 1958
general plan and 369 domestic employees had purchased 102,713 shares of
stock under the 1958 executive plan. These figures are adjusted for the two
stock splits to date.I I have taken the liberty of giving you this extensive review of the stock option
plans which 8M has offered Its employees so that you might have a better per-
ipective for the comments I wish to make in defense of the present tax treatment

these plans receive. I feel that the restricted stock option plans as contemplated
by the Internal Revenue Oode of 1954 are valuable Incentives and that the present
taxation of such plans Is sound and In the Interest of the corporation, the em-
ployee, and the public.

I say that the present method of allowing the recipient of a qualified restricted
stock option capital gains rate on any Increments in the value of his shareholding,
is sound corporate thinking because any cost to the corporation Is money well
sent in view of the better employees It makes, The stock option is the finest
o Incentives In that Its effectiveness continues throughout the optionees' em-
ployment with the company. It enables the employee to comprehend something
more than short-range economic benefits and to Identify the corporation's well-
being with his own. The encouragement given to employee stock ownership by
the present tax law is necessary to effectuate this corporate policy, and certainly
In our company Its value can be seen. In 1952, at the end of our first plan, and
the dirliest source of pertinent data available to me, 3M had 10,015 domestic em-
ployees of whom 2,700 were shareholders. In March 1901, we had 21,069 domestic
employees of whom 10,881 or 51.64 percent were stockholders. In other words,
we had doubled our working force and more than quadrupled our number of
employee shareholders.

the benefit of the present tax law to the employee Is correlative to the benefit
received by the corporation. If anything, the Interests of shareholding employees
are appealing to management. The very real concern which good employees have
with the progress of their employer is given added impetus as well as authority
When the employee is a partial owner of the otherwise abstract creature for whom
he toils. The employer Is compelled to see the very real stake which such em-
ployee has In the success of the common enterprise. In the long-range view, the
tax benefit enables the employee to provide something by means of his own Indus-
try and thrift which can make him financially secure. The partial ownership
which, because of the Incentive, the employees sees fit to sacrifice for Is really a
partial ownership in free enterprise-an interest in American capitalism. Cer-
tainly, at 3M where In 1952 there were 10,615 shareholders of whom 2700 were
employees and iin 19(1, 74,081 shareholders, of whop 10,81 were employee, the
effectiveness of tke present law cannot be galnsad. While the number of our
shareholders has multipled by 6in the last 8 years, the proportion of employee-
oWnerstor shareholders has remained the same, namely, o" 0 In seven shareholder
*orkt for the company. This figure, I think, Is even more Impressive when It is
realized that SM i far from being a mall closely held corporation but Is rather
a publicly held An actively traded company. I

I mentloied earlier that I was convinced that the present method of taxing
stock opion p was good for the puble In whose Interest the tax law exist.

in 1l'Wtheon evaited the enlightened legislatop presently govern-
th i subject, all of, us who were attempting to do something to broaden

Qw3ership of American buaslae, were gratiled. Tam confident that you and all
thinking me;L r W0lhm that broadened stock ownership by the employees of this(aton canwo~bpt help to p ote apdprbtect thq free enterprise system upon
which ur way 9 life deendse..

34 has',lo* been convinced that its employees have a greater stake in the
eom& than the salaries and wages so readily thought of. ThisIsespecially

op ept employee up=n w iort the corportion, in large
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measure, either succeeds or falls. You, yourselves, know that it was this type
of thinking, namely the total obligation of the employer to the employee, which
led to the creation of unemployment insurance, workmen's compensation, and
pension and profit-sharing plans of various kinds. All of these enlightened
industrial programs are used by 3M, but I am convinced that the opportunity of
becoming a partial owner of the business, which our employees can, Is a benefit
of inestimable value, and I am further convinced that the encouragement of such
ownership is only practicable by means of an enlightened and wise tax policy.
Any man who works hard for his wages must indeed see a benefit if he is to
deny himself a portion of his earnings and assume the position of an investor in
America's business. For the employee Investing his money, like all investors,
is subject to risk of loss as well as chance of gain. To say that one favors
broadened corporate ownership without making such ownership attractive to the
employees of America is but to desire a noble end while failing to provide the'
means which will make it possible.

In the long run, I cannot but think that the modest tax benefits which accrue
to optionees under the qualified stock option plan are of greater productivity to
this country than the same money would be had it gone into the coffers of the
Government. The Immediate benefit of this tax treatment Is the broadened
stock ownership which It encourages in the employee as well as the recognition
which it forces upon the business that the growth and ultimate success of any
enterprise must In some measure be passed along to the employees whose efforts,
in large part, made possible such success as the enterprise enjoys. If there are
abuses, and for some reason they seem always to occupy the forefront of atten-
tion, I, with you, deplore them. There are laws presently on the books to pre-
vent the use of stock option plans as a mere tax evasion device. If these laws
are Inadequate, they should be speedily remedied, but It is Incomprehensible to
me that In order to remedy these rare abuses, It Is necessary to repeal existing
law relating to employee stock option plans and, thereby, destroy this effective
means of broadening opportunities for employee ownership by removing the in.
centive which presently exists. If such a reactionary policy Is undertaken and
If the stock option is to be debilitated as an Incentive, then I fear that the "house
Is being burned down merely to catch a mouse" Surely, It Is within the power
of the Congress of the United States to prohibit any misuse of this marvelous
incentive, the effectiveness of which I am ready to bear witness to.

Wwo ".Pom ito..
NeOW Yor, X.Y., July 16. 1961.

Mr. HArRT F. Bra,
Ohairman, Senate committee on Finance, Care of Mrs. 8iaboth B. Springer,

Olerk, New Sente 0o. R*Uding, WfasAfngtot D.A.
Mr DzAR MRs. SParmon: I greatly appreciate your kindness t6 me last Thurs-

day' when I called at your office to see if r could serve as a witness before the
committee reviewing the merits and demerits of the restricted stot.-k option. May
I submit for the review of the committee the draft material attached whichF
presents my thinking on the effectiveness of the restricted strek optin. This
testimony wus presented to the Securities and Exchange onmlise (file No.
70-4777) by legal iirpresentaHves of the Middle South Utillities, Inc.

I would eleome the opportunity to present my views Ia person should they
b desired by the'eommittee.

Very sincerely yours,
RIMom P. Wrowr.

Kvwi0 F. Wmron -(Q~yfenots row DrtT T=Ti MO1I

1. Question. Mr. Wright, will you plee state y out full name and address
for the record?

Answer. Udmond R, Wright, 122 Brattle Street. Cambridge, Mass.
,1 Question. Are you with any fitm and, it so, Will you please state Ito

name and addrew and your position with such firm ?
Anw*'. am chairman of the board and a*stockhOlder of Wright-Porter, Inc.,

280 Park Arebue, New York, N.Y.
Question. What In the buslnes* or Priutslon in whidi you and your firm

a,* bugage? .t .

73257-1-12
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Answer. We are counselors and advisers to senior management of numerous
corporations on organization planning, executive recruiting, and building execu.
tive growth programs.

4. Question. Please state your educational background, including the degrees
you hold, any academic positions you have held or honors which have been
conferred upon you.

Answer. I hold a bachelor of science degree from Harvard College, awarded
In 1924.I received the degree of master of business administration from the Graduate
School of Business Administration, Harvard University, in 1926. My studies
were concentrated in two fields: namely, personnel relations and accounting.

After graduation, I served a period of 10 years on the staff of the Harvard
Business School. My service was in the capacity of assistant dean, lecturer on
executive personnel relations, and Instructor in the course on finance. During
this period I organized the Harvard Business School Placement Bureau, ulti-
mately receiving the title of director of placement and director of alumni
relations.

In 1936 I left the Harvard Business School and shortly thereafter accepted
a position with McKinsey & Co., consultants to management, to set up for that
firm an executive selection department. The function of that department was
to recruit executives for the various clients being served by McKinsey & Co.

I returned to the Harvard Business School in 1942 at the time of the return
to the business school of Donald K. David, as dean of the school. Dean David
assigned to me the title of assistant dean, and during many periods of his
absence I also served as associate dean.

During this period at the business school I also was assigned the administra-
tive deanship of the advanced management program, which has developed into
one of the chief adjuncts of the business school. This is an educational pro-
gram developed by the business school faculty under which program executives
of, the leading corporations of the country attend a 16-week program styled a
"refresher" course. Over 3,500 outstanding corporate executives have attended
this course to date.

During the period of my latter service on the business school staff, I was also
editor of the Harvard Business School Alumni Bulletin and carried out further
responsibilities In both placement and alumni relations. During my service
on the staff of the business school, I wrote articles on executive placement.

I was with the Harvard Business School until 1948.
5. Question. In addition to your business experience, have you had any ex-

perience in Government positions and, if so, would you state what they are?
Answer. Yes. I served with the U.S. Federal Government as well as with

the United Nations.
Shortly after the beginning of World War II, I was asked to come to Wash-

ington to serve as executive personnel officer of the War Production Board,
reporting to Donald M. Nelson, the Chairman of that Board. I also worked
with Charles E. Wilson, Vice Chairman of the War Production Board, and
Sidney M. Weinberg, another Vice Chairman of that Board. This assignment
called for the selection of businessmen In various fields of endeavor to serve in
setting up the production program of a given Industry or phase of industry.
The recruiting which I did in connection with my service to the War Pro-
duction Board was of men of the caliber and in the occupation of corporate
executives. My service lasted from early 1942 through June of 1943, at which
time I returned to the Harvard Business School.

I have also served with the United Nations. I received a leave of absence
from the Harvard Business School for this purpose in 1946. At that time I
became the acting director of personnel for the United Nations. My service
with the United Nations covered the period from April 16, 1940, to January 1,
1948, when I returned to the Harvard Business School.

6. Question. Would you please state your business connections and experience.
Answer. As I have testified, shortly after leaving the Harvard Business

School in 1986 1 accepted a position with McKinsey & Co., consultants to man-
agement, to set up for that firm an executive selection department whose
function was to select executives to be assiglued to the various clients of that firm.

In 1948, recalling the pleasure I had in setting up this type of department
for McKinsey & Co., I accepted a position with Griflinhagen & Associates to set
up for this consulting firm in Chicago a similar department, which function
I performed from 1948 to 1952.
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This was a successful venture and I was then asked to join the staff of Handy,
Associates, Inc., which firm Weclalized in executive recruiting, and I served,
with that firm for four years.

I then established my own firm, Wright-Porter, Inc.
7. Question. Please describe the precise nature of the business conducted by

your present firm, Wright-Porter, Inc.
Answer. The purpose of our business is to assist management In building the

executive pyramid soundly, striving for what I call "capacity in depth."
We work with management in developing its executive program, often being

called upon to evaluate the capacity for management of the firm's existing execu-
tive staff, then indicating to management where weaknesses have been found,
and cooperating with management in bringing in executives with the capacities
to fill those weak spots; In short, to bring strength to all executive levels. There
is involved a review and analysis of the Jobs to be performed at the executive
level for the particular client company; an analysis of whether certain new
Jobs should be created or old ones abolished ; a survey of the capacities and abili-
ties of the executives who presently hold particular Jobs; an analysis of the
entire compensation program at the executive level, Including salaries, bonuses,
pensions, and stock options; and the formulation of a recommended program
for the board of directors.

8. Question. Does your firm in effect act as an employment agency for execu-
tives who are seeking positions?

Answer. No. We act exclusively as consultants to corporate management
and are responsible to the corporation. We are always paid by our client com-
panies and not by the men whom we place.

9. Question. Am I correct In saying that you, Mr. Wright, are often referred
to as the dean of your profession?

Answer. That is correct.
10. Question. How many corporations have been your clients for services of,

the kind you have described?Answer. Professionally, In my associations with Wright-Porter, Inc., and the
two previous consulting firms of which I was an offeer, I and those under my
direction have served over 400 leading corporations.

11. Question. Do you mind naming some of the clients for whom you have
performed these services?

Answer. Among recent ones or presently on my list are, for example, Bethlehem
Steel Corp., Fansteel Metallurgical Corp., Scott Paper Co., Marquette Cement
Manufacturing Corp., American Electric Power Co. (formerly American Gas &
Electric Co.), Commonwealth Shoe & Leather Co., Pullman, Inc., United Shoe
Corp., American Machine & Foundry Corp., Babcock & Wilcox Corp., Merck
Chemical Co., and many other.

12. Question. Can you give us some indication of the number of key personnel
you have placed with various corporations in the past 15 years?
. Answer. Several thousand, including the figure for replacement of Harvard

Business School alumni returning from World Wfr II. In the last 10 years, In
my association with Wright-Porter, Inc., and the two previous consulting firms
of which I was an officer. I and persons under my direction have placed approxi-
mafely 65W key personnel.

13. Question. What Is the range of corporate positions covered by those place-
ments?

Answer. The entire range of corporate positions, including chairman of the
board, president. and so on, right down to the lower executive levels.

14. Question. What would be the salary range of key personnel placed by you?
Answer. I have placed men as high as $100,000 per annum and down to $10.000.

I would believe that my average range is In the $25,000 to $85,000 level. These
figures, of course, do not take into account pension and retirement plans, stock:
options, and other forms of compensation and incentives.

15. Question. As a part of the conduct of your business, do you discuss with
executives who are contemplating changes of positions the factors which impel
them to make such changes such as salary, retirement plans, stock options, and
the like?

Answer. Definitely so.
The Issue of compensation Is covered most thoroughly in every, instance and

questions as to stock options almost always arise.
I have found that the executive of today generally will not move from a posi-

tion with one corporation to another for a salary increase alone. The additional"
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amount which he would have left after taxes, even on a substantial Increase,.
I bso negligible as to constitute only a slight Inducement.

There is an insistence by the executive upon some form of compensation
whereby hea may provide for hio future.

The form or compensation which is being more and more emphasis by
today's executives, In this connection, Is a stock option. Ordinarily the most
feasible method for an executive to acquire some capital Is the stock option.
Furthermore, the modern executive, In my experience, likes to have a feeling-
of ownership In the enterprise of which he is a part. Therefore, a stock option
plan Is one of the bxat incentives to attract hint.

18. Question. Uavo you found that stock options have constituted an effective
inducement in attempting to persuade an executive to accept a new position?

Aiwwer. Yes. In my experience In executive recruiting I have repeatedly
found that stock options have constituted a host effective inducement in bring-
Ing to an open position it highly desirable executive. In fact, because many
an executive Is "cemented" Intohi present position by a retirement or pension
plan, it Is my experience that he will ordinarily not fiole unless there is a
potential fo reipital gain.

IT. Question. Would you please give us some evidence of that fact?
Answer. Certainly. One example is it leading execKutive currently with one

of the large Detrolt automotive firms who is considering a change of position.
His principal requirement as to a new position Is a company with a generous
stock option plan. lie has told me that he has been unable to accunmulato any
appreciable capital in spite of his very high past salaries and extremely re-
spnalble positions -and that this is the reason he desires a change. Ile has
asked me to secure for him at least 10 company proxy statements In order that
he could get an 'average" of the stock option plans of these companies. Tite
conipuies requested with such stock option plans are: Montgomery Ward;
Users, Roebuck; McGraw-Edison Electric; Whirlpool; Motorola; Colgate-Palm.
olive; Procter & Gamble; Craue; Commercial Solvents; and St. Regis Paper.
He has Informed me that he will not go to a eompauy not having an attractive
stock option plan,

Another typical example Is that of a very ablo Individual who was executive
vice president of a Hartford Conn., machine tool company and I secured him to
smrve as president of a Cleveland machine tool company. Before this individual
would leave Hartford to come to Cleveland, he received from the board of
directors a specific commitment aa to an attractive stock option. Only upon the
signing of this agreement, would this Individual accept the posL

Another example is that of an extremely able executive with one of the lead.
Ing pharmaceutical and eomnetic firms who was not'ready to move to a com-
i*tUtor's firm until he was igaranteed 2.000 shares under a stock option plan.
Upon agreement, he shifted to the competitor.

I consider the foregoing examples to he typical of my experience.
A.& Question. How many men placed by you In the past 10 years received

stock options or promises of them as Inducements to accept the new positions?
Answer. Based on the period of my association with Wright-Porter, Inc., and

the two previous consulting firms already mentioned fi my testimony. there were
an average of ave to soven senior executives placed annually who either received
stock options imnediately upon reporting for assignment to their new connection
or were Informed that a stock option program was assured In the future. Many
other, of course. discussed the availability of stock option, either immediately,
or ultimately. in connecUon with their placement.

19. Question. Based upon your experience in securing key personnel, what
is your opinion as to the importance of stock options as a motivating force In
Inducing such personnel to accept positions?

Answer. Based on my experience. It is my opinion that the stock option is
one of the chief means ot attracting an individual from one position to a higher
position In another company and that its importance in this respect will Increase
even further. A salary Is subject to heavy taxation; a pension is something-
that Is now being taken for granted. On the other hand, the stock option, the
executive feels. can provide capital neces~ry for the future of himself and his
family, the added enjoyment of his retirement and the passing on of even a lim-
ited state to his children.

2(k Question. Please describe some speclflc Instances in which corporations-
have failed to get good men because of the absence of stock option plans.
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Answer. One recent example it that of an executive I was attempting to get fop

a food company. My client failed to attract the most eligible ludivldue beaue
that iudividual would have had to give up a desirable stock option held by hili
with his prvsqut compauy and my client was unable to match this stock option.

21. Question, You have now UewUllod a to the Importance of stock option plaxss
as Isnrumoutallttce for getting key personnel. Ils It been your experience that
stock options are effective Instruments for a corporation to retain key personnel
against the competing bids of other employers?

Answer. Yes. I know from experiuce that extremely able men have refused
to leave their exlstig positlois because if they did so they would sacrifice their
existiti vtock options, Stock options anchored them to their positions.

22. Question, Would you please give specific examples of situations in which
an executive has refused to take a position with a new employer because of
his rights under a stock option plan with his prevent employer?

Answer. Yes. One example relates to an able executive of the Standard
Oil Co. of Now Jersey, who had served with that company for 27 years. He
was being bid for by a small metal-stamping firm In northern New Jersey, and
gave a great deal of consideration to the opportunities available to him In this
smaller firm. After lengthy deliberation, he reported that he could not accept
aui offer from this small manufacturer because he would thereby lose the stock
option granted to him by Standard Oil of New Jersey.

23. Question. Would you please give some speelfle examples of situations In
which compaules have lost key personnel because they did not provide such
personnel with stock options?

24. Question. Have you had experience in the placing of new men who are
Just starting on a business career, that Is, have you assisted in placing them
or advising them as to where they should go and discussing their plans with
them?

Answer. Yes. I have hnd such experience with literally thousands of eases
This was my work while on the staff of the Harvard Business School, Even
today, I have a great interest, quite aside from my Job in advising young mera
In starting a business career. I am constantly being requested by the parents
of young men or the young men themselves to give advice as to a career. For
example, a few weeks ago four Individuals came to nmy home In Cambridge on
one Saturday aloue to discuss this very problem with me.

2. Question. Can you state whether or not, in your experience, store*
options, even though not Immediately available, are among the considerations
which they take Into account?

Answer. While there Is not the same emphasis on stock options in the minds
of the younger men, the subject generally arises and my advice to them Is to
get with a firm having a policy of stock options because such stock options wil
one (lay, If the men work out, be available to them.

My experience is that the presence or absence of a stock option plan in a
given (orporation or industry weighs heavily with the young men in deliber-
ating on a position.

2CL Mr. Wright is working on any helpful data which he may be able to se-
cure as to public utilities.

27. Question, As a result of your experience, is It your opinion that a CoM-
pauny which is precluded from offering a restricted stock option plan is at a
disadvantage In securing personnel for it. responsible executive positions?

Answer. Definitely so. The stock option, as I have already testified, appeals
greatly to the respowlble executive. le sees in it the opportunity of a capital
gain, depending upon the success of te business In the management of which
he Is participating, which Is poslble through no other medium. A company
which cannot 9ffer this Incentive is, therefore, 4t a great disadvantage.

28. Question. What, In your opinion, would be the effect of such competitive
disadvantage upon the quality of key personnel which would be attracted to
the company or Industry suffering under such a disadvantage?

Answer. In ty opinion, "mediocrity" in the executive pyramid is practically
an assured end result of such a policy. It is my experience that good wen arq
increasingly demanding that they receive some recognition for their part in
serving management well. Such good nen Increasingly tend to shun cmpanles
without stock option plans. Men of proven ability expect some shl.re in the
benefits of sncessI

29. Question. O* the basis of your experience and knowledge, 's it your
opinion that stoVR qptioa are #ppropriate and ondueive to the economical an4
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efficient operation of a publicly held corporation and that such a corporation
generally gets full value for the stock options it issues?

Answer. Yes. In the first place, a corporation can give the same amount of
after-tax compensation by means of stock options far more cheaply than by
means of salary. This necessarily follows under our tax laws. In the second
place, I have found that the efficient and economic operation of a corporation
depends upon the ability of the corporation to attract and retain individuals of
the greatest possible executive capacity. As I have already testified, stock
options are a prime basis for attracting and retaining such Individuals.

In the third place, tile granting of stock options gives the executive a stake In
the economical and efficient operation of the corporation by which he Is employed.
Obviously the more efficient the oleration and the lower the cost, the greater
will be the net worth of the corporation and of the stock in the corporation to
which the executive Is entitled through exercise of options. In the fourth
place, the corporations which I have advised and aided in executive recruitment
have found that they did receive great values through stock option plans. And,
as I have testified. I know that the ability of these corlxrnlons to attract and
retain persons of top executive ability has depended, to a large extent, on the
availability of stock options.

80. Question. As a result of your experience and knowledge, Is It your opinion
that the availability of stock options in a corporation generally promotes the
Interests of the stockholders of the corporation and the consumers of the
corporation's products?

Answer. Yes. On the basis of my experience, I have found that the Issuance
Of stock options gives the option holder a stake in the corporation and in the
value of the corporation's stock. As a potential stockholder, he has a direct
Interest In Increasing the value of the stock through, among other things, the
efficient and economic operation of tile enterprise. This certainly benefits the
Stockholders. It also should benefit the consumers.

Furthermore, as far as the stockholders are concerned, it costs the corpora-
tion-and therefore the stockholders-considerably less to give an executive
the same amount of after-tax compensation by means of stock options than by
means of a salary.

linally, the great help which stock options give to a corporation In retaining
and hiring able executive personnel, of necessity results in benefits to both
stockholders and consumers.

CONTROLLURS INSTITUTE or AzatuoA,
Now York, N.Y., July 98, 1961.

Bon. HARRY F'Ao BRTAD.
ChOairman. Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Offie Rilding, ll'oahIngto^ D.C.

DR.A S ENATOR BYnD: We appreciate the opportunity to present to the Senate
F'lnarce (,,mnittee the views of the Committee on Federal taxation of Co-
trollers Institute of America with respect to Senate bill S. 1625 on Employees'
St,,ck Options under Internal Revenue Code Section 421.

The Controllers Institute is a financial management organization with a men.
bership of more than 5.000 financial and accounting officers of leading companies.
Their responsibilities normally include responsibility for controlling costs and
the evaluation of programs, plans, and expenditures to insure that their corpo-
rations receive the maximum return therefrom. Our committee opposes the
adoption of Senate bill S. 1025.

Stock ownership In the employer corporation Is the most direct method of
giving employees the incentive to achieve company and stockholder objectives.
lly providing employees with a means of sharing In the profits of successful
operation, the company and Its general shareholders can be more assured of
continuing devotion to their best interests which will produce profits. The
employee is thus put In the Rame position as a proprietor or a partner with a
direct Interest In profit or performance.

Stock option plans are designed as a means of securing the benefits of em-
ployee stock ownership more readily and advantageously. Stock option plans
are usually approved by the shareholders before becoming operative, and such
approval Is a clear Indication of stockholder appreciation of the benefits which
can be achieved from such ownership. The Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion, In a recent release, stated that "options do in fact, constitute a material
factor affecting executive recruitment and retention."
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Employee stock ownership is vital to successful corporation operation in to-

day's economy. Particularly with younger managerial talent, high personal tax
rates and high costs of living "up to the Job" make It almost impossible for any-
one not blessed with inherited wealth to accumulate the necessary capital to
purchase stock. A stock option plan, properly qualified, admittedly provides
an economic interest In the growth of the company.

Internal Revenue Code Section 421 was designed to encourage the development
and retention of talented employees, that Is, only options issued to employees
qualify as restricted stock options, the option must be personal to the employee
(he cannot transfer it), the price of the stock purchasable under the restricted
stock option cannot be less than 85 percent of the market value of the stock
on the date the option was granted, sale of the stock purchased under a restricted
stock option must be at least 2 years after the date of the granting of such
option, et cetera. Senate Report No. 2875, 81st Congress, 2d session (1950),
Justified enactment of section 130-A of the 1939 Internal Revenue Code, deal-
Ing with "employees' stock options," the predecessor to section 421 of the 194
Internal Revenue Code, as follows:
"* * * Such options ae frequently used as Incentive devices by corporations

who wish to attract new management, to convert their officers Into 'partners'
by giving them a stake In the business, to retain the services of executives who
might otherwise leave, or to give their employees, generally, a more direct
Interest in the success of the corporation.
"* * * The rule applied under existing regulations Is that an employee ex-

ercising an option to purchase stock from his employer corporation receives
taxable Income at the time the option Is exercised to the extent of the difference
between the market value of the stock at the time of exercise and the option
(or purchase) price. The difference is taxed as ordinary income, rather than
as capital gain, on the theory that it represents additional compen."ation to
the employee. Since the employee does not realize cash income at the time the
option Is exercised, the Imposition of a tax at that time often works as a real
hardship. An immediate sale of a portion of the stock acquired under the op-
tion may he necessary In order to finance the payment of the tax. This, of
course, reduces the effectiveness of the option as an Incentive device.

"* * Under your committee's bill, no tax will be imposed at the time of the
exercise of a 'restricted stock option' or at the time the option Is granted and a
gain realized by the sale of the stock acquired through the exercise of the op-
tion will be taxed as a long-term capital gain. Such treatment is limited to the
'restricted stock option' for the purpose of excluding cases where the option
is not a true Incentive device. Options which do not qualify as 'restricted stock
options' will be continued to be taxed as under existing law.

"* * * Thus, under the bill, the employee will receive social treatment only
if he remains in the employment of the company for a substantial period after
the time when he acquires the option and actually invests in the stock of the com-
pany for a considerable period.

"* * * Since the options which qualify for special treatment are regarded as
Incentive devices rather than compensation, no deduction is allowed the cor-
poration under section 162 with respect to a transfer of stock pursuant to a
restricted stock option."

National interest is focused directly, today, on the problem of stimulating
economic growth in the United States. Recognition is universal of the part
which must be played in such growth by the Nation's corporations, large and
smalL Equal recognition must be given to the fact that such growth will de-
pend in a large measure on the effort and interest of persons employed. This
effort and Interest has suffered In recent years as ordinary rewards for the time
and strain involved have been taxed sQ heavily as to render them increasingly
ineffective. If the Nation Is to obtain maximum results from Its available
manpower In the years ahead, it must seriously consider the retention of In-
centives-such as stock options-for successful performance. Section 421 of the
Code should therefore be retained-not destroyed, as would be the case with
the enactment of S. 1625.

Respectfully submitted.
FRANK V. OLDS,

Chairman. Committee on Federal Taxvation.
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,, Au. wAN T.LUiox & TM=a&WU Co.
.B New York, N.Y., July *8, J961,

rhak an, Bawto CommIee on Finaes,
U.$. Senate, Waah iwlgon, D.O.

DZa SENATOR BYan: We were unfortunately unable to be represented at the
hearings held last week by your committee on the proposal contained In S. 1625 to
modify section 421 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1DM. It was with some
concern, however, that we noted that the testimony which was presented at
these hearings was directed almost exclusively to discussion of the so-called
Incentive type stock options which are offered for the most part only to top
management people. We believe there is considerably more at stake in this
matter than would appear from the material presented to you at the public
hearings

It appears to us that the termination of the restricted stock option provisions
of section 421 would deny the modest advantages presently contained in the
law applying to the capital-raising type of stock-purchase plan which Is now
usd by many business organizations as well as to the incentive or compensatory
type of option used by some others. This could work a substantial hardship on
those corporations using the restricted stock option provisions, not to provide
compensation but as an essential part of their equity financing programs. This,
I believe, would be a most unfortunate development.

It is generally conceded that additional compensation Is an essential element
of the incentive option which Is offered exclusively to top management em-
ployees. As compensation for his efforts, an executive is given something of
value, perhaps of great value, In the form of an option to purchase stock, with
ino prior investment on his part. The person holding such an option may never
exercise it and never make any investment in the business unless the stock
rises substantially In price. The business reason for granting an option of
this kind Is to provide a type of deferred compensation for the executive and for
this reason such options may serve a very necessary purpose. These options,
however, are In no way related to the need for additional capital In the business.

The purpose of the capital raising purchase plan arrangement Is quite different.
As In the case of this company's employees stock plans which have been In
operation from time to time since 1915, the primary purpose is to raise capital as
needed by the business by extending to employees generally an opportunity to
'purchase stock of the corporation on terms no more favorable than Is considered
necessary to produce the desired participation. Our employees' stock plans have
provided, in the great expansion periods following the two World Wars, over 12
percent of the common stock capital raised by the Bell System and are providing
a significant portion of current equity capital requirements. Offerings under such
plans are not limited to top management, but, on the contrary, include the em-
ployee body generally. In our own case, a total of 89,000 employees of American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. and Its subsidiaries, not including the officers of this
company who are specifically Ineligible, are currently partlclpating in our plan.
Furthermore, the definite limitation as to the number of shares which may be
purchased under such plans Is designed to permit participation on a modest
scale by employees in all classifications over an extended period of time through
installment payments.

Our plans are not Intended to provide additional compensation to the em-
ployees. The differential between purchase price and market value represents
only the reasonable underpricIng necessary for the successful marketing of new
stock in the neessary amounts. Eqnally important, our plans afford employees
an opportunity to save systematically and are designed to Induce employees to
Invest their savings in the business of which they are so Integral a part. I believe
that this is important to the economy of the Nation since It gives employees an
opportunity to acquire a stake In the American free enterprise system on a fair
basis,

Unfortunately this type of arrangement will be In jeopardy should the re-
stricted stock option provisions of section 421 of the Internal Revenue Code be
trmlrqted. It Ix our belief, however, that those who advocate the repeat of
these provisions do not wish to see unwarranted limitations or unneeded con.
trits placed on the capital raising type of option. The incentive or compensatory
type option hs a distinct function In our economy as has the capital raising
type. Inasmuch as each has its own unique business purpo.e, one type of option
should not be confused with the other and these inherent differences should not
be overlooked.
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We strongly urgo, therefore, that In considering any modifications of section

421 of the code, no change be made which would eliminate the modest advantages
now contained In the law which make possible the widespread use of capital
i-aislng stock purchase type arrangements such as those presently In use by this
and many other growing businesses in our Nation.

If it Is not too late to do so we respectfully request that this letter be Included
in the record of the hearings by your committee relating to 8. 102=Sincerely yours, A. L SToT% Vioo Preide"$ and Oomptroeler.

MAo1INKsAY & ALumw PaOouOrs ImTrTum,

lion. IARRY F. 1BYa, Fauhaoon, D.., Juvy 8 1961.
Chairn, ( Omm~illtv on Fina~n¢e,

U.S. Senate, Woshimpt, D*C,

PIoposAL To RSi'AL THIC XRESTICTEJ 81'VK OPTION PROvUSIONS O' TR INTEUAL

DrAn Ma. CITAXUAN: We appreciate the opportunity to present the views of
the Machinery & Allied Products Institute with respect to S. 1625 which would
repeal the current provisions of tax law concerning restricted stock options.

The institute and its amllate, the Council for Technological Advancement,
represent the capital goods and allied Industrial equipment Industries of the
United States. Skilled, eticient, and experienced corporate executives, dedi-
cated to the welfare of the corporations by which they are employed, are of
crucial Importance to the capital goods as well as to other industries. Adoption
of the proposal currently pending before this committee is likely to deny to
industry the use of one of the most effective available incentives to superior
executive performance--the restricted stock option.

TAX TRUTMENT OF STOCK OPTIONS

Section 421 of the Internal Revenue Code provides that no tax will be Imposed
on "restricted" stock options-i.e., employee stock options qualifying under
certain specific statutory criteria-until the employee sells the stock. When the
option price Is 95 percent or more of the market value of the stock at the date
the option is granted, the ultimate gain (the difference between the purchase
price of the stock and the proceeds realized upon its sale) is taxable at capital
gains rates. If the option price is less' than 95 percent but at least 85 percent
of the market value of the stock at the time the option Is granted. a somewhat
different rule is followed. The gain is not taxed until the employee dlspose of
the stock, but the lesser of the difference between the option price and the fair
market value of the stock on the date of grant, and the option price and the
market value on date of sale, is taxed as ordinary Income. The balance of the
gain, If any, is treated as a long-term capital gain. If an employee stock
option does not qualify as a "restricted" stock option, the tax treatment Is
entirely different. Tax Is imposed at the time the option is exercised and the
stock Is acquired: the gain represented by the excess of the market value of the
stock at the date of exercise over the option price is taxed as ordinary income.

THE PROPOSAL TO RMflL STOCK OPTION PROVISIONS

S. 1025, Introduced by Senator Gore, a member of the Committee on Finance,
would in effect repeal the special treatment afforded stock options by amending
section 421 of the code to provide that employee stock options granted after April
14, 1001, the date the bill was Introduced, could not quality as restricted stock
options.

There appears to be a presumption underlying this bill that the present code
treatment of restricted stock opUons constitutes an unwarranted tax gimmick
which was added to our tax law without adequate Justification. We suggest
that the base reason for enacting the restricted stock option provision-providing
specific incentive for corporate executives to acquire a proprietary interest in the
corporation for which they work-was sound at tho time the Finance Oommittee
recommended adoption of this provision In 1950, and continues to be sound.
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As we understand it, the bli's sponsor has announced that he will attempt to
add this bill to the next House-passed tax measure reaching the Senate. Thus,
there apparently will be only 2 days of public hearings before the Finance Com-

* mittee on this proposal, following very short advance notice, and no hearings at
all before the House Ways and Means Committee. 'This seems to us a highly
undesirable means of considering what would amount to repeal of a key code
provision which has now been In effect for over 10 years.

DESIRABILITY OF 9FFEC-IVl INCENTIVE FOR CORPORATE EXECUTIVES WAS REASON FOR
ENACTMENT OF RESTRICTED STOCK OPTION PROVISION

As this committee is well aware, the tax treatment of employee stock options
* had aroused considerable controversy prior to enactment of the current code

provisions relating to restricted stock options. In Comtnieioncr v. Smith (324
U.S. 177 (1045)) the Supreme Court required an employee to Include in his
gros Income the difference between the price at which he purchased stock under
an employee stock option and the market value of the stock at the time the
option was exercised. This decision led to Treasury regulations In the following
year under which the general rule of the SmSh case was in effect applied to all
employee stock options. Subsequently, there were recommendations from a num-
ber of taxpayer groups that tax not be imposed on employee stock options until
ultimate sale of the optioned stock. The House in 1948 approved special tax
treatnnt hut only for certain narrowly defined employee stock options, termed
"restricted" stock options This approach was approved in 1950 by this commit-
tee, added to the Senate version of the Revenue Act of 1050, and accepted by the
House in conference.

The restricted stock option provision of that act, section 1-30A of the 1039 code
(which Is now, with certain amendments, sec. 421 of the 1954 code), was ap-
proved by this committee with the following explanation, which now seems to
merit renewed emphasis.

"Your coinmmitt,'s bill (sec. 220) establishes a new set of rules for the tax
treatment of certain employee stock options. Such options are frequently used
as Incentive devlcea by corporations who wish to attract new management, to
convert their officers into 'partners' by giving them a stake in the business, to re-
tain the services of executives who might otherwise leave or to give their em-
ployees generally a more direct interest In the success of the corporation.

"At the present time the taxation of these options Is governed by regulations
which Impede the use of the employee stock option for incentive purposes. More-
over, your committee believes these regulations go beyond the decision of the

* Supreme Court In Oommissioner v. Rmith, (324 U.S. 177 (1945)). The resulting
uncertainty as to whether these regulations are In accordance with the law is an
additional reason for legislative action at the present time."

We contend that these basic reasons which led to the adoption of special tax
treatment for restricted stock options In 1950 are equally valid today.

Consideration of S. 1(25. together with the remarks of Senator Gore at the
time of Its Intnhidction (Congresslonal Record, Apr. 14. 11)11, at p, 56), raises
for legislative review a variety of quostlons. Is the restricted stock option a
means of unjust enrichment by and for "tihe insiders"? Is It. unfair to ordinary
shareholders? Does it result In a serious revenue loss to the Treasury and an
unequal distribution of the burden of taxation? What of its effects on the small
business? Finally, iR the continued special tax treatment of the restricted stock
option In the public interest?

These are entirely proper questions for study and deserve the committee's most
careful consideration. We are constrained, however, to observe that the haste
with which this hearing was called and the very brier period which .s far has
been allotted to these hearings seem to us hardly conducive to the kind of ex-
hauqtive study which they require. Suppose we reverse the order of the ques-
tions raised above and consider first the ultimate question-is the current special
tax treatment provided the restricted stock option in the public interest? We
believe it Is.

It is by now commonplace that among the economic resources of the United
States none Is more scarce than managerial talent. Since corporations provide
the bulk of Jobs In the United States and furnish a maior shareof all revenue to
the Federal Government. It seems wholly In the public Interest to provide legisla-
tively a tax framework for effective use of a device permitting corporations to
attract and retain the best possible managerial talent.

I
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If we accept this proposition as true, It becomes necessary .only to Inquire as

to the efficacy of the stock option device and as to its effects upon shareholders,
revenue, small business, etc. We turn now to brief consideration of these
questions.

Stock optiton permit managers to acquire a proprietary interest in their
oompao ie..-Tbe great majority of business executives are not men of accumu-
lated wealth. Although most would like to acquire a proprietary interest in
the corporations which they serve, generally they lack the capital necessary to
purchase more than a nominal amount of the corporation's stock. The problem,
therefore, has been to provide these executives with a means by which they
might acquire such a proprietary Interest and the restricted stock option has
proven to he suited to this purpose.

As emphasized by Prof. Dan Throop Smith and others, the realization of a
corporation's full growth potential requires long-term investment, substantial
and continuing research and development, maximum productivity over the longer
term, quality products, and competitive prices. Such objectives are clearly in
the long-term interests both of shareholders and of the Government, since their
realization will tend to increase the value of shares held and will tend to
increase both employment and revenues from the standpoint of the Government.
Hut that cannot be realized by management policies oriented largely, if not
wholly, to the maximization of proflt-for purposes of bonus or profit sharing-
in the short run. Obviously, some means must be found to bring about coinci-
dence of Interest between corporate owners and corporate managers. The
restricted stock option provides that means.

We should add that there is nio intention of suggesting or even implying that
corporate executives would not otherwise act in good conscience for what they
consider the best Interests of their corporate employers. But in the absence of
a clear alinement of Interests between owners and managers--such as the stock
option produces-there Is apt to be a concentration upon short-run sales and
profit objectives.

The effectiveness of the stock option In achieving this identity of interests
between shareholder and corporate manager Is well put by Mr. Henry Ford i1,
chairman of the Ford Motor Co., in his article In the July-August 1901 issue of
the Harvard Business Review entitled "Stock Options In the Public Interest"
Mr. Ford had this to say:

"1. It represents an opportunity for gain that Is especially sought after, but
that will be realized only If the stockholders benefit.

"2. It establishes a proprietary Interest which alines the executive's personal
interests closely with those of stockholders and thus, from their standpoint,
affects favorably his day-to-day business actions and decisions. Specifically, it
strengthens his interest In the long-term growth and health of the organiza-
tion."

Importance of tock options 'to small compankes.-Thls committee has beard
testimony regarding the important role that. stock options can play In helping
at snall corporation eomnpete successfully against larger rivals. We have no
wish to repeat this testimony, but Its main features deserve reemphasis because
we think they are vitally Important to the committee's consideration of S. 1625.

In general, a small corporation which has potential for future expansion may
find the use of restricted stock options a nearly indispensable method of com-
peting effectively with its larger rivals In securbig and retaining effective man-
agement. The stock option enables the small corporation to offer a substantial
stake in the busines, to its key executives who might well be lured away by
lrger orporate rivals who are in a position to offer considerably higher salaries.
It Is of course true that such rivals are also able to offer stock options, but
the key point here Is that the interest which may normally be acquired In a
smaller corporation through use of stock optlors is ordinarily much greater pro-
portionately and In a proprietary sense than the interest which may be similarly
acquired In larger corlorations. This being the case, It hardly seems to be
a propitious time for the Congress to be considering repeal of the restricted
stock option provisions of the Coe, an action which seems much more likely to
hinder rather than to help smaller business, to the detriment of competition
generally.

We are very impressed by the testimony of Dr. Herbert W. Robinson, presi-
dent of CEIR, Inc., presented during the current hearings, and particularly in
the following observation:

"CEIR could not have obtained the highly trained professional and executive
talent which is essential to a service organization such as ours on the basis of
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salary alone. Nor would our company have beefited from the many hours
Of unpaid overtime and that extra devotion to duty which our key employees
have contributed to our company because they owned a stake in its success.
This was made possible only because we could offset the relatively low salaries
which CEIR could afford, coupled with an uncertain future in a new company,
with employee stock options and the opportunity to become owners of increas-
Ingly valuable stock in their own company if It prospered."

REVENUE CONSIDERATIONS NEE CAREFUL ANALYSIS

In Introducing S. 1625 Senator Gore stated that enactment of his bill is likely
to save at least $100 million In revenue. We feel that any such tax savings
are quite unlikely. Indeed, the revenue impact of the restricted stock option
privilege Is in our judgment widely misunderstood.

Section 421 of the Internal Revenue Code covering restricted stock options
specifically disallows the cost of employee stock options as a corporate business
expense deduction. Accordingly, a corporation must pay 52 cents In taxes for
each dollar of compensation paid to Its executives in the form of stock options,
where the 52 cents might be saved by tie corporation from a tax standpoint
through use of other types of employee compensation which are tax deductible.
From the standpoint of the executive, the recipient of the option privilege, he
will in most cases ultimately be required to pay 25 cents in taxes on the stock
option dollar so that the total tax paid by corporation and Individual on the
stock option dollar is in the range of TT cents.

The only apparent revenue loss through the existence of section 421 comes
into play when the corporate executive receiving the stock option is in an
Individual Income tax bracket higher than 77 percent. We suggest that the
corporate executive receiving a restricted stock option Is as likely, and probably

3+ more likely, to fall In a lower bracket.
Moreover, it would appear that Senator Gore's analysis of revenue considera-

tions not only ignores the tax deductibility factor but also Is based on the as-
sumption that, in the event tax treatment of the restricted stock option privilege
Is changed in the law, reqtricted stock options will continue to be as widely used
as under present circumstances.

In general, It is our conclusion that at" the least Senator Gore's position on
revenue impact Is greatly overstated; It Is entirely possible that there would be
a net tax loss to the Government flowing from the statutory change he proposes.

In this connection may we refer to the extensive statement of Senator Carl
Curtis of Nebraska in the Senate on July 20 (Congressional Record at p. 12090)
which deals with the entire question of restricted stock options Including the
revenue Issue.

THB PROBLEM Of THE CLOSELY HELM CORPORATION IN USING TB RESTRIWTRD STOCK
OPTION-A SUGG9TIION FOB OONORESSlONAL STUDY

It has been noted in the current hearings before the committee that It Is very
difficult for a closely held corporation to establish a market value on Its stock
In such a way as to anable it to meet the qualification requirements for restricted
stock option treatment. We concur In recommending that the committee give
special consideration to this problem. The restricted stock option is in our
Judgment, as we have indicated above, a very effective competitive device for
smaller business. If it is possible to make restricted stock options more gen-
erally available for use by closely held corporations which more frequently than
not fall in the smaller size category we feel that Congress will have taken a most
constructive step In the stock option area.

Some problem connected with the retrict+4 stock optlon.-In his testimony
In these hearings. Mr. Michael Warls. Jr., associate tax legislative coun.el of the
Treasury Department, has called attention to a number of problems In the stot-k
option area to which the Treasury Is now giving attention and which he suggests
should receive full consideration before any affirmative action is taken on a
measure as sweeping as S. 1M25. We agree with Mr. Waris' suggestion that addi-
tional study is required on certain current problems concerning restricted stock
options as well as the likely effect of enactment of a full repeal of the current
code provision.
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For example, It would seem to us useful in any full consideration of S. 1625
or similar legislation to consider the holding period for corporate shares, the
establishment of option price for shares of closely held companies, and the re-
pricing of stocks on which options are offered.

This concludes our statement on S. 1625. If we can provide any further infor-
mation please let us know.

Respectfully,
CHARL STEWART, PresideW.

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL
ORGANIZATIONS ON SENATE BLm 1625 SnurrErD By ANiRw J. Bzirnna,
DiRETxro DEPARTMENT OF LEOisLAnox

The AFL-CIO wishes to be recorded as being in complete support of Senate
bill 1625, introduced by Senator Albert Gore of Tennessee. This bill would
amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 so as to terminate the special tax
treatment now accorded certain management executives.

Stock options provide unwarranted privileges for the few to aid their rapid
enrichment at the expense of ordinary employees, other stockholders, and Ameri-
can taxpayers generally. The stock option privilege is morally indefensible.
It should be terminated Immediately.

Stock option plans are a classic example of how the preferential treatment
of capital gains income has been exploited to favor upper-income taxpayers.
Under these plans, corporation employees-usually high-ranking executives-
are permitted to buy stock in the corporation at a favorable price, normally
below market value. If the stock Is then held for 6 months, the profit on a
subsequent sale is taxable at the lower capital gain rates (a maximum of 25
percent).

One special advantage of the stock option plan Is that the holder of the option
does not have to exercise it at any one time. He can wait to see whether the
price of the stock goes up. Then he can utilize his option at a price well below
the market price and thus obtain a handsome profit without any of the risk
normally associated with buying stock.

Another advantage Is that he needs to exercise only part of his option at any
one time. For example, an individual could utilise part of his option, and after
6 months sell the stock he has so acquired at a profit He could then useths
profit to buy the additional shares of stock due him under his option.

To cite a specific case, the Ford Motor Co. in 1963 granted its chairman an
option to buy 6,000 shares of Ford stock at $815 a share. Between then and
1968. a stock split of 15 for I increased his option to 90,000 shares at $21 a share
He bought the shares at this price, for a total investment of $1,890,000. On
December 31, 1959, these 90,000 shares were worth $6.3 million more than their
cost. If he sold the shares at this point, his profit, after taxes, would average
out to more than $670,000 a year for the period since the option was granted.
He would have had to earn a salary of over $5 million a year to bhve that much
left after taxes.

To cite another, the president of Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. was also well
treated under his company's stock option plan. In 1960 he was given an optio*
on 9,000 shares at $59 a share. From 1952 to 195 he exercised his option, pay-
ing a total of $531,048. By the end of 1968, because of stock splits and stock
dividends, the shares he purchased were the equivalent of 12,430 shares, worth
$5,284,732 more than he paid for them If he had sold all 9,000 shares at that
time he would have netted $3,963,649 after taxes. His average profit for the
9-year period since the option was granted would have been $440,394 a year.
In order to have this much left from his salary after taxes, he would have had
to earn more than $3 million a year.

Nor are Ford and Goodyear the only companies that treat their executives
well. More than half the comapnles listed on the New York Stock Exchange,
and many unlisted companies, have such stock option plans. These are usually
available only to upper income individuals, and cost the Treasury an estimated
$100 million a year. Some corporations, such as the American Crystal Sugar
Co., even provide Interest-free loans to executives for their stock option
purchases.
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Even If the stock Is not held long enough to benefit from the cut-rate capital
gains tax, stock options still permit large profits with no risk. In an article in
the July 1959 issue of Harper's Magazine, Bernard Nossiter pointed out that
"U.S. Steel last year gave 120 of its'executives options on 151,000 shares at $5.
This spring, the stock had risen $40 a share above this. Any time a top steel
executive needed cash, he picked up his telephone, told the comlmny treasurer
to Issue him a few thousand of his optioned shares, and told his broker to sell
them at the market price. Thus, our executive cleared $40 a share with two
telephone calls--and without investing a Lent of his own money."

What if stock prh-es go down after the option Is issued? This happened to
the Chrysler Corp. Chrysler executives naturally did not use the options at the
higher prices. Instead the corporation issued them new options at a price that
'permitted them to make a profit. Alcoa-the Aluminum Corporation of
America-is another company that did the same. In 1950, Alcoa granted its
executives an option to purchase 198.000 shares at $117.25 a share. The market
price of the stock dropped to $76 in 1 57 and continued to decline in 1958. III
March of that year, a committee comprising the six highest-pmld directors and
officers of Alcot voted to exchange the old options for new ones at a price of
$f0,50 . share. Four of the six members of this committee were in a position
to benefit from this exchange.

The rationalization for this favored treatment for stock options is that they
are not Income, but rather are given to provide executives with an interest In
the well-being of the corporation and en incentive to Improve Its profits. Pre-
sumably the executives' salaries also provide them with Interest and incentive-
yet these are subject to ordinary income tsxes.

Stock options are particularly open to abu.Q because for all practical purposes
they are voted into existence by those who benefit from them. Although such
plans have to be approved at some point by the stockholders, this approval Is
usually routine. Some stockholders, however, have vigorously opposed stock
option plans. because the exercise of stock options at less than the market price
by the corporation's executives reduces the share of the business held by each
of the other stockholders. When the shares are sold to executives at less than
the market price, all the other shareholders suffer a loss.

In addition to the way stock options bleed the equities of the other stock-
holders, this tax gimmick also unconscionably plays favorites among employees.

While millions of wage and salary earners are required to pay taxes on their
compensation at the regular progressive Federal income tax rates, a favored
few executives--who are already among the best off---enjoy an unethical and
unjustified legal tax shelter.

Finally, the estimated $100 million which is mulcted from the Federal Treasury
by stock option recipients each year has to be made up by levies Imposed upon
the rest of the taxpaying population.

The stock option privilege is an outrageous piece of class legislation. It should
never have been allowed to appear on the statute books a decade ago. Now,
It is high time to end this monstrosity and take It off.

Senator Goem. The committee stands adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 8:45 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.)


